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Ct was early in the morning that we learned that our best 
friend, colleague and co-worker had just died. On March 16, 1989. 
He was only 55. 

He graduated from the Jagieł Ionian University, Cracow, under 
the supervision of Professor Henryk Niewodniczanski in 1956, thus 
beginning his career at the Niewodniczanski Institute of Nuclear 
Physics,Cracow, where he worked all the time. He received his doc¬ 
torate in 1965, habilitated in 1977, and becam Professor in 1988. 

His research greatly contributed to low energy physics. In 
the early '60st he enthusiastically worked on the then new subject 
of hyperfine interactions studied with perturbed angular correla¬ 
tions. He continued similar investigations on particle and ion 
beams from accelerators in collaboration with Centre de Recherches 
Nucleaires, Strasbourg, where he spent several years. He headed a 
team working there on very strong magnetic fields acting on nuclei 
implanted into ferromagnets after nuclear reactions. A significant 
part of his scientific interests was the structure of nuclei at 
low excitations and, recently, high spin states and behaviour of' 
nuclei at very fast rotations. 

Bozek's interests were also in nuclear fusion and associated 
dynamic effects as well as in fragmentation of nuclei in heavy ion 
collisions at low bombarding energies. He continued that research 
during his 2-years' stay at the Centre d1Energie Nucleaire, Saclay 
in 1980-82. Recently, he became very active in investigations of 
positron production in U+U and U+Pb collisions carried out in a 
collaboration with Technische Hochschule and Gesellschaft fUr 
Schwerionenforschung, Darmstadt. 

Eugeniusz Bożek has greatly contributed to the development of 
international scientific cooperation, especially as an initiator 
of French-Polish collaboration in nuclear physics. 

He was a member of the Scientific Council of the Niewodni¬ 
czanski Institute of Nuclear Physics, Cracow, since 1978. 

He contributed a lot and we will always bear in mind his 
importance for these Zakopane School of Physics, first as a aeaber 
of the organizing committee, then as one of the School's advisors. 

Eugeniusz Bo2ek was a man whose work was a combination of 
insight, ingenuity, sound planning and determination and whose 
life was always led according to the highest moral principles. He 
has left us, his large family of friends, colleagues and students, 
who will always miss and remember him. 

His colleagues 



EDITORIAL 

Tin? present volume includes lectures and seminars presented in 

the second part of the XXIV School of Physics at Zakopane for 
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN РАС STUDIES OF DILUTE ALLOYS 

K.Krolas, Z.Inglot, M.Sternik 
Institute of Physics, JagełIonian University, Cracow, Poland 

1. Introduction. 

The result of an attempt to alloy different metals is strongly 
dependent on the choice of the constituents and, uiure specificoliv, on 
the preference of the constituents to become surrounded with similar or 
dissimilar neighbours. When there is a. weak preference then atoms of 
different elements are able to share various sites of a common 
crystalline lattice. A typical example is a dilute solid solution with 
impurity atoms occupying the lattice sites of the host metal. In 
general, the distribution of impurities is not completely random, and 
experimental studies of this distribution provide the qualitative 
information on the preference for neighbours in the alloys and also on 
the energy involved in the formation of an individual impurity-impurity 
pair. 

The impurity-impurity Interaction leading to a short range order in 
dilute solid solutions is the field of research in which significant 
progress has recently been achieved as a result of application of 
hyperfine interaction techniques. Suitable radioactive atoms which 
fulfill the requirements of the perturbed angular correlation or 
Móssbauer technique are introduced into dilute binary alloys, where they 
are used as microscopic probes to investigate their immediate 
surroundings. The probe atoms interact with the impurity atoms and the 
nearest neighbour probe-impurity pairs are formed either more, or less, 
frequently than expected for a random constituent distribution. Both 
attractive and repulsive interactions were observed for probes and 
impurities of several elements dissolved in Cu, Ag, Au and Fe matrices. 

So far, considerable interest has been focused on the systems in 



which the attractive interaction was observed i.e. there was л 
preference for the irapurity to occupy a lattice site next to the probe 
atom. In particular, the attraction between probe and impurity atoms was 
found in several silver-based alloys containing Au, Pdf Pt or Rh 
impurity using 111 In and 119Sn probes l~* and containing Cd, In, Sn or 
Sb irapurity with ł 0 0Pd and Rh probes 

In each alloy the probe-impurity pair was formed with one atom of 
s-p element and one atom of d element. For these systems the attractive 
interaction was understood as a result of a conduction electron 
redistribution due to charge excesses carried by both the impurity and 
the probe atoms 1 7 1. Unfortunately this simple model does not explain 
differences in the interaction observed for the same impurity pairs in 
host of different noble metals and of cause no such free electron 
approach can be applied to dilute alloys based on the transition 
elements. 

Recently a more universal model has been applied for a large 
variety of alloys including the iron rich alloys . In this approachi 
(see Section Э) the impurity interaction is related to the heat of 
formation of corresponding alloys which can be calculated using the 

19] 
semieaipirical parameters developed by Miedema et al The model gives 
the correct sign of the interaction for investigated systems and. in 
most cases, a quite good estimate of the binding energy E which 
determines the strenght of this interaction. Sińce the Miedema's 

parameters are known for all metals, the model has a predictive 

significance as consider lattice site preferences for impurities in each 

dilute alloy. 
In the following we present two recent investigations performed 
111 99 

with In and Rh РАС probes iif dilute alloys in which a repulsive 
interaction between probe and impurity atoms is expected. In the first 
experiment, In was introduced into silver based alloys containing Cu, 
Zn and Ga impurities in order to give an evidence of the predicted 
repulsive interaction between impurity atoms of two s-p elements in the 
silver host. The repulsive interaction was also predicted for impurities 
of Rh and some s-p elements in the palladium host. The aim of the second 
experiment was to establish the nature of this interaction which sight 
be interesting in view of the observed attractive in+eraction for the 



same impurity pairs in the noble metal hosts. 

2. Determination of the binding energy with th* PAC Mthod. 

The РАС technique can detect the hyperfine interaction of the 
quadrupole moment of the probe nuclei with the electric field gradient 
(EFG) produced by the extra nuclear charges. In dilute alloys with cubic 
structure the EFG arises due to a net charge of impurity atoms 
distributed among the lattice sites. Both the orientations and distances 
to impurity atoms vary from probe to probe so that a distribution of the 
EFG is observed over the ensemble of probes. This distribution may 
exibit discrete peaks corresponding to distinct local enviroments. As a 
rule the nearest neighbour probe-irapurity configuration is rather well 
pronounced in the EFG distribution. On the other hand, all the other 
probe environments with impurities at distant sites contribute to a 
broad distribution of the EFG with magnitudes much lower than the 
magnitude of the EFG produced by an impurity atom being the nearest 
neighbour of the probe. 

A fraction f of probe atoms exposed to the nearest neighbour EFG 
can be determined quite precisely. It gives a relative number of the 
probe-impurity pairs in the alloy. A value of the fraction f refers to 
the energy involved in the formation of the probe atom - impurity atom 
pair. Kays of determination of this energy defined as the binding energy 
E were discussed in ref. • The most accurate manner requires 
measurements of the fraction / at various temperatures for alloys of 
different impurity concentrations с The temperature dependence of f is 
described by the following formula: 

//(l-f)c - 3 expi-E^/kT) (1) 

From the logarithmic plot of the ratio f"/(l-f)c versus 1/Г both the 
binding energy E and preexponential, factor 3 can be determined. The 
parameter В is the total entropy of formation of the impurity-impurity 
complex and it contains two terms. 

S * Z exp(A5/*) (2) 

where Z is the coordination number of the lattice related to the 



configurations! entropy and AS is я difference between the vibrational 
entropies for the" impurity pair as a nearest neighbours and for two 
isolated impurity atoms. 

Determination of the binding energy £. and the preexponential 

factor -3 can only be performed under the condition that the impurity 

distribution reaches the equilibrium state at each temperature. It means 

that the sample must be kept at given temperature long enough to let the 

diffusing impurity atoms be trapped into pairs. It imposes a limitation 

on the lowest temperature of a measurement. The annealing time, however, 

must be reasonable and in the case of РАС experiments it can not exceed 
considerably the lifetime of the parent nuclei of the probe. The high 
temperature limit of the measurements range is set by the lifetime of 
the involved excited state of the probe nucleus. The pairs creuled 
cannot live shorter than that "lifetime. For typical diffusion 
coefficients and probes the available temperature range spreads from 
about 600 К to 1100 K. 

The experimental procedure is illustrated in Fig.l and Fig.2 with 
an example of the impurity interaction study for In and Pt impurities in 
silver. Fig.l shows three spectra taken at different temperatures with 

In probe in Ag Pt alloy. A decrease in the fraction f (the 
number of In probe atoms bound to one Pt atom) with increasing 
temperature appears as a significant decrease in the oscillation 
amplitude in R(t) spectra. 

The temperature dependence of fraction f is shown in Fig.2 in form 
of a logarithmic plot of of the normalized fraction f/(l-r)c against l/T 
for Ag 9 9 7 P t 0 and two additional alloys of silver with various 
concentrations of Pt and In impurities. The data points lie along line 
independent of the impurity concentration. According to the Eq.(l), a 
slope of this line derived from the least-squares fit procedure gives 
the binding energy ER= - 0.171(9) eV and the crossing point with the 
vertical axis gives the entropy term в = 12.8(1.0). 
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1 1 1 Fig.l. Perturbed-angular-correlation spectra R(t) for In in 
AS . . . W taAen at three different temperatures. Data from Ref.2. 
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3. Correlation between E^ and heat of formation of alloys. 

Experimental values of the binding energy were collected in Ref.(8] 
for about 20 systems containing impurities of two elements in the 
copper, silver, gold and iron matrices. It was shown that the binding 
energy involved in the formation of impurity pairs is correlated with 
the heats of formation for bulk materials of the corresponding alloys. 
In the dilute alloy the reference state, relative to which the energy of 
the system is determined, is the pure host metal. In terms of the 
nearest neighbour interactions the energy changes of the alloy due to 
impurity redistribution are related to the creation and to the breakup 
of the impurity-impurity and impurity-host bonds. The binding energy E 
of the two-impurity complex ВС in the host A is equal to the difference 
between the final energy of the system when the impurities are nearest 
neighbours and the initial energy of the system when two impurities are 
surrounded by host atoms only. In the initial state both impurity atoms 
have nearest neighbour bonds with, e.g., 12 host atoms in the fee 
lattice. As a result of the impurity pair formation, a bond with one 
host atom is broken for both impurities, while a bond between impurities 
is generated instead. The binding energy due to zhe bond rearragement 
may then be expressed as: 

where E , E and E denote the energy of the nearest neighbour 
interaction between impurity В - impurity C, host A - impurity В and 
host A - impurity С atoms, respectively, all measured witi: respect to 
the host - host atom interaction. 

In a search for a correlation between F ° n and the thermodynaraicaJ 
properties of the system, it is natural to refer each E to the heat of 
formation Я of the various binary alloys involved. Therefore one may try 
to relate £ ° n d to: 

В 



where Я„ . , H and H are the he?.ts or the enthalphies of formation of 
the corresponding alloys. 

Since the experimental data on the heat of alloing are available 
only for a limited number of systems, we will base on the work of 

! 9 1 4. J 
Miedema and coworkers ' ' who developed thermochemical parameters for 
the elements with which they predicted the heats of formation for binarv 
systems. For the heat of solution of metal В in a transition metal they 
wrote 

In the equation (5) V is the atomic volume of the metal B, d is 
the electronegativity, n is the cubic root of the electron density at 
the boundary of bulk Kigner-Seitz cells and, i denotes the difference in 
a given parameter for elements A and B. The coefficients P, Q and R are 
empirics: constants explained in detail in Ref. [9,141. 

The expression (5) is symmetrical in the two elements apart from 
the- coefficient containing I' , the volume of the impurity atom. This 
roefficipf,: iepends upon the area of the surface of the atoms which is 
ci.niKion t'.- :.'0-.h atoms, and it is not obvious which atomic volume should 
be- insert--; \:. rq.{5) for B'~ complex. 

' 1 * i 
V.-i * i 1'. :o]lcv the- pocedure proposed by Cranshaw' "* uho used the 

T.f.'cn of 'f/.- Vr-A че values for the atomic volumes of the ho^t and two 
i:r.pur:ty e\-B:er.is, Thus, the 6Я defined by Eq.('i) nay be calculated 
U5ine Eq.:") for all three systems AB, AC onu ВС. To compare E and &H 
•ruiii* itat i\c- :v it should be noted that E is related to one interatomic 
bend *hi!e the- interaction with ail nearest neighbours contributes to 
*he hr-it. df «oiution of the impurity. We assumed that "Я/Л, where .V is 
'he coordination number of the lattice, corresponds to the enthalpy 
involved in с r<; alien of the impurity - host bond. So б Я Д wds calculated 
:or each terr.ary alloy following Еа.{ч) by summing three Я/.V 
contributions cosing from the appropriate binary alloys. S'ext, ЬН/К 
values were compared with the experimental £ values. Tne plot of Eu 

against Ь H/S is presented in Fig.3. 



Rys.3. Correlation between the binding energ)' £ and SH/S' derived from 

the heat of formation for different dilute ternary alloys, д iron-, 
• copper-,Ф silver- and • -^old-based alloys. (Details in Ref.8.) 

The data points tend to lie along the line E = &H/N. There is a 
«quantitative aggreement between the impurity binding energies and heat 
of formation as deduced in the way described. Therefore one may predict 
the binding energy for any metalic system as: 

Eb x ЬН/N , (6) 
where V is the coordination number and б Я is expressed by Eqs.(4) and 
(5) and determined by the Mi edema's parameters P, Q and R for the 
involved elements. 

10 



Interaction between 1 1*In atoms and impurity atoms of s-p elements 
dissolved in silver 

For silver host the Eq.(6) predics the positive sign of E for 
impurity atoms of two s-p elements. In particular, the repulsive 
interaction is expected in the case of In probe and Zn, Ga and Ge 
impurities in silver. Below we present a search for such an interaction, 
i.e. for an evidence that the In atoms prefer to surround themselves 
with the host atoms of silver rather than with the impurities in AgZn, 
AgGa and AgGe jlloys 

4.1. Experimental details. 

The binary silver-based alloys were prepared by melting a high 
purity Ag foil together with appropriate amounts of Cu, Zn, Ga and Ge. 
Impurity concentration was 1 at.% for AgCu alloy and 2 at.X for alloys 
with Zn, Ga and Ge impurities. Alloying was performed under an argon 
atmosphere at 1300 К for 1 h. Then the samples were cold-rolled to thin 
foils (of about 30 mg/cm ) and were irradiated with 27 MeV a. particles 
at the Cracow cyclotron. The radioactive In was produced in targets 
as a result of the Ag(a,2n) In nuclear reaction. The concentration 
of the In probe was derived from the activity of the irradiated 
sample. The typical value was lCf . Alloys of lower impurity 
concentrations (up to 0.3 at.ł for Cu and 1 at.% for the others 
impurities ) were produced by remelting the irradiated samples together 
with a pure silver foil. The concentration of Cu, Zn, Ga and Ge 
impurities was calculated from the known starting mass of the material 
used. In a few cases the impurity concentration was checked by comparing 
the activity of *i In with a small activity of isotopes arising due to 
the presence of Cu, Zn, Ga or Ge in the targets. The samples were sealed 
in quartz tubes under an argon atmosphere and then mounted in a small 
oven in a y~y angular correlation apparatus. 

The TDPAC measurements were performed at several temperatures 
ranging from 550 К to 960 K. The usual ratio R(t) was formed from 
four coincidence spectra taken with a set-up consisting of four NaJ(Tl) 
detectors and standard fast-slow apparatus. 



4.2. Results. 

Fig.A shows four R(t) spectra taken for Ag based alloys with 
different impurities. 

TO 200 300 «Ю 

Sys.4. Perturbed-angular-correlation spectra S(t) for In in dilute 
silver-based alloys taken at about 800 K. Solid lines represent 
least-squares fits of Eq.(7) to the spectra. 

The experimental R(t) spectra were fitted with the perturbation 
factor G(t) consisting of two components corresponding to two 
different probe-impurity configurations: 

• 3 

S cosfc Pt]exp(-c vbt) 
n»O 

(7) 

where the correlation anisotropy A is known from nuclear-physics 

12 



parameters. Here f is the fraction of probe atoas subjected to tit* 
quadrupole interaction leading to the interaction frequency v and the 
asymmetry parameter n. This quadrupole interaction was assigned to the 
nearest neighbour probe-impurity configuration and the fraction f has 
become the relative concentration of the In-impurity pairs in the 
alloys. The remaining (1-/) fraction of the probes is exposed to the EFG 
distribution close to zero, generally observed for the probes surrounded 
by impurities at various atomic distances except the nearest neighbour 
sites. For those probes a Lorentzian distribution of the quadrupole 
interaction frequency was assumed.with a width 6 and an average value T>. 
The fitted parameters are listed in Table 1 for the alloys with 
different impurity concentration. For the fraction /, two values are 
shown in Table 1. those derived from the spectra taken at lew 
temperature (about 600 K) and at high temperature (about 900 K). 

TABLE 1. The nearest neighbour EFG and the fraction f derived from the 
РАС spectra of In in dilute alloys of silver. The v and n values 
refer to spectra taken at the higest temperature.For fraction f, two 
values represent results obtained from spectra taken at low (about 600 K) 
and high (about 900 K) temperatures. 

impu¬ 
rity 

Си 

Zn 

6a 

concen¬ 
tration 
(at.S) 
1 .0 
0.3 
2.0 
1.5 
1.0 
2.0 
1.5 
1.2 
1.0 

V 
(MHz) 
5.3(5) 
5.2(9) 
16.5(9) 
16.3(7) 
15.1(1.2) 
14.4(7) 
14.7(5) 
13.0(2.0) 
13.9(9) 

0.0 
0.0 
0.8(2) 
0.9(3) 
1.0(3) 
1.0(4) 
0.8(3) 
0.6(6) 
0.9(5) 

f 

14.9(8) 
4.0(7) 
5.0(6) 
3.6(5) 
2.7(4) 
2.3(6) 
1.2(5) 
2.2(7) 
1.3(5) 

13.1(8) 
3.5(8) 
8.6(6) 
4.6(6) 
3.8(4) 
6.5(5) 
4.3(4) 
3.1(6) 
5.1(5) 

Obviously, the fraction f increases with impurity concentration. If 
the distribution of probe and impurity atoms over the fee atoas of Ag is 
assumed to be random, the fraction of probes with just one impurity as 
nearest neighbour would be f •» 12c, i.e. f * 0.12 for a 1 at.X alloy. 
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The observed fraction f for Ą_gCu alloys is somewhat higher. This 
suggests that a number of the nearest neighbour In-Cu pairs exceeds the 
value expected for the random distribution and л weak attractive 
interaction is postulated for In and Cu impurities in silver. In 
contraryi the concentration of In-Zn and In-Ga probe-impurity pairs in 
the alloys is much lower than that expected for a random distribution 
leading to a conclusion of the strong repulsive interaction between 
these atoms in the same matrix. No unique probe-impurity configuration 
was evidenced from a smooth distribution of the quadrupole interaction 
constant observed for the AgGe alloys. A possible reason would be such a 
strong repulsion between In and Ge imgurities in silver that the number 
of In-Ge nearest neighbour pairs falls below a detection limit of the 
РАС methods. 

WOO 800 600 T(K) 

c=0.01 
с=0003 

c 
• c=0.02 
» c=0.015 
о c=001 

Ag, . c Ga c 
• c*0.02 
• с=0.015 
• с=0.012 
о с=0.01 

Fig.5. Logarithmic plots of 
normalized fraction ofriiln 
probe forming In-impurity 
nearest neighbour pair of 
impurity atoms in dilute 
alloys of silver.Solid lines 
are least-squares fits of 
Eq.(l) with ,в and ED as 
free parameters 

0.5 Г0 1.5 2.0 1000, „-I» 
~r—IIN J 

The temperature dependence of the normalized probe-impurity concen¬ 
tration f/(l-f)c is shown in Fig.5. A small decrease in f with 
temperature (upper part) reflects a breakup of In-Cu pairs and an 
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increase of disorder in the AgCu alloys. Distribution of impurities in 
AgZn and AgGa alloys also tends to become random with increasing 
temperature but it results in a rise of the In-Zn and In-Ga pairs in 
silver. So the oposite tendencies in the temperature dependence 
correspond to the attractive interaction between In and Cu impurities 
and to the repulsive interaction between In-Zn and In-Ga impurity pairs. 
Again, the data points lie along common straight lines independent of 
impurity concentration for each system. The binding energy E and the 
entropy term !i were derived from the least-squares fit of Eq.(l) to the 
data and they are summarized in Table 2. 

TABLE 2. The entropy of formation !i and the binding energy EB derived 
from the least-squares fits of Eq.(l) to the data for impurity-impurity 
pairs -in silver host and f " " calculated using the method described in 
refs.fe,ll]. 

probe-impurity 
pairs 

In-Cu 
In-Zn 
In-Ga 
in-Ge 

13 

13.5(2.1) 
10.5(2.2) 
13.6(2.5) 

E B(meV) 

-12(10) 
69(12) 

113(14) 

_bo nd , ,,. 
EB (meV) 

4 
38 
44 
34 

Fig.6 demonstrates that both, the sign and magnitude of the binding 
ei ergy change with the impurity charge. The nature of the impurity 
interaction changes from a week attraction for the In-Cu impurity pair 
to a strong repulsion for the In-Ga and In-Ge impurity pairs in 
agreement with the model prediction. However the agreement between the 
binding energy given by the experiment and calculated using Eq.(5) is 
rather poor for In-Znł In-Ga and in-Ge impurity pairs. This discrepancy 
could be related to a liaited applicability of the model in 
predicting the not of formation for alloys of two non-transition 
metals. 
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Fig. 6. Dependence of the 
impurity binding energy 
on the nominal valence 
difference 4£ between the 
fourth-row elements Си, 
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calculated using Eq.(3) 
discused in the text. 

5. Interaction between Ph and impurity atoms of s-p elements dissolved 
in palladium. 

The experimentally proved attractive interaction between impurities 
С 6 4 1 

of Rh and some s-p elements in Ag and Cu matrices " ' agrees with the 
negative E derived from Eq\(5). On the other пъъс, the model predicts 
the repulsive interaction for the same impurity pairs in the pal'.odium 
host. The aim of this work was to establish the nature of the impurity 
pair interaction for Rh and impurities of 5p series elements in 
palladium to understand an influence of the host metal on the binding 
energy of two impurity atoms 

5,1. Experimental procedure • 

All investigated alloys were produced by arc melting of 5S' pure 
palladium with an appropriate amount of impurities in an argon pro¬ 
tective atmosphere. After melting the samples were cold-rolled to 
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2 V 'i 
targets of about 50 mg/cm thickness. The Rh activity was produced by 
irradiation of Ru by the 15 MeV deuterons beam of the G-,tting*n 
synchrocyclotron as a consequence of the nuclear reactios; 
9 9 QQ 

Ru(a,2n) Rh. About 12 mg of enrichedt powdered Ru were wrapped in ни 
aluminium foil and then irradiated for 10 hours with an average i>ca?-
current of 5 A. The chemical separation of the carrier-free Bh was i i v i performed according to the receipt given by Morris and Khan . A drop 
of a dilute HC1 containing carrier free Rh was put on each alloy ana 
then the samples were heated under a hydrogen atmosphere at a 
temperature of about 1000 К for 1 hour. After this treatment, the 
samples were very slowly cooled to room temperature. Prior to the РАС 
measurements, all samples were enclosed in quartz tubes filled with 
argon. 

5.2. Results. 

Tiie J?(t) spectra taken at T = 570K are shown in Fig. 7 for Rh in 
four Pd basfed alloys with Cd, In, Sn and Sb impurities. All the spectra 
were be fitted with the following expression for the perturbation 
factor: 

/) , (8) 

where f denotes the fraction of probe nuclei experiencing a well defined 
quadrupole interaction characterized by frequency u . The remaining 
(1-f) is the fraction of probe atoms on unperturbed lattice sites. The 
coefficients S are equal 0.2 and 0.8 for n = 0 and 1 respectively 

A considerable fraction of Rh probe is exposed to a unique EFG 
originating in a unique probe-impurity configuration considered here es 

9 9 
the nearest neighbour Rh-impurity pair. The remaining (1-f) probes are 
surrounded by the host atoms only. The fitted values of f and w are 
listed in Table 3. Since the EFG at lattice sites neighbouring to an 
impurity is known to be insignificantly temperature dependent , the 
spectra taken at temperatures higher than 570 К were fitted with fixed 
u and with f as the only free parameter. For each alloy the fraction f 
decreases with increasing temperature according to Eq.(i) with the 
negative Г . в 
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TABLE 3. The fitted parameters f and 
taken at 570 X 

derived from the Rh spectra 

Probe 

" R h 

" R h 
" R h 

" R h 

Pd 
Pd 
Pd 

Pd 

Alloy 

99 . 0 1 

99 П . 01 

99 . 0 1 

f 

0.20(4) 

0.29(3) 
0.41(1) 

0.51(1) 

« o (MHz] 

16.7(2.8) 

23.6(1.7) 

20.1(0.9) 
35.2(1.1) 



Fig.8 shows the Arrhenius plots of the ratio f/(l-f)c for the ail 

systems investigated. 

The derived binding energies E^ and entropy changes A5 are 

presented in Table <\. They were obtained by weigthed least-square fits of 

Eq.(l) with E and !i = Z exp(AS/A#) being two free parameters. Fro* the 

Table 4. it is clearly visible that the impurity-pair interaction is 

attractive (negative £ ) and increases with the nominal valence of the 

impurity atom. In a similar way, the entropy change AS varies 

significantly from zero for Rh-Cd to about -Ik for Rh-Sb. 
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S. Logarithmic plot of normalized concentration of In-Rh probe-
-impurity pairs in a Pd host versus 1/T. Solid line is the least-squares 
fit of Eq.(l). 



TABLE •'*. The entropy of formation ' = z exp HS/k and the binding energy 

£ derived from the least-sqvarss fits of Eff.(5) to the aata for 

relative concentration of impurity-impurity pairs in palladium host. Two 

last columns represent: the binding energy ̂ °" calculated using the 

Miedema parameters and the vibrational contribution i5 to the entropy of 

formation for impurity-impurity pair. Data for Ag-In from Ref [22j. 

probe-impurity 3 

pairs 

Rh-Cd 

Rh-Tn 

Rh-Sn 

Rh-Sb 

12.1(4. 

9 .4(1 . 

5.3(2. 

4 .3 (1 . 

0) 

9) 

2) 

9) 

EB(ueV) 

-36(15) 

-83(11) 

-126(20) 

-161(20) 

— b o n d , . . . 
En (meV) 

+72 

+ 111 

+ioe 

+104 

AS(k) 

0.01(30) 

-0.2Ш7) 
-0.32(35} 
-1.03(36) 

5.3. Discussion. 

Following the reasoning presented in Section 3. the parameters of 
the Miedema model could be used in order to estimate the binding energy 
of impurity pairs ВС in a host A. We have calculated the binding energy 
for investigated impurity pairs in palladium using Eqs (4) and (5). 
Table 4. contains both, experimental and calculated, binding energies. 
Apparent disagreement between them is displayed. We find that oven the 
sign of the binding energy is not reproduced by calculations mentioned 
above. 

Recently, Cranshaw has discussed a problem of interaction of 
impurity atoms dissolved in iron. Ke obtained tjualitative agreement of 
experimental binding energy with those, calculated using the Miedema 
formula (5) for a large set of impurity combinations Sn-X ( X = Co, Xi, 
Cu, In, Ga, Ge ) . Some deviations were significantly reduced włier. 
additional contribution to the binding energy* was postulated. This 
contribution accounts for the elastic interaction between oversized and 
undersized impurities in the matrix. The energy due to the size mismatch 
is proportional to the square volume difference [26]. Then the elastic 
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binding energy of .1 DC impurity pnir in я liost Л слп be oxpres.'.eO us Г IV I 

(9) 

where V , V , and V are atomic volumes of the corresponding species and 
, , 1 1 7 1 

a is a free parameter 
A similar contribution to the binding energy could be postulated in 

the case of investigated systems. For undersized Rh impurity and 
oversized Cd, In, Sn and Sb impurities in palladium the elastic 
interaction contribution is negative. The binding energy written as 

J>ond (10) 

could then be reproduced if ££ is large enough. 

It is shown in Fig.9 that quite good agreement is obtainel for a = 

50 :wc\'/(c\v." /mol)" . This number is by more than one order of magnitude 

larger than a =1.7 meV/(cm /mol)" derived bv Cranshaw fcr the iron 

host' '* '" : . 

Pollodium hesi 

-SCf-
i 

bond 
В 

Fig. 9. The experimental and calculated binding energy of lih-X i mpurity 
(X=Cd, In, Sn and Sb) in Pd-based alloys. 



At present we trę unable to explain why the a parameters for Pd and 
Fe matrices are so different. A possible reason could be an 
overestimation of the elastic contribution due to incorrect value of the 
Еь<>пЛ. This may happen in particular for the Pd matrix, since, according 
to the authors who developed formula given by Eq.(5), the data on Pd 
based alloys are insufficient to permit a firm statement about the heat 
of formation for these alloys1141 . The elastic contribution itself does 
not adequately describe the interaction energy in particular cases, as 
it has recently been noticed for Sn-Be impurity pair in iron . A 
doubtful estimation of r*ond for the palladium host together with the 
fact that the expression in ^ l Z * contains a free parameter a, questions 
the procedure of discussing the binding energy in terms of a simple 
categorization of the metals involved. 

6. Summary. 

We have presented the results of two recent experiments on the 
interaction between impurity atoms in metallic trsatricer. The binding 
energy differs significantly from the prediction of the model which 
refers E to the heat of formation of the corresponding alloys. In the 
case the repulsive interaction between In-Zn and In-Ga impurity pairs in 
the silver matrix a quantitative discrepancy between predicted and 
determined values of £L could be understand as -sr̂ sults of incorrect 

8 

estimate of the heat of alloy formation of two-nontran^ition raetais. 

However, the mdel is completely wrong in the predictions of the binding 

energy between Rh and s-p metal impurities in palladium where even the 

sign of E is not reproduced. It indicates the limited applicability of 

the model and a need for further investigation of the problem. 

An attempt has been recently made by Lindgren who performed the 

first principles calculations of the total energy of a cluster 

consisting of 25 silver atoms and two impurity atoms of two different 

elements. The binding energy may be then found as a difference in the 

total energy calculated for impurities in neighbouring and distant sites 

of the cluster. The total energy is equal to about 140000 eV per one 

atom with accuracy of about 10 eV. This accuracy is insufficient to 



achieve a progress in understanding of the energy changes involved in 
the atom rearrangement in the alloy of the order O.I eV. 

Although the presented data are not very conclusive, one still 
observes a systematic tendency and a common feature of the impurity 
interaction in different metals. The repulsive interaction between 
impurity atoms of two s-p elements is observed not only in the silver 
host but also in the iron host . The attraction occurs between Rh-X 
(X = Cd, In, Sn and Sb) impurity pairs in both the palladium and the 
noble metal hosts. 

The experimental findings suggest the effect of impurity 
interaction is related to the electronic structure of the impurity atoms 
rather than to the host metal. The energy of the system is gain when 
impurities with 4p or 3p valence electrons are located in the lattice 
sites neighbouring to the atoms with not completely filled d electron 
shells. 

This work was supported by Scientific Research Problem CPBP 01.09. 
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1_. Introduction to YBaCuO 

After the discovery of high Tc superconductivity in the 
psrcvsicite-like oxides -he strcng interest resulted in a fast. 
analysis of the structures ilj .* Ir. the crthcrhcmbic pńasć 
IVSSSCUJOT) the Cu2-atc-s are pyramidally coordinated by five 
oxygen atc~s ir. such a way, that the Cu2-scc-r. liss spprcKi-.ately 
ir. the !a,b) tasai plans cf the pyramid icftsr. called "plane-
site"!, whereas the Cul-stori is in a planar configuration cf fcvr 
•rxycen atc~s in the ib,c) plane ("chain-site"}. The structure er.d 
the nomenclature are given in the fig.I, in addition the 
structure cf the tetragonal semiconducting phase (VBajCusOt) is 
shewn: In this phase all oxygsn atoms frcrr the 01-sites ere lest. 

ÓP9 
r̂ .\ О 

Fig.l: Structure of the YBaCjO-rhasss [2] 

The proceeding investigation showed a!.s;. 
actual sample is influenc;i by the prriu 
anr.eaiing conditions and the oxygen partial 
=:-:sr.pie the fig. 2 dsr.or.strates hew -.*. - 1 
УВагСизОт depend on the c:-:ygen content [Sj 
such correlations allow tc control the 
sample [7]. 
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Fig,2: Lattics parameters versus oxygen stcichiosstry [6] 

Besides macroscopic techniques like the measurement cf resis¬ 
tivity, specific heat cr magnetic susceptibility, microscopic 
methods r.igth be more adequate to study such a complex structure 
like УЗгг£изОт. Techniques like perturbed angular ccrrelatic-n 
measurements (РАС) cr Kogbauer spectrosccpy (ME) may observe 
interesting details - like trapping or less of single скуден 
atoms at a certain position - if the location of the probing atom 
is unambiguously determined. This condition is important because 
even in single phase УЗагСш0- several regular sites of different 
atomic coordination could be occupied by the probing atom { see 
fig.l ;. Also sites in different phases and inhomogeneities of 
the sample have to be considered which may originate from a 
partial disintegration of the material after a "wrong" annealing 
cycle. Finally, the 1 1 łIn probe may prefer a site in an impurity 
phase and most of the probes are found there, although the 
macroscopic sample may contain less than 5% of that phase. 

A large variety of such "impurity-phases" have been observed 
together with the Y3aaСиз От-structure which is shown in the fig.3 
in a central-projektion on an Y-site. They can be caused by the 
history of the sample production: after a solid state reaction 
(SSR) unprocessed constituent material of Ya Сг , ЗаСОз and/or CuO 
may be found. An alternative source of impurity phases is the 
decomposition cf УЗаг Сиз О- at high temperatures: At ~15C:<*C it is 
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Fig.3: Central projection of tae V 

O © 

-siructurs [5] 

Experimental details 

Kcsc experiments were performed with polycryscaliine УЗагСизО-
san;pies <4xSx2 .т.г.3 ) . They were cut froa! larger "rabther-peliets" 
which had been sintered in flowing oxygen at X = SSO'C for 12h, 
using powder produced by. the.citrate-synthesis [103. Such CS-
samples show a high chemical homogeneity and have a high density 
compared to other sintered materials as they originate from very 
small grains. In addition samples were produced by a solid state 
reaction (SSR) fro» a fixture of appropriate amounts of У2О3-, 
ЗаСОз- and CuO-powder, which was annealed in an cxygen atmosphere 
at S5O"C for several hours and subsequently ground. The grinding 
and annealing procedure was repeated four times. Pellets of 12 --. 
diameter were pressed at about 4 iccar and simultaneously sinteied 
in flowing oxygen at T = S50"C for 12 hours. These SSR-samples 
cooled down to RT within 20 hours [11]. All samples (SSR and CS) 
had a sharp transition temperature Tc = S2K (i.Tc^2K) and were 
analyzed with a combination of macroscopic techniques as 
described in [113• One experiment was performed with a small 
single crystal (0.8x1.2x0.05 mm3) of YBaiCusO-. This crystal was 
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r;wr. :r;r = ?•='-•. ti s;̂ -»C-: . C-l =.r.u BaCuOs ii2j during the 
slew (4'C/h cccii.-:: icw- frcm ICvO'C ;: re ox temperature. It. 
rsprsssnts & differently prcduced Y3aCuO material which should at 
'.5ŁS: have r.o jrain boundaries. 

The ?AC standard prcfce 1 '• '• In was implanted with an energy of 
400 jceV and a total dose cf about i0iŁ ions using the Gottingen 
implanter I Ob'AS [13 j . Afterwards the radiation damage had to be 
annealed at temperatures around 550'C. The superconducting 
crtr.crhombic phase was restored by ar."ealing in oxygen atmosphere 
as shown in [14]. We would like to point out, chat tha 
implantation cf ; : iIn is a "cold" technique compared to other 
methods, where it has to be diffused into the superconductor at 
much higher temperatures or undergoes the sintering process aixed 
with the constituents. 

The ?AC method has previously been explained [15]. In our set-up 
the time spectra are taken with four Ka(Tl) detectors arranged in 
SO' geometry. From the eight N(90',t) and four N(180",t) coin¬ 
cidence spectra, the ratio 

R(t) = 2 [K',180* ,t)-N(S0',t)]/[N(180' ,t)+2N(90* ,t)] 

= кг.2 Z fł G2 (t) 

is formed. The R(t) function contains up to five fractions fi 
with different hyperfine interactions, each characterized by its 
coupling constant i>s> and the asymmetry parameter r\. The perturba¬ 
tion function C-2 (t) of each fraction is given by 

3 
G 2 ( t ) = 2 s s a ( n ) d n ( u ) a , T r ) c o s { ( g o ) V ? t ) e x p [ { - g a ( r ) ) 6 c t ) » / a ) ] 

D = 0 

Physical cr technical reasons [15] may broaden the quadrupole 
frequencies,., as observed in many of the РАС studies on oxides, 
which can be described by either a Gaussian (a=2) or a Lorentzian 
(a=l) distribution with the width 6?. The damping factor 
dn (at,tr) = exp(-(Wn ,Tr!г/16 In2) takes into account the finite 
time resolution тГ of the detectors [IS]. During an annealing 
sequence the changing fractions f» yield the information on the 
dynamics of the system, whereas the other ?AC-parameters v$ , n. 
and 6o characterize the microsurrounding of the probe atom. 
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3 PAC-experinents in oxides 

Since many years we study oxides with the ?AC-method, implanting 
the 11»In-probe atom [15,17,13]. Normally large fractions of the 
implanted probe ato:rs have been found on substituticr.al cation-
sites of the oxides after a heating procedure which was necessary 
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to er.nsai the r&aisticn ааласс ;aus£a by the ir.piar.taticn. Капу 
oxides undergo phase transitions after which nose-of the probe 
atoms are found substitutionally, as shown in the fig.4. Here 
1l* In was inplantsd into a pressed powder sample of CuO and 
heated in vacuum. According to the phase diagram the CuC-signai 
disappeared at 773 К and at 1123 К all l l lIn probes are found in 
a Cuz О surrounding. Although a complex annealing behavior with 
nine different fractions was observed [19], the PAC-paraneters 
for ił«In at the Cu-sites in CuO and Сиг О were determined 
without doubt to be: 

vo (uiCdCuO) = 420(2) MHz, л = 0.42(5) 
v» (llłCćCU2O) = 124(1) MKŻ, п = 0.0 

Below che Heel-ter,perature T.v = 230 К CuO is antif errc-agr.etic. 
In fact the combined electric and magnetic hyperfine interaction 
in the antiferro.-.acnetic phase had been observed by the splitting 
cf the .T,ain rourier-ccxponent below Ts [20] . This is shewn in the 
fig.5 for a measuring temperature of 165 K. 
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. .vdge encouragsd us to study the copper-oxide-
:r Y3aCuOr where oxygen coordinations similar 
•-•ar at the Cul-site. Furthermore, we learned 
studies [17,л3] that similar oxygen coordina-
; result in si-.ilar electrical field gradients 
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^źlFG) . This is ccrscnstratsd in 'he fis.6 ill;. I: -he .T.4asured 
ZFG in an cxide is compared to the one which was cŁlculsied frorr, 
the point charge riodei (?CM) then the antishieldir.c factor 3 can 
be determined 

3 = Vzz iexp)/Vzz (pea) 

which is displayed in the fig.ó versus the caticr.-oxygen 
distance. The p-vaiues range from 2 to 110 and cluster for 
different crystel-types. This ercperinentai result gives a second 
tool - besides the use of a defined phase transition - to iden¬ 
tify a certain r.icrosurrounding of the probe atom: 
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Tig. 6: Antishieldiny factor p versus cation-cxygen bondlength [21] 
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The "sr.ert-sis.-.teir.sss" с; the ?AC-r.ethod allows already sr. 
:aentiiic=:icn cf typiral substructures of the УБаСиО lattice. 
Other compounds with similar structure-elements can be used fcr 
comparison, as will be shewn in more detail in chapter 7. 

4. »»«In at the Cul-site of УВагСиэОт 

As known from other studies [22-24], УЗаСиО is very sensitive to 
radiation damage. Already 2*10-a displacements per atoms decrease 
Tc below 4.2K [24]. Consequently, the РАС spectra show only a 
brosd frequency distribution after the l l lIn implantation (dashed 
area in the figs. 7), typical of radiation damage. After 
annealing at 550"С in 400 mbar oxygen and slow cooling down the 
spectra change to a complex frequency spectrum with its main 
amplitude centered around Ui ~250 MHz (see fig. 7). As shown in 
more detail in [14] , especially in citrate-synthesized samples 
(CS-YSaCuO), up to 70% of the *ł łIn probes experience a quite 

8 -
SSR-YBaCuO CS-YBaCuO 

£00 600 800 0 200 

FREQUENCY [MHz] 

400 600 800 

Tig. 7: Fourier spectra as implanted and after annealing at 650'C in Ог [25] 
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well dafir.ei iSe/vc-i2%) E5G, characterised by the coupling 
constant v9»i52(3) KHz and the asy-.metry parameter .- * 0.9(1). We 
proposed, that these probe atonis are incorporated at the Cul-site 
cf YSajCusO-. A first argument is given by ?CK-calculations which 
predict r.uch higher £?Gs for the Cu-sites, than for the 3a- and 
Y-sites. This is essentially caused by the r-3-dependence of the 
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EJG, as the distance to the next neighbours is larger for probes 
occupying an Y- or За-s i te . In fact, small amounts of In [25] (up 
to 10* [27,28] ?) can replace У without changing Те. Therefore ic 
was expected, that the t r ivalent In-ion would favour the Y-site. 
Plank and «workers found after diffusion of ч Ч а into УЗагСизОт 
at 1000'C in Ог a low SFG, which they at tr ibuted to 1 1 • cd at the 
Y-site in УЗагСизОт [25]. I t s РАС parameters are: 

\>9 (Y-sito) = 38.6 MHz, 0.37 

It should be remarked, that also Kaindl and coworksrs found [2S; 
in KE-experi.wents on Gd3s*Cu3O7 an asymmetry parameter n(V-
site) * 0.42(3). A PCM-calculation was done to investigate the 
influence of oxygen-vacancies near the Cul-site. I.-, this rcis:-
calculation we assumed the charge-states: Cul1 ' , Cu2: * , oi- - г.-.d 
01*-. It is sasy to recognize in the fig.S, that ?rc.-e locaticr.s 
at Си-sites always result in jnuch higher EFGs coir.parsd to Y- :r 
За-sitas, rather independent from the charges cf Си and :. 
selected by the actual model. 
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Fig. 9: Угг(РСК) versus the asyscstry parameter i\. The probe is located 
as indicated. 0-vacancies are introduced at the Cul-site. 

The second argument uses the r e su l t s of KMR-measurements. Their 
probes 63Cu and 65Cu are par t ef the s t ruc ture , therefore the 
l a t t i c e locat ion i s known. The asymmetry parameter for both Cu-
s i t e s has been measured to be [30,313: 

Q.S2 and n(NHR,Cu2) й 0.14 

The temperature dependence of the Cul-2*MR-frequency between 20 К 
and 270 К showed no significant effects, especially near Te [30J. 

the ?AC-frequency (vc*152 HHz, r,=0.9) is nearly independent ilso 
from the seasuring temperature as shown in the fig.10. 

Finally we found the same SFG with less da-ping in the ?AC-
s?ectru.-n after : l г In i.-npler.tation into a tiny (0.5x1.2x0.05 nir.3 ) 
single crystal cf УЗагСизОт. The perturbation functions and their 
Fourier trar.sfcrir.s are compared to a polyerystalline sample in. 
the fig.11. Clearly the Cul-frequency dominates in the single-
crystal spectrum lib, which was taken with the c-axis of the 
crystal perpendicular to the detector plane. Only a second 
crienced PAC-.-easurement was possible due to the low activity. A. 
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Fig. 10: Temperature dependence of the Cul-PAC-frsqusncy 

first analysis points to a VZz direction in the !a,b) plane. 
Althouch this experiment is still insufficient to d~ter-ine ths 
axes of the 2FG, the crystal represents the cleanest sa~pie 
conditions and asain the ?AC-frequency is observed which •-•= 
identify as '"Cd at the Cul-site in the crthorhor.bis УЗагСизС: 
lattice. 
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5. Phasetransition: tetragonal н orthorhombic 

Iz. is well known [32] , chat curing the phase transition fro:n 
crthcrhorr.bic VSasC-JaOr to tetragonal УЗагСиэО* ^.ost oxygen atoms 
at the OI-site are lost , changing the fourfold plsnar oxygen 
coordination at the Cul-site to a linear O-Cu-0 chain. (see 
fig. l i i . » ł ł In incorporated at this s i te would be an ideal 

tetragonal 
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srr.ail. After the l! ł In i-xpiantatior» ir.to poiycrystailir.* 
УЗагСигО: the radiation darr.age was enr.eaied in vacuur. 'p й 10*'• 
r.bar) at 710*с for Ih to produce the tetragonal phase V3=sCusOt'. 
The actual скуден stoichicn.etry of the implanted se.-ple was 
monitored in two ways: After each heating step the staple was 
weighed, in addition, seme zore pieces, cut fro.?, the s*r.e 
"mother-pellet", were processed parallel to the implanted sarple. 
After each annealing one of these pieces was used to analyze the 
lattice constant. The x-values determined by the rr.srhc.3 of {7] 
were in good agreement with the results of the weight r.easure-
ments. They are given in the Fourier spectra of figs. 12. Ir, the 
next step the sasspie was heated in 1 bar Ог at 410 and 4r5'C for 
3h in total. The monitoring experiments рхо-гея the orthcrhc-bic 
structure and, in fact, the known E?G for ! !lCd at the Cul-site 
was seen. A ssiali traction of the cetragcr.al phas= -. = s still 
there and furthermore s third fraction, tentatively attributed to 
1''In with 3 oxygen atoms in the neighbourhood. The presence of a 
tetragonal fraction indicates that the few (less than 101г) In 
atoas do not perfectly follow the changes cf the whole lattice. 
but tend to perserve their linear oxygen coordination which seer.s 
to be a very stable In-0 configuration. Heating ir. vscuu-
restored the tetragonal phase and a final ar.nealing ir. oxygen 
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fractions зипкд the phase transition cycle: 
г) ;stracor.al fraction fi end the SUB (f2-f?) of the 

orthorhesiic fractions. 
b) Oxidation teaperature dependence of is a.-.ć f 3. 



•-dured sjain the or t her he гг. tic p.-.ase, rharacterised by the ?AC-
parameters vc.Cul)=l:4 V.V.Z and n iCul) «0. f. The full phsss trsnsi-
:icn cycle sr.cvn in the f ig . 12 -was psrfCIT.T.ŚĆ ;.-;s same 
sample. In the fig.14a the de'/sicpr.ent cf the different fractions 
during these phase transitions is shew.-,: The ze1.ra90r.ai fraction 
f: dominates after heating in vacuum (- sign) and is replaced by 
the sur. of t"h= erthcrhorr.bic fraction it and the new cr.& is , after 
heating in oxygen (+ sign) at the given te-peratures. The tic.lib 
indicates, that tz replaces f3 at higher "cKidation-te^peratures" 
which suggests a lower oxygen cocrdinaticn-nurber for f3 compared 

The experi.-entai ?AC-para~.eters obtained for 2 l J Cd in the tetra-
go.-.ai samples are the final proof for the placement cf the probe 
atc.T: at the Cul-site: The fit yields a coupling constant vg 
= 134(1) MHz, an asy.-r.etry parameter r, = 0 and a width 
6«/uc й 24. These parameters are quite sir.ilar to the or.es found 
in Ag2O (vp=12S(l)MKz, r,=0, [ЗЛ'у and in Cu2 0 (vc=124 (DKHz, r,-0, 
[19]). Ke have already proposed that these parameters character¬ 
ise the EFG cf ł ł łCd in the linear bond O-Cd-0 [19]. KSXo-cluster 
calculations were done by Nagel to determine the 5?G on the 
cation site in СигО [35], АдгО and in а (СаОг)г - -cluster [35]. 
The latter case approximates the situation with J ł łCd occupying a 
cation sits in the oxide. In all three cases the main contribu¬ 
tion to the EIG resulted froni 4d,5p or 3d,4p orbitals. It turned 
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out ".-.an the calculates E?G is r.early ir.aepeftćsni с* the disztr.sc 
between the cation ar.ś the о:уд-зл ior.s. xs shown in the fig. 2.5. 
The РАС spectrum of АдгО [34] is also given in the figure end the 
spectrum of CU2O can be found in the fig.4. In УЗггСиэС* "the Cul-
site has the sa~e linear oxygen coordination end again the £FG 
hes "he same magnitude and symmetry. Furthermore, the data peir.ts 
of all three compounds lie on.the predicted curve, which «as 
normalised to АдгО. Also KQR-experiments Kith **Cu observe a 
si.-r.ilar phenosiencn. They determine for t 3Cu at the Cul-site in 
Y3a:СиэСЧ nearly the same frequency as for 6 3Cu in Сиг О [2]. 

with these observations it becomes evident that ' l sIn can be 
piacsd sc the Cul-site where it acts'as an ideal observer of the 
tetra-ertho phase transition. As argued above, in the oxygen 
deficient c?.s? of УЗаг Сиг Ое we found the expected linear oxygen 
coordination. The question, whether in the crthcrhcmbic case the 
oxygen coordination is really four or perhaps higher, will be 
discussed in acre detail in the chapter 7. 

6. Comparison with other РАС - data 

'.••'-•5%, In the huge amount of^&łpers on high Tc-superconductors the ?AC-
experiments are rare at the moment, only seven groups published 
results. Although it is too early for a detailed comp?rison of 
all published data, an overview is given in the fig.19 at the end 
of this chapter, which illustrates the experimental situation 
with the n l C d probe in УЗаСиО. On the other hand, it is 
important to check, if the different groups had come to similar 
results. This helds especially for the superconductors, where the 
complex sample material is differently produced and, in addition, 
is ther.Tially treated according to quite different "receptures" in 
the different labs. Furthermore, the method of incorporating the 
prcbes varies from diffusion to implantation. 

Our experiments four.a after implantation a high fracticr. of l J s In 
at the Cul-site. Si.:gh and ccwcr)cers [37] diffused ł» ł In at 830*C 
into YraiCusO-. T;:sy found a large fraction with the ?AC-
paranstsrs (v<? = 145(2) KHz, n = 1) quite similar to our results. 
They also assumed the probes to be placed at the Cui-site and 
observed no temperature dependence of the ?AC-frequency during a 
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series c£ ?AC-eKperi.T.er.ts with measuring ter.peratures between 30K 
аг.а 1103К in flowing 0: . 3ut with ir.crerasing temperature the 
da.-piag of the frequency decreased, which was attributed to 
"rational narrowing" due to juaps «f second-next-neighbour 
c::yg en-atoms. The data of Gardner and coworkers [281 show 
eventually a saall fraction (-15%) of the Cul-site. In the fig.16 
still unpublished data fron the Erlangen-group are shown: ł *»In 
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Fig. 16: *i»Cd in a thin film of УВагСизСЪ on a SrTiO3-substrate [393 
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was diffused at 700"С into a thin filx of УЗагСизОт which was 
produced by laser-sblation on a SrTiOa substrate.. They resolve 
two frequencies with n = 1. One agrees perfectly with our Cul-
site parameters. In fact, the observed width of the Cul-site 
frequency allows also a fit with these two frequencies. With 
help of PCM calculations they suggest for the second frequency 
(vc = 138 MHz, n = 1) also a Cul-site, but with missing Oi-atc~s 
near the next Cul-atom. A last РАС-experiment should be mentio¬ 
ned: During our studies on oxygen agglomeration at 1 1 1 In ir. 
silver we analyzed in great detail a complex, characterized by 
very similar parameters: (i>o("S") = 161 MHz, л = D • In addition, 
this complex showed a decreasing damping with increasing measur¬ 
ing temperature [40]. By single crystal experiments the direction 
of the EFG was determined, and we suggested a fourfold oxygen 
coordination [41] - with two additional vacancies - tc explain 
the experimental data, which are displayed in the fig.17 [41]. 
The SFG direction lies in the plane of the four oxygen atoms. 
Eventually, this is one more example to be implemented in the 
fig.6. 
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?1аг:>: 2.-.Ć ccwcrl'.ers found the 
Cul-site frequency after diffu¬ 
sion of In at 700"C, close со 
cur annealing temperature of 
650"C. The Y-sice had been 
populated after diffusion 'at 
S50'C [25]. Therefore they did 
a systematic study changing 
only the In-diffusion tempera¬ 
ture. The resulting Fourier 
speotra are shown in the 
fig.17. As the most convincing 
hypothesis they propose a 
"diffusion of 1 1 4 n " from the 
Cul-site to the Ba-site and 
finally to the most stable Y-
site. In fact, one of our 
samples heated to -1000'C 
shewed 304 of the implanted 
1"łIn probes nearly undamped at 
the Y-site, and only less than 

Fig. 18: 
"In-diffusion" from the Cul-site 
to ths Ba- and to the Y-site [39] 
a) ve=138 KHz, iy=l 
b) ve=154 KHz, n=l 
О v?= 39 KHz, ii=0.3 
d) vo=139 KHz, n=0.4 

i- i 1173 К 

V V\ 

100 200 300 « 0 5Р0 
F r e q u e n c y / K r t d / $ e c 

5% at the cul-site, although the sample had orthcrhombic struc¬ 
ture. This observation opens the possibility to place the probe 
at any site (except the Cu2-site ?) in the Y3aCuO, but also ha;, 
to be considered in heating cycles. 

As the last attempt of this chapter in the fig.19 all(?) data on 
1 1 ]Cd in Y3acuO are collected from [14,25,27,33,37-3S,42,43]. The 
measured frequency is displayed versus the asysnaietr- parameter 
Some clustering can be seen, which resembles sonew.i to the PCM 
calculations of fig.9: Low frequencies .-. Л ~ 0.5 are observed 
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and high frequencies with r, - 0 and n ~ 1. Sor.e identifications 
sre also given in the fig.19. Two nore remarks can fce .тесе: 

a) The Cu2-site is not yet identified (or not yet observed). 
b) A big scattering of data occurs around 50 KHz. 

As will be shown in the next chapter, we propose -.hat rr.any 
samples are contaminated with the "green-phase" Yz ЭаСиС-: , which 
shows frequencies in that region. Nevertheless, the fig.19 gives 
some hope, that finally the EFG of l i ł Cd at the different УЗаСиО-
sites will be identified. 

Fig. 19: Comparison 
of all measured РАС 
data with łlłCd in 
YBaCuO, 
a) [14,33],present 
b) [25,39], d) [37] 
c) [27,28], e) [3S] 
f) [42], g) [43]. 

0 Q5 1.0 
asymmet ry -parameter r> 



7. Site identification with help of "fainHy-compounds" 

a. The green phase: Y2BaCuOs 

It was already mentioned in chapter 3 that the SFG of lłlCd in 
oxides is mainly determined by the number and the spatial 
coordination of the next neighbour oxygen atoms. This allows a 
new strategy for the identification of the probe location: As in 
the case of the linear chain (chapter 5) other compounds have to 
be investigated which show substructures of the YBaCuO lattice. A 
probe location at the Cu2-site is of special interest, as it is 
not yet identified and superconductivity is assumed to occure 
here. 

Therefore the "green phase" (УгВаСиОз) was investigated by РАС. 
Its lattice structure is given in the fig.20 [44]. The Cu-atoir.s 
are coordinated by five oxygen atoms forming a deformed CuOs 
quadratic pyramid. The unit cell contains four such pyramids. The 

Fig. 20: 
Lattice structure 
of УгВаСиОз [44 j 

Cu-atom lies approximately in the middle of the base (0.22A above 
the base towards the apex) of the deformed pyramid [45]. Except 
the small deformation due to the tilted (9') oxygen bond to the 
apex, this Си-site is quite similar to the Cu2-site in YBsCuO 
and, in fact, point charge model calculations predict identical 
EFGs but a somewhat larger asymmetry parameter (r,Pc n=0.32) fcr 
Y«3aCuO9. 
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i»»In was implanted with 400 keV into a sintered YsBaCuO; sa-ple 
[46] and. afterwards annealed for 2h in air at 720*C. The Fourier 
spectrum {fig. 21) was fitted with the three fractions: 

fj+f2~60% 

f3~30% 

One of these three fractions should correspond to the Cu2-site in 
УВаг Сиз От , and the final decision,.... which of the three,, might be 
possible by the observation of the combined hyperfine interaction 
below the Neel-temperature Tx = 28 K.. Although no direct Cu-O-Cu 
superexchange path exists, it was shown by magnetic 
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Fig. 21: 
Fourier-spectrum 
of i^CdYaBaCuOa 
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susceptibility and neutron diffraction that УгВаСиОв orders 
antiferromagnetically with almost the full Сигł moment. The 
absence of a superexchange-network explains the low Weel tempera¬ 
ture [45]. A first measurement of »11 CdY2 BaCuOa at Tm = 20 К 
indicates a splitting of «вз. Therefore the hyperfine parameters 
for the Cu2-site in YBaCuO can be predicted to: 

ив(Cu2-site) я 230 MHz, n(Cu2-site) a 0.2 

It should be mentioned that such a value results in a partial 
overlap of the Cu2- and Cul-frequencies in the Fourier-spectra of 
YBaCuO, which would explain that "only the Cul-site is observed". 
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Fig. 22: "Disintegration" of YBaCuO into УгВгСиОа 

УВагСизО7 disintegrates at high temperatures into the green phase 
if it is heated as can be seen from the comparison in the fig.22. 
The Fourier transforms of the ?AC-spectra show clearly an 
increasing amount of the YsbaCuOs frequency v?a for higher 
annealing temperatures (at 900'C also the Y-site is populated). 
As zhe green phase is o'ften present in YBaCuO samples, r.any cf 
the observed ?AC-frequencies in fig.19 with values around wc - 60 
KHz and n - 0.5 may originate from an J»«in location in the 
impurity phase У В 
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b_. The blue phase: YaCuaOs 

After i.-.piantation of M ! I n into the blue phase Уг Сиг О? the sar.e 
£?G is observed, which was attributed to the Cul-site in УЗаСиО 
as de.-onstrated in the fig.23. This observation allows to study 
the Cul-site oxygen coordination in more detail. 

0.10 

0.00 

100 200 300 

TIME [ns] 

0 500 1000 

FREQUENCY [MHz] 

Fig. 23: l l J In in the blue phase (b)is compared to l l l In in 
polycristalli'ne (a) and single-cristalline (c) YBaCuO 

The compound i s claimed to be isostructural with НогСигОв [4S]. 
Four possible cation s i t e s can be found in the s t ructure: Each Y-
atom is placed inside an octahedral oxygen coordination, each Cu-
atom is coordinated by four oxygen atoms; three of them are 
coplanar and the fourth one is about 33* above the plane. A 
dimeric unit is formed by the two non-equivalent copper atoms 



in the fig.24) , 
оку 5 

ела together by the two asyrjretric 
bridges above the plans. The c>:yger. atoms of a dimeric n £ r! byi.lr? 

unie ara connected by dotted lines in the fig.: [49] -

is the same ErG is observed in 
the full plansr "Cul-site" of 
YSaiCujO? and in the less 
planar Cu-sites of Y2CU2O5 
this already hints to some 
influence of the replacing 
probe atom: either l 1 * In 
affects the bending angle, or 
the binding is independent of 

Ч о 

Fig. 24: 
Structure of 

з [49] 

о 

this angle. 3ut up to now, there is no direct proof that •łłIn 
occupies the Си-sites of УгСигО». In fact, there are indications 
for a location at the Y-site: Y2CU2O5 belongs to the same crystal 
class as ХпгСигО» [50], therefore one might expect the »! *In-
atoir.s after implantation and annealing at the octahedral coordi¬ 
nated "natural" Y-site in the blue phase. 

Experiments are in progress to introduce >*Jin chemically into 
УгСигОа. They will solve the question, whether U 1 l n at the "Cul-
site" in УВагСизО7 [14] is coordinated by four oxygen atons or by 
six. MSPbauer experiments often observe a trapping of a fifth 
oxygen atom at the 05-sites near to their probes [51]. As argued 
in chapter 5 in the oxygen deficient case of УВагСи3Об we have 
found the expected linear oxygen coordination. As In traps 
efficiently oxygen atoms [15], we cannot exclude that after the 
"oxidation-process" логе than four oxygen atoms nay be bound to 
111 In at the Cul-site of УВагСизОт. 
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8_. Summary 

C-r present knowledge of : ' l In introduced ir.-.o У332 Cus От shows a 
!=.:;= var ie ty cf ve i l defined EFC-s, scnetir.T • to rcany tc allow an 
.r.ique iden t i f i ca t ion frcr. the r.essured 1ЛС-.;:.sctra with help of 
гл= s-2.r.d=rd i i -^-rout inss . Ths cr.-p-arison of r e s u l t s frc.T: differ¬ 
ent groups shews that the data s t a r t to converge. In addit ion to 
the standard ?AC--echniques l i ke isochronal or isothermal heat ing 
in oxygen or vacuum, we t r i e d to ident i fy the prcbe locat ion by 
known phase t r a n s i t i o n s or by comparison with ccrr.pcur.Ss which 
contain only pa r t s of the YBaCuO-structure. 

Up to new the Y- and the З а - s i t e s are found [25,39], the Cul -s i ta 
in orthorho.T.bic and t e t r agona l Y3aCuO i s i den t i f i ed , and the 
value ot the Cu2-site can be es t imated. This gives new a good 
chance to lock in d e t a i l on the dynamics of oxygen trapping and 
detrappir.g and, furthermore, to search for e f fec ts which are 
connected to the superconductivi ty of УЗагСизОт. 
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MtCROSTRUCTURE OF IRON IMPLANTED A^O-j AND ZrO2 CERAMICS 

G. MAREST 

Institut de Physique Nucleaire (and IN2P3), Universite Claude Bernard Lyon-1, 
43, 8d du 11 Novembre 1918, 69622 VILLEURBANNE Cedex, France 

Abstract ; 

AI_O, and ZrO, ceramics were implanted with Fe* ions and then anneaied under 
various atmospheres (O« , H 9 , Ar). Conversion electron Mossbauer spectroscopy, 

transmission elect::'" microscopy зпг Ruther'ord backscatterino techniques were used to 

characterize implant за layers of as-mpisr; {.; and annealed samples. After implantation 

ire was distributed among different charge states with the relative amount of each 

varying with concentration of implanted iron. 

Annealing under oxygen or hydrogen atmospheres of sapphire lead to different 
thermal evolutions for local environment of the implanted iron. The oxidation process of 

iron during annealings under oxygen of a sintered A l_O, sample is carefully followed. 

After formation of large a-Fe 2O, precipitates around 1200°C there is a complete 

disappearance of this phase at 1 400°C. For 2гО„ the oxidation of iron is very fast and 
complete around 400°C. In all samples (sapphire, sintered alumina, zirconia foils) some 
iron atoms remain substitionnally substituted even at very high temperatures. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

Up to now advanced ceramics have not known the industrial development predicted 
some years ago due to their brittle behaviour. Most failures under applied loads initiate 
at the surface. Charge defects as well as impurities could change the fracture processes 
and adhesion properties of ceramics and then the use of ion implantation to intrccuce 
controlled defects and impurities could be interesting. 

Ion implantation has been utilized in recent years to alter the physical and 
(1 2) 

chemical properties of metals ' but relatively l i t t le work has been repofted on chsr.ges 
in the chemical properties of ceramics as a result of ion implantation. Ion implantation 
induced modifications to mechanical or electrical properties of ceramics will depend upon 
crystal structure, chemical bonding type but also on the implantation parameters end 
post- implantat ion thermal treatments. This non-equil ibrium process produces high 
concentration of point defects and leads to supersaturated solid solutions or to erection 
cf new precipitated phases. 

!n an implanted system, the local concentration of foreign atoms can be important 
tut the total quantity of implanted matter remains very low. Then the choice of 
techniques which allow the study of the local environment of implsntPri soecif11 >ч 
limited. !n this contevt, nuclear methods seem well adapted to such study. In particular, 
the Mcssbauer technique is a useful method for studying the state of an impurity : its 
local microscopic environment, charge state and relative concentration involved in the 
formation v/, precipitated phases. These results can be deduced from the different 
c^rfmeters of thp f/6=sbaijpr spectra : isomer shift (IS) reflecting the charge densit;. at 
the nucleus site, qusdrupole splitting (QS) proportional to the electric field grscient 
acting on atoms and magnetic hyperfine fields (HF) in the case of magnetically ordered 
materials. For implanted materials the use of conversion electron Mossbauer spectrosccpy 
vi-LMSJ is better adapted than the conventional method which measures the absorption of 
Y-rays through the sample. Practically, in the case of Fe atoms, only the internal 
conversion electrons and Auger electrons emit ted from a thin near-surface !=>er 
(= 150 nm! are detected, which means a thickness comparable with the implantation 
range. This CF.MS method makes it possible to investigate samples implanted with ccses 
as low as 10 of "fe atoms.cm"", which is hardly measurable with the conventional 
transmission technique. During the last six years it has been indicated that much car be 
learned about the properties and structure of ceramic insulators f rom CET'-iS 
measurements on ion implanted specimens 
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Rutherford h^.-tsscatlerinij spectroscopy is a good and quick technique fop the 
ar.ahsis of the ion implanted depth profiles. It will be used to follow iron location during 
thermal treatments. RBS measurements have been also performed in a channeling position 
(RBS-c4 to obtain information on the degree of disorder in the sub-lattices of the 

(1V implanted sapphire single crystals ' . 

in tins paper we present results obtained for sapphire, sintered aiumina and 
2irconia films implanted in the range of fluences 2 x 10 to 1С ions/cm . 
ALO. alumina is a very interesting ceramics at it is possible to get very pure single 
crystals. Results obtained with such samples can allow the understanding of ion 
implantation-induced phenomena into sintered industrial ceramics. 

Zirconium oxide ZrQ~, as an important representative of advanced ceramic 
materials, has outstanding mechanic, refractory and electromechanical properties. 
Zirconia plays a crucial role in nuclear reactors as protective oxide layer on various 
zirconium-alloy components, such as fuel cladding, fuel channels and pressure tubes. It 
appears that iron impurities in zirconium may seriously afiect the properties of the 
zirconium-based ceramics as well as the oxidation characteristics of zirconium 
alloys " . However the knowledge of the ternary Zr-Fe-0 system is still in its infancy 
and a detailed understanding of the state of iron in zirconia is of primary interest. 

The study of the local defects that accompany iron implantation into АЦО, or 
ZrG? has been undertaken in collaboration between the Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
(C.J. McHargue and coworkers), the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories (J.A. Sawicki 
et al.) and the University of Lyon-1 (G. Marest, C. Donnet, N. Moncoffre and A. Perez). 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

High-purity a-ALO, single crystals having <000"l> axis normal to the surface, 
almost defect free after annealing for 5 days at 1450°C, were implanted at room 
temperature (RT) and liquid nitrogen temperature with 160 keV Fe+ or Fe+ ions to 
fluences ranging from 10 to 10 ions/cm . Some samples were subsequently annealed 
from 700 to 1500°C under oxygen or hydrogen atmospheres. After each annealinq step the 
samples were quenched to room temperature. 
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A sintered alumina pellet was implanted at RT which 110 keV Fe* to a flueoce 
17 2 2 

o? 10 ions/cm and a beam current density of 3 |iA/cm . This sample was annoaic-d 
under air from 200°C to 1600°C in 200°C steps, for 1 h. at each temperature. 

From RBS measurements values of Rp = 90 nm, 2 ARp = 75 nm and Rp = 49 nm, 
2 JiRp = 50 nin v.Cie found for the energies of 160 and 100 keV respectively. The 
maximum concentration (Fe/Al) in the implanted zone was between 3 and 30 atom V 

Three different types of ZrO7 targets were used : a pellet of pil;, crystalline 
ZrO, powder, polycrystalline oxide films obtained by anodic oxidation or oxidaticii at 
SZZ^C under oxygen of pure Zr metal. Thes.e targets were implanfRd at RT v/ith 100 Irr-V 
' ,-e" ions ac ion cur-ents of ~ 2-3 p.A/cm to fluence of 10 ions/cm . Othsr 0.2 ц т 

zirconia films prepared by anodic oxidation were implanted to fiuences of 10 . 2 x 1 0 , 
5 x 1015, 1016, 2 x 1016, 3.5 x 1016, 5 x 1016, 7.5 x 1016 and 1017 ions/cm2. The 
calculated mean projected range Rp and straggling range ARp for 100 keV 'fe ions И 
7-Г r.vr. nnn-ii " i ' i i -7- zr.-t 20 г.'.',. .-coHi.«.l.i.ti;. / oi idc bouve i'anye oi ;iue.-ices, ti'is 
corresponds to mean concentrations from 0.15 to 15 at °.s Fe. The samples implanted with 
3.5 and 7.5 x 10'° ions/cm" were annealed under argon at 200, £00, 500 and T00°C tor 

1 r:ur. 

The conversion electron Mossbsuer spectra were measured in the backscattering 

gecnetry-energy integral mode, using a He-CH. flow proportional counter. The 

I'-'c'jibauer source consisted cf 50 mCi Co diffused into a Rh matrix. The spectra w?re 

dec:ruo!uted into sets of Lorentzisn lines using a least squares fitting program. The 

obtained positions, separations end relative intensities of individual components sre 

represented in the figures ty the bar diagrams. The velocity scale is always referred to 

me".=!iic o.-Fe. 

3. ANALYSIS OF IRON IMPLANTED a-AI2O3 

а - As implanted samples 

A micrograph obtained by transmission electron microscopy (ТЕМ/ fcr a crystal 
imp.anted to a fiuence of ^ x 10 ions/cm" at RT has shown that the m; r rest rue ti;re 



<rr~f;s!s of 3 tbI4cled array of cislocDtions extending from the surface to a .'.(.••:b. of r-.bout 
'.'0 r,rri'\ The diffraction pattern reveals a crystalline irnpisnied голе w.-.hcjt e.ićence 
т.- preci-.ta'.es. The good cr>Etalh.-.ity was confirmed by F.BS messurefierits . Tne 
rvsulis of Us K3S analyses showed ' itt le tendency for the iron to occupy preferred sites 
c"> either sub.'sttices. Identical measurements on samples implanted at 77 К have shown 
smcrphizsiion of the implanted layers . 

The .Vossbauer spectra measured with A1,O, single crystals implanted with various 
f.'.-rnces гге cresented in Fig. 1 and 2. The hyperfine parameters are summarized in 
Table 1. Fa." lev/ fJuences (1 and 2 x 10 ions/cm"' the CEMS spectra obtained for 
ss-rp!-?s implanted st RT and 77 К are very different. If for ssrr.ples impisnted at RT 
Fs~~ \aiencs states only exist, for samples implsnted at 77 К the large centra! part of 

Velocity (mm.f1) 

Fig. 1 and 2 : CEMS spectra of АЦО, implanted at РчТ ard 77 К respectively to 
(a) 1016

; (b) 2 у 1С16, (с) 7 x -1016, (d) '.0 x ID16 Ь1Г-э'.cm'2. 
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0.69(2) 
0.37(2) 
0.25(3] 

1.40(2) 
1.54(5) 
0.51(4) 
0.10(1) 

1 .19 (21 

1 .1213) 

0 . 7 5 ( 3 ) 

0.1S(2) 

to 
RT 

- 0.12 
0.46 
0.36 

- 0.10 
0.37 

0.29 

0.16 

- 0.07 

0.65 
0.36 
0.11 

1.44 
1.40 

0.62 
0.20 

1.06 
1.27 

0.70 
0.17 

17 

77 К 

- 0.101 1) 
0.351 3) 
0.2112) 

- 0.0511) 
0.38(2) 
0 . 3 К 2 ) 

0.1М 1) 

- 0.00(1) 
С.72(2) 
0.36(2) 
0.2SI2) 

1.371 3) 
1.531 3) 
0.52(4) 

0.10(1) 

1.17(2) 

1.0514) 
0.67(4) 
0.1011) 

Table I : Hyperfine parameters (Isomer shifts 6, qusdrupolo splittings Д and linewidth W 

in mm/s, relative intensity RI) of a-AI ?O, implanted at room temperature RT and 77 К 

with various flucr.ces (in ions/cm^). 
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;.->e san-ie i u e components are present in s i n te red samples i m p l a n t e d w i t h 

r- •. ' G ' " and \'Л" ' ' . - ' e / c i i " . (see Т.чЬ(е IV.!. The consideration o? two doublets w i th 

r.:-;-it :•.о I :. ci:r.;t.i:'^r.-:':-!v in-.tr-roves the f i ts of ire spoctrs but remove:", the existence of 

•••-:•.: .:.-•• Ł o " j . it -.-/УЗ ^i/simed in a f i rm pacer ' . 

Ai.n 

F i i j . 3 and 4 show results obtained Ь> ЗВЗ-с along the <0GGV-> ;ixis for ssrncies 

i••-•::iT'tfc at RT sr.-.i then anneaied for i h under cxvger. or hydrogen f lux. Large 

>,,.,_ .Л!;>:-О rcfiecr a nigh disorder ie.-ei in the sub-lattices of the mat r ix . !t can be 

• •. er1. s.-ci ••.;: :h? rvco.' ;-; . in the Al sublauice is faster than ' in the Q sub'at t ice but w i t h 

;. -vre cr-:'c-.j!"r..oa e••':?•:t under oxveen. On the соеггзгу thf.1 reco*. erv ,r. r.he oxygen 

:••-':..'ill.i:s :ci 'aster •'•:: inrieaiings ur.cer H ? . Thus a ternperst i j re of RJOCC Is rscuired fcr 

••.} :•'•'•':.; -.TV in ••-•; --i Eublattice when annealed in hydrogen, but one !>&0°C is required 

• : '•"•;• -; • . :•'•; з'х-с-"!. '30 :'<! recovery in the Q sublat t ice Gccurs at 925°C in hydrogen but 

For tho ?arrp.c- annealed in hydrogen .7"ig. A) the damages in both the Al and О 
s.jL-UUiice reijv smcotWy to give X. values representative of the virairs material after 
annexing st ; SG0°C. This behaviour is in contract to the situation when on Fe implanted 
ssmpie in зм-.eaiec in oxygen ''Fig. 3) where th? annealing curves show, two steps 
annealing process. Axial scan reul ts suggest the presence of precipftates with a high 
'!<vqree of cohereric; along the <0001> axis of А1-Оя . 

СЕ'-'Я spectr.i obtained with the 10 Fe/cm" implanted crystal .it RT and ti :n 
Vir.esled '̂-:•-•:• O? i t 700, 900 and 11GG°C are shown in Fig. 7. After snr.ealirsg at 700°C 
.i сс!г,с,\о".С' •;:iuppu',r3r,ce of ine two doublets with 'iC-Gotivc1 iS ="i-'J a cecrease of :he 
re*" ccr-por-frrus occur. It is worthriotina that the coutlei c^rresoc^.ni: fo ••с'Г'г-.аз 
''.:i«r'pe3re-"j ; this fsct supports our assumption this component cou:d correspond ю 
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д. 3 and 4 : y. • isriation for AI, O and Fe in A I 7 O, implanted at RT 
to 4 ,x 10' Fe.cm" and then annealed in oxygen and 

s" rssi-ecttveiv. 

Fig. 5 and 6 : Profiles c' iron implanted a'. FIT in AI_O, and then annealed in 

oxygen arid riydrogen respectively. 



ft?rreus ions associated with oxygen vac-arn-n.;-!. In balance thi; relative intrry-ity of the 
.-'if.cle lino increases. There is creation of wibtite I X ) and of a new doutlot ascribed to 
rrvall suporparamaqnotic Fe_O, particles (Table II). This last phase can be correlated 
.vith the diffusion of iron toward the surface ( r ig . 5). The diffusion outward to the 
surface of an annealed sample and the precipitation of Fe.,0, have been shown by P.S. 
Sklad . At the same time the number of iron precipitates increases. At 900°C the total 
amount c( implanted iron has been oxidized into Fe * and is distributed between 10 "a of 
'arce magnetically ordered a-Fe-O-, precipi tates ana a phase characterized by a 
paramagnetic doublet. These a-Fe_Q. particles (diameter 16 nm) may be located near the 
surface of the crystal owing to diffusion of a small amount of iron as shown in Fig. 5-
The relative fraction of 10 % determined from the CEMS spectrum is consistent with the 
surface peak present in the RBS profile. The second phase may be a pure ferric oxide, 
the part ic le size of which is too small to be magnetically ordered at RT but, 
alternatively, it could be larger particles of a mixed oxide containing Fe and a 
sufficient amount of A l ' + to be paramagnetic. The value of the isomer shift (15 = 
0.22 mrr./s) much smaller than the isomer shift of pure hematite OS = 0.37 mm/s) is in 
favour cf substitution of aluminium by iron into the alumina matrix. At 1100°C and up to 
1S>QQ°C only the paramagnetic component remains in the CEMS spectrum and the 
weakening of the MSssbauer signal can be related to the loss of the Fe.,0, particles. 

The evolution of the implanted layer is still more rapid for a sample implanted at 
/7 К .Fig. 6 and Table Ш). At 70D°C the total amount of implanted iron seems to have 
diffused inside AI„O^ to give small substi tuted oxide (IS = 0.27 mm/s and 
GS - 1.C7 mm/s). Their size increases after annealing at 900°C and some 

a'Fe, A) ),O., precipitates are now magnetic. From the hyperfine field value (497 kOe) 
(17) 

it is possible to deduce a mean value x -• 0.2 . Annealings at 1100°C and 1 500°C lead 
to enrichment in iron of the substituted oxide but with a loss of big precipitates. The 
very asymmetric doublet could be interpretated as due to a distribution of quadrupole 
splittings at medium annealing temperatures but for 1100°C and higher the width of the 
two lines of the doublet is so narrow that it is also possible to assume a crystalline 
coherence cf the substituted oxide with the matrix. To pro\e this assumption we have 
r.er^rrr.r?:: ~ЕгИ5 measurements by changing th<? 6 ar.qle between the incident y-ray beam 
sod the r i o m a l to the surface of the can-.; * F ig . 9). From 2.19 the 
lyic ratio between the intensities of the two lines when 6 is equal to 0°, becomes equal 
to 1.Ji and to 0.92 for G = 24° and 6 = 46° respectively. This evolution proves that the 
electric field gradient of the substituted oxide is not random but that it is well oriented 
in th<2 matrix. 



. ElOClTY fir.m.s" 

- 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 

Fig. 7 and 8 ; CEMS spectra of A l . , 0 - irr.pianted at RT snd 77 К respecti•••:•.>• w i th "C 
5 V e . : m ' " and then annea led in owzen at 700°C (a) , 900 cC (b}. '1CCBC (c ) . 
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RI 
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RI 
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IS 

BF 
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RI 

i 
! 

Ann. 7OO°C 

O.?8< 1) 

C.S9I 4) 
1.00 

• 

Ann. 900"C 

0.22 
1.08(4) 
0.45(2) 

0.32 
0.65 

0.42 

0.36 
496 

-0 .4! 
1.33 
0.13 

Ann. 11OOeC 

0.30 
0.60 

0.68 

0.36 
499 

- 0.46 
1.33 
0.32 

Ann. 1500'C 

0.32 
0.57 

0.95 

0.37 
510(3) 
- 0 .35(5) 

0.67 

0.05 

17 '• ~ 2 
Т а Ы е i i i ; A I 9 G , s ing le c r y s t a l i m o l a n t e d a t 77 К w i t h 10 " Г е / c m a n d ' e n ar .nea led 

under o x y g e n . 
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i mm» > Hi» •••• 

•••M • Мм »w 

Fig. 9 : CEMS spectra of AkO, implanted at liquid nitrogen with 7x1016 Fe ions and 
then annealed at 150l)°C in oxygen. The angle between the y-ray beam and the normal to 
the surface was varied. 



17 2 
For s r,!r>iftf'J liurmna sar:i;>|p irtoinntcd .'>f 110 kcV with 1С ' o/rm ihc i.-iino 

components as f .1 implanted sirvjli' rrysrals have гюрп rjotai'noci '.Table IV). Го fc l ln* 

c.-srefijliy i:-.s ;;» im.n evolution of {.iecipitau>:i (.bases as a function of arm:-'ir-ij 

temperature- we have proceeded to anneal treatments under air b> :Ai ;::• of '/ 'rC iur 

1 hour and registered CEMS spectra (Fig. 70; hs well a; .4R!3 r.r-^cita I"14. I 1 . 

After anneaiir>g at 200°C there is no alteration in the- iron prohii? ami tM" i;r.ly 

change is an increase of the doublet with QS = 0.56 mm/s at (lie expenuc of the driblet 

with OS = D.U'i mm/s. This change could correspond to a transformation of iron u.o'.on.ers 

into iron dinners. After &00°C the monomers havp dirappeared s:"d cf:n>cr:. have decreased 

with correlativel1. an increase of the single linp r-nr) rij-ripiarnnro r.f r> wv; łmMc' -fjr • • 

formation of an aCFe.ADyO, phase. This can be compared to the decrease of x •.•Ti?> for 

r e in a-АЦО, single crystal implanted at RT (Fig. 3 . At 60DcC there is no chance and 

at 800°C the nunber of substitutiona! iron atoms increases. The iron depth profile coes 

not change up to 8D0°C (Fig. 12 a). The 1000°C temperature is a very important 

annealing step with the disappearance of all the phases created after implantation. On'-, 

substitutronal iron and oxidized iron under laics magnetic a-Fe.O, urecipitatc-s v.i'h 

various sizes (Distribution of hyperfine fields) e>ist. This phenomena fits very well 

the fqst decreoss of \mln(Fo', between 900 and 12G0°C as observed on Ftq. У. On 

Fig. 11 b and 12 b a definite diffusion of iron toward '.he surface :s vjsibie. The peak 

surface coi:!d correspond to hematite precipitates. Ar.neaJmg at 11*DODC again increase 

the diffusion cf iron toward the surface anfi the siłę of tbt- preei;-it;itf>s. Гi.-.sily at 

\-QQ°C and ićOO-'Г; oniv iron imbedded into fFe.A!'-,O. subsist. 

Annealings under hydrogen have been performed on a 7 x 10 ions/cm implanted 

single crystal at RT. Profiles show no movement of the iron but suggest mainly some 

inward migration after anneals at 1200 and 1500°C T ig . 6). Channeling measurements 

gave no evidence, even at 150G°C, that Fe resides in substitutions! sites on either Al 

or Q sublattices . A reasonable interpretation was to assign the sc&n curves 0: 'he Fe 

impurities to crystalline precipitates. ТЕМ photographs of the same specimen annealed in 

hydrogen also show the presence of precipitates and cavities . Each cavity appears 10 

be attached to з precipitate particle. Electron diffraction spectra have shown the 

presence of a-Fe precipitates. 
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Fig. 12 Corresponding depth distributions. 
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From Mossbaunr spectra displayed in F'iij. M aruj h>[»Tfu»o p:jr-imeters cumrr.sri/cj 
in Table V, the rneiastnbility of the two douolt.'t:; wilł i nogntive isomor chift i ir, 
confirmed. Аз for Ihc sample annealed at 700"C under ovyejon the r.inijlo line increases 
and some FeO and small Fe,O c particles appear. A CEMS measurement performed at -K 
hss shown a magnetic splitting of the single line characteristic of small metallic clusters 
with a size of = 2 nm . After annealing at 900°C this sextuplet is detected even .it 
RT, indicating a growth of iron precipitates. At 1100°C. 91 % of implanted iron forr-
now large iron clusters. The relative intensity of the lines 2 ami Ъ compared to 1 .--r.c 
6 (A_.. = A , , , - 1.33) indicates an in-plane magnetization effect. In the centre of :!••_• 
spectrum a weak doublet due to the Fe state could be interpretated as srrall 
a-Fe,O^ particles located at the surface of the sample-

It. IRON IMPLANTATION AND ANNEALING OF ZIRCONIA 

Fig. 14 shows CEMS spectra corresponding to 10 Fe/cm implanted in = 
ZrO, powder, an anodic film and an oxidized Zr f i im. For this iron concentration (с ~ 2.~ 
at °b} some identical components exist in the three samples. Two fractions of iron &re 
represented by two doublets wi th large isomer shifts and quadrupole spl i t t ings. 
IS = 0.87 - 1.05 mm/s and QS = 2.08 - 1.65 mm/s, and IS = 1.13 - 1.22 mm/s and 
QS - 2.78 - 2.24 mm/s, respectively. The values of these parameters correspond to 
high-spin ferrous ions Fe +(3d ). The third fraction of iron, represented by a doublet with 
IS = 0.35(5) mm/s and QS = 1.02(8) mm/s can be ascribed to high spin ferric ions 
F e ' " (3d ). The values of the hyperfine parameters sugb2st that Fe * ions are located 

(79) 
substi utionally in distorted oxygen octahedra . Such a contribution has been found in 
natural baddeleyite or in Fe - ZrO- sintered in air at 1400 К . However, if the spectra 
of as implanted specimens are essentially similar to each other for anodic fi lm and 
powderlike pellet, for the oxidized foil a single line and a doublet with negative isomer 
sh; ft are present as it was the case for AI_O,. 

Тле evolution of CEMS spectra taken after implantation in the range 5 x 10 to 
10 ions/cm of oxidized foils is presented in Fig. 15 and f i t data are summarized in 

Table VI. For the weakest fluence only Fe + , Fe + and Fe charge states exist. The 
16 2 16 2 

doublet with negative IS appears after 10 at/cm . Up to 2 x 10 at/cm the main 
component is the doublet corresponding to Fe .+ (IS = 1.1 mm/s, QS = 1.65 mm/s) but for 
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1 
IS 
RI 

IS 
& 
RI 

rs 
A 
RI 

IS 
t 
RI 

IS 
Д 
RI 

IS 
u 
RI 

IS 
HF 
QS 
RI 

As-Inplantpd 
i 

-0. IS 
i 0.28 

-O.U 
0.45 
0.24 

0 
0.53 
0.06 

1.3В 
1.39 
0.17 

1.05 
1.16 

* 0.2« 

i 

700'С 

-0.06 
o.to 

1 

1.10 
1.40 
0.12 

0.69 
0.66 
0.15 

0.33. 
0.52 
0.13 

»оо'е 

-0.05 
D.56 

1. 16 
0.96 
0.10 

0.36 
0.52 
0.11 

0.01 
330 
0 
0.23 

IIOU'C 

-0.С4 
п. с: 

о.зь 
0.7S 
0.0? 

о.ог 
330 
0 
0.91 

Table V : A l . O , single crystal implanted at 160 keV with 7 x 1016 Fe/cm and 
annealed under hydrogen. 
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Fig. 14 : Conversion electron Móssbauer 

spectra of 10 Fe^.cm"^ implanted in 

2rO2 specimens, (a) ZrO- powder, (b) 

anodized Zr foils, (c) oxidized Zr foils. 

Fig. IS : CEMS spectra of oxidized Zr foils 

implanted with 100 keV 57Fe+.ions. (a) 

5 x (b) 1 x 1016, (с) 2 x 101 (d) 
5 x 1016 and (e) 1017 ions.cm"2. 
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0.55(2) 

1.13(8) 
2.7S15) 
0.0611) 

2 x l o " 

- 0.06(2) 
0.06(1) 

- 0.13(3) 
0.46(3) 
O.OS(l) 

0.32(3} 
1.13(5) 
0.06(2) 

1.11(2) 

1.65(5) 
0.61(5) 

1.06(4) 
2.66(10) 
0.18(6) 
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- 0.0912) 
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- 0.0912) 
0. J5!3) 

0.3313) 

0.0612) 

C.64I2) 
СГ. 14(2) 
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1.39(5) 
0.3011) 
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0.0<(1) 
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- 0.1112) 
0.12(2» 
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0.4014! 

0.22(5) 
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0.55(5! 
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1.3913) 
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0.22(3) 
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2.81 1) 
cost ii 

7.5 к 10" 

- 0.12(2) 
0.14(2) 

- 0.0813) 
0.44(3) 
0.4 2(31 

0.15(1) 
0.53(4) 

0.19(3) 

1.26(5) 
1.30(2) 
0.1911) 

1.62(5) 
2.7115) 
0.0311) 

- 0.03(3) 
316(3) 

0.06(2) 

- 0.04(3) 
302(9) 

0.06(2) 

io17 

i 
- cos.; ; 

Г. ) I ( 2 ) j 

- O.O6(2l| 
0.37( 31 
s.rc i : ! 

С 05(3) 
0.59(5) 
0.13(2) 

1.4113) 
i .2 : i4 ) 
0.221 1! 

1.10(5) 
2.3SI Ю 
0.0311>! 

0 .0KD 
326(1) 

0.14(3) 

- 0.04(2) 
102(3) 

8.181!) 

Table VI ; Hyperfine parameters in oxidized ZrO_ foils implanted with various fluences 
of Fe ions. 
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'.5 x 10 l 0 at/cm* a new doublet (IS = 0.06 mm/s and QS г 0.64 mrn/s) appears with 
correiathely the disappearance of Fe ions- From this fluence the relative percentage 
of F"p" ions diminishes and for the highest fluences the very high iron concentration 
creates large magnetically ordered iron precipitates with an in-plane maqnetization as it 
was found for A1?O4

 a nd MgO. To take into account the distribution of the sizes of these 
particles the corresponding spectra were best fitted with two sextets, corresponding to 
irtterraj magnetic fields of H -- 300 kOe and H = 320 kOe. 

Anrealmg in air of the anodic films implanted with 5 x 10 and 10 ions/cm 
results, even' at fairly low temperature (300°C for 2k hours), in almost complete 
transformation of Fe to Fe + (see Fig. 16). Heating of the samples caused a change of 
t^pir ci">irii;r ?гт i violf?t to pink. To fit these spectra we have considered t-.vo doublets 
rfije to Fe' states with identical IS but different QS. The doublet due to Fe t has 
cissppeared and a few amount of Fe .+ subsists. 

16 ? 
Fig. 17 shows CEMS spectra corresponding to a 7.5 x 10 Fe/crrT implanted 

zirconia film annealed at 200, 600, 500°C under argon atmosphere and Fig. 18 and 19 
show the corresponding RBS spectra and depth profiles. The f i t data are summarized in 
Table VH. Annealing at 200°C does not change the iron profile but Fe ..+ species are ruled 
c j t whereas some Fe * appear. Af ter t reatment at 400°C iron precipi tates and 
Гз * have disappeared and the whole quantity of implanted iron has been oxidized under 

I T 

two different Fe * forms. There is no change after annealing at 500°C but at 700°C 
some precipitates become magnetically ordered. The number of these precipitates 
increases strongly after annealing at 900°C. 
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Fig. 16 : Conversion electron Mossbauer 
spectra of Fe implanted in ZrO. and 
annealed in air at 300°C for 24 hours. 

Fig. 17 ; CEMS spectra of Fe implanted 
in ZrO2 and annealed in argon from 200 
to 500°C for 1 hour. 
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0.11(2) 

Ann. 400 

0.35(1) 
1.39(9) 
0.45(2) 

0.36(2) 
0.83(3) 
0.55(2) 

Ann. 500 

n.3rj( 1) 

1.36(3) 
0.45(2) 

0.36(2) 
0.82(3) 
0.55(2) 

Table VII.; Fit parameters of a 
annealed under argon flux. 

foil implanted with 7.5 x 1016 ^Fe/cm2 and then 
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Fig. 18 : RBS spectra of a Zirconium film 

implanted at 100 keV with 8 x 10 

Fig. 19 : Corresponding iron depth distri-

bution ( . as-implanted, + annealed at 
5 7Fe/cm2 . (a) and annealed at 500°C under 500°C, • ennealed at 700°C). 

Argon (b). 
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3. DISCUSSION 

After implantation iron atoms share into different components and we will try in 
this discussion to interpret the obtained results. 

A single line with negative IS exists in the whole implanted samples. Its relative 
intensity increases as a function of the fluence excepted for the sapphire crystal 
implanted at 77 K. However the number of iron atoms taking part in this phase increases 
almost linearly with the number of implanted atoms. This single line is attributed to 
small metallic (Fe ) iron precipitates. Such small y-Fe precipitates have been detected by 
TEkr . In ZrO- and not in AI_O, the size of the clusters is sufficiently large at the 
highest flu«.nces to allow formation of magnetically ordered precipitates. This different 
behaviour could be due to the different crystalline structures. It is notable that the 
spectrum obtained by us for the ZrO7 specimen implanted with 

16 2 (19) 
7.5 x 10 Fe/cm is very similar to that observed by Burggraaf et al. for a Yttria 

16 2 
stabilised zirconia (called ZY) which has been implanted with 15 keV, 8 x 10 Fe/cm . 

It is surprising that no Fe ł was observed in as-implanted alumina samples. For 
zirconia this Fe * fraction predominates only for the lowest fluences and decreases to 

16 2 
лего at a fluence of 3.5 x 10 ions/cm (4.5 at % Fe). The predominant occurence of 
iron in ZrO, in the form of Fe + , as observed at concentration of ~ 0.1 at % Fe, is in 

(21) 
agreement with the results of EPR measurements and the conclusions based on lattice 

(22) 
energy calculations . The large QS is comparable to the value obtained by Burggraaf 
et al. The doublet due to Fe + has been ascribed to Fe * ions substitutionally 4+ incorporated for Zr in the zirconia lattice. 

At every fluence two doublets due to ferrous ions (Fe С and Fe .? ) are detected. 
16 In alumina single crystals implanted at RT at the lowest fluences (1 and 2 x 10 

ions/cm ) Fe .* is decomposed into two doublets of which one (IS = 0.68(3) mm/s, 
OS = 1.93(7) mm/s) can be attributed to FeO. The second doublet (IS - 1.14 mm/s, 
QS = 1.16 mm/s) exists for all fluences in alumina implanted at RT and 77 К and in 
zirconia films. This last doublet could be due to Fe. О but also to electrically neutral 
metal-vacancy configurations such as V-O-Fe +-O-V. On implantation the systems become 
oxygen deficient (oxygen vacancy rich), so that the electroneutrality is preserved by the 

SO 



creat ion of Fe *-V complexes. The probabi l i ty to fo rm Fe" * -V ;.- ociat ions io 

very high at low fJuences and the l imi t in the abrolute number of F e , fcr 
1 6 ' ' ~ 5 x 10 ions /cm" implanted alumina could be due to a saturat ion f f fec t in the 

fo rmat ion of oxygen vacancies due to i r radiat ion e f fec ts . Annealings around 9003C fcr 

implanted alumina remove completely these vacancies and FeO wust i te is 'a rmed as гп 

in termediate phase before complete oxidation (under O_ atmosphere) or f l i r t a t i on and 

prec ip i ta t ion (under H_ atmosphere). 

An other Fe jj+ state character ized by a very large OS (~ 1.9 mm/s) exists as well 

for implanted A 1 , O , or Z r O , and decreases rapidly w i th the f luence. For A I _ O , this 
2+ l ' 

Fe .. component representing a very ionic state can be t.-ompared to its behaviour in 
F R A I О compound. Such rr>thcr small (5 nrn) F c A L O . precipi tates ti.v.e LCL-Г detected I: 

(16) ^ 
P. Sklad in a sample annealed under oxygen . Concerning Z r O , the in terpretat ion cf 

2+ (23) 
F e . , is not c lear. Babikova et a l . have a t t r ibu ted the two doublets to i ron located 
on grain boundaries for Fe ,t and to i ron into grains for Fe . + on the assumption that 

the symmetry of i ron at the boundary of a grain would be lower than in tiie bulk of a 

gra in. 

The in terpre ta t ion of the two doublets w i t h negative or rather small IS is not essy 

but their considerat ion improves substantial ly the quali ty of the f i t s . Fluencos as high ss 
16 2 

4 x 10 i o n s / c m are necessary to p roduce these componen ts in a l um ina fc r 
16 2 

implantat ions per formed at RT whereas at 77 К only a fluence of 10 ions/cm creates 

such components. The existence of these doublets seems favoured when amorphizat ion of 

sapphire occurs or in polycristalJine ZrOo. Similar doublets with large negative IS due to 
(24) strongly covalent character of Fe(IV)-0 bonds have been already observed for SrFeO, 

(25) 
and SrLaMg. , . The authors attribute these doublets to high-spin iron (IV) in two very 
deformed (elongated or compressed) octahedral sites. To explain high vslence states 
without the presence of very electropositive cations, it is necessary to assume that some 
oxygen are only bound on one side of iron. Then a very large electron density could te 
transferred from these oxygen atoms toward the Fe-O linkincs. Otherwise, large isostatic 
pressures in the implanted zone can also increase the electron density at the iron sites. 
These components are very unstable and disappear after annealing. This last observation 
and the fact that after a maximum around 5 X 10 ions/cm the relative intensity of 
the doublets decreases when those of small and large iron precipitates increase, lead to 
propose another explanation. These doublets could be due to the presence of isolated ircn 
ions and iron dinners dispersed in the implanted layers. When the probabiliu of finding, 



С. 1, 2, etc.... of iron stems in the prcbe vicinity increases as a function of th-г dose. 
(19) 

iron can precipitate under metallic clusters. Burggrsaf et si. have also obrcrvr-d s 
csubiet similar to the first doublet present in the tables I and VI and they ascribed this 

t to iron dimers. This interpretation is in accordance with results obtained for iron ["•planted in f*'gO . These dispersed iron atoms diffuse in АЦО, ae soon as annealings 
around iC0°C are performed and precipitate under Fe- metallic clusters (single line) 
refore oxidation takes place. 

Annealing under oxygen or argon atmospheres produces a diffusion of iron to-.varc 
tr.e surface. For sapphire implanted at RT the first stage consists in precipitation of iron 
together with some iron atnms hr>inn pvicii7"<i. л,( 900гГ ::on '^ c~^.r..p;.u! ,• u-.iJii«u an.i 
w pieseni under large substitute (Fe,Al),Oj hematite precipitates located st thc-
si-rfcce. At 1"iQ0°C hematite has disappeared. For a sinterec sample we have folicwec 
ггсгэ csrefully the diffusion and oxidation process of implanted ire-. A becinnina of 
precipitation end oxidation occurs after annealing at 4D0cC. The implsnted zone remains 
.'.'J-'.:. .-r '.^ ZZZ'Z UIIU oi. \ZW~J w u ьиопд oiifusion oi ifon toward tne surface iesding tc 
large r-smatite precipitates occurs. Non-diffused iron could form mixed (Fe.Al? 'C-

cwde. After annealing at 120CcC hematite precipitates enlarge and annealing at luG 
sreduces sn important loss of iron with complete disappearance of hematite precipitates. 
Oily substituted iron atoms subsist. The final doublet is not very asymmetric (random 
orientation) for crystalline and polycrystalline samples whereas for the amorphized single 
cr.sta! we have shown (Fig. 9) that the precipitates are oriented in the matrix. Farlow et 
G!. have shown that channeling data along the <CQ01> axis require that one of tr.o 
major channeling axes of the crystallites must be aligned with t ie A ! ,G , <C001> axis. 
8y transmission electron microscopy they have shown that this axis is - 3° off the <O11> 
axis of the precipitates. This could explain the different data we ha\e found when the 
orientation of the sample with respect to the incident gamms-ray beam is changed. The 
difference obtained for samples implanted at RT and 77 К can be explained by an 
expitaxial regrowth from the bottom of the amorphized layer. 

Under hydrogen atmosphere iron is reduced and the inward migration of iron leads 
to a-iron precipitates. Only fev/ iron atoms are substituted inside the matr ix. 



The completely different behaviours of implanted lay-rs in function of t^rn-a! 
treatments and initial in-.plantation conditions could c;vc different mechanical ««.srface 
properties to the implanted ceramics. Such experiments are now in progress. 

We want to thank Drs. C.J. McHargue, P.Sklad, G.C. Farlcw and CV/. White 
ORNL, Dr. J.A. Sawicki from Chalk River National Laboratory, Dr. A. Perez from 
University of Lyon and Dr. N. Moncoffre and Mr. C. Donne*, from Institut de Phjsique 
Nucleaire for their contribution in this work. 
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Abstract 
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1 Introduction 
Ion implantation has become a very important tool fcr materials modification. It is a standard 
method for doping semiconductors, metals are for instance* implanted to increase their corrosion 
and wear resistance, and implantation into insulators becomes increasingly important n.g. as c-r.e 
way to produce optical waveguides or change mechanical properties of surfaces. Many macroscopic 
methods are available to investigate the implanted materials, but only few microscopic methods, 
which are needed for a complete characterization. Here especially the nuclear methods like N'MIt, 
РАС, nuclear orientation, and Moflbauer spectroscopy (MBS), which are subject of this school, 
are important. 

Implantation studies with the Mofibauer effect have been performed since 1965 (for reviews sa 
e.g. [WaaB8,WeyS6,Dez85]). A little later, the Coulomb excitation .Recoil Implantation Moiibauer 
.Effect method (CRIME) was developed [Spr68,Obe68]: by the momentum transfered in scattering 
with a heavy projectile, only the scattered nuclei are implanted into the samples to be investigated. 
The primary beam is dumped into a Faraday cup. The accessibility of Mofibauer states, which 
do not have suitable radioactive precursors, was one of the most important facts. However, other 
intriguing features cf the method v.ere recognized too: observation of single implants in virtually 
any host material, without restriction by solubility limits, is possible and the probes are observed 
directly after implantation, within the lifetime of the Mofibauer state (57Fe : 140 ns). There is no 
time for aggregation or outdiffusion. Because of the deep implantation (typical 10 /яп), and the 
extremely low doses (« 10n/cm2) practically mftnitly small concentrations (less than 10ls/cm3) 
are achieved. Implantation tracks do not overlap. Interaction of probe atoms can be excluded. 

It was also recognized early, that accelerators with time bunched beams could be employed 
to do lime differential Mofibauer spectroscopy [HoyH71] to study dynamical effects just after the 
implantation. However, no such experiments were made at that time. Only one time-gated in 
beam experiment was reported, in which the excited nuclei were produced via a 56Fe(d,p)57Fe-
reaction [VapD80]. 

Although the CRIME technique proved to be a versatile tool to study the behaviour of im¬ 
planted atoms in various matrices, it was only used until the late 70's. 

With the advent of accelerators like UNELAC at GSI, Darmstadt, and VICKSI of Ш , 
Berlin, the method has become increasingly attractive again. These machines deliver higher 
beam currents of higher Z materials than the former tandems, resulting in higher Mofibauer source 
strength. In addition, they have the advantage of internally pulsed beams, the prerequisite to 
perform time differential in-beam MBS. Both at VICKSI and UNILAC new set-ups are working 
[MenS8",LauSS9!. All experiments have so far been done with the work horse of MBS, s7Fe. We 
have developed our set up especially for the sear J i of dynamic effects, for time differential MBS. 
The first time differential in beam spectra , discussed below, are just being published [LanSS9]. 

In beam MBS has a big potential to study dynamic effects following the implantation. Whe¬ 
ther it is charge relaxation of excited atomic states, spin relaxation, recovery of the magnetic 
fields, recombination of defects or diffusion - if the time constants of such processes are compa¬ 
rable to the Hfetime of the excited state, they can in principle be observed via the parameters 
obtained by MBS: isomershift, linewidth, quadrupole splitting, magnetic splitting, Debye-Waller-
factor [HoyH71,Kan~5]. The variation of the parameters with temperature and time car. give 
irsjght into the nature of relaxation effects. It should be mentioned already here, that, as far as 
our data have been analyzed, the time differential spectra have not shown any dynamic effects. 
Still, some interesting conclusions about dynamic effects can be drawn from the time integral 
spectra. 

Among the first samples we have investigated were silicon, sapphire ,-MnFi, and GaAs. The 
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transition metals in Si we of technological interest because they are known to form deep levels 
and even minute contaminations can effect electrical properties critically [WebS3). Impunity 
concentrations of 10'*cra"3 Fe in Si can reduce the efficiency of solar cells by 50%. On the other 
hand, although Fe and Co in Si have been studied for a long time with MBS, the understanding 
of the spectra is still not clear and the assignment of site locations or specific defect structures 
to components in the spectra remains foggy. With our results discussed below, we hope to add 
an important piece to the puzzle. 

The work of the Berlin group concentrates on local diffusion studies in metals. Their work o*. 
aluminum and zirkonium has been published recently |MenSS7,YosM88]. 

2 Experiment 
2.1 The spectrometers 
The data discussed below have been taken at both of the new spectrometers built by Menningea 
et al.[MenS8?] in Berlin and by us in Darmstadt (LauS89j, figs.la.lb. There are many common 
features: 

• a compact geometry, so that large solid angles for both the collection of the excited nuclei 
and the observation of the 7-rays leaving the samples are ensured. Construction of the 
sample holder in such a way that implantation into the holder is avoided as much as possible. 
Collimation of the radiation from the samples, so that only radiation from the samples is 
observed. 

• good beam collimation to suppress background, four-sector apertures in front of the target 
to control the beam position electrically during the experiment 

• beam-spots of 1-2 mm diameter. 

• bunched beams. Bunch-width 1-2 ns, bunch separation 333 ns (UNILAC), or 360-400 us 
(НМГ) 

• shielding of the detectors from direct radiation from the target 

• resonance counters to detect the 14.4 keV 7~quanta, moved on constant acceleration drives 
outside the scattering chamber. These detectors [Wey76,Har89] are parallel plate avalanche 
counters (PPAC), in which one electrode is made of stainless steel (62% Fe, 95% enriched 
"Fe, FWHM = 0.36mm/s with a "CoFe-source fitted with Lorentzian lines). Resonantly 
absorbs 7-quanta produce conversion electrons with a probability of 90% and those are 
detected when emerging from the anode. 

• liquid helium flow cryostats with heaters to be able t*vary the sample temperature between 
и 10 К and « 400 К. For the HMI set-up we have constructed a halogen lamp heated oven, 
fig. lb, with which the accessible temperature range is extended to «900 K. 
Radiation shields (with windows of superisolation or Zr-Foils for the photons, of thin Au-
foils for the beam) for a reasonable homogeneity of the temperature 

• sample sizes of typically several cm2, collecting in the case of Fe-targets 50%-70% of the 
excited nuclei that leave the target (see also fig. 2) 

• implanted ions have energies in the range of 100 MeV, resulting in implantation dephts of 
the order of 10 /im. 
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Tabje 1: Beam and target parameters 

beam 
I Accelerator < Л T (at) | Isotopt i E (МсУ/аши) i lut "&"p/s) I i..*mer.t j Thickr.tts :П: 

И ь I UNILAC j 3Ś3~" ~rrit i " 'З.б 
i b I UNILAC i 333 

с j VICKSI j 360-400 | " A r 
3.2 

2.1 - 2.75 

l.Ł : T» 5 
1.5 i "Fe/Ag I 2-4/0.3 

2 j "Fe/Ar; 3/0.4 

• the time integral spectra are typically obtained within a few hours each, to collect sufficient 
statistics for time differential data, up to 20 hours have been spent. 

In Coulomb excitation, the Moftbauer state of S7Fe is hardly ex-ited directly due io its small 
BE2 value [NDS86]. However, via E2-transiticrŁs the 3/2" and 5,2" states at 136, 366 and 706 
keV are excited. Close to 90% of their population decays into the resonant level at 14.4 keV. 

Beam or target have to contain the MoBbaiier isotope. One experiment (the tim«? rHffwnti&l 
measurement on Si at roomtemperature) has been done at the UNILAC with a b'Fe-beam and a 
tantalum target, the others with Ar- (HMI) or Xe-beams (UNILAC) and Fe-targets coated with 
Ag on one side. The beam energies were taken close to the Coulomb barrier of the particular 
beam-target combination (see table 1 ). The maximum beam intensity in the case of the Xe-
beams was limited by the target lifetime. At our set-up at GSI a target wheel is being used. 
A 40 mm-diameter target, excentricly mounted, is rotated by a small DC-motor to extend its 
lifetime. Whereas in the case of the Ta-target the power dissipation of the beam is no problem, 
the Fe/Ag-targets have a much lower melting point and do not survive more than about 5 Watt. 
The HMI-group has approached the problem differently: the Fe/Ag-target is being cooled by 
liquid nitrogen and the beam is waved up and down with an amplitude of about 8 mm. With 
that arrangement the power limit is about 1-2 Watt. 

The experimental conditions were optimized by taking into account the Coulomb excitation 
cross section ere with its angular distribution. [AldW75,AidB56,Lel78], and the energy loss and 
transmission of the excited nuclei in the target. In a good approximation, with the beam energy 
at the Coulomb barrier, ос ос ZMB'%4 holds. Raising the energy, one can also increase the target 
thickness a little to obtain a higher yield, but this is limited by the compensating loss of excited 
Fe ions that get stuck in the target foil. As an example, fig.2 shows the distribution of those 
excited Fe-ions which leave the target and are being collected on the AI2O3 catchers in case b 
(table 1 ). Energies above the Coulomb barrier increase the background radiation due to nuclear 
reaction so much, that the signal to noise ratio diminishes quickly. Finally it turns out, that a 
5'Fe-beam and a Ta-target can produce the highest source strength, although some 30% of the 
excited Fe-ions are scattered into backward angles. However, the prohibitive cost of the 57Fe-ion 
source (optimum would be 2g/day, и 30000 DM/day) does not allow such experiments too often. 
The noble gases do not need to be of enriched material. 

2.2 Electronics 

To record the time differential data, an event from the resonance counter was fed as a start to 
a TDC (time-digital-converter), which was stopped by the periodic beam pulses. The reversal 
of the physical start-stop relation minimizes the dead time of the system. The time resolution 
achieved was typically 3-5 ns. The four highest bits from the TDC routed a 16k buffer, (developed 
by our own electronics workshop) which was driven in multiscaler mode by the function generator 



of the electromechanical drive. This way one obtains a matrix of e.g. 1С time window* and 1024 
velocity channels. The buffer is an external memory of a persona! :^inputer. 

Time integral spectra wtre obtained by adding up the time wb.iiws between beam bursts. 

2.3 Aspects of time-differential exper iments 

The shape of time differential Mo:3bauer spectra has first been calculated by Lynch et <J.[LynlJ60] 
for the transmission geometry. They showed that th<? propagation cf the 7-quanta tlirough a mo¬ 
ving absorber can be treated as an electromagnetic wave passing through a medium with complex 
dielectric constant. With the resonance counters the data are taken in scattering geometry. For 
this case their method has been extended by various authors [Neu66,ThiM68,VapK84,B&lK86]. 
The results are complex sums of Bessel functions not well suitable for routines to fit data. Be¬ 
cause of tha short range of the conversion electrons in the absorber, it was possible to find a 
comparatively simple expression for the intensity, with which the thne differential spectra were 
analyzed. For details the reader is referred to :La.uS59,LauS9]. The analysis assumes, that the 
components in the spectra are static. Dynamic effects would show up as deviations from the I t . 
For the measured data it was not necessary to assume dynamic behaviour, they could ail be fitted 
with staric components. 

How dynamic effects like the decay of excited atomic configurations within the lifetime of 
the nuclear level affect the lineshape of time differential transmission spectra was f.rsx calculated 
by Kanieleit [Kan75]. His calculations have been extended to scattering spectra by Lsubach 
[LauS9[. Fig. 3 shows an example of a resonance spectrum in the caso cf the decay of ал excited 
electronic configuration with a decay constant rctom = 1.25-7„ие|ест at limes t = 0.5, 2, and 4 
in uni:s of the nuclear lifetime. The isomershift of the excited configuration is taken as S = 4 
natural linewidths. 

3 Results and Data Analysis 
(All isomer shift values are given as absorber shifts relative to e-Fe.) 

3.1 SuVon 

3.1.1 Measurements and da ta interpreta t ion 

The implanted samples were n-type, CZ-grown material, phosphor-.;; :cped, with а z:-:iiz:.\-'::y о£ 
2kfi cm, cut in (111 ) direction. In two runs data have been collectcu at VICK'SI fcr lozjr^-rratuix-s 
between 20 К and 850 K. A run at the UNILAC was performed to obtain good q-.rj.liiy time 
differential spectra at roorntemperriture. 

Pigs. 4 and 5 show spectra bet'"sen 300 К and S50 К and a few time windows a: rcr.rnterr.-
perature. All the spectra show asymmetric dubleis. Below S00 К the spectra are i!1 •.::" :};•; suv.ii 
shape as at 300 K. However, the asymmetry changes with high-;: :г::-.^ега1«гг. "v- с-: 070 К 
the spectra can be fitted with one single line (SI I) and a sup«r::r.r - ; j i duthc. R.^:s:.-c t!v 
temperature further, the line width of SL I kic.-eases. At r50 К tii» ь.-ут.;:-. try of the ipc r.ruin 
reversed and a second single line (SL П) has taken over an apprsciai-j-j ccrtion ot" ;h-? ?;:•= сtruin. 
At 750 К SL I disappears and SL IT dominates at SCO K. This ^е.'.:о.-л ;.-.:•. гЬ-гпау be d'.-.Iu:ed by 
looking at the data. The curves shown in fig. 4 were obtained hv f.tt.-.-.c :.12 th-: spcc:rb of:}iis run 
(300 К • 850 К) simultaneously. Only one рагыг.пег each was л?эс for the Lir.:--.vid-.'i -f SL П. 
the linewidth of the dublet, and the quadrupek splitting. Isomer:rJfts for each ccinpcnont were 
allowed to develop according to the second-order-Doppler-shift. Vie linewidth v.f SL I could not 
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20 
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A(%) 
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3«(2 
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Table 2: Parameter! for Si 
Dublet 
£|aa| 
0.42(2) 
0.42(2) 
0.40(2) 
6.38(1) 
0.40(2) 
0.89(2) 

0.37 
0.87 
0.37 
0.37 
0.37 
0.37 
0.37 
0.37 

0.24(2) 
0.27(21 
0.27(2 
0.30(1 i 

0.30(3) 
0.24(2) 

0.23 
0.15 
0.11 
0.09 
0.07 
0.04 

-0.02 
-0.09 

Q 1=7*1 
0.63(2) 
O.»5J3J_ 
0.66(2) 
0.93(2) 
0.98(4) 
0.86(2) 

0.83 
0.83 
0.83 
0.83 
0.83 
0.83 
0.83 
0.83 

A{%) 
60(1) 
64(3) 
64(2) 
65(2) 
65(2) 
66(2) 

68 
75 
79 
81 
76 
S3 
6S 
44 

Jingle line II !i 
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0.40 
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eriott for the remits of the simultaneous fit (300 • 850 К) u e not given. 
for the low temperature data. 

In general they are in the sair.e range as 

be fitted with just one parameter. It was found that the linewidth increases with temperature 
according to an Arrhenius behaviour, liable 2 gives the parameters. The results for temperatures 
below 300 К are from separate fits of single spectra. Further details are given in [Swa89]. To 
assigr errors to the parameters in case of the simultaneous fit is difficult. In general, they are in 
the same range as those given for the low temperature data. 

The time differential spectra at roomtemperature, shown in fig. 5, could be fitted with a 
static model, dynamic effects were not taken into account. The narrowing of the lines with time, 
which is observed, is only the quantum mechanically expected behaviour for a time differential 
spectrum. 

single line 1: We find that the linewidth of SŁ I increases with temperature according to an 
Arrhenius law: ДГ ocD = Doexp( - f^) . This behaviour is interpreted as being due to lonę 
range diffusion. D is the diffusion coefficient, Ea the activation energy. In the sudden-jump-
approximation developed by Singwi and Sjol&nder [SinS60] and assuming that the jumps are 
uncorrelated, ЛГ = ^ § £ is valid with / being the jump distance. If we plug in 1=2.35 A, the 
distance between interstitial positions in the silicon lattice, we find the diffusion coefficients shown 
in fig. 6, taken from Weber [Web83]. He interpolated between high and low temperature diffusion 
data, assuming that there is just one mechanism responsible over the whole temperature range, 
covering 10 orders of magnitude. We find an activation energy of 0.96(5) eV and Do = 0.25(2) 
in comparison to Weber's E a = 0.63 eV, D o = 1.3-10"3. Table 3 and fig. в show the diffusion 
coefficients assuming Weber's interpolation and our results. 

Despite the discrepancy in Do and Ea it is evident that our points fit very well into Ms picture 
• and into the middle of the gap, at a domaine difficult to access by other methods. 

In the analysis it was considered that we observe the diffusion in a single crystal. The diffu-
sional line broadening depends on the angle of emission of the 7-ray and the lattice and is not 
exactly of Lorentzian shape, see e.g. [FU76]. However, integration over the observed solid angle 
and folding with emission and absorption Lorentzians gives results with negligible deviations from 
the isotropic approximation and a Lorentzian broadening according to [SinS60]. With an angle 
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resolving measurement the mechanism of the diffusion could of course be studied in more detail 
since interstitial and substitutional diffusion give different anisotropies of the line broadening. 
Position sensitive detectors needed for such measurements are being developed [Har89]. 

Our conclusion is that about 30(10)% of the Fe atoms are implanted into positions, from 
which they diffuse via the same mechanism as observed with standard solid state techniques. If 
the diffusion is interstitial, those Fe atoms land on interstitial sites, and their diffusion constant 
can be measured with the in-beam technique in an otherwise more or less unaccessible temperature 
region. 

Dublet and single line II: The dublet represents about 70% of the area of the spectra below 
600 K. At 600 К and-650 К the sum of SL П and the dublet keep about this proportion. Whether 
below 600 К SL П is populated от not can not be decided from the spectra, since it disappears 
under the dublet in the simultaneous fit. Checks of the x2 distribution of the 300 К spectrum 
taken at the UNILAC, which has the best statistics, did not support evidence of a third component 
at that temperature. From 600 К to 850 K, SL П incre-. .es relative to the dublet, suggesting 
that the dublet relaxes into the single line. If we try to fit the spectra in the simultaneous fitting 
procedure with this assumption, the x2 is not significantly increased (the result for SL I remains 
the same). The theoretical lineshapes based on [Kan75,LauS9] for dynamic spectra were used 
and assumed, that the lifetime of the excited state (dublet) varies with temperature according to 
:m Arrhenius law. We obtain an activation energy of 0.46(3) eV The time differential spectra at 
these temperatures are not of sufficient statistical quality to corroborate or reject this result. 

In the unperturbed diamond structured silicon lattice there are two cubic positions: the 
substitutional and the tetrahedral interstitial site. So there is a possibility, that SL II is the sub¬ 
stitutional position, occupied after the annealing of some kind of defect structure, which causes 
the quadrupole split spectrum. In annealing studies, the corresponding annealing temperature 
would be below roomtemperature, about 200 K. If we extrapolate the isomer shift of SL П to 
roomtempsratuie, we find S = 0.2(1) mm/s. It is perhaps interesting to note that the disap-
peareance of the dublet and the growth of SL II appears in a temperature range, where the 
Fermi level approaches donator levels of Fe° -*Fe+ in Si around 0.4 eV above the valence band 
[WunW81,KatZ8S]. One of those belongs to interstitial Fe, but a second could not be identified. 
At 850 К the Fermi energy is Ep = 0.41 eV above the valence band. Another clue to the expla¬ 
nation could come from the observation of an activation energy of 0.45(4) eV in high resistivit 
p material, which was assigned to the migration ef the neutral vacancy V° [Wat86]. 

3.1.2 Former wo:-k and discussion: 

The properties of 57Co and 57Fe in silicon is a very old problem in Moflbauer spectroscopy and 
much work has been devoted to it. About half of the papers are studies with CoSi-diffused 
sources, the other half is implantation work. The first experiments were done by Norem and 
Wertheim in 1962 [NorW62], who diffused Co into Si. Because of the very low solubilities of Co 
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and Fe in Si (10łS to 10 ie cm3 above 1300 K) combined with high diffusion constants, precipitates 
and agglomerates arc easily obtained rather than solutions. In fact, it is claimed f\V-;b83], that 
Co cannot be quenched into interstitial sites at all. Thus Mofibaucr spectra obtained with CoSi 
diffused sources are very complex see e.g. [ShaS85,BerD84,Ber83.]3er81,DeaC80,BerS7ft,BolB723, 
up to 10 different lines have been used to explain unresolved broad asymmetric dublet spectra 
[BerD83l. Assignments of spectral components to specific configuration» of Co in Si are very 
difficult ir. this case. The interstitial line e.g. has been proposed for S ~ 0 mm/s [BerD83j as well 
as for S = 0.73 mm/s [Ber83] by Bergholz. 

Co implantations into Si at roomtemperature with energies of the order of 100 kcV have been 
investigated since about 1976, see e.g. [LanP89,LanP87,LanP82], [DamPWH80,WeyK79], and 
[LanD79,WeyG76]. For doses above the amorphizationlimit (10l4/cm2) the spectra are symmetric 
dublets, below that they become increasingly asymmetric with decreasing dose, saturating at 
10n/cm2 [LanDH.79]. The latter spectra could be fitted with a single line at a velocity close to zero 
plus a dublet (5=0.35 mm/s, E Q = 1 mm/s). That the dublet arises from quadrupole interaction 
was shown by measurements in external magnetic fields [LanD78]. Low dose implantation into 
amorphous Si showed a symmetric dublet with very similar parameters [LanP82]. Implantation 
and measurement at 50 К (dose: 5-1012cm~2) resulted in an asymmetric spectrum too, but the 
asymmetry was now reversed ! A new single line at 5=0.65 mm/s was found. This sample 
measured at roomtemperature yielded agaiii the former asymmetry with a single line at « 0 
mm/s [LanP87]. It was suggested, that the single line at v=0 mm/s represents substitutional Co, 
and the line at 0.65 mm/s interstitial Го, which might associate with a vacancy, produced by the 
implantation process, to form substitutional Co at high enough temperatures (roomteinperature). 
The dublet has been considered to represent Co atoms that land in their own damage track and 
have an amorphous surrounding. 

The first Fe implantations into Si were actually done via the CRIME technique [Lat71,LatR80]. 
Latshaw implanted Fe into low resistivity n and p material at temperatures between 20 К and 
S70 K, the same temperature range we covered too. He interpreted the data with two single lines. 
Because of the shown quadrupole nature of the dublet in the low dose Co implantations this model 
was later rejected. (For the Fe Ge system, which shows similar spectra than Fe in Si, but with a 
less pronounced asymmetry, a CRIME study in external magnetic field was performed that also 
showed tlie quadrupole nature of the spectrum [LaaD80].) Latshaw's spectra show clearly the 
same trends as ours, but are of poorer statistical quality. Since he measured fewer temperatures 
in the region critical for the diffusional line broadening, the conclusions drawn from our data 
could not be extracted directly from his, but the experimental results support our scheme. A 
dopant dependence of the data was not obvious. 

.• fter Latshaw's work, Fe was implanted into Si mainly on mass separators with low ener¬ 
gies (10-70 keV), high doses, at roomtemperature. Sawicki et al. have reported most of these 
experiments between 1973 and 1982 [SawS73,SawS76,SawS77] and [SawS79,SawS82]. The doses 
of 1014-1016 cm"2 lead practically to amorphization of the silicon lattice and to the formation of 
FeSi structures, showing as symmetric dublet spectra. A single line at v=-0.1 mm/s was obser¬ 
ved after SO keV ^e implantation (dose 1С15 cm"2, annealing of the sample at 600 - 900 °C and 
stripping off a 100 A surface layer [DamPW80]. Laser implantation and annealing resulted in a 
strongly asymmetric spectrum with a single line component at v=-0.2 mm/s [DamNSl]. 

How do the single lines appearing in the low energy implantation experiments compare with 
our data ? The slight discrepancy of the isomer shift between the low temperature implantation 
data (5 = 0.65(5) mm/s) [LanP87j and our data (S = 0.95(3) mm/s) is not significant - because 
of the small proportion of the component in their broad spectrum, and correlations between 
isomershifts, linewidths and quadrupole splitting the isomershift of the single line is not well 



defined and the (systematic) error probably larger than the one (statistical ?) given. It coald be 
the S U M component. Since Co diffuses even fatter in Si than Ft, it would then be tU^r wbjr (hit 
component does not show up in roomtemperature experiments. Whether the other tingle line at 
5 = 0 в ш / i observed in the Co experiments stands for the cubic position or it the fpeciraro at 
cubic CoSij or another Co-Si phase (VanO89] seems not to be clear. Definitely it is not the same 
as the single line component found in the Fe-Si implantations "with 6 = -0.2 nun/s. To compare 
our SŁ П with these last two lines U difficult because we only have the high temperature iso:tcr 
shift value. The extrapolation with the high temperature limit of the second-order-Doppler-shu* 
(SOD) gives 6 = 0.2 mm/s, but can be quite misleading if the electron density at the nucleus 
changes for instance due to the changing distance to the Fermi level. It would be very interesting 
to go to still higher temperatures and collect better statistics tor the data from 600 К on to be able 
to pinpoint the isomer shift of SŁ П better. The single fits indicate a line shift to more positive 
values with rising temperature, contrary to the SOD effect. Unfortunately the хг distribution is 
too flat for these spectra and correlations with the quadrupole splitting and linewidth of the other 
components are too strong to decide whether this is to. A more positive itoma shift value would 
occur, if the electron density at the nucleus would be reduced. Whether this would correspond 
to donor or acceptor behaviour depends on the details of the population change of the electronic 
levels involved, but would allow to test results of electronic structure calculations , e.g.{ZunL83], 
and to compare the result with DŁTS and ESR data, for an overview see e.g. [KatZ85]. For Fe 
in Si only donator levels are known. The electron density measurement via the isomershift can 
provide valuable information for such calculations. 

Interstitial Fe in silicon has been the subject of extensive theoietical work, see e.g. [KatZeS]. 
Unfortunately, the calculation of the absolute value of the isomershift is still too complicate. 
However, a only small change in isomershift between n- and p-type samples could be explained in 
[KatZ85]. The difference in isomershift of SLI between Latshaw's p-type spectra and his and our 
n-type data are less than one natural linewidth, within errors they are actually equal. Since early 
interpretations of ESR experiments [LudW62] it is supposed that the electronic configuration of 
iron is 3d* and the charge state is Fe° in n-silicon , 3d7 Fe+ in p-material. An almost vanishing 
difference in the isomershift between Fe° and Fe+ seems surprising, but is explained with a 
compensating charge flow from the ligands to the impurity on ionization [KatZ8S]. 

For silicon our conclusion is that we have implanted about 30% of the atoms onto the in¬ 
terstitial site and were able to identify the isomershift of interstitial Fe. The assignment of this 
component to interstitial Fe is mainly based "on the diffusion coefficient fitting well with Weber's 
interpolation and the observation of a very similar component in low temperature Co implan¬ 
ted Si [LanP87]. The nature of the other two components is not perfectly understood, and the 
transition from dublet to SŁ П should be further investigated. 

3.2 M n F 2 

Single cry stab of MnF2 were implanted at VICKSI. The orientation was such that asymmetries in 
the line intensities of quadrupole split spectra of the substitutional component were expected to be 
small (< 10%). MnPj orders antiferromagnetically below 67.3 K. The experiment was motivated 
e.g. by a PAD study [BerH83]. The data obtained on 1SF were interpreted as observation of 
recovery of the magnetic field at the fluorine nucleus with a time constant in the 100 ns range. 

From chemical doping studies [WerG60] the Mofibauer spectra of Fe substituting Mn in MnFj 
are well known. A large field gradient at the Fe2+-ions is observed. Fig. 7 shows our data 
taken at 100 К and 45 K. Above the Neel temperature, at 100 K, we find about 75(5)% of 
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Table 4: Parameter» for A!,O5 

! dublet i singlet Ij 

1 T!Kj i £ [ и ] 
| 30 i 0.00(1) 

60 i 0.51(2) 
293 ) 0.60(2) 

«l=fi 
1.05(1) 
1.07(2) 
0.95(2) 

Q I1-1! 
2.47(2) 
2.G1(3) 
1.85(5) 

Ai5tl Ct«*l 
76(1) 
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86(2) 

O.GO(l) 
0.51(2) 
0.60(2) 

0.64(2) 
0.59(3) 
0.57(6) 

A{% 
24(1 
23 
U 

i! 

*) 
2 ) ! 

the implanted atoms with substitution»! parameters [6 = 1.50(2) mm/%, EQ = 2.79(4) mm/s) 
comparable to Wertheim's, but & relatively broad linewidth (Г = 0.81(1) mm/s) perhaps due to 
lattice imperfections in the vicinity. The rest of the intensity can be fitted with a second dublet, 
also having typical Fe2-f parameters (6 = 1.46(3)mm/s, Ec = 1.78(5) mm/»). This second dublet 
has not been observed before. 

Below the Neel point» at 45 K, the spectrum is very complex and we will not present a final 
analysis. Data obtained in a recent тип at UNILAC will give additional information and aid 
to understand this spectrum. The fit to the 45 К spectrum (fig. 7) includes three components 
with equal linewidth. Two quadrupole split dublets with parameters close to the 100 К values 
plus a magnetically split component with the same quadrupole interaction as the substitutions! 
component and a magnetic field of 250 kG. Like this, the main features of the spectrum can be 
described. According to this tentative fit, we find about 80% of the iron atoms with substitutions! 
parameters, but only 40% of these participate in the magnetic hyperfine interaction. The physics 
behind this could be very interesting, but the complexity of the spectrum does not give us easy 
access to it. Since a proper analysis of this spectrum seems not feasible yet, conclusions relating 
these data to the work of Bertschat et al. [BerH83] are not possible. 

3 .3 A1 2 O 3 

Implantation into sapphire was investigated between 30 К and 300 K. The spectra were taken 
at- UNILAC. As in the cass of silicon, the time differential spectra do not show any significant 
deviation from a static behaviour of the line intensities. The spectra were fitted with one dublet 
ar.d a single line. The form of the spectra changes with temperature. Fits of the time differential 
and integral data are shown in Figs. 8a and 8b , the parameterr in table 4. 

ТЧе quadrupole splitting of the dominating dublet with typical Fe2+ parameters decreases 
drast rally with, increasing temperature. The single line decreases in intensity with growing 
tt::r.pcrature. The contours of the spectra show remarkable similarities to the data obtained by 
McIIargue et al. [MclIF87]. They implanted s7Fe with 160 keV into sapphire. At their lowest 
6 -.--г of 10 г бст~ 2 , iiv-i orders of magnitude above our dose, they fitted their data with two Fe*+-
iurjlets v.hich were ascribed to iron in octahedral sites. The parameters of these fit to our data 
r e . but the asymmstry around zero velocity requires the additional single line. The parameters 
cf the single Иле could also be interpreted as those of a Fe3+-dublet with small splitting. Possibly 
this component corresponds to substitutional Fe3 + . 

In AI2O3, iron car. substitute Al as Fe3+ and show paramagnetic hyperfine splitting since the 
relaxation, times are sufficiently long [WerR64]. However, we do not observe a magnetic splitting. 
For shorter relaxation times the parameters expected are in agreement with those of the single 
Бее. In the closely related LiNbO3 similar Fe3+ parameters have been measured [KeuD75]. 

On the other hand, Dezsi et al. [DezC86] implanted "Co and 57Fe (ca. 10 1 5ст~ г ) into 
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sapphire and found a dominating 2 + component with similar parameters as in our case and a 3 + 

contribution of substitutional Fe with paramagnetic interaction. 
If we assume that after a long enough time our implantation leads to the same Fe components 

as observed by Dezsi, we can conclude that either slow migration or diffusion processes get the Fe 
atoms onto the substitutional positions and we observe a different Fe3+ component от that 100 as 
after the implantation the relaxation time is much shorter than at later times and for that reason 
paramagnetic interaction is not observed. Data recently obtained on ŁiNbOs {SwaS9'ł point into 
the same direction 

3.4 GaAs 

This Ш-V compound has been implanted in a first experiment at 160 К and 300 K. The n-type 
sample had a carrier concentration of 3-1016 cm"2 and was cut in {100 ) direction. Fe is thought 
to be substituting Ga in GaAs, the solubility being 1017 cm"3 at 1050°C. MBS has been, applied 
in a few cases after diffusion of Co, and once after high dose implantation of Co [SchDS6]. In 
[RegS84J the diffusion work is reviewed. 

The data (fig. 9) show asymmetric dublets. the asymmetry changing with temperature. A fit 
with a dublet and a single line of equal width shows that the intensity of the single line is 40% 
at 160 K, but 54% at 300 K. The parameters are shown in table 5. 

The dublet has an isoiner shift and quadripole splitting comparable to the values found 
by Boltaks et al. [BolE71] in several wide-gap p-type Ш-V semiconductors. Ths single line. 
however, could correspond to a dublet with a small splitting as they found in n-type materials 
or to substitutional Fe in GaAs as observed by Seregin et al. jSerK74J in the bulk region of 
p-xnaterial. 

The change in the intensity with temperature could be interpreted in at least two ways: a] 
Boltaks [BolE71] and Seregin [SerK74j suggested that the large quadrupoie interaction originates 
from Fe atoms ( Fe - vacancy complexes ) with an incomplete tetrahedr&i system of bonds, whos* 
symmetry is improved when they become ionized by trapping an electron. The relative abundance 
of non-ionized and ionized atoms depends then on the availability of electrons, on the Fermi level; 
b) an Fe-vacancy complex (dublet) of similar structure as observed in jBclETl] anneals at higher 
temperatures and regular substitutional Fe is being formed. 

Clearly our measurements should be extended to higher temperatures and to different sampk' 
types to be able to decide what is the nature of recharging and annealing processes directly ufte.-
the implantation. It is also interesting to note that even though the lattice structure is sinnlar to 
silicon, an interstitial component seems not to be populated - at least so far it is not needed to 
explain the data. 



4 Conclusions 
Features of the Coulomb excitation recoil implantation Mófibauer technique were discussed. First 
results of experiments on silicon, GaAs, MuFj, Mid AI2O3 were presented. 5ot.ie measurements 
call for further investig.ition. but all ihow clearly that the method has a big potential i» studies of 
implantation processes and can add information not accessible wi'.i: more conventiup A methods. 
We sxpect, that further time: differential studies can clear up critical points lik« tb-'r suggested 
relaxation of a dublet component into a single hn* in silicon around 700 K. 

It was shown that in iht case of silicon about 30% of the implanted atoms read, interstitial 
sites. The diffusion of these atoms was observed between 500 and 650 К and the diffusion constants 
determined support the idea that only one single mechanism is responsible for the diffusion of Fe 
in silicon. In the case of MnF2 Fe predominantly substitutes Mn after the implantation, but below 
the Neel point antiferromagnetic interaction is observed only for some of the implants. In AI2O3 
a non substitutions! Fe2+ component is dominant. If there is a substitutional component at all, 
the relaxation times are still much shorter than in equilibrium and no paramagnetic splitting is 
observed. GaAs showed spectra similar to those known from source experiments, an interstitial 
component could not be distinguished. 
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• 1 

Fig la : 
Experimental set-up at UNILAC, GSI, as used for experiments on silicon 
and sappaire. 1: resonance absorbers, 2: samples, 3: target-wheel, 4: re-
tcrance counter (PPAC). 5: Si(Li) detector for transmission experiments 
(was'rnostiy replaced Ъу a second PPAC), 6: beam dump 
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Zr-window 

Radiation shield 
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(Heater) 
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PPAC 

Fig 1b : 
Experimental set-up at VICKSI, HMI, as used for high temperature im¬ 
plantations into silicon. Target cooled by liquid nitrogen. 
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Fig 2 : 
distribation of Coulomb excited 57Fe in the laboratory system (full Бпе). 
Beam energy 3.2 MeV/nucleou, target thickness 4 nxg/cm2. The cutoff 
at large angles is due to iron stopped in the target foil. Steps appear be¬ 
cause the transmission was calculated for a sliced target. The hatched area 
represents those excited ions which are implanted into the samples. 
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F i g 3 : 
Calculated spectra in case of dynamic effects in the source as measured 
with a resonance counter. Lifetime 1/Г of the decaying atomic level 25% 
longer than 1/7 of the nuclear level. A and A* give the isomershift of 
the excited atomic state and of the ground state, respectively. Spectra are 
shown for t=0.5, 2 and 4, t in units of nuclear lifetime. 
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a Fig 1: 
Time integral spectra of Fc implanted in о Si between 300 К and 850 K. 
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Time integral data, Fc in Л12Оа, at HO K, GO К 
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XXIV Schosl en Physic». £akopane/??:.sr.ć 

CHARACTERIZATION OF SOLID STATE REACTIONS 
IN THIN FILMS BY NUCLEAR METHODS 

Klaus-Peter Lieb 
II. Physikaiisches Institut, Universitat Gdctingen. 

D-3400 Gdttingen, Federal Republic cf Germany 

i_. Introduction 

During the last five years we have developed or ir.provec, at 
our 530 >V inplap.ter IOIJAS, a nu.T.fcer of r.uciear analyzing 
techniques in order to investigate solid state reactions in thin 
films. In the past Zakopane schools, Boise [1]. Uhrr.acr.er ;"] and 
myself [3] have concentrated on nyperfine interaction experiments 
in -etai oxide and ferromagnetic layers, by nsear.s of the ?AC 
-ethod. At this meeting, M. Uhrmacher ana 2. Inglot will continue 
this line concentrating on their latest РАС results for ' : ! Cd in 
high-7c superconductors and components and in ths cobalt oxides. 

As a complement, I will try to give a survey of the various 
depth profiling techniques which we presently use to determine 
the components of thin nitride and oxide fii.-s and to investigate 
diffusion processes in these films and cf implantation profiles 
which are thermally activated or induced by heavy icn borbardr.ent 
(sputtering/erosion, ion beam mixing, precipitations,...}. Rather 
than trying to cover all systems which we have studied so far 
(see Table 1 [4-26]), I will first describe the lay-cur cf our 
implanter IONAS, then characterize the depth profiling techniques 
and illustrate their potential and limitations for a nunser of 
examples. Mostly those examples have been selected where several 
methods were necessary to arrive at detailed physical conciu 
sions. 

2. The Gottinaen ion implanter IONAS С273 

Our 530 kV heavy ion impianter was rsanufactured by High 
Voltage Engineering Europa (KVEEJ. It combines the virtues of 
"mediun energy" ion implantation with high r-.scluticn proton and 
a-particle beams required for Rutherford beckscattering (S3S). 
resonant nuclear reaction analysis (RWRA) and proton induced X-
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ray emission (PISE). The succ&ssful operation of IOJJA3 127] cv«r 
-.any years has convinced us that this compro.-;ise in accelerating 
vcltagc was reasonable: working with an open systejn and an easily 
accessible icn source, i.e. without an isolating gas pressure 
tank, allows us to easily change the ion species and also frcr 
implantation or nixing to depths profiling experiments. 

Table l: Solid state reactions studied with nuclear methods at 

the Góttingen ion implanter IONAS 

System Analyzing methods Ref. 

1. Radiation damage in metals 
System «BVFe РАС [4] 
System 77BrFe PAC, RBS [5] 
System 'Ł'Infcc-Co PAC, RBS [£,7] 

2. Oxidation and REDOX phase transitions 
Ag-»Ag2 O-*AgO PAC, RBS [3] 
Cu-*CU2 O-*CuO PAC, RBS [9] 
Ni-»NiO PAC, RBS [8] 
А1-тА1(О)-*А1гОз РАС, RBS, RNRA [10,11] 
СоО-*Соз04 РАС, RBS [12,13] 

3. Antiferromaqnetism of * ł' Cd in oxides 
NiO ' PAC, RBS [3,14] 
СсО РАС, RBS [15] 
CuO PAC, RBS [16] 
СггОз РАС, RBS [17] 

4. TiN coatings; composition, effects of heavy ion irradiation 
stoichiometry RBS, RNRA [18] 
sputtering RBS, PIXE, SEM [19] 
ion mixing RBS, RNRA, PIXE [20] 

5. High fluence noble gas implantation in metals 
Kr, Xe in Al RBS, SEM [21] 
Xe in Ti RBS, SEM [22] 

6. Diffusion of implanted Na in metals 
Al, Cr, Ni, Fe, Mo, steel RNRA [23,24] 

7. Erosion of solid gas films by protons 
Nitrogen, krypton PIXE [25,26] 
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10!! SOURCE 
90е MAGNET 

ACCELERATING TUBE 

RADIOACTIVE 
IMPLANTATION SITE 

SWITCHING MAGNET 

RBS 

THE GDTTIMGEN 
530 kV IMPLAMTER 
I 0 N A S 

UHV, ION MIXING PIXE 

Fig.l: Layout and essential components of the ion izplanter 
IONAS and its implantation and depth profiling facilitic-s 
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1 i l l u s t r a t e s ";.<-• i<icili f.y: icj.c ar-.- 4.x ••.•i-.ivi 
;us *;r-'fc plasr.s ?r a SOtO ?..r.;.ir.v ion Ecurc-.. 

vivh JO kv. :sss analysed in a double focussir.s 5v' ragr.fct *.;.'i 
further sc;c-l .iitted up to iJO kV in tho acceic-ra* icn tufc<*. T.v? 
irr.pianter and the radioactive irradiation chamber ar* rcunted in 
an «ir-tigh- compartment ас fixed t*.r p^rat-ire (22'C), air ;.r*ic-
s:re and humidity (47-52%), with the- air circulating through a 
(radiation safety) filter system. Stable ions are directed by ».':.<; 
switch .T.agr4&t to one of five beam lines equipped with «.-Xeccric 
quadrupoles and xy-sweeping devices. The RSS, ?.!JRA and tl'.'.T. 
.T.sasuring stations are indicated in fig. 1. Ion irr.jjlantaticr. лг.а 
jr.i:-:ing are usually performed at the F.1JRA station where a set c£ 

bean collir.ators and targets can b-з precisely positioned ty 
remote control. Recently, we have connected a 130 1 UKV cr.a: :••'.: 
-o one of the beam lines via a differencial pur.ping system. This 
cliś:v.L jr is t,^wiippau w id* vi four--ci.ucii.lv.- uićti:'.;. y«... LV i •-'..•-
production of metallic multilayers. v«s are just installing rr.« 
instruments r.ecessary to take in situ RBS spectra cf these 
multilayers after ion ;ni>:inc. 

3. Septh profiling techniques 

3.1 Rutherford backscattering (RBS) 

R3S with 1-2 MeV a-particles is a standard method to 
determine the element distribution of thin (multi-)layers cr 
implantation profiles of heavy elements in light matrices. 
Although the analysis of light elements in heavier substrates 
usually suffers from unfavorable kinematics (low backscatterir.g 
energy) and low cross section («Z* i, the depth profile of the 
light component in a thin two-component layer can be obtained by 
unfelding the RBS spectrum and subtracting the heavy component. 
In this fashion we now routinely scan the stoichiometry and 
thickness of the oxide layers in which we perform РАС measure¬ 
ments [8-17]. As in most applications, we measure the spectrum cf 
backscattered a-particles in two (icn implanted) silicon surface 
barrier detectors of 100 um thickness positioned at ±165* to the 
0.9-1.0 MeV a-beam-? they have an energy resolution of 13-15 keV 
FWHM. 

Weber et al. [21,22] have recently studied the effects of 
high fluence krypton and xenon irradiations of aluminium, at S0-
7 00 keV. These systems are very easy to study, due to the 
favorable mass and charge ratio of the matrix and the implanted 
species. As an example, fig. 2a shows the profiles of ł S SXe 
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::-.р;лпс.;;.; at -i5С >:•-' ar.d recn corpcrsturo ante jtolycrieteUiiw 
toils: the sffeete •?; sputter:.-.*, blister tor^aticn aovi ? 
release are clearly visible. The- .Xe profile rafcen at * * 0.77 
10lT/cr;- is only affected by surface sputtering; the r^asured 
sputter yield is Y = 3.5 = 1.5. When incr-sasin? the fl-Kic* tc 
about iO'T/cr.-, a .T.a.\i.T.uni develops around SO r/.ti depth vi.*:a ~hć 
correlated raciiacio.-i damage is highest {25} ; it can be associate i 

i with the formation of blisters {29' Seannir.? ^iectrcr. aiercscopy 
ICO ith t 

supports this and yields an averse* blister dia-йсег cf abev-
л.-я. When further irradiating the- saT.pl*s, th5s«? blist--rs cpor. ai;d 
release gas to the surface so that the total Ke content cf thc-
sa-ple starts decreasing and reaches a saturation yield of S * 
• 0. S5=0.05) I0|T/C!Ti!. The collection curve shewn in fig. j-, i.e. 
the total amount cf Xe retained in the samples, indeed, certains 
a region in which the retained Xe rises linearly with the 
iP.co.~ing fiuer.ee, я-згдтд into &r. oversa turaued biistei »'-ai;e 
?.nd, finally, the saturation scste in -which the implanted and 
emitted amounts cf Xe balance each other. 

с о 

о о 

х 

Mr ?>i:ce з'^'^'^оя,*/^^ 

100 200 300 
Depth (nrn) 

i50'*eV 132Xe—A! 

OS irr.picnttd "j 

•;oo 2co 
Depih Inm; 

Fig. 2: Profiles of Xe implanted at 450 keV into poly 
cristalline Al foils , a) as function of the ла flusnee * ; 
b) as function of the annealing temperature Та • 
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3; Collection curves of Xe after 25G and 450 keV 
implantations into polycristalline Л1 [22] 

Fig. 2b shows the formation and eruption of ther-r.ai blisters 
when heating the sap.ples doped with 450 keV Xe* ions C = i::7/c-Ji 
up to 440'C. At 250*'C a maximum concentration develops around 120 
nni from which Xe is released when further annealing the samples 
at 275-440'C. 

3.2 Resonant nuclear reaction analysis (RURA) 

In the context of solid state reactions involving light 
reactive elements (nitrogen, oxygen) and hard coatings (carbides, 
nitrides, oxides), respectively, RNRA has become a very useful 
analyzing method, in particular for resonance reactions induced 
by 0.3-1.0 MeV protons. The occurrence of strong, narrow and 
well-separated resonances in < p, Y ) or (p.ctf) reactions in many 
light target nuclei with 5<Z<15 allows one to profile these light 
elements with a depth resolution of tens of nanometers. 

In the usual experimental set-up, a 10-30 uA highly stabili¬ 
zed proton beam is directed onto the sample and the y-radiation 
yield cf the selected resonance reaction is treasured as function 
of the proton energy Ep by means of a large-vclume Ge or Nal(Tl) 
detoctor. The achievable depth rerolution Д at depth x from the 
surface, Д(х)= ДЕ <cE/dx)-J , depends on the proton stopping power 
(dS/d.v; and the energy resolution ДЕ = [Wr i .--+WD2+6* (x)'. ! : . ДЕ 
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E 

I 

is .тасе up by the high voltage ripple wr i p of the сеа.т, th« 
Soppier widens Wi> and the depth dependent er.irgy straggling 5 ix). 
The latter ter.?, which rises proportional to -'E usually dominates 
the depth resolution. This is illustrated in fig. 4г for enc-
reaction s 5 :;(p,ey i' *C ir. TiN, in cccpariscn with tn* aapth 
resolution ci KBS en Ti .-.easurei in tae sa.-ё matrix [Ir] • rig. 4b 
displays the combined energy straggling W« *» = [Wr ł рг+«»"вг 31 • 2 
(ripple and Doppisr broadening) of IO!IAS determined for a number 
of narrow resonances at ER * 200-510 keV and at room temperature. 

Depth Resolution m TiN 

200 
Depth (nml 

Fig.4a: RNRA and RBS depth 
resolutions obtained in pro¬ 
filing the N and Ti contents 
of TiN films [IS]. 

300 400 500 

PROTON SEAM ENERGY ikev! 

Fig. 4b: Energy straggxzng 
Hexp obtained with IG.4AS 
for the resonances indica¬ 
ted [27]. 

I would like to illustrate the application of RNRA for the 
somewhat exotic problen, of sodium diffusion in metals [23,24]. Ac 
room temperature Ka is essentially insoluble in most material:: 
and one therefore expects the implanted К a to migrate to z': з 
surface if thermally activated. We have studied this (radiation 
enhanced) diffusion process in Al, Hi. Crr Fe and Mo after deping 
these metals with 1.5 10»7 Ha* ior.s/cr.2 at 250 keV i.-plantatior. 
energy. A series of Ka profiles in Cr measured with the 2Q9 keV 
resonance of the г3Ыа(р,у)г«Нд reaction is shevn in fig. =. Zach 
sample was annealed for JO jnin at the te.T.persture given. Up :o 
about 600'C the implantation profile stays constant as ir.pianTied. 
Above 800*C one notes a shift of che profils into the region of 
highest radiation damage (at some 80% of the projected range) , 
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followed by a sudden loss of sodium to tht surface, «t «bout 
SSO'C, where Ha evaporates. The relative integrated Ha yield tr 
retained in all samples studied is plotted in fig. 6 versus the 
temperature ratio T/TV, wherf T« denotes the melting temperature 
of the matrix. One clearly observes a general diffusion mechanise 
for all metals studied so far: In fcc-metal* 50% of the »a 
content has outdiffused at T/Te*0.70, while in the bec metal's Cr 
and Mo this .stage occurs at T/T«=0.53. I would like to emphasize 
that these are the first ditfusion measurements of Na at such lew 
temperatures. The depth resolution of this technique is so good 
that even small shifts or shape changes of the profiles can be 
clearly seen. We were able to observe, for example. Ha precipita¬ 
tes in Al and the effects of non-correlated radiation damage when 
post-irradiating the samples with He* • and Alł ions into the 2.'a 
profiles [23]. A similar study on the diffusion of Wa in the 
reactor steel AISI46Ti is under the way. 

CCrtM |»m| 
О «О КО )M МО М» 

twe 

too* с 

* I I t 

Ikcvl 
Fig. 5: Na diffusion in Cr: 
Na profiles as implanted and 
after annealings at 850, 880 
and 900'С [24]. 
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Fig. 6: Na diffusion in 
metals: the retained fraction 
fr is plotted versus T/Tm; 
Tm is the melting tempera¬ 
ture of the host. 
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л-гау e.-issior. sfter MeV pręt;P. cr Na v y irr. irr?.'ii-\~ icn is 
*ncth;r sra.-.-iarc technique i-. icn гез.-. a.-.slycif :: r~zsr:-.. в . -'. 
рдг:-. :..! дг rcr .-'.-:.-•:• nt analysis viz'r. hi;.-. :-. t-.-rni r-•---. 1'j: i. с г. 
•;p:-t-;r. r.i ;rcbć ?.:-.,. As :h* :rv;s secticr. rcr sincl-r ?'-sh<;ii 
icr.: ::st: rn is .-. srecth inor.-resir.an:; :ипс::;г. of the pretor, 
er.ćijy, ":;s с;гргг. resolution is rather limitu::. ?IME is. :.i'/*V(:r, 
a v-̂ ry usefui and fast method ":• .т.-эаэиге tr.e tr,ic>:r.ess c: thin 
r.orcą-ir.c :-is fiin>s deposited en substrates with simil-ar Z. where 
R3S is net able to resolve the components, rcr example for TiW 
ccatirgs ;n steels (see belo:»*). 

Osipowicz, et al. [25,26] have recently applied the differ¬ 
ential ?IXE to study the erosion of frozen aas layers under 
• .••""." " ~ ż I T *. r. i 3 z i or.. The nothec is iilustr-rit-̂ c. in fin "• ir. **hr 
•;-.5c '.-г У.1 filnjs: the 0.1-1 uA proton bean of typically 400 fceV 
hits the initially 200-600 nn thick Kr film sprayed onto a cold 
Z-л su_.tac--. at 20 K. Each proton "burns a hols" into the Kr filrr. 
ar.d rer.cves Sc = (12 = l; Kr atc.r.s before the "hot spct" generated by 
ch-э proton has cooiea down again within some 6 ps, by heat 

0 ' 2 J - 5 err 

.Fig. 7; 
fil.ts by FIXE. The proton bear, er.zsrs :': 
collir.atcrs С and hits the Kr filrr. dc-::-?s: 
źi.zger CF to which Kr has tsar, spraye ż i 
л-rsys are dezsczed in the Siiii detecz :r 
a quairupoln xass spectrometer which ,-c::: 

Ci J or. г."; Г C'J CC~.': 

hrc-jch s .ic~zle .','. 
FIXE. CL'AV ćenczes 
zcrs the rest ąas. 
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•.:=.r.c:'er " с • :-ъ surrcur.ć: r.q Kr ar,c tr.« Cu subitratę. Fig. 3 
illustrates t..*: sveracj» film tnickness ć ?.s function of the 
•'.cc-j-ui:-;tfe-i pirt-n char;;: the initially 270 ид/ся* Kr layer is 
•.-icćoć with So=232 ug/c.T; t dcwn te. abcut 100 -.ig/cnł and fr.tn with 
a s-ailer erosion yield с: £• я 30 ug/crr^C. In the erosion process 
c: the Kr fil.-r., the average filjr. thickness can fce r.easured twice, 
indeed: it is proportional со the Kr-Ka.с yield, but also 
.r.f luences, via the proton energy loss in the film, the Cu-Kn . с 
yield in the Cu backing. In a 200 na thick Er layer the protons 
loose 10 keV and therufcre produce AO % less Ко. в X-rays in the 
:•_ backing than without the Kr filn. 3y measuring So as function 
:f the substrate temperature and beam current, an extended 
ther-al spike .-.odel originally proposed by Olierhead et al. [30] 
could be verified. 

pfc do=270ng/cm 

Charge (mC) 

Fi?. S: Thickness of initially 270 vg/cm2 Kr layer bombarded 
with 40C keV protons and .measured via PIXE. The filled 
syr.bcls ir.dicaze the thickness obtained from the Си backing 
X-rays, ГЛГ open sy.-bols that fron the Kr X-rays [26]. 

TI-.-J differential PIXE method thus works due to the fact that 
". elements with I = 20-4C snd at proton energies EpS500 keV, the 
-shell ioni;?.ticn cross section ок (Ер ) rises steeply with EP : 
: Cu OK SEp) increases from 0.03 b at EP=200 keV to 1.6 b at 
=500 keV [31J. 
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i. Depth profiling, sputtering and ion mixing ;f TJ.N coating» 

T12J fil.T.s are becoming an important coating of metals and 
ceramics for improving the wear resistance and hardness of these 
substrates. A cordon procedure to deposit TiW layers is magnetron 
sputtering with -.etallic Ti and an Ar/Nj sputter gas mixture. 
Alternatively, one rr.ay produce these layers' by simultaneous Ti 
evaporation and low-energy high-fluence W irradiation, (ion beam 
assisted deposition * IBAD). 

In the last two years, Boise, Weber et al. (18,19] have 
extensively studied the properties of TiH coatings on several 
substrates (steels, silicon, aluminium, glass) by means of RBS, 
RNRA and PIXE. The aim of this study was first to measure the 
thickness and composition of the layers as function of ' the 
sputtering conditions (e.g. Na-flux, substrate temperature,..) 
and to relate them to some technologically important properties 
(microload, wear resistance, color). Another important aspect 
were modifications of the coatings under heavy ion bombardment, 
leading to ion mixing, surface sputtering and blister formation 
in the interface. Depth profiling of nitrogen was performed via 
the resonant reaction »*N(p,ctr)1*C, while the Ti distribu¬ 
tion/content was measured via RBS/PIXE. 

ox/at 
lA/s) 

20 30 % 
N2-flux (ouJ 

Fig.9: Ti concentration стi, 
deposition rate dx/dt, criti¬ 
cal load Lc and micro hard¬ 
ness HK of magnetron sputtered 
Titix films as function of the 
Nt flux [18J. 
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Ir. fig. 9 the Ti concentration ст i as function of the Нг 
flu:-: ir. the sputtering gas (in arbitrary units) is corrpar-id with 
the dc-pesiticr. race dx/dt, critical load Lc and nicrohariness HK 
cf t.ie Till* filr.s. One clearly sees a strong correlation of the 
fcur quantities: as soon as a stoichiometric Till layer is forned 
ic?-=50 at%), the roicrchardness and critical lead reach a rcaxir-ur. 
and the color turns from silver to gold [18]. 

In order to improve the adhesion of these coatings on the 
substrates, ion beam mixing via heavy noble gas ion irradiation 
was performed. Besides the desired effect of mass transport 
through the interface (mixing), heavy ion irradiation negatively 
affects the films via sputtering at the surface and accumulation 
of the .fixing gas near the interface. Sputtering effectively 
reduces the film thickness, while gas blisters in the interface 
may reduce the adhesion of the lii-ns or even remove cht=;n 
ccrpletsly from the substrate. Both effects have been studied for 
10-500 nn TiN layers deposited on stainless steel, which were 
bombarded with some 1013-1017 Ar*, Ti*, Kr* and Xe* ions/era2 
between 80-500 keV bean energy. Results are presented in fig. 10. 
Fig. 10 shows the (preferential) sputtering of 10-30 nm TiN 
layers on stainless steel by Krł irradiation: while Ti is fully 
sputtered off, a 25-30% fraction of the nitrogen migrates into 
the substrate. The sputtering yields were measured as Ук=0.4-1.3 
for nitrogen and.YTI=0.8-3 for titanium, respectively, at 80-250 
keV beam energy [20]. 

The effect of ion mixing is visible via the interface 
broadening of the nitrogen distribution, Дог =oj m<i2-Cv ug i n2 , 
which can be measured via R1JRA. Here Ovirgin denotes the measured 
width before irradiation; it contains the energy straggling Д(х) 
of the proton beam and the inhomogeneity of the film, while 
cirrsd denotes the same quantity after ion irradiation. As shown 
in fig. 11, До* rises proportional to the mixing flux Ф, До2 = 
kał, where the mixing efficiency k« is of the order of Ю " 2 9 -
10-IB err4. As both mixing and sputtering are strongest when the 
i or. beam deposits much kinetic energy in the film by atomic 
collisions (nuclear stopping), the sputtering yields Y and mixing 
coefficient km are strongly correlated for thin films of tens of 
nanometers. The whole film is then affected by the collision 
cascade initiated by the impinging ion which stops close to the 
interface. Thicker films are better suited to disentangle ion 
mixing and sputtering: in order that the bean stops just behind 
the interface (maximum mixing) , its energy has. to be higher which 
also means less sputtering at the surface. 
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1500 

rigr. i0; 5putterxnflr of TiN filss 
z у AT ions : a; 10 run at 80 keV; 
:! 30 nn by 150 keV; c) 30 nm 
:;.- 250 keV [20] 

500C 

Kr-Fluence i iiO;5/cm2) 

Fig. 11: Mixing of Till 
film by Kr ic.:s: Inter¬ 
face broadening Ac1 vs 
fluence Ф [20} 

5СЛ 

Fig. 12: a) R3S spectrum of a. 30 nx Tx;; filr. aft;-:- irradia¬ 
tion with 1С1Т/сяг Kr ions at 450 keV. Due to sc:.- ce-rin*/ thr-
:il:~ thickr.sss has reduced Co 13 ля. Zn the F.r profile 
cne notes a zlister at the interface (hatched ari.-.;.}. 
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b) PIXE spectrum of the same sample shown in a) 

while RNRA depth profiling of the nitrogen distribution is 
rather straightforward (but time consuming), the measurement cf 
the Ti distribution at the interface by seans of RES peses 
serious problems. We encounter in the TiN/steel interface several 
elements of comparable masses and charges: Ti(Z=22), Cr(Z=24), 
Fe(Z=26), Ni(Z=23), in addition to the atoms of the mixing bear. 
(Ar,Z=lS; Kr,Z=36). They cannot be resolved in the RBS backscat-
tering spectrum (see fig. 12a). Under these conditions, a PIXE 
analysis of the mixed layer can be of great help. It allows one 
to independently determine the Ar, Ti and Kr contents with 
respect to the Fe/Ni/Cr components of the stainless steel (see 
fig. 12b). PIXE and RBS spectra of the same initially 30 na TiM 
film en stainless steel bombarded with 10ł7/cm2 Kr ions at 250 
keV are compared in fig. 12a,b. We have tried to decompose the 
RBS spectrum into its Ti, Kr and steel contributions {including a 
Kr blister at the TiN/Steel intzerface); the fit is, however, not 
very sensitive to the Ti distribution. On the other hand, the 
PIXE spectrum precisely gives the contents of the different 
components. 

5. Summary 

In addition to the commonly used RBS method, the medium 
energy ion based methods of RNRA and differential Р1ХБ offer a 
number of interesting features for analyzing the composition of 
thin films and modifications produced by thermal treatment and 
ion bombardment. The depth resolution of tens of nanometers is in 
most cases sufficient to investigate the layer structures 
produced by implantation or PVD. As compared to high resolution 
ТЕМ or sputtering analysis, these methods do not destroy the 
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.• г v/ii-cs«?n ~эу cause sor.e :rcusic, e.g. су the £::г=лкг. •-: 
r.ydrides). Considering the technological importance of compound 
scatincs, the ccrrbined application о: ?.3£, RH?.A and P2XE 
certainly will cive new insights into the properties of zhes« 
filns. 

The author is most grateful to his collaborators, in 
particular to Dr. W. Boise, Th. Osipowicz, Or. 11. Uhrsnacher. and 
Th. Weber for the permission to quote unpublished results. This 
vorfc has been partly supported by the German 5HFT under contract 
13 !J 5453/7. 
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Applications of X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy in Materials Science 

U. Scheuer 
Institut fur Feslkorperforschung 

KfA Julich, Jiiłich, Fed. Rep. Germany 

Abstract 

X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) is a local probe of the geometric and 
electronic structure of specific atoms in condensed matter. Extended fine 
structure (EXAFS) and near-edge structure (XANES) give interatomic dis¬ 
tances, coordination numbers, electronic densities of states and the valence 
of the absorbing atom. With synchrotron radiation available from storage 
rings, XAS has found widespread use in science and technology. It can be 
made surface and interface sensitive by means of external total reflection with 
a probing depth of 2 to 7 nm. Several examples are chosen to illustrate 
strengths and limitations of these techniques. 
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1. Introduction 

When x-rays pass through matter, (heir intensity is attenuated. This is caused 
by three principal processes: scattering, photoelectric absorption and pair 
production. In the x-ray energy region of interest, photoelectric absorption 
dominates. It is accompanied by the production of fluorescence radiation and 
secondary or Auger electrons. 

Figure 1.1 When passing through matter, x-rays are attenuated in intensity, 
and fluorescence photons and secondary electrons are emitted. 

The relationship between the incoming intensity \,(E) and the transmitted 
intensity ^(E) after passing a sample of thickness d reads 

I2(E) = I, e"w(E)d 

(1.1) 
The linear absorption coefficient ft depends on the photon energy E and on 
the absorbing material (fig. I.I). It varies smoothly with photon energy ex¬ 
cept at some discrete energies where abrupt increases occur. At these ab¬ 
sorption edges, the photon energy is high enough for strongly bnund electrons 
to be excited into empty states. At а К edge, Is electrons are excited, at L,. 
L2 and Ц edges, 2s, 2pl/2 and 2p3/2 electrons are excited into empty states. 
Fig. 1.2 shows the linear absorption coefficient [1] for Kr vapour <'\.Ъ) and 
for a Kr adsorbale (1.2b) in the vicinity of the Кг К edge. In the ense of 
isolated Kr atoms in the vapour, the absorption on the high energy side //d 
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varies monotonically with energy, except for small structures due to transi¬ 
tions to bound states. In the condensed state, however, oscillations occur due 
to the presence of atomic neighbours. Fig. 1.3 shows /i(E)d for two Ti oxides 
(TiO and TiO2) near the Ti К edge. Two points are noteworthy in this figure. 
Form and position of the edges depend on the chemical bonding of the ab¬ 
sorbing species, the Ti atom. Especially, the higher the valence of the 
absorber, the higher is ihe energy of the edge position. This chemical shift 
of the edge can be as high as 13 eV. The details in the edge structure corre¬ 
spond to details in the empty electronic density of states. The analysis of 
position and form of the absorption edge up to about 40 eV above the edge 
therefore yields information on the chemical environment ?nd the electronic 
density of states of the absorbing atom. This technique is called X-ray ab¬ 
sorption near edge structure (XANES). The oscillatory part up to about 1000 
eV above the edge contains information about the geometric environment 
of the absorber, i.e. interatomic distances and coordination numbers. It is 
called X-ray absorption extended fine structure (EXAFS). For reviews, see 
references [1-9]. 

In the first part of the lecture, the experimental set-up for XAS will be dis¬ 
cussed. The next chapter treats the origin of EXAFS and the details of data 
analysis. Then a number of examples is presented to illustrate possible ap¬ 
plications of EXAFS and XANES: the structure of amorphous Ge, the lattice 
site location of hydrogen in metals, and the internal oxidation of a Pd alloy. 
In the following it will be shown how x-ray absorption can be made surface 
and interface-sensitive by means of grazing incidence. The lecture is con¬ 
cluded with a brief discussion of related and complimentary techniques. 

2. Experimental set-up in XAS 

The most direct and widely used method is a transmission experiment where 
the incoming, Ip and the transmitted, Ij, flux are measured From equation 
I.I, the absorption follows as цд = ln(Ij/I2) If the EXAFS signal is only a 
small fraction of the total absorption, it is advantageous to directiy monitoi 
processes which are proportional to the absorption. The hole created in one 
of the inner shells will be filled up by an electron from an upper shell. This 
process will be accompanied by the emission of a fluorescence photon or an 
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Auger electron. The intensities of emitted photons or electrons will show 
fIXAFS oscillations just ns the transmitted intensity docs. 

At high ionization energies (e.g. К edf.s above 2 keV), fluorescence is the 
dominant decay channel. The photons are detected by Nal or Si detectors. 
When the intensities are high, ionization chambers can be used as well. The 
energy of this radiation is characteristic of the absorbing clement and is less 
than the original exciting radiation. The background consists of elastically 
and Compton scattered radiation, both of which are at higher energies than 
the fluorescent line. Thus, the background can be separated by an appmpiiali: 
filter [1] through which the fluorescence photons are mostly transmitted. The 
fluorescence mode is preferred for'dilute systems (from about I at.% down 
to about 10 appm). For a low Z atom in a high Z material, fluorescence is 
even more favorable. The converse is true for high Z atoms in a low Z ma¬ 
terial. Both transmission and fluorescence mode offer the possibility to 
measure in situ. The relatively high penetration of x-rays through matter al¬ 
lows for a sample chamber with suitable windows (Be, Al, Kapton ...). The 
sample can be surrounded by a gas atmosphere or a liquid. This is especially 
interesting for high pressure experiments or the study of catalysts in some 
kind of a "dirty* environment. 

At low ionization energies (i.e. for low-Z elements like B, C, N, O, [•'), Auger 
electron emission becomes more likely than photon emission. The electrons 
emitted after x-ray absorption originate from a thin surface layer of the jrder 
of a few nm. This is a consequence of the short range of electrons in the 
energy range of a few eV up lo about I keV [10]. XAS in the electron yield 
mode is therefore a surface sensitive procedure (SEXAFS). The use of 
electron detectors and a high vacuum environment is required, excluding in 
situ measurements. 

Electron or positron storage rings are the most common sources for x-ray 
absorption spectroscopy, due to their high brilliance and continuous energy 
spectrum. The electron energies are in the GeV region, with electron currents 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic drawing of XAS experimental set-up. 

between 50 and a few hundred mA. Figure 1.4 shows a schematic view of an 
absorption spectrometer. The x-rays are monochromatized by a Si double 
crystal monochromator (Si (111), (220), (31J), (5!!)). The good vertical 
collimation of synchrotron radiation allows an excellent 
monochromatization. At a typical energy of 10 keV, an energy band of 1.2 
to 2.5 eV is transmitted by the monochromator, depending on crystal cut. 
The storage ring DORIS at DESY Hamburg, operated at 3.7 GeV, delivers 
about 10 photons per second on a sample spot Ix 10 mm without focusing. 
The photon flux can be increased by collection of larger horizontal diver¬ 
gences using focusing mirrors or by using wigglcrs instead of bending mag¬ 
nets. A further increase is possible in newly designed dedicated storage rings 
with higher stored electron currents. 

The incoming intensity I( and the transmitted intensity I2 are measured as a 
function of energy by ionization chambers (in transmission mode). In order 
to eliminate the influence of variations in the beam height on the energy 
calibration, the absorption of a reference sample between the second and the 
third ionization chamber is measured. In the case of the Ti compounds 
mentioned above, a Ti metal foil could be used. Thereby the position of the 
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absorption edge can be determined to within ±0.1 eV. In order to achieve 

an optimal signal-to-noise ratio, the sample thickness d should be chosen so 

that ftó « 1. 

3. Origin of EXAFS and data analysis 

The EXAFS signal x(k) is defined as the normalized oscillatory part of the 
absorption coefficient: 

(3-D 
/VQ(E) is the smoothly varying part of ft past the edge that would be measured 

if the absorbing atom had no neighbours by which the photo electron could 

be scattered. For systems which are not too strongly disturbed and for К and 
Lj edges, x can be expressed as [I - 9 ] : 

(3.2) 
Equation 3.2 describes the modification of the photoelectron wave function 
at the central atom ciu to scattering by neighbour atoms. The photoelectron 
emerges from the ab- her as a splu-rical wave. Nj neighbour atoms at a 
distance r- from the ;;• sorber scatter the photoelectron, and incoming and 
scattered wave can interfere (fig. 3.1). 
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Figure 3.1 Origin of EXAFS. The photoelectron ejected by the photon 
propagates as spherical wave that is scattered by neighbouring atoms. Out¬ 
going and backscattercd wave can interfere. 

When the interference is constructive, the probability of finding the 
photoelectron outside the absorber is larger than in the case without 
neighbours, i.e. ц > /JQ. For destructive interference // < /i^. With the binding 
energy of the photoelectron, En, its wave vector к is given by 

/ 2w / г = /—г-(с — 
V ft2 

(3.3) 
Therefore one expects a periodicity of / with k. One period is completed 
when the ratio of twice the travel distance to the backscntterer (2r ;) to the 
photoelectron wavelength has increased by 2~. This is the meaning of the 
term sin 2kr in eq. 3.2. Additional phase shifts, denoted by ф(1). are added 
because the electron is in the presence of the potentials of absorber and 
backscalterer atoms. The amplitude of the EXAFS ^(k) is proportional to 
the coordination number N. of each species in the i-th shell, which have a 
characteristic backscatl;ring strength F.(k). A distribution of the. atoms in the 
j-th shell around ihe average distance r- (by thermal •vibrations or, s.tatic dis¬ 
order) can be accounted for by a Debye-Waller type factor e'^j . In this 
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harmonic approximation, the distribution of distances between absorber and 
backscatterer is assumed to be gaussian with л standard deviation a-. 
Electrons that have suffered inelastic energy losses will not properly contrib¬ 
ute to the interference. This is taken care of by the phenomenological term 
c"*"rr x, xvhere X is the mean free path of the photoelcctron. The limited range 
of the photoelectron, described by this exponential term, permits the short-
range order description of EXAFS. Similar, although more complicated, 
expressions have been derived for Lj and Ц edges [1-8] . In practice, the 
L-edges can be treated just as the К edge. 

The information on the local structure around an absorber includes the dis¬ 
tances to nearest neighbours, the spread around this mean distance and the 
coi responding coordination numbers. In order to extract this information 
from the measured EXAFS x(k), one needs to know the к dependence of the 
scattering phase shifts of backscatterer and absorber, the backscattf ring am¬ 
plitude F.(k) and the inelastic loss factor. 

Detailed calculations are available for these quantities for many elements 
[10]. Nevertheless, there is an increasing tendency to use experimentally de¬ 
termined amplitudes and phases. For this purpose a model system is chosen 
as a standard for the unknown system. The model system should have a well 
known structure and has to be as similar as possible to the system under in¬ 
vestigation. The use of model compounds will be demonstrated by the de¬ 
termination of the lattice distortion around Mn atoms in a dilute NiMn alloy. 
The intermetallic compound ГМЦМп is chosen as an appropriate model. It 
lias 12 Ni atoms around each Mn atom (Cu^Au structure) in a well defined 
and known distance. 0.2531 nm at 77 K. The phases and amplitudes including 
the loss factor determined from the EXAFS at the Mn К edge are transferred 
to the NiMn alloy. The transferability of the phases is experimentally well 
established. The transferability of the amplitude, more sensitive to chemical 
environment, is justified for an appropriate model like Ni^Mn. For low Z 
materials, particularly for backscatterers from the first row of the periodic 
system, discrepancies have been observed. In several cases, there is no ap¬ 
propriate model available for a given pair of absorber and backscatterer. It 
has been shown [12,13] that compounds from neighbouring elements in the 
periodic table can be used. The errors are small and linear with the difference 
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in atomic number, AZ. They can easily be corrected if AZ is only a few units. 
Due to the amplitude problem, the errors arc much smaller if only the 
absorber is exchanged for a neighbouring clement. 

Experimentally determined phases and amplitudes have the following advan¬ 
tage. The EXAFS formula (3.2) has been derived under a number of as¬ 
sumptions. The photoelectron is treated as a plane wave at the position of 
the neighbour shells. This is not well fulfilled for nearest neighbours. The 
EXAFS formula (3.2) does not consider multiple scattering, which is a large 
contribution for small к values and colinear configurations of three atoms. 
Furthermore, the energy EQ is neither experimentally nor theoretically well 
established. There is good reason to assume (hat these effects are similar in' 
a well chosen model and the system under investigation and that in a first 
approximation they cancel out. 

An EXAFS analysis will now be demonstrated in the case of the lattice dis¬ 
tortion around a Mn atom (metallic radius 0.137 nm) in a Ni alloy (metallic 
radius of Ni 0.125 nm) with the composition Ni-2.0at.%Mn. The trans¬ 
mission spectrum measured at the Mn К edge at 6538 eV is shown in fig. 3.2. 
The first step in the analysis is to isolate the oscillating contribution x(k) 
from the total absorption coefficient ft{k). A least-square fit with a spline 
function is used to remove the low-frequency background from the higher-
frequency EXAFS signal. x is a function of к and not E and has to be cal¬ 
culated from the experimental data according to eq. 3.3. However, there is 
no simple correlation between the measured edge features and the threshold 
energy EQ. In a first approximation, EQ is set equal to the first inflection point 
of the edge and is treated as an adjustable parameter in the further analysis. 
In this manner the inadequacies of eq. 3.2 are taken into account. x(k) is then 
multiplied by к in order to increase the relative weight of the low-amplitude 
oscillations at higher к values. The resulting EXAFS ^(k)k2, shown in fig. 3.3, 
is then Fourier transformed. The Fourier transform (fig. 3Ai shows peaks 
corresponding to at least 4 coordination shells. The peak positions are 
shifted to lower distances when compared to the actual atomic positions in 
the crystal due to effects of the phase shift (i.e. the Fourier transform is re¬ 
lated to, but not identical with the radial distribution function). The contri-
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Figure 3.2 Absorption near Mn К edge in Ni-2at.% Mn at 77 K. 
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Figure 3.3 EXAFS *к2 at Mn К edge from fig. 3.2. 
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Figure 3.4 Fourier transform of EXAFS jfk from fig. 3.3. The first shell 
contribution is separated by a filter. Higher shells are indicated. 
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Figure 3.5 Fit of first shell contribution from fig. 3.4 ( + ) with phases and 
amplitudes from Ni,Mn (-)• 
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butions of individual shells can be separated hy means of a filter function 
(marked in fig. 3.4) and re-transformed into kspace (fig. 3.5). The first shell 
contribution is then fitted with phases and amplitudes from the model com¬ 
pound Ni4Mn (fig. 3.5). It turns out that the 12 Ni neighbours around a 
Mn atom are shifted outwards by (0.0022 ± 0.0П04) nin. Within the accuracy 
of the data, the distance to second neighbours is the same as in pure Ni. 

4. Examples for application of x-ray absorption spectroscopy 

Disordered systems were among the first applications of IIXAFS. The struc¬ 
ture f»f evaporated nmorphous rjermanium film*; fM] "'!- tv ••.«.- Ь? •.Irc.iv.ed 
in more detail. Amorphous Ge (a-Ge) can be produced by sputtering, evap¬ 
oration, dissociation of GeFL, electrolytic deposition and by energetic parti¬ 
cle irradiation. It has proved that the density of the amorphous films depends 
on the mode of production [14]. High density films are made by electrolytic 
deposition, while sputtered films without hydrogen have only about 90 % of 
the density of crystalline Ge (c-Ge). The reduced density is most likely due 
to voids, but their form, size and size distribution is unknown [15]. The most 
common structural mode! for a-Gc is the Polk model [16]. It can best be 
understood by comparison l>> the structure of c-Ge. Crystalline germanium 
ha* a diamond structure (fig. 4.1). In a tetrahedral configuration, each Ge 
atom is surrounded by four Ge atoms. The tetrahedral angle 0 is 109.5". Two 
neighbouring tetrahedra forr: з dihedron with the basis atom in a staggered 
configuration (</> = 60°). Amorphicity of Ge is due to a spread of 0 and w 
around their crystalline v*'ues, equivalent to a spread of all but the nearest 
neighbour shell. Almost г.!I Ge atoms are still surrounded by four nearest 
neighbours and the mean nearest neighbour distance is practically unchanged. 
Fig. 4.2 shows this Polk model. Only one out of a thousand bonds is a dan¬ 
gling bond. 

EXAFS spectroscopy has helped [14] to identify the structure of a-Ge and 
can give information regarding the cause for the density reduction. Amor¬ 
phous Ge-fiims 8 цт in thickness have been evaporated under UHV condi¬ 
tions onto oxidized A! foils. Figure 4.3 shows the EXAFS *k ' of a-Ge and 
c-Ge. The corresponding Fourier transform is shown in fig. 4.4. In crystalline 
Ge, eight coordination shells up to a distance of 8 A are visible. The first 
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Figure 4.1 Diamond structure of c-Ge 

Figure 4.2 Polk model of a-Ge. A dangling bond is visible in the middle of 
the figure [17]. 
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Figure 4.3 EXAFS *k2 of a-Ge ( + ) and c-Ge (-) 
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Figure 4.4 Fourier transform of EXAFS yV from fig. 4.3. 
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Figure 4.5 Distribution of interatomic distances (a), coordination numbers 
(b) and Debye-Waller factors (c) for first neighbour shell of a-Ge measured 
in 29 samples [14]. 
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three shells have been used in the analysis, in a-Ge, only the first one is vis¬ 
ible and that one with a reduced amplitude. This shell has been analyzed with 
phases and amplitudes taken from the first shell of c-Ge, which is an excellent 
model for a-Ge. A tofal of 29 samples have been analyzed. The distributions 
of nearest-neighbour distances, г., coordination numbers, N.. and Debye-
Waller factors, <5<7j" = <7ja - <Tjc", are shown in fig. 4.5. Л comparison be¬ 
tween crystalline and amorphous values is given in table I. 

j 

r, (pm) 

N l 

So2 (pm2) 

c-Gc 

244.7 

4 

0 

a-Gc 

244.8 ± 0.3 

4.00 ± 0.04 

18.0 ± 1.5 

Table I. 
Inkratomic distance r, coordination number N and gaussian spread of dis¬ 
tribution (5(7 of first coordination shell in a-Ge and c-Ge. 

The following information can be deduced from these data: 
1. The first coordination number is 4 ± 0.04 and the first interatomic distance 
is within 0.1 % of the crystalline value. It must be concluded that a-Ge con¬ 
tains at best AN./N, - 1 % of vacancies or 0.5 % of d i vacancies. Thus va¬ 
cancies cannot cause (he observed reduction in density, in contrast to the 
assumption of Cargill [18]. The reduced density must be due to voids much 
iarger in diameter. Assuming that atoms at the surface of a pore have 3 in¬ 
stead of 4 neighbours, that the voids are spherical and the density reduction 
is 9 %, an estimate of void size and density can be deduced. For 3.96 nearest 
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neighbours, a void diameter of 2.2 nm and a void density of 8.5 10 /cm* is 
calculated. 
2. In view of the fact that the second and all higher shells are not visible in 
a-Ge, the necessary spread in the tetrahedral angle 9 can be determined. This 
spread causes a spread in the second interatomic distance r2- In order to re¬ 
duce the second neighbour contribution by the amount shown in fig. 4.5, the 
spread in 9 must be at least 9°. This is in accordance with the x-ray scattering 
experiment giving 10° [15]. 

The error in the experimental determination of the distance is 0.1 %, that 
of the coordination number is I %, which compares favourably with the 
usual error of about 10 % in Nj. This accuracy can only be reached when 
the sample are of high quality (homogeneous films of optimum thickness 
without cracks or holes), when the data are of high quality extending over a 
long к range, and when the model is well suited. For higher shells, the ex¬ 
perimental resolution is generally much poorer. 

In the next example, the lattice site location of hydrogen in metals by EXAFS 
will be discussed. The backscattering strength of H with its one electron, of 
course, is too weak to be observable. EXAFS information on H comes from 
the lattice distortion it creates and from the shadowing of a backscattering 
atom. The distortion is not specific enough to determine lattice position. But 
when the H atom is located between absorber and backscatterer, it changes 
the phase and amplitude of the photoelectron on its way to the backscatterer 
and back. Since electrons are attracted to atoms, the shadow analogy is 
misleading: the backscaltering signal is intensified, and hydrogen works as a 
lens for the photoelectron. This effect is demonstrated in hydrogen-charged 
Ni in fig. 4.6. In NI'HQOC, the Ni atoms form a fee lattice. Hydrogen occupies 
the octahedral sites between an absorber and its second neighbour. The lens 
effect of hydrogen increases the second neighbour amplitude by 50 % [19]. 
The reason that hydrogen acts as a lens and not as a mirror for the 
photoelectron lies in the angular dependence of the scattering strength. The 
fonvard amplitude is an order of magnitude larger than the backward am¬ 
plitude [3]. The Jens effect is not limited to H, but has also been observed 
in other light elements like О and C. Hydrogen, however, shows only the lens 
effect. When H is replaced by a heavier element like oxygen in NiO, which 
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Figure 4.6 Fourier transform of EXAFS *k3 of Ni (-) and NiH o g 5 ( + ). 

2 H A ) U 

Figure 4.7 Fourier transform of EXAFS *k3 of Ni (-), NiHQ 8 5 and NiO (*). 
Abscissa have been rescaled to eleminate influence of lattice expansion. Inset 
shows lattice positions of H and О in Ni (100) plane. 
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a^o has the \,K"t structure, (hen the second neighbour contribution is en¬ 
hanced ;is well i fig. 4."). The О aii'iii^ show up as baekscattcrers too in fig. 
4 Л The lens effect has been wry helpful in the lattice site location of other 
licbt elements (e.g. В in Pd [20]) and for the investigation of internal 
oxidation of impurities in metals [21;. 

The interaction of hydrogen with impurities in Pd [221 will be described in 
the following. Y atoms cause a large expansion of the Pd lattice. The first 
shell of 12 Pd neighbours is pushed outwards by 6 pm. The question arises 
whether hydrogen prefers this expanded area around the Y atom, i.e. whether 
[I is trapped u_> the Y atom. Figure -i.S shows the Fourier transform of the 
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Figure 4.8 Fourier transform of EXAFS /k2 at Y К edge in PdY (-) and 
PdYH 0.80 ( + )• 

EXAFS at the Y К edge in Pd-2 at.% Y and in Pd-2 at.% Y-80 at.% H. It 
is again the second neighbour shell of interest here, because Pd also has a fee 
lattice. In the hydrogen-charged sample, the second shell is obviously not 
enhanced. One can not only conclude that Y does not trap hydrogen. In view 
of the large H concentration, it has to be concluded that Y even expeils the 
hydrogen from its vicinity. 
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If hydrogen were distributed randomly, 4.8 out of 6 nearest octahedral sites 
would be occupied by a H atom for an alloy with SO % H. Since there is no 
second shell enhancement (see fig. 4.S), this is apparently not the case. In 
other words, H avoids the neighbourhood of yttrium atoms. This conclusion 
is supported by an analysis of the lattice distortion around Y and Pd atoms. 
Fig. 4.9 shows the interatomic distances of first, r(, and third, r̂ , neighbours 
for Y (dash-dotted line) and Pd (solid line) atoms. Around the Y impurity 
in Pd, the nearest neighbour distance is expanded by about 2 %. 
Hydrogen-loading of pure Pd causes a lattice expansion of about 4.5 % for 
SO % H. The addition of H to the dilute PdY alloy expands the lattice less 
than corresponds to the addition of both effects. If the hydrogen were 
trapped at the Y sites, the data points at 73 and 80 % H should be above the 
dash-dotted line. That they are below this line implies that H is expelled from 
the vicinity of Y. It also leads to the conclusion that the high H concentration 
outside the Y vicinity causes an external pressure that shifts the Pd atoms in 
the nearest shells towards the Y [21]. The same observation was made for a 
variety of other oversized impurities in Pd. 

The next example will deal with the information that can be extracted from 
position and structure of the absorption edge. It is experimentally well es¬ 
tablished that the position of the edge is shifted to higher energies with in¬ 
creasing valence of the absorber. This can be used to determine the valence 
of an atom in a compound. On the other hand, the form of the edge reflects 
the empty electronic density of states. In figure 4.10, the absorption process 
is shown schematically. Only those photons can be absorbed by a, say, Is 
electron whose energy is larger than its binding energy. Due to the conserva¬ 
tion of angular momentum, only final states with p-character are allowed. 
Before the absorption, the electron has no angular momentum, whereas the 
photon (in dipole approximation) carries the momentum ft. After absorption, 
the photon has disappeared and the electron has to carry the angular mo¬ 
mentum h. Therefore, the angular momentum quantum number I has to 
change by I. When the photons are absorbed by p-electrons (e.g. jL? and 
L3 edges), only electronic transitions into empty s- and d-states are possible. 
Transitions into empty d-states have been shown [11] to be much more likely. 
The near edge structure //(E) can be written as [23,24]: 



0(£) 

Figure 4.10 Energy diagram for absorption of a photon of energy E by a Is 
electron. 

ME) - M(E) , 
(4.1) 

The matrix element M(E) gives the probability for a given transition. The 
projected (l-dependent) density of states, /->•, gives the probability to find a 
final stale of appropriate symmetry. Band structure calculations have shown 
M(E) to be only weakly energy dependent [23,24]. Thus the structure of the 
absorption edge reflects the structure in the projected density of states. This 
has been confirmed by calculations [23 - 27] for a number of elements and 
stochiometric compounds. On the other hand, the measurement of the ab¬ 
sorption edge is a simple and stringent test for band structure calculations. 
Broadening effects (lifetime of core hole and final states, experimental energy 
resolution), however, have to be taken into account. Since x-ray absorption 
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Figure 4.П The Ц edge in oxidized (-) and non-oxidized (*) Pd-2.5at.%Th 
and in ThO2 ( + ). 
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Figure 4.12 EXAFS x^ at Th L3 edge in oxidized PdTh (-) and in ThO2 
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is specific to individual species, the projected densities of state can be probed 
locally. In cases where band structure calculations are difficult to perform 
(e.g. complicated crystal structures, lack of translational symmetry), this 
"fingerprint" procedure can be used to determine the valence of individual 
atomic species. This will be demonstrated for the case of the internal 
oxidation of impurities in Pd [21]. Pd- 2.5at.% Th alloys were oxidized in an 
oxygen atmosphere of 1 bar at 1310 К. By weighing the oxygen uptake was 
found to be 5.7 %. Fig. 4.11 shows the thorium Ц edge for the oxidized and 
a non-oxidized sample. The Th Ц edge in ThO2 is shown for comparison. 
Obviously, the edges of ThO^ and the oxidized alloy arc almost identical, 
while that of the non-oxidized alloy is distinctly different. The Th atoms in 
the oxidized alloy have apparently precipitated as ThO2- Further evidence 
comes from EXAFS (fig. 4.12), showing that the local surrounding of Th in 
the oxidized alloy is identical with that in the oxide ThO2. A variety of im-
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Figure 4.13 X-ray diffraction spectrum of a non-oxidized (a) and an oxidized 
(b) Pd-2at.% Y alloy. 
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purities in Pd have been investigated [21]. Y, Nb, Gd, Yb. Lu, Hf and Th 
all precipitate at 1323 К in I bar of O2 with the highest state of oxidation 
(Y2O3, Nb2O5, Gd2O3, Yb2O3, Lu2O3, HfO2, ThO2). Zr and Mo are also 
oxidized to the highest state of oxidation. But the precipitates are poorly 
crystallized, and only one shell of oxygen is visible. Pt, Au, Pb and Bi do not 
show oxidation in Pd. It should be stressed that in the alloys (all containing 
2 % of impurities) where oxidation occured, precipitation was barely detect¬ 
able in x-ray diffraction. For comparison, fig 4.13 shows the diffraction 
spectrum of oxidized and non-oxidized Pd- 2 at.% Y alloys. While the Pd 
Bragg peaks dominate the spectrum, only the Y2O3 (222) reflection is sig¬ 
nificantly larger than the background. For this problem the absorption 
spectroscopy is superior to diffraction because it is specific to the atomic 
species. 

5. Surface and interface investigations using XAS 

In transmission and fluorescence mode, absorption spectroscopy probes the 
bulk of the sample due to the high penetration of hard x-rays in matter. There 
is an increasing interest in science and technology for analytical tools to 
probe the geometric and electronic structure of surfaces and internal inter¬ 
faces. This can be accomplished for the whole spectrum of x-ray techniques 
(absorption, diffraction, topography ...) by means of total reflection under 
grazing incidence. Examples will be given for XAS. 

The index of refraction, n, for a substance with j elements (atomic number 
Z-, atomic mass A-, density p) is given by [28 - 30] 

2п 

(5-1) 
Here, к is the photon wavelength, Na is Avogadro's number and rQ is the 
classical electron radius (2.818 fm). Far ?bove the К edge, the form factor f-
is equal to the atomic number Z.. Near absorption edges dispersive and 
absorptive corrections have to be taken into account: 
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f - Z. + f/ - if/' 
(5.2) 

The index of refraction is a complex quantity: 

n = 1 - S - \{i 
(5.3) 

The absorptive correction fi is proportional to the linear absorption coeffi¬ 
cient ft: 

(5.4) 
The dispersive correction S is 

_ Na rayfL 

5 6 ( ) 

Both P and 8 are positive numbers of the order of 10 to 10 . Thus the in¬ 
dex of refraction for x-rays is slightly smaller than one, while it is well above 
unity for visible light. For hard x-rays matter is optically thinner than the 
vacuum. Just as in the visible range, Snell's law is given by 

n. cos 5j = П2 cos #2 
(5.6) 

For X-rays entering condensed matter (n 2 <l) from the vacuum (П| — I), the 
incident angle 9. is larger than &2

 an<} l^e beam is refracted away from the 
surface normal. Accordingly, the critical angle for total external reflection 
&lc (for nj = 1) is given by 

cos5,c = n2 

(5.7) 
For negligible absorption, the critical angle is given by 
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\c = f Z 

(5.8) 
The critical angle is directly proportional to the photon wavelength. Due to 
the square root dependence on mass density, the influence of the reflecting 
medium is relatively weak. Upon increasing the density from 1 g/cm (water) 
to 21 g/cm3 (platinum), the critical angle changes by about a factor of five. 
Total reflection of 10 keV photons occurs typically below 0.5°. For Cu at 10 
keV, 9 is 0.34°, while it is 0.19° for AI. In order for the electromagnetic wave 
to be totally reflected it has to penetrate a certain distance. At (he depth zQ 

the amplitude of the incoming wave is reduced by a factor of e: 

(5.9) 
In fig. 5.1, ZQ as a function of the angle 5 ( is shown for Cu at energies just 
above and below the Cu К edge. Well above the critical angle, 8ic, the above 
expression reduces to zQ = 2Э/ц2, and the penetration depth is determined 
by the absorption of the medium. Below the absorption edge, the absorption 
is lower and the penetration depth accordingly higher (see fig. 5.1). Near the 
critical angle, the penetration depth is given by zn = ^/Л/я/^ , causing the 
curves in fig. 5.1 to merge near the critical angle. For angles below Sj c , ZQ 
becomes independent of X and ц but depends on the density of the reflecting 
medium. The penetration depth is then given by 

200 = -

(5Л0) 
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Figure 5.1 Penetration depth zQ of photons impinging on a flat Cu surface 
for photon energies just above and below Си К edge. 

The energy dependence of ZQQ is that of the dispersive correction f. The ab¬ 
solute value of zQ0 varies between 2 nm for a dense material like platinum 
and about 7 nm for water. Therefore, in the regime of total reflection all x-ray 
techniques become inherently surface sensitive because the signal originates 
from nm thick layer. This is extremly important for the investigation of 
surfaces, surface layers and also internal interfaces. An additional feature of 
this technique is that by varying the grazing angle, the probing depth can be 
varied between the minimum value of 2 to 7 nm up to about 1 pm for Sj a 
few times the critical angle. Thus it becomes possible to determine depth 
profiles. 

Edge structure and EXAFS can be obtained by measuring the signal at a 
fixed angle &. as a function of energy. The fluorescence mode is used because 
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of the low absorption in a layer. Fluorescence is further preferred because 
tłu fluorescence signal from a thin layer shows a maximum near the critical 
angle, 0.. This peak is always observed when the thickness of the layer which 
contains the fluorescing atoms is less than the penetration depth l//;2 of the 
x-rays. The gain in intensity (as compared to normal incidence) can be more 
than a factor of 100 if the layer thickness is below zQ0 (eq. 5.10). As an ex¬ 
ample, the EXAFS of а Та oxide layer on a Si aubstrate will be discussed (fig. 
5.2). The oxide layer was deposited by CVD at 680 К onto Si substrates. The 
EXAFS signal was measured at several angles, probing the first 3 nm of the 
layer as well as the whole layer. The EXAFS at the Ta L, edge is shown in 
fig. 5.2. For comparison, crystalline Ta2O5 is shown as well. The layer was 
found to be amorphous by x-ray diffraction. XAS also shows that the layer 
is poorly crystallized. But the first oxygen coordination shell is visible and is 
apparently identical to Ta2O5. No difference was found in the contribution 
from the uppermost 3 nm layer compared to the bulk of the layer. 

For properly chosen combinations of materials, the investigation of interfaces 
buried up to 1 /mi below the surfae is possible without destroying the sample. 
Possible applications are the adhesion of a film to a substrate, metal-
semiconductor contacts, interdiffusion of layers or the formation of inter-
metallic compounds. An example is the interfacial reaction between an Al 
and a Cu layer [31] (fig. 5.3). A 200 nm thick copper film was deposited on 
a float glass and covered by a 100 nm thick Al film. The interface was 
studied by measuring the EXAFS at the Си К edge at grazing incidence. The 
angle of incidence was chosen so that the beam passes through the AI layer 
and is totally reflected by the Cu layer. The EXAFS were measured after se¬ 
quentially annealing at 410 К, 430 К and 470K. The EXAFS of pure Cu and 
the CuAI2 compound are shown for comparison. After annealing at 410 K, 
no substantial reaction has taken place between Al and Cu. The environment 
of the atoms on the Cu side of the interface is still identical to pure Cu. At 
430 К the reaction has started. Al 470 К the compound CuAl2 has formed 
at the interface. 
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Figure 5.2 EXAFS *k2 at Та Ц edge in crystalline Ta2O5 ( + ) and in а Та 
oxide layer (-)• '" 
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Figure 5.3 EXAFS yk measured at Си К edge at grazing incidence in a Al-Cu 
layer on glass. Measured above critical angle for Al, but below the one for 
Си [31]. 
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6. Conclusions 

There are characteristic advantages and disadvantages of X-ray absorption 
spectroscopy when compared to other structure-determining techniques. 
Diffraction techniques are sensitive to long-range order and detect the unit 
of periodicity. Information on the arrangement within the unit cell requires 
the use of sophisticated models. The success of these methods largely de¬ 
pends on the existence of long-range order. In favorable cases, neutron scat¬ 
tering using isotope substitution can separate the contribution of the different 
atoms. The same is true for x-ray scattering if use is made of the anomalous 
scattering near the absorption edge of the element of interest. Low energy 
electron diffraction is useful for surface structure determinations (e.g. recon¬ 
structions) but requires a complicated data analysis procedure due to multiple 
scattering contributions» 

XAS is complementary to these techniques and can give useful information 
where diffraction techniques are inadequate. XAS is sensitive to short range 
order and. can detect the arrangement of atoms within the unit cell. No 
periodicity is required, and the short range order about each type of atom 
can be studied separately. The simple relationship between atomic structure 
and measured spectra in the case of EXAFS (single scattering approximation) 
makes the data interpretation straightforward. XAS is a local probe for the 
geometric and electronic structure of a specific atom in condensed matter. 
Interatomic distances, coordination numbers, static and dynamic Debye-
Wallcr factors, projected empty electronic density of states and the valence 
of the absorbing species can be determined. In general, the bulk of the sample 
is probed, but the technique can be made surface sensitive by means of 
grazing incidence, with probing depths down to 2 to 7 nm. In an analogue 
manner, internal interfaces buried as deep as I /mi below the surface can be 
studied. X-ray fluorescence can be used for chemical analysis, and by meas¬ 
uring the angular dependence of fluorescence, depth profiles can be obtained. 
It relies, however, on not too strongly disturbed systems and the use of "suf¬ 
ficiently similar" model systems. A considerable amount of a priori informa¬ 
tion about the system is necessary. XAS shouldn't be expected to provide all 
the answers. 
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X-ray absorption spectroscopy can be applied to crystalline, micro- and 
nanocrystaliine materials as well as to amorphous or liquid phases. Concen¬ 
trated as well as dilute systems can be investigated. For XAS as a bulk probe, 
sample preparation is simple. Powders and foils with a thickness in (he 10° 
m range can be used, and single crystals are generally not necessary. For 
glanzing angle experiments, however, where the x-ray beam illuminates large 
sample areas, large (> I cm") and flat substrates (e.g. Si wafers, float glass) 
are needed. XAS is a non-destructive technique and many experiments can 
be performed in-situ. The relatively high penetration power of keV x-rays al¬ 
lows for suitable windows (Be. Kapton). so that all kinds of sample chambers 
are possible: pressure vessels, UHV chambers, furnaces, cooling stages .... In 
this manner, investigations of liquid-solid and gas-solid interfaces are possi¬ 
ble. 

Synchrotron radiation is commonly used for XAS due to the tunahility and 
the high brilliance of this source. The limited availability of synchroton light 
is one of the drawbacks of the method. In certain cases related techniques 
requiring only modest lab-size equipment might be preferred. As an example, 
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) could be mentioned. In EELS, a 
high energy electron beam passes through a thin foil. In the energy loss 
spectrum, EXAFS oscillations are observed. For low Z elements where the 
x-ray technique is weak due to the low penetration at low energies, EELS 
offers better resolution. The use of electron microscopes (ТЕМ, SEM) as the 
elertron source makes local probing with beam diameters in the nm range 
possible. 

However, an improvement in availability of synchrotron light will follow with 
the construction of several new dedicated storage rings (e.g. the european 
synchrotron research laboratory ESRL/France, or the advanced photon 
source APS/USA) and the increasing number of beam lines at existing facil¬ 
ities. High fluxes and good colliiTtation reduce measuring times and make 
microprobes possible with lateral resolution in the /mi range. Some examples 
where XAS has been applied successfully in materials science include: struc¬ 
ture of alloys, precipitation, internal and external oxidation, corrosion, 
catalysis, trapping of light elements by impurities, structure and 
crystallization behaviour of amorphous systems, structure of surfaces and 
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internal interfaces, interfacial reactions, glass surfaces, coatings on glass and 
Si wafers, and electrode-electrolyte interfaces. 
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NUd-FAR PHYSICS TraiNIQUES AT EINDHOVEN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOlJOCY (EUT) 

TIE NE111F.RLANDS 

M.J.A. de Voigt 

CONTENTS: 1. General overview, 2. Isochronous Low-Fnergy Cyclotron ILEC, 

3. EUTERPE the EUT ring for protons and electrons. 4. Elemental 

analysis. 5. Production of radionuclides and Laser applications. 

6. Detectors. 

1. GENERAL OVERVIEW 

The activities of the group "Nuclear Physics Techniques" of the 

Department of Technical Physics of EUT, can be summarized briefly in four 

subjects as follows: 

a) BEAM DYNAMICS of ACCELERATORS 

- AVF CYCLOTRON p 3 - 3 0 MeV; d 3 - 1 5 MeV; 

*He 6 - 3 0 MeV; ^ 5 - 40 MeV 

- 1989 ILEC. 3.0 MeV Isochronous Low-Energy cyclotron for protons 

- 1993 EUTERPE, ring for 400 MeV electrons and 80 MeV protons, 

synchrotron radiation facility 

Microtrons as injector EUTERPE, and Microfel free-electron laser (Twente 

University of Technology). 

b) ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS 

- PIXE; solid-state, medical and biological samples 

- SPIXE; micro beam for position-sensitive analysis 

- RBS 

- CERDA 

- DETECTORS (Euroball) 

c) PRODUCTION of RADIONUCLIDES for medical applications - CYGNE COMPANY 
123. 

- is 
- 81Rb/81"Kr generators 
- 1 50. 18F short-lived /3+ emittors; etc. 
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d) LASER APPLICATIONS 
Doppler-free detection of stable and radio-isotopes of Rb and optical 
microwave double resonance spectroscopy. 

The layout of the experimental area is given in fig. 1 and shows the AVF 
cyclotron, the radionuclides production lines, the lines for scattering and 
(S)PIXE analysis and for spectroscopy in ion induced plasma's, the 
minicyclotron ILEC (Isochronous Low-Energy Cyclotron) and the future 
EUTERPE ring {Eindhoven University of TEchnology Ring for .Protons and 
Electrons). 

I p 

Fig. 1. Layout of th* experimental area of "Nuclear Physics Techniques" 
at EUT. 

Th* main properties of the AVF cyclotron and ILEC along with the 
transmission of th* AVF cyclotron beam and microbeam properties for SPIXE 
are given below. 

AVF CYCLOTRON 

30 M«V p, d. a. 
50 fiA 
ДЕ/Е > 0.3X fwhm 
t ж 20 mm mrad 
pole diam. 130 cm 
В » 1.5 T 
3 sectors spiral 

ILEC 

3 MeV p 
100 (xA 
i 0.1X fwhm 
10 mm mrad 
42 cm 
1.43 T 
4 sectors straight 
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TRANSMISSION 

100% 
33% 
8% 
2% 

AE/E 0.3% 
0.1% 
0.05% 
0.03% 

MICROBEAH PROPERTIES for SPIXi 

60 x 40 um2 

60 x 20 
20 x 15 
10 x 10 

150 nA 
90 
12 
3 

dispersive 

ILEC 
1 x 1 мт2 0.1 - 1 nA (1990) 

2. ISOCHRONOUS LOW-ENERGY CYCLOTRON ILEC 
The "table-top" or «inicyclotron has been designed [1] for a fixed 

proton energy of 3.0 MeV. Several experiments can be carried out, such as 
PIXE and SPIXE experiments, thereby relieving the AVF cyclotron. Especially 
for SPIXE analysis good beam qualities are required. As shown above, the 
emittance,energy resolution and output current of ILEC are expected to be 
superior to those of the AVF cyclotron. Therefore we aim at a spot size of 
l x i tm of the microbe*» from ILEC. 

An overview of ILEC is schematically shown in fig. 2. The beam is 
injected axially. The upper part of the magnet can be lifted hydraulically 
to create easy access to the vacuum ring chamber. 
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Fig. 2. Overview of IUEC 

The pole tops are flat with four straight sectors 33 inn apart at the hills, 

and 50 mm at the valleys. The field in the small gap is 1.8 tesla. and 1.2 

tesla elsewhere. A double-Dee high frequency system is employed. The second 

harmonic Dees are installed in the valleys over 50° and the sixth harmonic 

Dees over 30° in the spaces between the hills. The 2 harmonic frequency 

is ~ 2 x 22 MHz = 44 MHz. The energy gain is 100 keV per turn, in total 30 

turns. 

The sixth harmonic Dees at 132 MHz (voltage U_) are added to create 

"flat-top" acceleration, which increases the stability. This is illustrates 

in fig. 3. The cyclotron is now in the phase of being tested. The first 

extracted beam is expected in the coarse of 1989. 
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Uli 

Fig. 3. Flat-top acceleration in ILEC. The second harmonic U 2 + sixth 
harmonic Ug (given in a) provide a flat-topped U„ + U- (in с). 



The ILEC parameters are summarized in the table below. 

ILEC PARAMETERS 

Maenet svstem 

4-fold symmetric field 

straight sectors, flat 

and tapered hills. 

Valley angle 

Average magn. field 

Field flutter 

Hill oole gap 

Valley pole gap 

Extraction radius 

Pole radius 

Field stability 

Ampere turns 

Current 

Power consumption 

Weight : 

Constr. material : 

Correction coils : 

Dee angle 

Gap voltage 

Total power 

consumption : 

Vacuum svstem 

Working pressure : 

Oil diffusion pump : 

Rotary pump : 

Vacuum chamber 

?3ngth : 

width : 

heigth : 

material : 

with 

valleys 

: 50° 

: 1.43 T 

: 0.2 

33 - 36 mm 

50 mm 

17 cm 

21 cm 

2«10~4 

50.000 

140 A 

6.3 kW 

3 tons 

Steel 37 

2«4«2 

< 20 kW 

10~5 torr 

3000 1/s 

20 m3/h 

1200 mm 

720 mm 

125 mm 

aluminium 

Kr svstem 

2 coupled second harmonic dees: 

Dee angle 

Gap voltage 

Dee gap width 

Voltage stability 

Frequency 

Freq. stability 

Drive 

Coupling 

Q-value 

Fine tuning 

Coarse tuning 

: 50° 

' 36 kV 

8 mm 

<10"4 

43.5 ± 0.5 MHz 

10"7 

:<10 kW class AB 

capacitive 

2000 

capacitive 

movable short 

2 separate sixth harmonic dees: 

: 40° (r-dependent) 

: 3.6 kV 

Dee gap width 

Q-value : 

Ion source 

Self heated cathode 

(Bennet type) 

Anode material : 

Cathode material : 

Mounting : 

Cooling 

6 mm 

500 

PIG source 

copper 

tantalum 

axial ly 

water & air 
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3. EUTERPE, the EUT ring for protons and electrons 

This ring for up to 81 MeV protons and 400 MeV electrons has been 

designed [2] for the purpose of beam dynamics studies and for the 

production of synchrotron radiation. The lattice layout Is shown in fig. 4. 

Extracted proton beam 
Septum 

Kicker 

Dipole 

Quadrupole 

Sextupoie 

Euterpe 
i Superconducting 
Wiggler 

RF-
p-cavity 

400 UeV e 
SI MeV p 

RF-
e-eavity 

(i 
( > 

Nd-YAG laser 

1LEC 
3 MeV p 

2 meter 

Fig. 4. Layout of a 4-fold lattice structure of EUTERPE. ' 

The injection is carried out with 3 MeV protons from ILEC or with 70 MeV 

electrons from a micro tron. RF cavities provide acceleration up to the 

maximum energies of 81 MeV protons and 400 MeV electrons. An undulator and 

a wiggler can be installed for special production of synchrotron radiation. 

The important parameters are given below. 
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EUTERPE PARAMETERS 
t 

Circumference .40 m 
Energy protons • 3 - 8 1 MeV 
Energy electrons 70 - 400 MeV 
RF protons 0.6 - 2.9 MHz 
RF electrons 75 MHz > T a 13.3 n» 
Harmonic number (e ) 10 {**) 
Cavity voltage (e~) 20 kV 
Dipole field 0.25 - 1.4 T 
Dipole radius 0.955 m 
Current 200 mA 
Energy loss/turn (*) 2.4 keV 
Critical wavelength (*) 8.27 nm * 150 eV 
Energy spread AE/E (*) 3.5 10~ 
Pulselength 3.4 cm — » 113 ps. 3 degr. RF 

-9 
Hor. emittance 3.5 10 mrad 
Hor. beam dimension 40 до 

(к) Chasman-Green mode, 400 MeV electrons 
{**) electrons at v « с in 40 m take 133 ns 

The characteristic synchroton radiation spectrum at the dipoles (X = 8.27 

nm) is given in fig. 5, along with a possible spectrum for a 
superconducting wiggler of 10 T (X =1.17 nm). In that case the maximum of 

the spectrum would be shifted from ~ 1 keV. This would provide useful 
radiation for XRF up to 3.2 keV. 

The radiation in the broad wavelength region from visible light to the far 
UV into ' the soft X-ray region has many applications. The applications can 
be found in atomic, plasma, solid-state, molecular and surface physics as 
well as in material science, biology and. chemistry. One may consider 
Compton photon conversion by interaction of electrons with 0.124 eV photons 
of a C02 laser. This will generate X-rays for XRF with energies ranging 

from 0.1 to 100 keV, depending on the operating energy of the storage ring. 



One of the possibilities to consider is to develop an asymmetric undulator 
to generate circular polarized light. Then magnetic dipole transitions with 
Amp a +1 and -1 can be distinguished, which enables to investigate magnetic 
properties of materials. 
The presently proposed facility seems particularly suited for 
photo-emission research in the UV and far UV region. Here is the maximum of 
the emission spectrum and not many other sources are readily available. 

photon energy (eV) 
10 10u 10 10* 10" 

10 .10 

e. 10* 
и 
VI 

g 
I W 

1 10T • 
Uc«1.17nm) 

EUTERPE 
400 MeV 
100 mA 

10' i o * 1 Q 2 1 0 
wave length (nm) 

TO1» VT 

Fig. 5. Characteristic synchroton spectrum at EUTERPE dipoles of 1.4 T 
and at a superconducting wiggler of 10 T. 

4. ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS 
The main methods are (S)PIXE, KE9 and CERDA (coincident elastic recoil 

detection analysis). With PIXE a broad field of interest is covered such as 
biology, medicine, agriculture and material science. With RBS analyses are 
made of nitrides, borides. etc. in samples of interest at plasma deposi¬ 
tion, solid-state physics or surface physics. In the case of thin foils 
(< 20 pm) CERDA can be applied and concentration and depth profiling of 
light elements, such as hydrogen can be carried out. I will present the 
example of Pt analysis with SPIXE in view of cancer research and H-profi-
ling with CERDA for plasma deposition. 
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4.1. SPIXE analysis of cls-Pt in rat tumors 
The drug cis-Pt (cis-diaminodichloroplatinum or cDDP) is used in 

chemotherapy to kill tumor cells. Unfortunately also healthy tissue is 
destroyed. The treatment aims at an optimum destruction of the tumors and 
minimum damage of healthy tissue. Therefore it is important to determine 
quantitatively the absorption of cis-Pt in tumors, its location and 
concentration over the tumor with respect to healthy tissue. 

A project is carried out in collaboration with the Dutch cancer 
research institute, the "Antoni van Leeuwenhoekhuis" to analyse cis-Pt in 
tumors of rats by SPIXE. The injected dose is about 5 mg cDDP per kg tissue 
and the rat tumors have a size ranging from a few to 8 mm. The injections 
of the drug are performed in two very different ways: intrave¬ 
nous (i.v.) to transport the drug via the blood and intraperitoneal (i.p.) 
whereby the drug is injected nearby the tumor. In the first case the drug 
enters the tumor via bloodvessels from the interior and in the second case 
from outside. It is obviously important that the drug is distributed over 
the whole tumor, but the outer part seems more important. 

Z Z 

о 

o 

100 150 200 250 300 350 400 CHANNEL 
Fig. 6. X-ray spectrum produced by a 3.5 MeV micro-beam in a tumor of a 

rat, treated with the drug cis-Pt. 
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After preparation, thin samples of a few mm in size are scanned with 
the microbeam [3] of 3.5 HeV protons from the AVF cyclotron. The spot size 
varies from 20 to 50 ym and datapoints are taken 50 |im or more (up to 
500 pm) apart. Each datapoint (pixel) demands on the average X 10 min. 
measuring time with a 10 nA beam current. In fig. 6 a spectrum is shown of 
one pixel. 
The Pt-L01 line at 11.071 keV would have been obscured by the strong Se-K-

and К , lines at 11.222 keV. The application of a Ge absorber with the 

K-edge at 11.103 keV. however, cuts down the Se line and leaves the Pt line 
unchanged. The Ge absorber introduces a few lines; the К and К„ lines as 

indicated. With this method and proper calibrations we can determine 
quantitatively the Pt concentration in each pixel down to a ppm. The 
spectrum shows the presence of various other elements, which are determined 

о at the same time. A two dimensional scan of a 3 x 3 mm part of a rat tumor 
is shown in fig. 7, for platinum, zinc, iron and copper concentrations 
(ppm). In the following table concentrations of cDDP in a rat tumor are 
given as a function of distance from the periphery (mm). The injection was 
12 mg/kg i.v. and l.p. 

distance from i.v. i .p. 
periphery (mm) (ppn) 

0.1 11 ± 3 36 ± 2 
1.0 19 ± 7 37 ± 3 
1.5 24 i 6 29 i 4 
2.2 25 ± 6 25 i 2 

In this particular case it is concluded that both injections cause the same 
concentration in the center of the tumor (25 ppm) but that i.p. injection 
brings a factor of 3 higher concentration in the periphery. Over many 
samples, however, it appears that i.p. injection brings less concentration 
in the center of tumors than i.v. Further investigations are in progress. 
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Сц eonctntratieik 

Fig. 7. Two dimensional concentrations of platinum, zinc, iron and copper 
in a 3 x 3 urn rat tumor treated with cis-Pt. X-ray spectra were 
produced by a 3.5 MeV proton micro beam in a SPIXE measurements, 
using a Ge absorber to cut down disturbing Se lines. 

4.2. CERDA of hydrogen on titanium 
It is well known that with RES it is impossible to detect light 

elements in a heavy matrix. With CERDA, however, it is even possible to 
detect hydrogen, if the foils are thin enough. 
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As a demonstration of the possibilities of the method of CERDA [4] I 
present the results of a test experiment on a 20 urn thick Ti foil 
contaminated on both sides with thin films of carbon hydrides. The set up 
is sketched schematically in fig. 8. Protons with an energy of 16 HeV from 
the AVF cyclotron were scattered in two forward solid-state Si detectors. 
When scattered on hydrogen the angle between the recoil hydrogen and the 
scattered proton is exactly 90°. 
One detector was fixed at 8. = 30°, the other one at 8„ = 60° could be 

moved if desired (fig. 8). A gate was generated to indicate that a proton 
scattering on hydrogen reached the detector at 8. = 30°. The gate contained 

an energy condition on the 30° 'detector around 12 MeV (the calculated 
energy of protons scattered at 0- = 30°). The pulses of the two detectors 

were added and fed into the analyser. 
Proton spectra are shown in fig. 9 with Og = 58.5°. 59.«7°. 60° and 61°. 

Note that scattering on hydrogen at the back side (B) is free from 
straggling through the Ti foil, in contrast to scattering on the front side 
of that foil (F). 

Fig. 8. Protons of 16 MeV are elastically scattered on hydrogen in thin 
films on the front side F and the back side В of a 20 цт Ti foil. 
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It is seen that only at Q„ = 59.7° and 60° two sharp peaks are present. The 
large peak corresponds to В scattering and has an energy of 16 MeV. The 
second (lower) peak to the left corresponds to F scattering and has a lower 
energy, due to the energy loss in the 20 цт Ti foil. The large broad 
structure at the left corresponds to the energy gate on the 30° detector 
around 12 MeV and is caused by scattering at Ti in the foil. 

At е„ = 58.5° and 61° the condition for scattering at hydrogen (90°) 
is not fulfilled and the В peak has disappeared. The F peak, however, 
remains because of straggling and the resulting angular spread. The yield 
of the F and В peaks are plotted as a function of 8„ in fig. 10. 
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Fig. 9. Added pulses of two detectors at G. = 30° and 9» as indicated. 

due to scattered protons and recoiling H nuclei from the front F 
and back В of a Tl foil. 
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The width of the F peak is a measure for straggling. Hence this method 
offers a sensitive possibility to determine the angular straggling through 
thin films of material. 

It is illustrated here that with CERDA one may detect small 
concentrations of hydrogen in a sensitive way, in contrast to RBS. 

In future we hope to combine the above techniques with channeling for 
investigations of crystalline substances. 
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Fig 10. Areas of the peaks due to proton scattering on H at the front F 
and back В of a Ti foil (see fig.8). 

5. PRODUCTION OF RADIONuv-LIDEL1 AND LASER APPLICATIONS 
A large fraction of the beam time of the AVF cyclotron is devoted to 

the production of radionuclides for Medical diagnostics [5]. This 
production, the processing and commercial activities as well as the related 
research is carried out by the company CYGNE. One of the important 

123 radionuclides is I. Its application has been developed for the first 
time by this company. It replaces the coamonly used radionuclide I for 
investigation of the thyroid, thereby reducing the radiation dose of the 
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patient on the average by a factor of 10. This is due to the cleaner 
104 103 123 123 production via the TCe(p,2n) Cs -» Xe -» I reaction and the 

ЧСе(р.рп) and ле(р,2р) reactions at a bombarding energy of 26 MeV. 
131 Moreover, the half life (ТА = 13.2 hrs) is shorter than that of I (ТА = 

123 8.05 days) and the т-гау energies of I (mainly 159 keV) are smaller than 
1 1 1 

those of I (mainly 364 keV). 
81 The production and application of Rb has been developed in the form 

of a Rb/' ""Kr-liquld generator for flebography and investigation of the 
function of the heart. Extension to lung ventilation studies has been 

123 realized. A great variety of I radiopharmaca is now in production. 
The laser applications are primarily focussed on the on-line and 

separate detection of the stable and radioisotopes of Rb in Kr gas targets 
[6]. A separate laser laboratory is fully equiped with a COp dye laser, a 

GaAs diode laser and optical instruments for research on fluorescense 
spectroscopy on gases and vapours. The techniques have been concentrated on 
Doppler-free fluorescence spectroscopy and experiments are now prepared on 
optical microwave double- resonance spectroscopy. 

6. DETECTORS 
cDevelopment of new detectors and their radiological applications are 

concentrated on high resolution т-гау spectrometers. A compact Ce-BGO 
anti-Compton assembly as well as a nulti-Ge cluster detector are proposed 
for funding by the Dutch foundation for Technological Research. 
This project is based on a collaboration with Dr. J.C. Bacelar (XVI, 
Groningen) and the two companies Canberra Semiconductors. Belgium and 
Engelhard de Meern B.V., The Netherlands. This development may also be of 
interest for a "futuristic" EUROBALL. 
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SOME PROBLEMS OF INTENSITY 

R.V. PARISH 
Department of Chemistry, The University of Manchester Institute 
of Science and Technology, Manchester МбО 1QD. England 

MBssbauer spectra are normally analysed in terme of lsomer 
shifts, quadrupole coupling constants, maenetic fields and, 
perhaps, line widths or shapes. Intensities are normally 
fLsnored. Indeed. provided the statistics are adequate, the 
total intensity is relatively unimportant. The statistics can 
always be a'djusted by varying the accumulation time, the sample 
Thickness, and, possibly, the temperature. It is understood 
that the intensity depends on the recoil-free fraction,* but the 
latter is very rarely measured. This neglect is for good 
reason: measurement of the /-factor is very tedious. A series 
of spectra' have to be obtained under conditions where everything 
is identical except the temperature of- the absorber. Even 
supposing that a variable-temperature facility is available, this 
:akes up much spectrometer time. Determination of the 
/-factor has occasionally been undertaken in attempts to identify 
polymeric structures, which are expected to sive higher values 
than monomers, but generally it is a relativley unimportant 
parameter. 

Things are very different when the absorber contains the 
MtSssbauer atom in more than one distinct site, so that the 
observed spectrum is "he sum of two or more component spectra. 
It is then often assumed that .the relative populations of the 
various sites are directly proportional to the areas of the 

, sub-spectra. Of course, this embodies the assumption that &ii 
, nuclei have the same recoil-free fraction, which may or may not 
be justified. In many cases it is a good assumption, e.g. for 
metals, alloys, minerals. oxides. For the last two, even 
differences in the oxidation state of the MCssbauer atom do not 
matter very much, since the coordination numbers are usually the 
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sa.ra* and so the binding to th« lattice la similar. 
However, molscular systems and coordination compounds can 

be very different. It has. for Instance, been Known fcr a very 
lone time that fcr ionic coordination compounds which involve an 
iron-containing cation together with the [FeClu]~ anicn, the 
latter is difficult or impossible to see at room temperature, and 
misleading results are obtained unless the spectrum is raken ы 
liquid-nitrogen temperature. This paper deals with several 
molecular and ionic systems in an area of particular interest re 
the Author, vis. gold-197. but similar considerations ns <2сиЪт 
apply to other nuclei. As often happens, the observations awl 
interpretations have been made independently and were ov it;_ 
simultaneously in different laboratories, while earlier res'-iti 
had passed without comment. In particular. results freer. 
Manchester and from Munich will be considered, and the earlier 
data cc.T.es from from Nijmegen. 

Xn molecular systems, nuclear recoil depends on tr.e 
tightness of binding of the MtSesbauer atom in its molecule, 
usually strong, and that of the binding of the molecule in the 
crystal lattice, usually much weaker. The overall recoil-fr-ee 
fraction is to a good approximation the product of these two: 

/ = fu fn Because of the tighter binding within t:.= 
molecule, fn usually shows much lower temperature dependence, and 
it is ft. which governs the choice of operating temperatura. 

In the case of gold-197• with a 77 keV gamma ray, all 
measurements have to be made at tt.2 K, and determination of / by 
the temperature-variation method is difficult and rarely 
performed. An ingenious method developed by Fritz Wagner 
deserves mention: he divided the absorber into two exactly equal 
parts and roasted one part to convert the gold into the elemental 
form. The two samples were then recombined into a single 
absorber, and the relative spectrum areas measured. Knowing the 
/-value for metallic gold, it was then simple to calculate that 
for the sample. However, the main burden of this presentation 
is that one can get a long way even without knowing the precise 
values. 



The fii>3t examples also com* from Munich and are, with 
hindsight, obvious': sold atcms in different oxidation states, 
and therefore with di'fferent' coordination numbers, have different 
/-values. The compounds A and В (see formulae belcw) give 
spectra in which the Au-^iAu11* area ratios of 1.0:1.0 and 
1.0:1.56, although the atom ratios are 2:1 and 1:1 respectively 
[1,2]. [In these formulae.' Ph « CgHg. Me = CH3, and the angles 
in the joining lines represent CH2 groups.] The intensities in 
A were so close to equal that the investigators at first proposed 
the wrong molecular structure, until X-ray crystallography 
revealed the presence of three sold atoms. In these compounds, 
it is clearly the difference in /л-values which causes the 
effect, since both atoms are bound in the same molecule and. to a 
very good approximation, have the same /t-value. Evidently, /я 
for gold(III) is higher than that for sold(I), which is 
understandable both in terms of the strength of the covalent 
bonding and the mass of the recoiling unit. In order to check, 
a physical mixture of compounds С [gold(I)] and D_ [gold(III}] was 
measured: the area ratio was 1.0:1". 23- Compound's which 
contained non-equivalent gold atoms.with the same oxidation state 
and coordination number gave accurate 1.0:1.0 ratios. 

AU Au Au 

PPh2 Ph 

AU 

Ph2P Ph2P 

Ph 

Аи 

Ph2P 

Аи Au 

Ph2P 
Br 

Actually, the problem of different intensities jor 
different oxidation states had been seen about ten years earlier, 
in Trooster's laboratory in Holland [3]. Ionic compounds 
containing gold(III) cations. with dithiocarbamate ligands 
(S2CNPr2~, Pr >• propyl) were combined with counterions containing 
either gold(I), [AuSr2]~, or gold(III), [Au3ru]~ In the ease 
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of the goldClII.Ill) compound. the areas were close to the 

stoicheiometric ratio, although not exact: 1.0:1.2 in favour of 

the anion. On the other hand, the mixed-valence compound save a 

ratio of 2.6:1.0. This is not quite the same type of comparison -

as the above, because the two ions might recoil separately in the 

lattice. Nevertheless, there is a substantial difference in 

recoil-free fraction between the two oxidation states. 

Similar effects were seen for the non-ionic analogues. A 

compound of empirical formula [AuBi*2 (S2CMBa2)3 (Bs = benzyl) 

actually has equal numbers of sold(I)- and gold(III)~containing 

molecules packed in alternating rows: [AuIBr(S2CNBs2)] and 

[Aul:rlBr3(S2CNBS2)] • The area ratios of the sub-spectr-a are 

1. 0: 2. 0. 

Evidently, great care must be takan in interpreting area 

ratios in systems in which the nuclei are in very different 

sites. Similar considerations might apply when the two atoms 

have the same oxidation state and coordination number but 

different sets of ligands. The German data were very close to 

the stoicheiometric ratios but the Dutch ones showed some 

disparity. This is not unreasonable because, in the latter case, 

the two environments were considerably different. In 

Manchester, we have found similar effects for ionic golddll. Ill) 

compounds involving Schiff-base ligands, [Au(SB)2][Auci^] (SB = 

o-RN:CHCgH^O). The anion sub-spectrum is always much less 

intense than that of the cation, and the discrepancy becomes 

greater as the ligand becomes heavier. For instance, for R -

Et, the areas of the sub-spectra are in ratio 2.0:1.0, while for 

R - Bu it is 2.2:1.0 [ft] 

More strikingly, we have found intensity differences when 

two gold atoms in the same molecule have slightly different 

environments. These are cluster compounds in which gold atom* 

have different numbers of metal-atom neighbours (see Figs. 1 and 

£) [5.6]. In each case, the atoms with the larger number of 

neighbours show greater intensity than would be expected from the 

stoicheiometry: 
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!_ 2 AuRUgP : 1 Au2Ru3HP 2.0 : 1.3 
2, 2 AuRUgP : 1 AugRu^P 2.0 : 1.6 
2, 1 AuRu2P : 1 AuRUjPK 1.0 : 1.3 
U. ft AUgP : 2 AujP U.O : 2.9 

In the last case, the intensity ratio can be used to choose 
between a nested and an overlapped fitting of two doublets. 
Since the central two gold atoms have higher connectivity, we now 
expect thsm to show enhanced intensity. The nested doublet fit 
e'ives the U.O: 2.9 ratio mentioned above, while the overlapped fit 
gives U.O:1.8. Clearly the nested fit Is the better, which is 
fortunate since it is expected on other grounds. 

Л similar- choice of fitting can be ma.ae for the unusual 
triple-cluster compound £,. (B 1 0H 1 2Au) 2 (AuPEt3)ц. [7]. In this 
case (see Fig. 3). the nested fit gives an intensity ratio of 
U.O:3.7 and the overlapped fit U.O:2.7* Since the connectivity 
of the boron-bound gold atoms is greater than those in the centre 
of the sandwich, they are expected to show greater intensity, but 
not so much that they almost equal the other four atoms. The 
overlapped fit is therefore selected. This again has the 
advantage of according with other ic >as, 

The above rather qualitative treatment can be put on a more 
quantitative basis. The Dutch group has measured the /-factors 
for large numbers of gold(I) and gold(III) compounds, and found a 
reasonably good inverse correlation between In/ and the molar 
mass As Fig. 3 shows, there is a significant difference 
between the two oxidation states [83: 

In/* .« -(2.22 ± 0.11) - (550 ± 65)/M 
In/"* * -(1.78 +, 0.38) - (605 +. 185)/M 

The two liner are parallel, within the spread of data, so that, 
for the same molar mass, gold(III) is expected to have a 
recoil-free fraction about 50* greater than gold(I). For either 
oxidation state, reasonable estimates of the area-ratio of two 
sub-spectra can be obtained by calculating ехр[-575(Ма-мь)/МжМь]. 
This works very well for the cluster eomounds, when one takes as 
the recoiling unit the gold atom plus its immediate neighbours. 
For instance, the calculated area ratios for clusters 1, and 2, are 
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2.0:1.3 and for Д, 1.0:l.l^. in excellent agreement. 
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MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF SOME SELECTED, SOIL-RELATED 

IRON OXIDES AND OXYHYDROXIDES AS PROBED BY 
57Fe MÓSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY. 

E. De Grave *, R.E. Vandenbtrghe and LH. Bowen 

Laboratory of Magnetism, University of Gent, B-9000 Gent, Belgium, and 

Department of Chemistry, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC27695, U.S.A. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

in the last decade, MSssbauer spectroscopy has become an increasingly important and applied 

analytical tool for the characterization of environmental Fe-co.ntaining material. One of the most fastiy 

growing application area of this technique is undoubtedly that of soils and sediments. Since such sys¬ 

tems are commonly complex mixtures of various and mostly poorly crystalline compounds, much em¬ 

phasis has been displayed towards the Mossbauer spectra of the pure constituents which, in the case 

of oxides and oxyhydroxides, usually concern well characterized synthetic samples. Many excellent 

and fairly complete review papers in that respect have been published in the recent literature [1-6] and it 

is not the aim of the present authors to come up with still another one covering the same period. Only 

those results reported since 1985 and which have provided basically new insight concerning structural 

and/or magnetic properties have been selected, in addition, it has been attempted to collect some of 

the less-frequently dealt-with magnetic characteristics which more often have a fundamental importance 

rather than an analytical one, and which are therefore at the moment less-directly related and restricted 

to soil studies. A particular aspect that has received considerable attention ir. this review is the effect on 

the Mossbauer spectra of the application of strong magnetic fields. This technique has often provided 

unique information about the magnetic structure of the involved materials and it is expected that this 

kind of experiments on soil-related compounds will considerably gain In importance in the near future. 

A major part of the hereafter reproduced experimental results are products of the authors' colla¬ 

boration itself, and many of them are still either poorly understood or not understood at all. It is hoped 

that this contribution will attract the attention to these problems and that it will encourage interested 

members of the Mossbauer Community to initiate similar projects of research in order to further explore 

the rich variety of magnate properties of iron oxides and oxyhydroxides. 

2. SOME BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

2.1. Introduction to magnetism. 

In all Fe oxides and oxyhydroxides considered hereafter, the magnetic exchange interaction Jij 

between two nearest-neighbour Fe species is antiferromagnetic. In the most simple cases, this leads to 

the creation of two magnetic sublattices, each having a certain reduced subiattice magnetization m$(T), 
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defined as < S:(T) >/S with S the atomic spin and < Si(T) > the expectation value of the projection of 

the spin along the quantization axis z. Since in the involved materials iron is always in the trivalent Mgn-

spin state, the orbital magnetic moment is negligible and only the eleclronic spins are important, thus 

leading to S = 5/2. As a further consequence, the magnetic hyperfine field Нм felt by the Móssbauer nu¬ 

clei is ;o a good approximation proportional to the sublaitlce magnetization. Small deviations from this 

proportionality, however, do exist and care is advicod when ms and Hw data are being correlated. 

When the two magnetic sublattices referred to above are equally populated by Fe, a long-range 

antiferromagnetic ordering is established at temperatures below a certain value TN (Neel temperature), 

which depends on the strength of the exchange interactions. In that case a sextet Móssbauer spectrum 

is obtained. For unequally occupied sublattices, a net magnetic moment is present and the magnetic or¬ 

dering below TN is ferrimagnetic. Commonly, ferrimagnetism is associated with structural differences 

between the two magnetic sublattices so that even at zero Kelvin the hyperfine interactions of the two 

sites are different to such an extent that at least two sextet components are visually resolved in the 

spectra. Well-known examples of such magnetic structures are spinel oxides [7] in which the cations 

are distributed among tetrahedral (so-called A sites) and octahedral (B sites) lattice positions, the latter 

ones being twice as numerous. Depending on the presence of other kinds of magnetic species, the 

intra-sublattice magnetic interactions in ferrimagnetic compounds may become important and disrupt 

the collinear spin structure. This is for instance the case for Zn-substituted Mn, Ni and Co ferrites [8] for 

which the antiferromagnetic BS superexchage is sufficiently strong to create a canted spin structure on 

the В sites. 

The response of the spin structure to the presence of large external magnetic fields H.*t is 

quite distinct for antiferromagnets and ferrimagnets. For the latter, the sometimes large net magnetic 

moments force the spins to take on a direction along Hext. Since the magnetic hyperfine field at the iron 

nuclei has a negative sign [9], i.e. an opposite direction as compared to the atomic spin, nuclei of which 

the parent spins are oriented parallel to Hext feel a total field of Hn(-H»xt, while those with an antiparallel 

orientation have a field of Hhf+H»xt- This means that the two subpatterns in the Móssbauer spectra will 

be additionally shifted relative to each other by an amount of 2Hext and this effect often largely facili¬ 

tates the numerical analysis of the spectra. Moreover, if the direction of the external field coincides with 

that of the incident r r a y s (longitudinal geometry), the Ami=0 transitions (lines 2 and 5 in the spectra) 

will be absent without loss of any information. For canted spin structures, lines 2 and 5 will have a non¬ 

zero intensity and the angle 8 between the effective field Heff = Hhf + Htxt and the external field (Le¬ 

the -y-ray direction) may be calculated from the formula: 

в - Arcsin 

with As the absorption area of the i'th peak. The magnitude of the effective field at the nucleus is given 

by: 

Heff " "L * H L + M.f A x t " " (2 ) 
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Combining (i) and (2) allows the determination of the spin direction relative to the incident -y rays. For a 
perpendicular orientation and for a relatively weak HW. say 0.1 Нм, expression (1) yields a ratio A2/A1 
close to 4/3. The same reasoning applies to those cases where the resulting magnetic moment is 
strongly coupled to a particular crystallographic direction by anisotropy effects. The spins wili then take 
on an orientation in between the orientations of the anisotropy field and the external field. 

The situation is more complex for antrferromagnetic structures and the spin orientation de¬ 
pends on both the temperature and the strength of the external field. Phase transitions may take place 
[10] as illustrated in Fig.1 for a uniaxial, easy-axis antiferromagnet and for external-field directions per¬ 
pendicular and parallel to the easy axis. In the perpendicular case, the spins rotate towards Нде until a 
critical value, depending on the temperature, of Н«м induces a phase transition to a paramagnetic 
phase in which the spins are parallel to the external field. Such a phase transition is often called a meta-
magnetic transition. For the parallel orientation of H»xt, the spins remain along the easy axis for low field 

easy 

Fig. 1. Magnetic phase diagrams for a simple uniaxial antilerromagnet in an external magnetic field 
oriented parallel or antiparallel to the easy axis. 

strengths until a critical value is reached at which the spins rotate to a direction more perpendicular to 
the axis. This state is known as the spin-flop state. At still higher external fields, again a paramagnetic 
state is established. 

It is clear that external-field V5ssbauer measurements can be very helpful in determining mag¬ 
netic spin structures, especially when such measurements can be applied to single crystals. Another 
Móssbauęr quantity which may provide information on spin directions and reorientations is the quadru-
pole shift 2cQ obtained from the Zeeman patterns: 

2eo - - e qQ 
3cos а - 1 

(3) 

with eq the principal component of the electric field gradient (EFG) acting at the nucleus, Q the nuclear 
quadruple moment and ш the angle between the principal axis of the EFG and the hyperfine field. 
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A few. relatively simple theoretical models are avails'* to des:rib* the temparatu* depend¬ 
ence of < S i > . and tnus of the Fe3* rtyserline field, with reasonable accuracy. A first one »« based on 
the molecular field theory and gives rise to the following expression for the reduced hyperfine field: 

h(T) - Hj^D/H^tO) - BS(X) (4) 

with Bs(X) the Brillouin function for spin S given by: 

2S+1 2S+1 i 1 
B_(X) - coth X - — coth — X (5) 

* 2S 2S 2S 2S 

The argument X depends on T and Jjj and its exact formulation dependence on the typ* of magnetic 
structure. For a simple two-sublattice antiferromagnet, X may be written as: 

3S T 
X h <7) 

S + 1 T 

in which the mentioned relation with the magnetic interaction strength is hidden In the value of TN . The 

reduced field h can then be iterated using the above expressions, eventually with T N as a parameter to 

be fitted. For a two-sublattice ferrimagnetic system, the expressions for X become much mor* compli¬ 

cated and. since they are not further used in what follows, they are not given here. 

The two other approximations for the T dependence of Нм are not valid over the entire tem¬ 

perature range between zero Kelvin and T N . Far below the Neel temperatur*, say T / T N S O . 5 . KUDO'S 

spin wave calculations [11] lead to a quadratic temperature dependence of the sublattic* magnetization 

for a two-sublattice. coilinear antiferromagnet. For an Fe 3 * ton with six dominant superexchang* paths 

the following formula is obtained: 

, k 2 T Z 

( 8 ) 

with J* the average exchange integral per superexchange path. On the other hand, clos* to the mag¬ 

netic transition temperature (T/TN a0.9), h can be written as [12]: 

h(T) - D <1-T/TN>0 (9) 

On statistical mechanical grounds, в is expected to be between 0.31 and 0.38. depending on th* typ* of 

magnetism, for three-dimensional long-range ordering. 

2.2. Some structural characteristics. 

A listing of some basic structural and magnetic characteristics of pur* and wel-crystaHized F* 

oxides and oxyhydroxides which are more or less frequently encountered in sols and sediments and 
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which will be dealt with to some extent in this review, is presented in Table 1. Goelhfte and hematite am 

the most common among the soil oxides and are responsible for the yellowish to rod color of many soil 

systems. The occurence of lepidocrocrte and maghemite in sails is more tare [13,1 л) and eksgerserte is 

formed only fn marine environments since the incorporation of halogen species is required to stabilize 

its tunnel structure [15]). Ferrihydrite, finally, is believed to have been formed in nature with the partici¬ 

pation of Iron-oxidizing bacteria and always has a poor to very poor 'crystallinity. 

Table 1. Some characteristics of selected soil-related iron oxides and oxyhydroxides. 

OXIDE 

o-FeOOH 

Goethite 

p-FeOOH 

Akaganeite 

7-FeOOH 

Lepidocroche 

a-Fe203 
Hematite 

7-Fe2O3 

SYSTEM 

Orthorhombfc 

Tetragonal 

Orthorhombic 

Trigonal 

Cubic 

Fex(O.OH,H2O)12 Trigonal 

LATTICE 

PARAMETERS 

(A) 

a = 10.0 

b=3.03 

С=4.64 

a = 10.48 
с=3.02 

a=3.06 
b = 12.4 
С=3.87 

a=5.03 
С =13.72 

a = 8.39 

a=5.08 
С=9.4 

TYPE OF 

MAGNETISM 

Antiferro 

Antiferro 

Antiferro 

Antiferro 

Ferri 

Spero 

ORDERING 

TEMPERATURE 

(K) 

400 

250-299 

77 

956 

s900 

HYPERFINE 

FIELD AT OK 

(kOe) 

505 

472-492 

460 

540 

513-530 

498 

u: unknown 

Schematic representations of the structures of the selected compounds are given in Figs. 2 to 

7. For more information, the reader is referred to the review papers of Murray and of Eggleton et al. 

[16,17]. Only for ferrihydrite some details will be presented here since its structure has not been un¬ 

raveled untill very recently Cue. 1988) [18]. Ferrihydrites exhibit a wide variety of XRD patterns ranging 

from two very broad maxima, indicating very poor crystallinity, to six distinct, but still broad peaks for 

the less poorly crystallized samples. The composition depends on the average particle size, which aver¬ 

ages 2oA for the two-line ferrihydrite and 35A for the six-line ferrihydrite for samples prepared from ferric 

nitrate solutions. The iron content x in Table 1 was found to be 4 and 4.6 respectively £18]. The 

stoechiometric composition is FeOOH but is modified due to high surface area and non-structural 

water. The unit cell is trigonal. The proposed structural model is based on a double-hexagonaf close 

packing of oxygens and hydroxyls in an ABAC sequence. Two sheets of ociahedrally coordinated iron 
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Fig.2. Structure of goethite. (a) Stacking of the octahedral Fe coordinations. Hydrogen bonds across 
the tunnel cavities are represented by double lines. Each octahedron in the double chains of 
octahedra is linked to a neighboring one by sharing comers along the с axis, (b) Projection 
on the (001) plane, showing two different oxygen sites: 0\ sites where О species are shared 
between octahedra beloging to different chains, and On sites where sharing takes place 
between octahedra of the same chain. The ideal structure is deformed such that the Oit-Ou 
distances are shorter than any other 0 -0 bond. The hydrogens spend most of their time near 
the Ou sites so that these sites can be regarded as the hydroxyt sites. 

О 

Fig.3. The lepidocrocite structure. (a)The double-chain unit is th» same as in goethite, but th* linking 
of chains is thru edges instead of corners. (b)Th* structure projected on the (OOf). As in 
goethite, there are two oxygen sites, but they are arranged differently and th» H bonds, 
holding the layers together, are be f tw *> sites of the same type. 
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/$r.4. 7Ле akaganeite structure. (a)The linking of the double chains is such that tunnels with 
approximately sqaure-shaped tunnels with sA walls, running parallel to the с axis, are formed. 
Hydrogen bond lengths are long, indicating a very weak interaction or nearly free OH groups. 
(b)Projection onto the (001) plane. 

Oxygen 
/ triplet 

• F * 

Fig.5. The hematite structure. (a)View along the с axis of the arrangement of the octahedral Oe 
coordinations. Only two thirds of the octahedra are occupied by Fe. The iron species are in 
planes perpendicular to the с axis. Each FeOe octahedron shares three edges with three 
neighboring octahedra in the same layer and a face with a octahedron in the adjacent layer. 
Iron in face-sharing octahedra are repelled from one another so that they lie closer to 
unshared laces. (b)View of the hexagonal structure. Oxygen anions are omitted except for 
those indicating the four different magnetic superexchange interaction paths J». Jt>, Je, and Jn. 
Of these, Jt (six for each iron) and Jb (three for each iron) are the predominant ones and 
almost equal in strength 
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Fig.6. Structure of maghemite. (a)Unit cell of a cubic spinel and (b) the filling of only two octants to 
emphasize the octahedral (B sites) and tetrahedral (A sites) coordinations. In maghemite, 
one-sixth of the В sites, normally occupied by cations in a spinel lattice, are vacant. The ionic 
radii of 3d elements are commonly too large for the A sites which causes a trigonal 
deformation of the В sites along the [111] axis. 

T£TRAHEDRA 

OCTAH£DRA 

Fig.7. Structure of six-line ferrihydrlte. (a)Linking of double chains of octahedral and tetrahedral 
coordinations. (b)Projection onto the (flO) plane (redrawn from Reference [18}). 
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art connected by two sheet* of tttrahedral iron, probably sharing vertices. The distribution of iron 
among tht avalable (attic* site* is quasi-random with an average of on» Ft per two sites and with a 
ttndtncy towards alttrnatlon bttwttn occupancy and vacancy on short distances. 

2.3. Effects of poor erystallinity and of aluminum substitution. 

tanvroncrmractaristicscfscfloxidtsandoxyrr/droxidesaretr^ 

placement of significant amounts of Iron for aluminum. These two effects are usually interrelated: higher 
Al contents are associated with a smaller degree of crystallization. This became soon clear from early 
preparation experiments by which t was observed that the presence of Al species inhibits the growth of 
large crystallites. Unfortunately, poor crystallinlty and AJ substitution have a similar effect on many 
physical properties which are used to characterize the samples. This is also true for the Mossbauer 
spectra so that К is often impossible to distinguish between the two effects from the obtained hyperfine 
data. 

In general, the presence of non magnetic Al ions weakens the overall magnetic exchange inter¬ 
action and therefore lowers the order-disorder transition temperature TN. On a microscopic scale, the 
hyperfine field felt by the probe iron nuclei depends on the number of magnetic species in the first and 
second neighboring cation sheds [20], even at zero Kelvin. The effect of more distant shells is con¬ 
sidered to be minor. Since the distribution of Fe and Al among the avalable lattice sites is not ordered, 
a more or less broad range of hyperfine fields can be expected. Moreover, both the ionic radii and the 
electronegativities of Fe 3 * and Al 3 + are sufficiently different Hence, also the other hyperfine interac¬ 
tions will be sensitive to local chemical disorder, although to a lesser extent. 

Poor crystallinity usually involves the presence of lattice defects. These affect the Mossbauer 
behaviour in a way which is qualitatively simlar to the effects of Al substitution. ?'urther, since the sur¬ 
face area is large, the influence of the surface becomes Important. It is reasonable to expect larger de¬ 
formations of the coordinations and weaker exchange interactions for iron species in the surface layers. 
Also, the surface anisotropy can force the spins located near the surface to take on an orientation which 
differs from the spin direction of the bulk, an effect which is called surface spin pinning. Again, since a 
distribution in the degree of crystallization is inevitable, a distribution on the hyperfine parameters is 
generated as well. 

An extreme example of chert ical and structural disorder is ferrihydrite and this leads to a so-
called speromagnetic ordering. In such a configuration the spins are fixed relative to one another, but 
do not have an overall preferred orientation. As a result, no net magnetic moment is created. A 
possible explanation for this particular behaviour is the occurence of considerable fluctuations on the 
local magnetocrystalline anisotropy and/or on the balance of the exchange interactions. In external 
magnetic fields with moderate strengths, the spin direction remains essentially random against the field 
direction and there is no change in the area ratio of the absorption lines as compared to the zero-field 
spectra. Such a type of magnetic ordering was originally proposed to occur in ferric gels [19]. Present¬ 
ly, one is more and more inclined to believe that these gels actually are extreme forms of ferrihydrite. 

The above summarized poor-crystallinity effects are especially important for ultra small particle 
sizes, say 50A or less. But even for cystallites with dimensions of a few hundreds of A, significant 
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changes of the bulk values of the Mossbauer parameters, in particular of Нм, are observed. The earliest 
known mechanism by which this happens is superparamagnstic relaxation. In a small particle, the spins 
continuously change their direction between two or more preferential orientations. The average time 
spend in one direction is called the relaxation lime 7 and is for single-domain particles given by: 

r - ro .xp(|Ke|V/kT) (10) 

with к Boltzmann's constant, V the particle's volume and K« the effective anisotropy constant, equal to 
Ku for uniaxial anisotropy and to K/4 or K/12 for cubic anisotropy with K>0 and K<0 respectively, то is 
usually regarded as a constant, of the order of 10'9s, but actually depends on the magnetization (and 
thereby on T), the effective K, and V [21]. When т is shorter than the characteristic measuring time 4. of 
the Mossbauer effect (of the order of lO^s), the system is seen as behaving paramagnetically, i.e. the 
sextet observed at a given T for a bulk sample will be collapsed to a doublet for the small-particle 
sample at the same T. For T > T L a static situation will be experienced, and for T ^ T L relaxation spectra 
will be observed. For a given V, the temperature range in which these latter type of spectra are obtained 
is very small due to the exponential dependence of т on T. Further, for each V a temperature Тв is 
defined at which the sextet collapses to a doublet. This temperature is called the blocking temperature. 
Vice versa, at each T there is a critical volume below which the particle yields a doublet spectrum and 
above which a sextet is obtained. Since in real systems there always is a particle-size distribution, 
superpararnagnetic systems are charactrized by the simultaneous appearence of doublet and sextet 
components in a certain interval of T. The ratio of the relative areas plotted versus T has usually an S 
shape. 

Superparamagnetism is mostly hard to be distinguished from paramagnetism. Again, external 
fields are helpful in this respect, at least for Fe 3 + . In moderately strong fields, a paramagnet gives rise 
to a typical Mossbauer triplet (see later), whereas for a superparamagnet the direction of the net mag¬ 
netic moment is frozen-in along the field and the sextet structure is to some extent restored. 

Clearly, superparamagnetism does not occur at low temperatures depending on |K»|V. But 
even at these temperatures, the bulk value of Hhf is observed to be reduced when the system is in a 
small-particle state. Also, Hhf decreases faster with inreasing temperature as compared to the bulk ma¬ 
terial. Mdrup and Tops#e have ascribed these features to so-called collective magnetic excitations 
(CME) [22]: below Тв the manetization of a particle undergoes thermally activated oscillations around 
the direction of minimum energy. The authors calculated that in most practical cases the CME model 
yields the following approximation for the hyperfine field in a particle with volume V at a given tempera¬ 
ture T: 

—,T) (1 - kT/2|Ke|V) (11) 

Due to the inevitable distribution in V, the hyperfine field shows a distribution as well, more pre¬ 

cisely in a range between the bulk value HM(V«CO,T) and the maximally reduced value of 

I / 2 H M ( V = »,T). In most practical cases, this distribution is asymmetric with the longer tail towards 

lower field values and gives rise to asymmetrically broadened M6ssbauer lines as often observed and 

formerly explained as being due to relaxation effects. An example of the linear relation (t 1) is shown in 
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Fig.3 referring to magnetites with average 
particle diameter* of 120, 100, and 60A. 
From the linear «tope», effective aniso-
tropy constants K» of respectively 0.9 
10е. 0.95 10е, and 1.4 10е erg.cm'3 were 
calculated [22]. 

' Although the CME model pro¬ 
vided a major breakthrough 'm under¬ 
standing the Móssbauer spectra of smalt-

particle systems, a few significant obser¬ 

vations remained unexplained. This is 

particularly the case for the results ob¬ 

tained from the spectra for many small-

particle spinel ferrites. As discussed by 

Vandenberghe et al. [23], the average Нм 
for such ferrites still decreases more 
rapidly with increasing temperature than 
predicted by the CME mechanism. More¬ 
over, when the spectra are described by 
a model-independent hyperfine field dis¬ 
tribution (see next sub-section), the field 
is found to be spread far beyond the the¬ 

oretical border of Hht(V« eo,T), indicating that other field-reducing effects must be present. Such an ef¬ 
fect can originate from inter-particle magnetic Interactions. M^rup [24] and M«rup et al. [25] have in¬ 
deed demonstrated that for interacting particles Hhf(V,T) can take on any value between zero and the 
bulk value. If the exchange anisotropy is assumed to be the predominant contribution to the total aniso¬ 
tropy, then the T dependence of the field for the i'th particle follows that of a Weiss ferromagnet with infi¬ 
nite spin: 

(12) 

(13) 

тснгамтияс (к) 

Fig.8. The reduced avenge magnetic hyperfine field 
h(V,T) ~HM(V,T)/HM(V~ m,T) as a function of T 
for small-particle magnetites with different 
average panicle diameters. Full lines represent 
the linear approximation (11). Broken line was 
calculated using the full expression as evaluated 
in the CME model (after Reference [22]). 

« h f ( T ) " "h f< 0 ) 

with L(X) the Langevin function given ay: 

L<X) - coth X - 1/X 

and 

x - кех <м>.н, A T (14) 

*!with K,x the exchange coupling, < M > the average magnetization of the material and Mi the magneti¬ 
zation of the i'th particle, both at a given temperature T. The range of exchange-coupling strengths be¬ 
tween the spins of the interfacing particles Is conceivably very broad, leading to broad hyperfine field 
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distribution». Also, the particle size distribution enhance* this distribution sine* the particles' magnetua-
tion depend on their volume. 

2.4. Spectral fitting procedur»* 

As mentioned several times In the preceding sub-sections, the M6ssbauer spectra of sol oxides 
and oxyhydroxWes and of their simulants are often characterized by fairly broad distributions on their 
hyperfine parameters. In many cases, the reproduction of the experimental line shape by one single, 
Lorentzian-ahaped spectral component is poor and unacceptable. The goodness-of-fit can usually be 
improved by introducing a second component and although this procedure might have some analytical 
value, it has, from the fundamental point of view, less physical meaning. Also, unsymmetric line shape» 
such as spt'rt-Lorenteians or split-Gaussians (26], present some descriptive merit, but are non-realistic 
as well. 

* In the past five years, the distribution program developed by Wive! and Merup [27] and later 
modified by Amarasiriwardena et al. [28] has been proved to be a meritorious technique to retrieve гэ-
iiable information from asymmetrically broadened sextet or doublet spectra, and many research teams 
applying the Mossbauer effect for sd-retated studies are currently using the program on a routine 
basis. It is beyond the scope of the present paper to go into the mathematical detals on which this iter¬ 
ation technique is based and the interested reader is referred to the original papers and to a recent re¬ 
view paper of Campbell and Aubertin [29] on the evaluation of distributed hyperfine parameters. 

Another useful numerical data analysis technique concerns the evaluation of spectra of para¬ 
magnetic substances in high external magnetic fields. Here, the futt hyperfine interaction Hamltonfan 
needs to be diagonalized In order to calculate the exact line shape [30]. Moreover, V it concerns poly-
crystalline absorbers, the calculations are to be performed for every orientation of H«« with respect to 
the principal EFG axis and this is a time-consuming process. Further, a field reduction due to potariza-
ticn effects and leading to an effective field given by [ЗЦ: 

has to be taken into account In (15), x »* tht magnetic susceptibly per ur* mass, Hw(0) the saturation 

hyperfine field, N the number of magnetic dipoies per unit mass, g the atomic splitting factor, рв the 

atomic Bohr's magneton and J the atomic spin. Calculation of the effective field felt by the probe nuclei 

at a given temperature and in a given applied field thus requires the measurement of th* suscepttolity at 

that temperature. 

Finally, a very recent approach to describe the external-field spectra of magnetically ordered 

compounds consists of fitting a «dimensional distribution in which both the hyperfine field and ks angle 

with respect to the external field are allowed to vary within indicated limits [32]. As w * be discussed at 

some instances hereafter, the preliminary results look very promising, but at the moment it is st* too 

early to assess the value of this fitting method. 
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3. GOETHITE AND ALUMINOUS GOETHITES. 

Goethitt is a colllnear antiferromagnet with a spin direction along the crystallographic с axis 
as evidenced by the early Mdssbauer measurements of Forsyth ef al. [32] on a natural single crystal. 
The magnetic ordering temperature is around 400K. External-field spectra at 4.2K for a «ingle crystal 
were recently reported by Meagher ef al. [33]. The field was parallel to the с axis but perpendicular to 
the incident rrays. Their spectra are reproduced in Fig.9. Note the 3:4:1 ratio of the absorption areas 

which Is due to 8 - 90° in express¬ 
ion (1). 

The 60 and 100 kOe spec¬ 
tra clearly show the appearance of 
two sextets. Their effective field 
values were found to be 
H«ff=Hhf ±H*xt. indicating that the 
spins stay parallel to the с axis and 
that the spin-flop transition does not 
take place even in fields as strong 
as 100 kOe. Spin-flop transitions 
are usually governed by two pre¬ 
dominant contributions to the mag¬ 
netic anisotropy. i.e. single-ion, or 

-fine-structure anisotropy and di-
pole-dipole anisotropy [34]. De¬ 
pending upon structural character¬ 
istics, these two terms may either 
oppose or reinforce one another. 
According to the estimations of 
Meagher ef al. the latter is the case 
for goethite. leading to a large ani¬ 
sotropy field. 

The temperature depend¬ 
ence of the magnetic features of 
well crystallized, natural a-FeOOH 
have been studied in some details 

•3 0 3 
Vtloeily Cmm/s«c) 

Fig.9. Mdssbauer spectra of single-crystal а-FaOOH at 4.2K in a 
transverse external magnetic field of different strengths 
applied parallel to the e axis, i.e. parallel to the hyperfine 
field (after reference [33]). by De Grave and Vandenberghe 

[35]. Some spectra are shown in 

Fig.10. Despite the presumably high crystallinity of the sample, a doublet component is clearly visible in 

the range ТЯыг0.95. This could be due to the presence of minute amounts of impurity cations. In ad¬ 

dition, soine asymmetric line broadening was-observed for the sextet in the same temperature interval. 

Therefore, the spectra in that range have been analysed by a superposition of a narrow magnetic hyper-

fin* field distribution (MHFD - see Section 2.4) and a quadrupole splitting distribution in the range 0.2 -

1.0 mm/s. The magnetic hyperfine fields and quadrupole shifts (maximum-probability values if fitted 
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Fig. 10. Mdssbauer spectra at some selected temperatures of 
well crystallized natural goethite. Arrows indicate the 
presence of a minor amount of hematite (after [35]). 
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500.. 
Fig. 11. Temperatur* dependence of 

the hyperfine field (a) and 
quadrupole shift (T< Щ and 
splitting (T> Щ (b) for well 
crystallized goethite. Full 
line In (a) is Brillouin function 
for spin 5/2. 

Fig. 12. The spin-golf approximation 
for the temperature 
dependence of the reduced 
hyperfine field h in o-FeOOH. 

loo. too. aoo. 400. 
Temperatur* (K) 

50 -з 9 100 
1.59 x 10 J - Г 
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with distributions) are plotted versus T in Flg.it. For the latter, a sudden jump by nearly «factor of -2 is 
observed at the Neel temperature Ты* 400 ± 2 K, indicating that In the magnetically ordered state the 
spins lie in a plane perpendicular to the EFG's principal axis {formula (3)}, in accordance with the con¬ 
clusions of Forsyth at al. [32]. 

The full line in Fig. л a is the calculated Brillouin function for spin 5/2. It is obvious that signifi¬ 
cant deviations occur, the theoretical curve consistently underestimating the experimental field value. 
Fig. 12 is a plot of expression (8) indicating that this approximation very well holds for temperatures up 
to T / T N = 0 . 5 . The exchange integral obtained from the slop* of the least-squares fitted straight line is 
13K which seems to be a reasonable value. Finally, Fig.13 shows that the approximation (S) for the re¬ 
duced hyperfine field h in the critical temperature region is reasonably adequate for 0.80 < TfTus 0.97. 
The quantities D and 8 were calculated to be 1.23 and 0.335 respectively, in excellent agreement with 
theoretical expectations [12]. 

1.5 

1.0 

0.5 

-

У 

1 

ł 

-£-= о.8б у/ 

1 1 

\ = 0.97 

1 1 

-

O 

I n ( 1 - T / T N ) 

Fig 13. Logarithm of the reduced hyperline field h versus the logarithm of (1-Шн) for 
goethite in the critical temperature range. 
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In the same paper, De Grave and Vandenbergh* also presented external-field spectra both 

below and above the magnetic transition temperature (Fig, 14). The full line in Figi4b was calculated 

(not fined) using the zero-field Móssbauer parameters, assuming a fixed orientation of the atomic spins 

with respect to the EFG (i.e. 90 degrees) and summing over all possible orientations of Hex: against she 

spin direction. The agreement is remarkable and confirms the single-crystal experiments of Meagher 

and coworkers. The solid line in Fig. 14a is also a simulated line shape (see Section 2.4) and the sltoh: 

asymmetry in peak depths irrefutably led to the conclusion that the sign of the EFG is positive. 

In a subsequent paper, Meagher and Pankhurst [36] reported Móssbauer spectra for a single 

crystal at temperatures between RT and 413 К with the -y-ray parallel to the b axis. They found 
TN = 381K, which is quite low, probably as a consequence of non-magnetic substitutions. The quadru¬ 
pole doublets are clearly asymmetric and from the area ratio 1:1.30 for the low- to high-velocity peak 
and assuming that the EFG is axially symmetric fa=0), an angle of 45 degrees between the b axis and 
the EFG's principal axis was evaluated. Simple point charge calculations yielded a positive EFG but did 
not predict the correct orientation of its main axis. 

Móssbauer spectra for goethites with poor crystallinity were reported by Schwertmann ef a/. 

[37]. The samples have been prepared from ferrihydrite in 0.7M KOH between 4° and 90°C, the higher 

temperatures yielding the larger particle sizes. The variations of the hyperfine fields at RT and at 4.2 K, 

and the width of the MHFD were found to be related to ihe crystallinity in a manner which has been ob¬ 

served in many earlier studies, and no basically new insight was provided. 

The concept of inter-particle magnetic exchange interactions has been applied by Merup [33] -

to microcrystalline goethite. The involved spectra, reproduced in Fig. 15, are significantly different from 

those indicating a normal superparamagnetic behavior for which the simultaneous presence of a sextet 

and a doublet component in a large temperature range is characteristic. For the spectra of Яд. 15, how¬ 
ever, there is no doublet below 290K, although there is a strong reduction of the average hyperfine field. 
Only between 290 and 320 К the sextet rapidly collapses into a doublet. The spectra have been ana¬ 
lysed by the MHFD model. As shown in Fig.16, the obtained reduced average Нм as a function of T is 
remarkably well reproduced by the solid curve calculated with the modified Weiss theory (see Section 
2.3). 

Mwup's interpretation of the small-particle goethite spectra was shortly thereafter confirmed by 
similar experiments on crystallites precipitated from a SiCte-containing re 3 + solution [39]. The main ef¬ 
fect of the presence of amorphous S1O2 in the sample is to separate the goethite particles, and there¬ 
fore to weaken the inter-particle interactions. The effect on the Móssbauer spectra turned out to be 

clear: at all temperatures between 60 and 193 K, both a doublet and a sextet component are obvious, 

the former one growing at the the expense of the latter one, a feature typical for superparamagnetism 

Moreover, the width of the MHFD's reflected in the magnetically split part of the spectra seems to b~ 

larger as compared to that for the spectra of the more-strongly interacting goethite particles. It was fur¬ 

ther observed that in the temperature range above 327K, i.e. where cnly the quadrupole doublet re¬ 

mains, the two lines of the doublets have unequal intensities and show significant line broadening. Both 

the asymmetry and the broadening decrease with increasing temperature. According to Madson er al. 

[40], the asymmetry is due to fluctuations of the magnetic field felt by the nucieus with correlation times 

cf 10'9 -10'12 s. Also, the line broadening can be related to the relaxation time т and the authors found 
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Fig. u. Móssbauer spectra of highly crystallized goethite in applied magnetic field*: (a) T = *05K, 
Нм-2.4 kOe; (b) 7*- 19K, Htxt»60AOe. Full lines are simulated spectra (after reference (35)). 
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f ig. 15. Móssbauer spectra of 

small-particle goethite at 
selected temperatures 
showing the line shape under 
influence of significant 
inter-particle magnetic 
interactions (after reference 
1381). 

Fig. 16. Reduced average magnetic 
hyperfine field versus temperature 
for the spectra of the preceding 
figure. Solid line is the calcuisred 
behavior (after reference [38]). 
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that NeeTs law for the T dependence of т for Mated «uperperamagnttte particles, i t . r - T 
with Tt a constant, when applied to their observed line broadening leads to unrealistic results for « . If 
instead the so-called Vogel-Fulcher law is considered, in which T in Noel's formula is replaced by {T-To) 
and which Is more appropriate for interacting particles, more physically acceptable results were ob¬ 
tained. This finding again points at the importance of the magnetic coupling between the microcrystais. 

The Mdssbauer spectra of two aluminous goethttes, a-Fei<AleOOH, with с equal to 0.31 
(sample 38/33) and 0.26 (3/30) and with average partidę sizes (mean crystallite diameter along [ Ш ] 
axis, MCDni) of 7* and 9 nm respectively, were studied as a function of temperature between 4.2 and 
180K by Murad and Bowen [41]. As these authors correctly state, the variation with temperature of the 
magnetic features probed by the Mdssbauer effect may provide additional hints to separate th3 effects 
of Al substitution from those due to poor crystaliinity. The saturation hyperfine fields of 492 and 489 kOe 
for 38/33 and 3/30 respectively are In good agreement with the empirical correlation [42]: 

- 506.5 - 42c - 87/MCDnl (16) 

The temperature variation of the spectra is quite different for the two samples. For 3/30, a doublet com¬ 

ponent is present for T s 30K, whereas for 38/33 it does not show up below 75K. The doublet comprises 

50% of '.he total absorption area at 110K and 165K for 3/30 and 38/33 respectively: Nevertheless, at 80K 

the maximum probability field is smaller, and the width of the MHFD larger for the latter sample. In view 

of the aforementioned work of Morup and coworkers, one could ascribe the observed different behavior 

to a different strength of the inter-particle exchange interactions, since a stronger overall interaction 

for the goethite with the smallest surface area (35 m/g2 for 38/30 and 328 m2/g for 3/30) may be ex¬ 

pected. 

Murad and Bowen suggest the following explanation for the observed spectral features. The 

cristallinity of 38/33 is relatively very high and cannot account for the occurence of superparamagnetism 

over an extremely wide temperature range of an estimated 200 degrees. The doublet for this sample at 

a given temperature is interpreted as being due to a goethite fraction for which the Al content is so high 

that the onset of magnetic ordering takes place at a temperature below the measuring temperature, in 

other words, the Al substitution is highly inhomogeneous and clusters with higher Al content remain in a 

paramagnetic state down to lower T. Superimposed on this distribution of the magnetic ordering tem¬ 

perature, small-particle effects for 3/30 have for consequence that the doublet in the spectra of this 

sample persists to much lower T despite the smaller Al substitution. 

in contrast to the effects of Al substitution on the Mossbauer spectra of goethite, those of Mr 

substitution have received little attention, although Mn is often associated with Fe in weathering environ¬ 

ments and a-MnOOH is isostructural to a-FeOOH. The possibility to partly replace Fe by Mn in synthetic 

goethites has recently been evidenced by Stiers and Schwertmann [43]. Mdssbauer spectra at 80K and 

RT were reported by Vandenberghe et a/. [44] for eight a-MncFei-e00H samples with с (determined 

from energy-dispersive X-ray analysis) ranging between 0 and 0.08. Ths particle size first decreases with 

increasing с up to с а 0.04 and drastically increases beyond that. The spectra were analysed with the 

MHFD method. The maximum-probabiity field Hp and the average field < Нм > at 80K are plotted as a 
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Fig. 17. Average (o) and most probable (0) hyperfine fields versus с for a-MnoFei<OOH at 80K. Straight 
lines are least-squares fits to the data fores 0.04 (after reference [44]). 

function of с in Fig.17. The increase of both fields in the high с range has been ascribed to the increase 

in crystallinity and was observed at RT as well. From a linear least-squares fit to the data for csO.04, 

the following correlations were obtained (Та80 К): 

- 494.8 - 73c 

H - 497.7 - 63c 
Р 

(17) 

(18) 

The c-dependence is significantly smaller than for corresponding A! goethltes {3J which is due to the 

magnetic character of M n 3 + whereas Al is diamagnetic. 

Quin et al. [45] studied the incorporation of silicon and phosphorus species in the goethite lat¬ 

tice. For very low incorporation levels up to 4 at%. the Mfissbauer spectra and the derived hyperfine 

parameters are very similar to those of poorly crystalline non-substituted goethltes. The onset of mag¬ 

netic structure in the spectra, however, drastically lowers with Increasing Incorporatfon, the effect being 

more pronounced for P than for Si, and was ascribed by the authors to an extensive loss of crystallinity. 

For higher incorporation levels, the spectral shape is quite different and was interpreted as being due to 

the formation of non-crystalline, Fe-containlng phases. According to the authors, the initially drastic 

lowering, and finally the complete loss of the crystallinity suggests that Si and P have not replaced Fe in 

the goethite lattice, but rather have been adsorbed strongly on crystal growth sites, thereby inhibiting 

the formation of large and uniform goethite particles. 

As far as we know, external-field Mossbauer measurements on Al-substituted andlor poorly 

crystalline goethites have never been reported. Such a study has recently been begun in this laboratory 

and some preliminary results are presented hereafter and refer to a sample with c-0.307 and specific 
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surface area of 75 ma/g. From the zero-field spectrum at 4.2K fitted wittva MHFD, the maximum prob¬ 
ability field Hp is found to be 469 kOe, in excellent agreement with the value of 490 ± 2 kOe calculated 
from the empirical correlation between Hp and с for similar, although less crystalline goethites (46J. 

Some external-field spectra at various T and H.xt are shown In Fig.ie and Fig.19. A remarkable 
observation is that the ouier lines (1 and 6) are dearly splitted, whereas the inner lines (2 and 5) are not 
and have a large intensity. This feature is quite distinct from the speclnim (Fig.i4b) recorded under 
similar conditions for a well-crvtallized, non-substituted natural goethite. As mentioned earlier, the latter 
line shape was adequately reproduced by computer simulations using the full hyperfine-interaction ha-
miltonian (with hyperfine parameters derived from the zero-field spectrum) and a proper summation 
over all possible directions of the external field with respect to the hyperfine field. Such calculations 
were unsuccessful for the present spectra, indicating that the magnetic ordering !n these goethites is 
not of a purely antifeiromagnetic nature. Actually, the splitting of the outer lines rather suggests a ferrl-
magnette-like type of structure, probably related to the existence of unco mpensated spins as a result 
of the Al-substitution and/or the large surface area. It should be noted here that earlier magnetic 
measurements on non-substituted goethites with varying crystallinity have been interpreted on the basis 
of a net magnetic moment [47-49]. 

A similar splitting of the outer absorption lines was also observed In the GO kOe, 4.2K spectra of 
similar goethites with substitutions с-0.172,0.214, and 0.246. At the moment, more detailed qualitative 
and quantitative results are not available and the physical processes which lie on the basis of the ob¬ 
served phenomena are not yet clearly understood. Obviously, more systematic experiments in external 
fields for additional samples with a wider range of substitution and particle size are needed, as weH as 
the development of a proper method to analyse the spectra. As for the latter requirement, fitting the 
spectra with a bidemensional distribution in which both the strength of the hyperfine field and its orien¬ 
tation with respect to the external field are distributed, seems to be a promising approach. As seen from 
Fig.20a, the as such calculated line shape is in excellent agreement with the experimental one. How¬ 
ever, at this moment it is still too early to draw any conclusions from the obtained probability distribu¬ 
tions. I 

100 

-10 v Imm/sl 

Fig.20. (a)Móssbauer spectrum of Al-substituted goethHe (c*0.307, T=4.2K, H»*i=60k0e) fitted with 
a bldimśnsional distribution. (b)The corresponding probability distribution. 
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IITTTI/S)-

F/ff.27. Mussbauer spectrum of aluminous goethite with 
c~0.30?at 240K and in ал applied field of 
60kOe. The full line is the calculated relaxation 
spectrum. 

Finally, another unexpected and pe¬ 
culiar affect of an external field on the mag¬ 
netic behavior of aluminous goethite» is dis¬ 
played in Fig.21. it concerns a sample with 
с -0.307 at 240K, which is slightly above 
the temperature at which the magnetically-
split, zero-field spectrum has completely 
collapsed into a doublet. The shape of the 
spectrum clearly rules out a paramagnetic 
state for this goethite, in contrast to what is 
believed to occur in similarly substituted 
goethites with high crystallinity [41]. Any in¬ 
dication for a (partial) restoring of the sextet 
structure fs not preset.: either. Instead, a re¬ 
laxation type behavior is reflected and the 

adjusted spectrum, calculated using the'Blume-Tjon model for magnetic relaxation [50], indeed repro¬ 
duces the experimental line shape reasonably well (full line in Fig.20). The relaxation time was found to 
be of the order d 10'8S. Also concerning this aspect of the magnetic properties of goethite. i.e. the na¬ 
ture of the magnetic order-disorder transition and Its dependence upon crystaliir.ity and Al substitution, 
more systematic study is required in order to jbtain a better understanding of the physical phenomena. 

4.AKAGANEITE 

A comprehensive study, using many different techniques, of the & modification of FeOOH was 
reported by Chambaere and coworkers [31-54]. Several samples, prepared by hydrolysis of a 0.1M 
РеОзбНгО solution with variable hydrolysis time (from a few minutes to several hours) and tempera¬ 
ture (from §40 to 100°C) have been considered. The synthetic products were profoundly characterized 
by XRD, transmission electron microscopy (ТЕМ), TGA and neutron activation analysis (NAA). Magnetic 
susceptibllty measurements at variable temperature were performed on a number of selected samples. 
The p-FeOOH particles are cigar-shaped with a long axis between a 1000 and 6000A. and a shon axis 
ranging from a few hudreds to a thousand A. The particle dimensions increase with increasing hydro¬ 
lysis time and temperature. 

At temperatures exceeding TN , all samples exhibit similar Mdssbauer spectra. They consist of г 

superposition of two quadruple doublets, an ID doublet with i E o scattered between 0.51 and 0.56 

mm/s, and a HD doublet with дЕо between 0.92 and 0.96 mm/s. On the average, me LD to HD intensity 

ratio is close to 60:40. Example spectra are shown in Fig.22. The spectra are equally well described by 

two distinct doublets or by a QSD. The probability distribution д(дЕо) resulting from the latter fitting 

method, confirms that indeed only two major components are to be considered. From isochronous, 

thermal annealing experiments, whereby it was observed that a loss of water molecules is accompanied 

by a decrease of the LD doublet's relative spectral area and an increase of that of the HD doublet, it is 
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concluded that the LD doublet Is dut to iron in an Ог(ОН)4 octahedron, and the HD doublet to iron in a 
Оэ(ОН)э octahedron. This assignment opposes the earlier one suggested by Chitds et at. (55]. 

Fig.23 shows the characteristic triplet structure of the ferric Mdssbauer spectrum of a paramag-
net in an applied magnetic field. The observed spectral shape could not adequately be reproduced by-
assuming two distinct components with parameters given by the zero-field spectrum and considering 
any combination of EFG signs and asymmetries. Introducing the дЕо distribution, and assuming a posi¬ 
tive EFG for the LD coordination and a negative one for the HD coordination, definitely improved the 
agreement between calculated and observed external-field spectra. The remaining, minor discrepancies 
were explained by the existence of distributions on other electrical (e.g. the asymmetry -n of the EFG) 
and magnetic properties (e.g. the magnetic susceptibility x which determines the field reduction, and 
thereby the effective field felt by the nuclei). 

The Neei temperature T N of nine differently prepared s-FeOOH samples was determined using 
the thermo-scanning technique with zero source velocity: me transmission of v-quanta through the ab¬ 
sorber is measured as a function of temperature. Since one of the doublet lines is Jsry dose to v=0. a 
minimum transmission is reached when the sextet has completely collapsed. It was found that the value 
of TN does not bear any correlation with the particle size, nor with the chlorine content, A clear correla¬ 
tion was, however, detected between the transition temperature and the sample s content x of crysta' 
water molecules, defined in the following structural model of one elementary cell [561: 

Fig.24.Relation between akaganeite's Nee! 
temperature Ты *nd it's excess 
structural water x per unit cell [after 

The relation is shown in Fig.24. Magnetic susceptibility 
measurements as a function of T abcve TN on se¬ 
lected samples have further revealed that the above 
relation between TN and x is due to an increase in the 
reduction of the effective 3d spin S with increasing ex¬ 
cess structural water. Because the value of S influen¬ 
ces all other magnetic properties, it was concluded 
that the entire magnetic behaviour of p-FeOOH is 
determined by the number of interstitial water mole¬ 
cules, which are responsible for the variability as wel! 
as for the distributive nature of the involved magnetic 
quantities. 

In a more or less broad temperature range 
below TN, the Mossbauer spectra of all involved @-
FeOOH samples consist of a superposition of sextei 

and doublet components. Superparamagnetism would be a conceivable mechanism to explain this be¬ 

havior. However, as shown in Fig. 25, the application of a H e 4 leads to the typical triplet structure of a 

paramagnet. Moreover, the relative spectral area of the sextet component was not markedly changed 

by H,*t. These observations lead to the conclusion that the simultaneous appearence of a doublet and 
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Fig.25. Móssbauer spectra of an akaganeite sample slightly below its Neel temperature 
in zero external field (top) and in a field of 45 kOe (bottom), showing the 
paramagnetic nature of the doublet component (after reference [51]). 
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Fig.26. Móssbauer spectrum of an akaganeite sample at 3QK, showing the 
decomposition into three magnetic components [after reference [57]). 
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a sextet is due to a distribution of transition temperatures and that superparamagnetic effects in the in¬ 

volved p-FeOOH samples are unimportant. 

At very low temperatures (4.2K), the Móssbauer spectra of p-FeOOH are acceptably described 

by a superposition of two sextets Si and S2 with hyperfine fields of *492 and a 477 kCe and with 

relative areas of z 0.40 and s0.60 respectively, and therefore ascribed to Fe3 + in Оз(ОН)з or HD sites 
and to Ог(ОН)4 or LD sites respectively. The values for Нм are scattered by a few kOe for the various 
preparations considered in the study of Chambaere and coworkers, but, an unambiguous correlation 
with the excess structural water was not observed. Application of equation (8) to the temperature de¬ 
pendence of the two hyperfine fields has yielded values of 10.4 and 10.2 К for the exchange interac-
tiona^These values are somewhat smaller as compared to goethite (13K), which is consistent with the 
higher Neel temperature of the latter compound. Further, experiments with an oriented absorber have 
proved that the direction of the LD spins is, within the accuracy of the measurements, along the crystal-
lographic с axis, whereas the HD spins are canted against the с axis with an angle of approximately 20 
degrees [57]. 

It was observed that the fit of the 4.2K spectrum of the involved p-FeOOH was somewhat im¬ 
proved by introducing a third magnetic component, but, the computed error on its intensity is larger 
than the magnitude itself. At temperatures exceeding 4.2K, however, a third sextet, S3, is required in 
order to obtain a reasonable fit. Its hyperfine field is consistently smaller than the fields of Si and S2 
and the saturation value is extrapolated to a 472 kOe. Its contribution to the total spectrum increases 
with increasing temperature (7% at 12K, 23% at 56K), thereby reducing the absorption areas of Si and 
Sz by equal amounts, meaning that this third component arises from ferric species equally distributed 
on the two octahedral sites. An example spectrum is shown in Fig 26 and refers to an oriented absor¬ 
ber at T-20K. From approximately 75K on, the distributive effects on the hyperfine parameters have 
become too important, making a reservation of the spsctra in terms of three sextets no longer feasible. 

The origin of the third magnetic component seems rather puzzling. Its existence has been de¬ 
tected earlier by Murad [58], but the author is not specific as far as its origin is concerned. Also Childs 
er a/. [55] reported three sextets and concluded that at least one of the coordination types is further 
subdivided into two or more sutj-sites. This latter interpretation is inconsistent with the temperature vari¬ 
ation of the intensities of the three subspectra. Chambaere [57] ascribed the third component to a dy¬ 
namic process which he called a spin hopping process. Due to the different magnetocrystalline aniso-
tropy at the LD and HD sit:-,*, the preferential spin orientation of the two sites does not coincide, as ob¬ 
served from the earlier mentioned 4.2 < spectrum of an oriented absorber. As a consequence, neigh¬ 
bouring LD and HD spins tend to have a direction different from antiparallal, which is, however, strongly 
opposed by the antiferromagnetic exchange interactioa Thermal excitations may then result in fast spin 
flips between the two preferential axes, the spins remaining essentially collinear. The hyperfine field 
Hhf, which is measured in the static state, is then reduced to a value HMCCSS. Э being half of the angle 
between the preferential orientations. Since the configuration of LD and HD sites around a probe iron 
nucleus is not uniform, the transition from a static state to a dynamic one does not take place at one 
particular temperature and hence, the fraction of flipping spins increases with increasing temperature. 

A nice experiment performed and interpreted by Chambaere [57] concerns the M6ssbauer 
spectrum of an oriented absorber of a p-FeOOH sample at 4.2K in a longitudinal field of 60 kOe. Such 
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an absorber was prepared according to the method of Yamamoto et a/. [59], improved by '• rst treating 
the suspension ultrasonically. The texture axes of the cigar-shaped crystallites, which co^cides with 
the crystallographic с axis, lie in the absorber plane, i.e. perpendicular to H»xt. The spectrum is shown 
in Fig.27 and could well be fitted with a sum of two distinct sextets. The obtained effective fields and 
area ratios of the first to second absorption line are listed in Table 2 together with the results for the 
zero-field spectra. Note that Htti for both sites is smaller than Нм and that the intensity ratios have in¬ 
creased in the field. Both observations indicate that the spins have rotated towards Hłxt. in accordance 
with the phase diagram of Fig.1. 

Table 2. Observed fields and area ratios r~AilA2 tor trm two sites of a p-FeOOH sample in Н,л zero 
and60k0e. 

With the aid of the schematic representation of the spin configuration depicted hi Fig. 28, a few, relative¬ 
ly simple trigonometric calculations can explain the results of Table 2. The effective hyperftne field is 
given by: 

H.ff<*> -
2 1 1 / 2 

IT . -2H. -H „(sinfcosct + cosfclnacos*) ^ (19) •xc hi *xt l 

It is easily shown that, if a does not exceed 30°, the error on H^r resulting from omitting in (19) the term 
in со*ф, is not more than 0.1% so that averaging over the angle Ф is unnecessary. The spin canting 6 is 
then { v t n by: 

S - Arcsin ext 
Я2 
eff 

«xt coso 
(20) 

From the field values listed in Table 2,6 is calculated to be 28° and 32° for the HO and LO spins respec¬ 
tively. Further, it is calculated from expressions (1) and (2) that the area ratios rare expected to be0.93 
and 1.05 for HD and LD sites respectively, in excellent agreement with the observed values listed in 
Table 2. 
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Fig. 27. Móssbauer spectrum of an oriented frFeOOH absorber at 4.2K in an applied field 
of 60 kOe, fitted with ж superposition of two sextets (after reference [57]). 
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Fig.28. (a)Spin cones oftheLD and HD sites in an oriented absorber of $-Fc-OOH in zero 
external field, ц. is the magnetic moment (b)Rotation of one of the cones 
towards Hu& (^Configurations of the magnetic fields in the (n,H**-J plane. 
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5.LEPID0CR0CITE 

Tne structure of ^-FeOOH shown in Fig.3 suggests that the bina-ng between the sr:<?.ets of oc-

tahedra is much weaker than in the case of the two previous FeOOH modifications. This has indeod 

been confirmed by infrared absorption experiments [60]. This weaker bonds mean that а'ьо the mag¬ 

netic exchange interactions will be weaker, explaining the low value of the Neel temperature, i.e. 77K as 

de;ermin-;-d by Johnson fora highly crystalline sarnie using Mdssbauer spectroscopy £61] it may fur¬ 

ther explain the low saturation hyperfine field of г 450 kOe as a result of the smaller superransferred 

hyperfine field which is due to spin density transfer from one Fe ton. via the oxygen s shells into the 3d 

shell ot another Fe ton. 
О 

Comparatively few M6ssbauer studies of lepidocrocite have been published in the literature of 
the last five years. Murad and Schwertmann [62] reported spectra at variable temperatures for two sam¬ 
ples 22'ż-zs 3nd f»23, with specific surface areas of 18 and 65 m2/g respectively. A complete collapse cf 
the ser.e- -rructure was found at 77K for the first samole and at around 55K for the latter one. The auth¬ 
ors suggest this low value for P23 to be due to superparamagnetic relaxation caused by the poor crys-
taliinity of :he sample. The same reason, according to the authors, may be mentioned to account for 
the simultaneous presence of doublet and sextet components in a relatively wide temperature range 
below the onset of the magnetic ordering. At 4.2K, the line widths are considerably broader fcr P23 ana 
the fields obtained from one-sextet fits are found to be 445 and 456 kOe for P23 and 22/566 respective¬ 
ly. When fined with a MHFD, the probabiity distribution is much broader for P23. 

De Grave at al. [63] extended .Murad and Schwertmann's study on samples with even highsr 
surface areas, up to 147 m2/g. An example of a spectrum is reproduced in Fig.29. All spectre were fitted 
with a MHFD. The width and the asymmetry of the distribution were observed to increase wi:n decreas¬ 
ing particie size, however, the field of maximum probability at a given temperature (a I D - . is not af¬ 
fected ana amounts to 444=2 kOe. in good agreement with the results of Murad and Schwsrtmann. 
The complete collapse of the magnetic structure occured between 50 and 60K, with no correlation with 
the crystallinity. For one sample, the temperature dependence in the range 10-30K of the maximum-
probability field was later interpreted on the basis of expression (8) yielding a sauratton field of 445 kOe 
and an exchange integral of 3K, which is indeed much smaller than in the case of a- and p-FeOOH. 
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Fig.29. Mdssbauer spectrum at 13Kofa poorly crystalline lepidocrocite sample fixed 
with a magnetic hyperfine field distribution. The evaluated probabilities of the 
fields are depicted on the right 
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External-field (30 kOe) spectra at 4.2K were indicated by Johnson {61] for a natural single crys¬ 

tal of y-FeOOH. These made it clear that the compound is a coliinear anliferromscnet with spins aionc 

the crystallography с axis. Spectra of the same sample at room temperature =r.d taken witn a po¬ 

larized source (57Co in iron magnetized in a field of 0.3 kOe applied either parade! so the с axis cr paral¬ 

lel to the a axis) revealed a negative sign of the EFG. Oe Grave ef a/. [63] reported an external-field (60 

kOe) spectrum at 180K on a poorly crystalline sample. The asymmetry of the triplet spectrum is smai! 

which could mean that the asymmetry parameter of the EFG is large. In order to calculate the line 

shape, susceptibility measurements were performed at various temperatures Ьеглееп 295 and 36OK, 

and the obtained straight line was extrapolated to 180K for the determination of the field reduction. 

Using the probabilities of (he 33 regularly spaced quadrupole splittings in the range 0.3-1.9 mm/s, evalu¬ 

ated from the zero-field spectrum at 180K, and assuming a negative EFG with asymmetry -ą =0.65, the 

simufated iirte shape was found to match the experimental one quite reasonably, except for some 

minor, but nevertheless significant deviations. The authors further found that the agreement could be 

improved by allowing part of the EFG's ( A E O S 0 . 5 5 mm/s) to have a negative sign with т,=0.65, the 

other part a positive sign with t\ = 0.9. The idea was that the larger quadrupole splittings arise from iron 

species nearer to the surface and therefore in more deformed coordinations. It should be noted that the 

morphology of the involved -y-FeOOH samples is flake-like with a flake thickness between 30 and 60A. 

meaning that a significant fraction of the iron somehow feels the presence of the surface. 

Fig.30 shows the M6ssbauer spectra of a -y-FeOOH sample at 55K both with and without ap¬ 

plied field. The latter spectrum clearly indicates the onset of magnetic ordering which, in the fit. was ap¬ 

proximated by two broad absorption lines superimposed on the quadrupoie doublet. In the applied field 

of 30 kOe, the typically paramagnetic triplet structure starts to develop and the contribution of the mag¬ 

netic part to the total spectrum has not markedly increased. This observation suggests that the simulta¬ 

neous арреагепсё of sextet and doublet components in the spectra of poorly crystalline lepidocrocite 

is due to a distribution of transition temperatures rather than to superparamagnetic relaxation as gener¬ 

ally accepted. Finally, Fig.31 represents the effect of an external field (60 kOe) on the spectrum of a 

completely ordered sample. The line shape could not yet be reproduced adequately by the calculations. 

It is obvious, though, that a spin flop has pot taken place. Also, there is no splitting of the outer lines as 

observed for goethite, although the cristallinity of the involved iepidocrocite is considerably poorer ihan 

that of the goethites. The ferrimagnetically-like response to high external fields seems to be a unique 

characteristic of the goethite spin structure and certainly deserves a mere thorough investigation in the 

future. 

To the best of the authors' knowledge, no Mossbauer studies on Al-substituted -y-FeOOH have 

ever been published. The existence of aluminous lepidocrocites in soils has been suggested e.g. by De 

Villiers and van Rooyen [64], and evidence that Al appears to substitute for Fe in the lattice of -y-FeOGH 

has been reported by Taylor and Schwertmann (65]. A study, comprising the preparation and charac¬ 

terization of aluminous lepidocrocites. as well as their Mossbauer behavior, has been begun by this col¬ 

laboration. At the moment, however, it is stili in a too early stage to be specific about the obtained, pre¬ 

liminary results. 
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6. HEMATITE AND SUBSTITUTED HEMATITES 

Sinct the early years of practical M6ssbautr spectroscopy, hematite, а-РегОз, hat received a 
great deal о* attention from many scientists. One of the main reasons for that attraction stems from the 
occurence of the so-called Morin transition (MT): at low temperatures, the spins are ordered as a colli-
near antiferromagnet (AF state) with spin direction along the с axis, i.e. the [111] axis, whereas above 
the MT the spins lie in the basal plane and are ordered as a weak ferromagnei (WF state). For pure and 
highly crystalline а-РегОз. the MT temperature, Тм. is around 265K. The canting of the spins in the WF 
state is thought to be due to the appearance of an antisymmetric contribution to the superexchange in¬ 
teraction in crystals with low symmetries [66]. In the case of hematite, the antisymmetric term fs zero in 
the AF state, but not so in the WF phase. 

The occurence of the MT is explained on the basis of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy 
Ki which couples the sublattice magnetization to a particular orientation e with respect to a symmetry 
axis ([111] in the case of hematite) of the crystallita. The free energy FK corresponding to this spin-lat¬ 
tice coupling is in a first approximation given by: 

FR - K lSin2» (21) 

The equilibrium condition, дРк/дв'О, then yields the preferential orientation во for the spins. For Ki >0, 

one finds во « 0 and for Ki < 0 it is во—л-. So, the MT takes place when Ki becomes zero. 

It is widely accepted that the magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant Ki for Fe 3 + consists of 

two main contributions, namely the magnetic dipole anisotropy, KMD, and the fine-structure anisotropy, 

KFS- The origin of the first one is the magnetic interaction between the magnetic moments of the 

individual cations, that of the second one is the higher-order spin-orbit coupling. For а-РегОз at 

zero-Kelvin, Кмо(0) and KFS(0) are equal to -92.4x105 and 94.4x105 erg/cm3 respectively [67]. The 

temperature dependences of KMD and KFS are given by [68]: 

KMD<T> " KMD<°) Bs<X> (22> 

KFS(T) - Kps(0) {2(S+D - 3Bs(X)coth(X/2S)]/(2S-l) (23) 

with Bs(X) and X as defined in (5) and (7) respectively. The two curves, calculated as a function of the 

reduced temperature, ТДы with T N = 9 5 6 K , are plotted in Fig.32. The intersection occurs at 

T M H " N - 0.285, yielding a MT temperature of 270K, in good agreement with the experimental value. 

The intersection of the two anisotropy curves of Fig.32 is determined by the difference KFS(0)-

|KMO(0)|. For a-FesCb Is this difference only 2% of the magnitude of the anisotropy constants them¬ 

selves. As a consequence, the MT temperature is very sensitive to the presence of impurities and to the 

degree of crystaliinity of the involved sample. If the difference becomes less than zero, a MT does not 

take place at all. and the hematite remains in the WF phase at all temperatures. 

The transition from the AF slate to the WF state is associated with some drastic changes in the 

Mdssbauer parameters. First, there is a sudden drop in Нм by an amount of approximately 8 kOe [69]. 
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Fig.32. The fine-structure anisotropy and the 
magnetic dipole anisotropy plotted as a 
function of the reduced temperature Т1Ш 
The Morin transition temperature is 
determined by the intersection of the two 
curves. Full lines are for pure hematite. 
Broken lines represent possible shifts due 
to impurities or to poor crystallinlty. 

This is due to a change in the dipolar and orbital 
field contributions as a result of the change in 
spin direction. Van der Woude (7CJ calculated 
these changes and found a field lowering of 6 
kOe, in good agreement with the experimental 
value. Also the quadruple shift 2to changes 
drastically: from г 0.4 mm/s in the AF stale to 
ar-0.2 mm/s in the WF phase. This factor of -2 \z 
easily understood on the basis of formula (3): the 
EFG's main axis being along [111], the angle <o 
with the spins changes from 0 in the AF state to 
17/2 in the WF state. Especially this latter feature 
readily allows one to distinguish between AF and 
WF hematite on the basis of its Móssbauer 

spectrum. 

In the past, it has frequently been 

demonstrated that the MT temperature and its 

sharpness strongly depend on the quality of the 

hematite sample. This has recently been 

confirmed by Pankhurst et. al. [71] for lead-flux 

and sodium-flux grown single crystals. A series of 

spectra is shown in Fig.33 for the lead-flux crystal. The 7-ray was parallel to [111], explaining the near 

3:4:1 area ratio above the MT (upper spectrum) and the absence of the middle lines below the MT 

(lower spectrum). The transition, however, is not sharp and two distinct sextets, one arising from an AF 

state and the other from a WF state, are clearly present in the transition region, indicating a first-order 

spin flop. The authors envisage the transition as a growth of AF domains at the expense of WF domains 

as the sample is cooled through Тм. The broad transition region is interpreted as being a result ot 
sample inhomogeneities and structural defects. Thermal hysteresis, which is normally associated with a 
first-order transition, was not observed and the authors suggest that this lack is again due to sample 
imperfections. The difference between the lead-flux and the sodium-flux sample is that the latter one has 
a narrower transition region, i.e. 212K compared to SE25K for the former sample. For both samples, 
the center of the MT region is around 255K. It is interesting to note that a recent neutron topographic 
investigation on flux-grown crystals have confirmed that the MT takes place through a succession of 
abrupt transitions of regions of the sample [72]. Moreover, these latter authors mention the possibility 
that a rotation of the moments occurs in addition to the abrupt transitions. 

Gangas etal. [73] have reported a Móssbauer study of the Morin transition in a commercial he¬ 

matite powder. Here, thermal hysteresis was observed for the AF and WF data. The authors further no¬ 

ticed that in a small temperature interval (г245-255К) within the MT region (210-280K) ,the spectra are 
not adequately described by a superposition of two sextets, the deviations being such that a third sextet 
could be suspected. This extra component, with a contribution to the total spectrum of up to 30%, was 
interpreted as being due to a second-order MT in part of the cristallites, namely those crystallites which 
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Fig. 33. MQssbauer 
spectra in the 
Morin-transition 
region of a 
lead-flux grown 
single crystal of 
hematite. The 
incident radiation 
was parallel to 
the [111] 
crystallographic 
direction (after 
reference [71]). 
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show the highest degree of structural defects and/or cation substitution. These imperfections result, ac¬ 
cording to the authors, in a change of sign of the fourth-order magnetocrystalline anisotropy, thus in s 
second-order transition. 

Although ths suggestion of Gangas and coworkers is to some extent supported by their theore¬ 
tical considerations, it remains somehow speculative, and the experimental evidence is not convincing. 
In this respect, it is conceivable that the observed, slight disagreements between the experimental and 
the two-sextet line shapes are due to small distributions on the hypenine parameters. Also, in the inter¬ 
val in which three sextets were used, with all 18 Lorentzians forced to have one and the same line width, 
the reported parameters show unrealistic temperature variations. 
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An interesting study on the MT in single-crystal о-РегОз was recently published by Nikolov et 
a/. [74]. The authors considered one natural and one synthetic sample and recorded simultaneously the 
transmission and the conversion electron Móssbauer spectra (CEMS), the absorber plane being parallel 

to the (111) crystallographic plane. The latter spectra originate from the iron In a surface layer of ap¬ 

proximately 2000 A thick. On warming the samples from below Тм through the MT, it was observed that 
the AF sextet in the transmission spectra vanishes more rapidly than in the CEMS spectra, meaning that 
the MT in the surface layer is shifted to higher temperatures as compared to the bulk. The shift is small 
for the synthetic sample, of the order of 1K, but amounts to 7K for the natural specimen. 

The spin-flop transition at 4.2!< induced by an external field parallel to [111] was studied by 
Pankhurst ef a/. [71. 75] using the flux-grown samples mentioned before. In the sodium-flux sample in 
the parallel field, flopped and unflopped phases were observed over a range of fields H«t e 8 kOe cen¬ 
tered around 64 kOe. The Hm values were fitted as 535 kOe and 543 kOe respectively, close to the 
zero-field values for the WF and AF state of а-РегОз. i.e. 540 and «532 at 4.2K. It appears that within a 
given domain the transition is an abrupt one, the fraction of domains with flopped spins increasing with 
increasing external field. The coexistence of the two phases is ascribed to a distribution of anisotropy 
fields as a result of imperfections (impurities, defects, lattice strains). The lead-flux crystal, which con¬ 
tained about 100 times more impurities, behaved differently. For fields lower than 60 kOe, the spins 
gradually rotate from the [111] axis towards the (111) plane as evidenced by the non-vanishing lines 
two and five and by the splitting between the two components which corresponds to an effective-field 
difference of less than 2H#«. At fields a 65 kOe, a spin-flop component appears and grows with increas¬ 
ing field strength. The transition region is broader than for the previous sample, but the spin flop Is 
completed in :.a!ds of 100 kOe. 

The same authors also investigated the effect of a transverse field at temperatures close to Тм 
where the critical field is very small [71]. Only the less polluted sodium-flux sample was conkJered at 
T=230 and 245K (Тм=255K). The -y-ray was parallel to [111J, so that in zero field the Ami=0 lines are 
absent. In an applied field of 30 kOe, these lines start to develop and keep growing until for H»xt-100 
kOe an area ratio of 3:2.6:1 and 3:3.6:1 was observed at 230 and 245K respectively. These results show 
that the spins gradually rotate away from the [111] axis. A careful numerical analysts of the spectra has 
furthr r revealed that the spins remain in a plane perpendicular to the external field throughout the whole 
transition. Again, a decrease of Hhf accompanied the transition. So, in contrast to the MT and to the 
spin-flop transition in parallel fields, the latter transition in transverse fields is a second-order one since 
final and initial states of the spin structure are not simultaneously present over a more or less broad 
temperature interval. Pankhurst ef a/. [71] ascribe these features to a small departure from an ideal 
composition and crystal structure of the hematite sample. 

Móssbauer spectra of ultra-small, intra-zedftic а—РегОз particles (25*5A) were reported by 
Rancourt ef a/. [76]. At temperatures above about 50K they are quadrupole doublets, whereas below 
50K they consist of a mixture of doublet and sextet components down to temperatures as low as 22K. 
The hyperfine field is typically reduced by 11-16% with respect to the bulk value. -According to the listed 
2eQ data, the sextet does not arise from an AF phase. The absence of a MT in small-particle hematite 
was observed earlier by several authors (see references in [1-5]) and is not surprising, considering the 
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high degree of structural disorder in such systems. It has been estimated [77] that the limiting perlicie 

size in that rasper* is around 200A. 

More recently, Jiang et a/. [78] reported a RT Móssbauer study of a hematite sample consisting 

of extremely uniform spherical particles with average diameter of 990A and spread of 10%. A second 

sample was obtained by coating the particles of the first one with enriched 57Рег0з, and a third one by 
annealing the latter at 623K in order to diffuse the S7Fe atoms away from the surface. The spectrum of 
sample one shows rather «harp and symmetric absorption lines with а H« (506 kOe) reduced by about 
2% with respect to the value of welt crystallized a-FeaOe. In contrast, there is considerable asymmetric 
line broadening for sample 2 and the spectrum was resolved into two sextets, one with a relatively nar¬ 
row line width, the other with a very broad line width. The average hyperfine field of vhe latter is 483K 
and was ascribed to iron sites of the enriched surface layers. This interpretation is corroborated by the 
results for the third sample which clearly indicate that the spectral shape of sarr ote one is almost com¬ 
pletely restored. The experiments of Jiang et al. show that for very small particles (as 100A or less) the 
effect of the surface on the hyperfinefieid distributions may become important. 

As for goethite, Al substitution in soil hematites is a very common phenomenon aid its effect on 
the Móssbauer spectra has been extensively studied using synthetic samples. Prior to the Mossbauer 

experiments, many efforts were usually devoted to the characterization of the laboratory samples and 

most studies agree in that an increasing Al substitution is accompanied by a decreasing degree of crys¬ 

taiiinity, both affecting many spectral quantities in a similar manner. Therefore, it is often unclear to what 

extent a particular observation can be ascribed to the presence in the hematite lattice of Al ions and to 

what extent to the crystaiiinity of the compound. 

In recent years, a comprehensive study on a series of nearly twenty different aluminous he¬ 

matites, a-(Fei-cAIc)2O3, with с ranging between 0.00 and 0.30, has been reported by Verbeeck et al. 
[79] and by De Grave er al. [80,81]. The samples were prepared by thermal decomposition of alumin¬ 
ous goethites [82]. The specific surface area varies from 14.5 ma/g for c - 0 to 56 m2/g for с=0.3. Trie 
particles are cigar-shaped with mean crystallite diameter (MCD) along the [104] axis (estimated from X-
ray line broadening of the [104] reflection) decreasing from a few thousands of A for с = 0 to 150A for 
с=0.3. A major characteristic of the particles is the presence of large macropores which contribute to 
the poor crystaiiinity of the compounds. These pores gradually disappear when annealing the samples 
at increasing temperatures. 

As far as the Mossbauer behavior is concerned, the a-(Fei<Alc)2O3 system can be devided into 
two concentration regions with the border value of с situated around 0.08. For the low-c range, the 
physical properties which received the most attention are the Morin transition and the spin reorientation 
phenomena which are associated with it. For higher Al contents, for which the Morin transition no 
longer exists, the occurence of magnetic hyperfine field distributions (MHFO) is considered to be the 
most important feature and the determination of these distributions from the observed line shape, and 
their relation with the Al content and with the crystaiiinity was the major object of the work of De Grave 
ef al.. 

In the low-substitution region, two distinct components were resolved from the experimental 
low-temperature spectra and were ascribed to two co-existing magnetic phases, i.e. a antiferromag-
netic-like one (AF phase) and a weakly-ferromagnetic-like one (WF phase). In contrast to non-sub-
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Fig.34. Some relevant j 
Móssbauer I 
parameters of § 
aluminous ~t 
hematites as a 
function of the Al 
content: (a) 
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Fig.35. Some relevant 
Mossbauer 
parameters of an 
aluminous 
hematite with 
с-0.065as a 
function of the 
annealing 
temperature: (a) 
saturation 
hyperfine fields; 
(b) quadrupoie 
shifts 
extrapolated to 
zeroKetvin;(c) 
relative spectral 
veaRA;(d) 
Morin transition 
temperatura, к 
AF phase, xWF 
phase. 
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stituted hematite with a high degree of crystaliinity, the spins of the AF state make an angle OAF with re¬ 

spect to the ( Ш ] axis which, as evidencad by the observed qusdrupcle shift, changes with the alumin¬ 

um content с The spins of the WF phase are tilled out of tr.& basal piane by an angle 9WF which also 

varies with c. In a relatively broad temperature range ДТм. trie spins of both sts;*^ racually rotate to¬ 

wards the basal plane until finally only the WF state remains with its spins in tne и • : ) plane. Trie transi¬ 

tion temperature Тм is defined as the temperature at which the contribution, extrapolated to ze^o Kelvin, 

of the AF phase Is reduced by half. 

Some of the relevant quantities derived from the temperature dependence of the Móssbauer 

parameters are plotted as a function of с in Fig.34. A number of these relations clearly show a shallow 

maximum around 0x0.035 or some flattening in the range below с as 0.05. This is undoubtedly related 

to the previously reported pronounced maximum at с а 0.04 in the characteristic Mfissbauer tempera¬ 

ture ©D and in the intrinsic isomer shift 6i. both obtained from a careful analysis of the temperature de¬ 

pendence of the experimental isomer shifts [83], and to the minimum in the X-ray diffraction line 

broadening as indicated by Schwertmann et al. [84] for a similar Al concentration. These latter authors 

explained their observation by a decrease in lattice strain as a consequence of replacing a small 

amount of ferric ions by smaller aluminum species. This interpretation, and the data presented in Fig.34 

are a nice illustration of the well-known extreme sensitivity of the Morin transition and spin structure in 

hematite and substituted hematites to internal lattice strains. 

One of the major questions is whether the variation with с of the magnetic features is due to 

the presence of the Al ions in the hematite lattice, or 

to the lower crystaliinity associated with the Al sub¬ 

stitution, or to a combination of these two. In order to 

find an answer to that question, the authors decided 

to look at the Móssbauer behavior of thermally an¬ 

nealed samples. For this purpose, two samples with 

respectively c - 0 and с-0.065 were selected and 

heated at many different temperatures T» between 

550 and 900 °C. One can indeed generally expect to 

improve crystallinty by thermal treatment at these 

high temperatures, and that this was the case for the 

. involved hematites too was proven by transmission 

electron microscopy (ТЕМ) and by XRD: as estimated 

from the XRD line broadenings, M C D I M gradually in¬ 

creases from around 500 A (as-prepared sample 

с * 0.065) to 1600 A for T , - 800 °C. " 4B,Mhn io3«a'i—— 

The results derived from the Móssbauer Fig.36. Plot of the Morin transition temperature 

spectra of the thermally treated с=0.065 sample are a s a function of the [104] X-ray 
presented in F.g.35 and should be compared with diffraction line broadening for an 
. _ . aluminous hematite (c=0.065) 

those deputed .n F,g.34. To ease comparison, a few ^ ^ ^ at different temperatures_ 

relevant numerical values for the с * 0 and с - 0.065 Full цпе !s Л е ieast-squares 

samples, both as-prepared and annealed at BOO °C, adjustment. 
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are indicated in Table 3. From these, it is clear that the variations of the* Mdssbauer parameters when 
considering the treated and non-treated samples are almost exactly equal in magnitude for the two 
compositions. This proves that there is no Al leaving the hematite lattice at high temperatures. This con¬ 
clusion is corroborated by Fig.33 in which the Morin transition temperature Тм is plotted versus the XRD 
line broadening ДВ104 of the [104] reflection. A nearly linear relationship is obvious. Transforming the 
line broadening to the MCO value, D I M , and applying the least-squares method yield the following ex¬ 
pression and correlation coefficient r: 

- 206 - (r-0.99) (24) 

in which the MCD is expressed in ^m. The evaluated slope is in reasonable agreement with the value of 
2.19|лт recently reported by Amin and Arajs [85] for non-spherical hematite particles with MCD ranging 
between 700 and 6000 A. 

Table 3. Saturation values of the quadrupole splitting (in mmts) and of the magnetic hyperfine Held 
(in kOe) of the AF and WF phase, and Morin transition temperature for as-prepared and 
annealed non-substituted hematite and 6.5at% Al-substituted hematite. 

с=0.0 

С-0.065 

AF 

2 e Q 

0.34 

0.28 

as-prepared 

Hhf 

538 

534 

WF 

2 * Q 

-0.09 

•0.15 

Hhf 

532 

530 

Тм 

200 

170 

AF 

2 e Q 

0.38 

0.34 

Hhf 

538 

536 

ann.800° 

WF 

2 e Q 

0.04 

-0.03 

С 

Hhf 

535 

532 

Тм 

225 

195 

lit agreement with the ТЕМ observations, the Тм data indicate that the involved hematites, even 
after having been heated at 800 °C. cannot be regarded as bulk materials. The (average) Morin transi¬ 
tion temperature is still 30 К (c=0) lower than for well-crystallized hematite, and this must be ascribed 
to the small particle size. The pore structure and the presence of 6.5at% Al each cause additional lower-
ings of Тм by about 25 and 30 К respectively. 

The effect: of crystallinity and of Al on the magnetic structure of the two co-existing low-tem¬ 
perature phases can be interpreted on the basis of the saturation values for 2eQ and Hhf listed if. 7аЫе 
3. These values depend upon the orientation of the spins with respect to the [111] axis. If the spins are 
perfectly aligned along this axis, which would be an ideal AF state, 2eo(0) is close to 0.4C mm/s. Smal¬ 
ler values indicate a spin canting which is accompanied by a small lowering of Hhf. Maximum canting, 
i. e. spins in the basal plane, corresponds to an ideal WF phase with 2 e о х -O.20 mm/s and wfth Hhf ap¬ 
proximately 8 kOe lower than for a pure AF state. 

The lowering of the crystallinity in going from T»=800 to T»=500 °C, and the presence of 
6.5at% Al nearly have an equal effect on the spin direction, i.e. a higher canting angle with respect to 
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the [111] axis for the AF phase and a smaller canting with respect to the (111) plane for the WF spins. At 
the same time, the relative contribution of the latter phase grows at the expense of the former one. A 
higher degree of crystallinity yields a higher Hw, which is to some extent due to the alteration of the spin 
orientation. The Al ions cause a reduction of Hhf due to their non-magnetic nature. From the previously 
determined strength of the supertransferred hyperfine field [86], a reduction of 2.5 kOe for с=0.065 is 
estimated, in good agreement with the experimental results (see Table 3 for the annealed samples). 

Based on all the experimental results, De Grave et al. explained the observed magnetic phe¬ 
nomena for the aluminous hematites as follows. As mentioned earlier, the Morin transition in an ideal he¬ 
matite lattice is a consequence of a change of sign of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy (MCA) which 
consists to a first approximation, of two competing contributions Кмо and KFS. The presence of the 
smaller, non-magnetic Al ions affects the magnitude and the temperature dependence of these two 
terms in a different manner and such that the sign reversal of the total anisotropy energy takes place at 
a lower temperature (see broken lines In Fig.32). In a small particle, the defect structure and the internal 
strain, both resulting from the large surface area, cause additional terms in the total MCA to become im¬ 
portant, thus further lowering the Morin transition and possibly changing the direction of the easy-mag¬ 
netization axis. But, another effect might be important as well. It is reasonable to assume that the local 
MCA in a small particle depends on the distance from the surface, so that the core of the particle exhi¬ 
bits a higher Тм as compared to the surface layers. With increasing temperatures, these layers expand, 
at least as far as the transition is concerned, towards the middle of the grain causing a gradual decrease 
of the AF contribution. According to this picture, the two magnetic phases co-exist within one single 
particle, so that the magnetic exchange interactions could play an important role in determining the spin 
orientations. If indeed the AF fraction dominates, the spins in the WF phase will be pulled out of the 
basal plane since the exchange favors a collinear structure. If on the other hand the WF fraction domi¬ 
nates, its spins will lie closer to the plane whereas the AF spins will show a larger canting. This explains 
why the canting angles and the relative contributions RA of the two low-temperature phases are corre¬ 
lated to each other in the way a» observed experimentally in the dependence of 2eQ on T, Ta. and c: If 
RA of the AF phase decreases (with increasing T or c, or with decreasing crystallinity), then 2eo(AF) de¬ 
creases and 2eo(WF) becomes more negative. 

The above outlined Interpretation of De Grave et al. seems to be inconsistent with tne 
aforementioned, simultaneous CEMS and transmission Móssbauer spectroscopic study of Nikolov et 

a/. [74] on single-crystal hematite placets. Their results indeed indicate that the AF to WF transition in 

the surface layers occur* at a higher temperature than In the bulk. It is conceivable, though, that cutting 

the single-crystals parallel to the basal plane has quite different consequences as far as the anisotropy 

energy In the surface layers is concerned. Moreover, spin pinning at the surface, which is a ver/ com¬ 

mon phenomenon, might favor the basal orientation of the spins in the surface layers. 

Móssbauer spectra for eleven aluminous hematites with 0.095 s с s 0.282 have been recorded 
at 80K and at RT and clearly show the presence of magnetic hyperfine fieid distributions (MHFD) which 
broaden with increasing T and с Two different approaches for the numerical description of the spectra 
have been considered: a model which is based on the chemical disorder in the first and second cation 
shells of the central probe nuclei [86] (LD model) which fits up to ten Lorentzian sextets to tiie ex¬ 
perimental spectra, and the model-independent (Ml) method for evaluating the MHFD. It was con-
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Fig.37. Average magnetic hyperfine field and 
maximum-probability field at BOK and at RTfor 
aluminous hematites as a function of the At 
content c. 

eluded that the LO distribution approach has. 
from a fundamental point of view, more 
scientific value as compared to the Ml model 
since it directly relates the different hyperfine 
fields to known structural and magnetic fea¬ 
tures of the involved materials. In that way. a 
minimum number of parameters are to be 
adjusted. However, for the pooriy crystalline 
members (high c). the disturbing effects o\ 
the large surface area, of the collective mag¬ 
netic excitations, and of inter-particle mag¬ 
netic interactions become significant, espe¬ 
cially at higher temperatures, and hence, a 
quasi-continuous MHFD needs to be con¬ 
sidered. For analytical purposes, i.e. to esti¬ 

mate the Al substitution in environmental samples from the measured hyperfine fields, it is recom¬ 
mended to use the maximum-probability Hmu rather than the average field since the former one is less 
sensitive to the crystallinity, especially at relatively high temperatures. Both field values at 80K and RT 
are plotted versus с in Fig.37. Linear regression to the Hm« data at 80K yields: 

H (c) - 533.5 - 38c 
ГОЛХ 

(r-0.98) (25) 

with г the correlation coefficient. The value of Hm«(0) coirtc-ies with the observed value (533.6±1.2 
kOe) for the WF phase of the c=0 sample (79] and the slope is very close to earlier determined super-
transferred hyperfine field (39 * 4 kOe [36]). Also at RT, a straight line can be adjusted to the data, how¬ 
ever, the obtained parameters are inconsistent with other data. This was ascribed to the effects of the 
poor crystallinity of the samples with c>0.2. 

The effect of Mn substitution on the Morin transition in hematite has been studied by Vanden-
berghe ef a/. [87]. Mossbauer spectra at variable temperatures were collected for eight a-(Fei«Mrtc)2O3 
samples with с ranging between 0.0 and 0.08. QualKatively, the magnetic behavior as observed from the 
spectra is very similar to that of the aluminum-substituted hematites except for the more drastic effect 
on the MT temperature in the case of Mn substitution: for с г 0.04, a MT is no longer present. Since the 
crystal structure of hematite is less affected by Mn than by Al, it was concluded that the strong depend¬ 
ence of Тм on с arises from the contribution of the magnetic Mn3* cations to the magnetocrystalline 
anisotropy. 

7. MAGHEMITE 

Maghemite. -у-РегОз, has the spinel structure in which one sixth of the octahedral or В sites are 
vacant. As a consequence of its technological importance as recording media, it has been extensively 
studied by many different techniques, including the Mossbauer effect. The literature on maghemite (and 
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• many other spinel compounds) was recently reviewed by Vandenberghe and De Gravt in a review 

paper en the Móssbauer effect in spinel oxides [88], but, some new results have been reported since, 

mostly concerning microcrystais. Maghemite is frequently encountered in certain soils, e.g. in Brazilian 

Oxiscls [89] which are highly magnetic. 

The ferric ions on octahedral and tetrahedral (A) lattice sites in >-РегОз give rise to two distinct 

Móssbauer patterns with slightly different isomer shifts (6в-одзО. i mm/s) and hyperfine fields (НГ.).А-

Н-(.за20 kOe). fn case of microcrystals, these two components are usually unresolved even at 4.2K 

and application of an external field is required. 

Jottvet and Tronc [90] and Tronc etal. [91 i followed the formation of maghemite from colloidal 

РезО*. Based in part on the results from Móssbauer speetroscopy, the authors suggest that the trans¬ 

formation to maghemite proceeds with selective surface leaching of Fe r~ ions reduced by electron 

core-to-surface transfer. Ayyub etal. [92] applied a three-component micro-emulsion technique to pre-

оэге -.-РегОз and used the Móssbauer effct to monitor the end product. 

Tronc and coworkers used their maghemite colloids to demonstrate the effect of inter-particle 

magnetic interactions on the Móssbauer spectra [93-95]. The parent material had a MCD of approxi¬ 

mately 100A. Applying complicated surface chemical treatments, the .description of which is beyond the 

scope cf this work, the authors were аЫе to prepare samples with varying average inter-particie spac-

ings. It was clearly demonstrated thai "be effecis of the magnetic interactions on the line shape, de-

scr:bcd in Section 2 and illustrated in Section 3 in the case of goethiies, are less pronounced the larger 

the spacings are. Simitar to the theoretical treatment of Mfirup [24,25], the authors have developed an 

inter-particle interaction-based model to fit the experimental spectra, assuming for simplicity that the 

local field felt by a particle and originating from its neighborhood is parallel to the particle's easy axis. 

From their model they were «bit to quantify the inter-particle magnetic interaction strength and found 

that it increases with decreasing inter-partid» distance. Tronc and coworkers also investigated the ef¬ 

fect of thermal annealing and observed stronger magnetic interactions at higher annealing tempartures. 

The authors explain this by a gradual particle sintering. For all involved samples, the inter-particle inter¬ 

actions exceed the average unlaxial anisotropy of the particles. 

Magnetic imeracliofwamong -у-РегОз microcrystals were recently also studied by Tamura and 

Hayashi [96]. Two samples (1 and 2) were prepared by slowly oxidizing small-particle FesCU in a solu¬ 

tion containing surface-active agents tferrofluid). The obtained particles were sperically shaped with 

diameter of 20 to 7oA and 30-150A respectively, the smaller ones being most numerous for both sam¬ 

ples. Spectra were taken at variable te -nperature (63K - RT) and in transverse applied fields of up to =7 

kOe. At RT, the zero-field spectrum of sample 1 predominantly consists of a quadruple dountc-t. As T 

decreases and/or as H««t increases, the broad magnetic component grows at the expense of the 

doublet. Sample 2 shows a similar behavior with the sextet being more developed at a given T and H»*: 

The authors assumed the maghemite systems to consist of quasihomogeneous microsubsyste.-ns 

(each particle is a subsystem) and treated each of these subsystems by Southern's theory [97] for dis¬ 

ordered spin systems applied to infinite spin. This theory is a generalization of Mirup's model for ex¬ 

change-coupled particles. Tamura and Hayashi further assumed that the thermal average of the sys¬ 

tems' magnetization follows a Weiss behavior and that the spatial average of the inter-particle exchange 

interactions is approximated by a Gaussian. In addition, they expect the interaction strength to be pro-
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ponional to the particles' volume. In this way, they were able to relate the spectral line shape to the 
average and variance of the exchange and volume distributions, and these distributions, as well as the 
MHFD could be derived from the experimental spectra using a complicated, successive iteration proce¬ 
dure. Although there remain significant discrepancies between calculated and observed line shapes, the 
obtained MHFD profiles are in reasonable agreement with those evaluated from the model-independent 
method. The estimated values for the energy of the magnetic coupling between two particles is of the 
same order of magnitude as the exchange energy between an A- and a B-site ferric ion within a particu¬ 
lar crystallite. This finding led the authors to the conclusion that either the interaction strength between 
two spins at the interface between two different particles is very weak, or that the number of exchange-
coupled spins is small( of the order of one). On the other hand, the inter-particle interaction energy is 
estimated to be at least one order of magnitude larger than the energy associated with the magnetic di¬ 
pole interaction. 

A Mdssbauer study at variable temperatures (4.2 - 315K) and with the application of both longi¬ 
tudinal and transverse magnetic fields, of two relatively well crystallized 7-РегОз samples was recently 
reported by Pollard [98]. The author claims that the spectra are adequately reproduced by a superposi¬ 
tion of two sextets, one arising from A-site Fe 3 + , the other one from B-site Fe 3 + . In fitting the spectra, 
the line intensities were calculated from the full hyperfine-interaction Hamiltonian. In addition to the 
hyperfine parameters Hm, 6, and 1/2e2qQ, the asymmetry parameter т| and the polar angles в and <p de¬ 
fining the orientation of Нм with respect to the EFQ's main axis, were adjustable parameters. Neither -r\ 
nor с could, however, be determined accurately. The EPG seems to be positive and в is within 65-90° 
for A sites, and within 50-60° for В sites. At 4.2K in zero H.xt. H M . 1/2e2qQ and 6 were found to be 519-
520 kOe. 0.45-0.53 mm/s and 0.41-0.42 mm/s for A sites, and 521 kOe, 0.93-0.94 mm/s and 0.46 mm/s 
for В sites. The B- to A-site area ratio was Iterated as 1.3 and 1.5 for samples 1 and 2 respectively. If ail 
vacancies are restricted to B-sites, then a ratio of 1.67 can be expected. 

In a longitudinal applied field of 61 kOe, the Дгтц-О transition lines have not entirely vanished 
and H«xt does not fully add to or subtract from Нм. Pollard simulated spectra with the assumption that 
the spins are collinear to H tx t, the non-zero Ami»0 transition lines being due the large quadrupole in¬ 
teraction. However, no reasonable fit could be obtained, and it was concluded that the spins are canted 
with r ispect to H«xt. At 4.2K and in 61 kOe, the canting angles were found to be 12° (both sites, sample 
1) and 21° (both sites, sample 2). So, despite the larger and more uniform particle size for the latter 
sample (3550 ±600 A, compared to 2600 ±1000 A for sample 1), its spin-canting angle seems to be 
larger as well. 

The canted spin structure of maghemite has been observed frequently for both natural [89,99] 
and synthetic samples [100,101], and is ascribed to spin pinning in the surface layers, a phenomenon 
which is considered to be an intrinsic property of ferrimagnetic materials [101]. It has, e.g., also been 
observed for the ferrimagnetic 6 modification of FeOOH [102]. The applied field spectra for such com¬ 
pounds are commonly interpreted in terms of a spin structure with a uniform canting against Htxt, the 
canting angle being determined by the intensities of lines 2 and 5. In this way, Pollard and Morrish 
[101] obtained angles in the range 13-15° at 4.2K in a longitudinal 50 kOe applied field for both the A-
and the B-site patterns of relatively large particles of -у-РегОз and Co-substituted rFe2O3. They further 
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observed H,« values of 563 (A sites) and 480 kOe (B sites), with no significant variation with the Co con¬ 

tent, whereas the average Нм in zero external field was 524 kOe. 

It has been noticed, however, that analysing the high-field spectra in the above mentioned man¬ 

ner leads to significant deviations between experimental and calculated line shapes. This is illustrated in 

Rg.38 for a small-particle -у-РегОз sample, prepared by thermal decomposition of -y-FeOOH, with MCD 

values not exceeding 100A [103]. The spectrum was recorded at 10K in a longitudinal field of 60 kOe. 

The top drawing refers to the fit with two independent Lorent2ian sextets and it is obvious that the ob¬ 

tained line shape deviates from the observed one, the most significant shortcomings being for lines 2 

and 5. 

One of the reasons for the inadequacy of the two-sextets fit is the fact that even at very low tem¬ 

peratures, the A- and 8-site Hhf are not unique and both possess a distribution. However, the deviations 

between calculated and experimental spectra remain when two independent MHFD patterns, one for A 

sites and one for В sites, are taken into account (Fig.38, middle). The most important reason is probably 

the non-uniqueness of the canting angles. It is suggested [lOOj that ultrafine particles may be visualised 

as having a core with a more or less normal spin structure, and a surface layer in which the spins are in¬ 

clined at some angle to the core spins, depending e.g. on their magnetic neighborhood. It is further 

conceivable that the canting angle gradually changes in going from the surface to the middle of the 

crystallite. Moreover, it is a priori not impossible that A and В sites behave differently in that respect. The 

bottom fit in Fig.38 was obtained by considering two independent distributions of the angle 8 between 

the spins and H«xt. As it is seen, there is still no satisfactory agreement. 

A nearly perfect description of the high-field spectrum of the maghemite sample was obtained 

using a bkjimensiona! distribution. Here, both Hhf and 6 are allowed to vary independently with specified 

increments within specified ranges. The results of the fit are shown in Fig.39 and the evaluated distribu¬ 

tions are depicted in Fig.4O. The angle 8 varied between 0° and 90° for A sites, and between 9O°-18OC 

for B-sites. The range of Нм was 465-525 kOe and 465-540 kOe respectively. The average Нм and 6 

values were found to be 505 kOe and 37° and 518 and 137° for A and В sites respectively. The isomer 

shifts are 5A = 0.38 mm/s and 6в=0.48 mm/s, a difference typical for spinel ferrites [88]. The B- to A-site 

area ratio is 1.78. It is not clear whether the deviation from the expected value of 1.67 could possibly 

mean that a fraction a 0.04 of the vacancies are situated on the tetrahedral sublattice. 

The bidimensional distribution approach for fitting external-field spectra of small-particle sys¬ 

tems seems to be a powerful technique, and might find applications in other areas of Mdssbauer spec-

troscopy. Since this method is rather recent, there only are a few applications known at the moment 

and its possible merit will not become clear until more experimental results will be available. 

8. FERRIHYDRITE 

As mentioned in the Introduction, ferrihydrites have a poor to very poor crystallinity and are 

characterized by six to two broad XRD lines respectively. In the past decade they received a great deal 

of interest, not only because of their widespread occurence in environmental matter, but also because 

of a general trend in science to study highly disordered systems. Its magnetic ordering is believed to be 

speromagnetic, a type of ordering originally introduced in connection with ferric gels [191. 
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Fig.38. Mossbauer spectrum of a small-particle maghemite sample at 1OK in a 
longitudinal applied field of 60 kOe. Top: spectrum fitted with two 
Lorentzian sextets, showing significant deviations for lines 2 and 5. 
Middle: spectrum fitted with two distinct hyperfine field distributions. 
Bottom: spectrum fitted with two distinct distributions for the angle 
between the spins and the external field. 
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Fig.39. Móssbauer spectrum of a small-particle maghemite sample at ЮК in a 
longitudinal applied field of 60 kOe. The full lines are the A- and B-site 
subpatterns and their sum fitted to the spectrum as independent 
bidimensional distributions. 

FigAQ. Distributions of the hyperfine field and the canting angle of the spins with respect to 
the orientation of the external field for A and В sites obtained from the fit shown in 
Fig.39. 
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Unusually well crystallized synthetic ferrihydrite was studied by Murad [104). The sample was 

prepared by bacteriaily-induced oxidation of a FeSCU solution at RT. Móssbauer spectra were recorded 

at RT and at 4.2K. The author used different approaches to numerically analyse the strongly broadened 

and asymmetric RT quadrupole doublet and came to the conclusion that a fit with two independent 

quadrupoie splitting distributions (QSD), the isomer shift for each component being linearly correlated 

with the ДЕ_ values, yielded the best goodness-of-fit. The two QSD profiles have identical maximum-

probability AEQ.values (0.62 mm/s), but the 6 values differ by about 0.07 mm/s. The existence of two 

distinct lattice sites for the iron ions is consistent with the recent structure refinement by Eggleton and 

Fitzpatrick [18]. Murad is not specific as to the assignment of the two QSD components. Probably, the 

lower isomer shifts can be associated with the tetrahedral sites. The ratio of tetrahedral to octahedral 

iron content would then be 40:60 according to the obtained relative areas of the two QSD components. 

The 4.2K spectrum, which is a broadened sex¬ 

tet, was also described by a superposition of two dis¬ 

tinct distributed components. The outcome of the fit is 

shown in Fig.41. The first component has a maximum 

probability field of 452 kOe with corresponding 6 of 

0.49 mm/s. Its contribution to the total absorption is 

58%. For the second one, these quantities are respec¬ 

tively 456 kOe, 0.50 mm/s and 42%. So, based en the 

obtained relative areas of the two MHFD components, 

and in order to be consistent with the interpretation of 

the RT spectrum, the second one could be ascribed to 

tetrahedal iron. However, its larger Hhf and the near 

equality of the 6 values may seem inconsistent with re¬ 

sults for many compounds in which iron is both in te¬ 

trahedral and octahedral coordinations (spinels, gar¬ 

nets), the latter ones giving rise to higher Нм and 6 

values. Naturally, the poor crystallinity of ferrihydrite 

may disrupt any comparison with situations found for 

better crytallized materials. 

The influence of the crystallinity on the mag¬ 

netic ordering in natural ferrihydrites was Investigated by Murad et a/. (WSJ. Spectra for three samples 

with different degree of crystallization were collected between RT and 4.2K. The temperature at which a 

magnetic component appears in the spectra, strongly depends on the crystallinity and ranges from 

abovs 100K to зЗОК. There is a broad transition region in which doublet and sextet components are 

simultaneously present. The authors tentatively ascribed this to superparamagnetism. The average 

blocking temperatures were estimated to be 28,45, and 115K, corresponding to estimated particle sizes 

of 29, 34, and 4бА respectively. Down so very low temperatures the magnetic subpatterns are extremely 

broad and, as recognized by the authors, the derived MHFD profiles soon become physically meaning¬ 

less. When fitted with a single sextet, the obtained Hhf of the sample with the highest degree of crystal¬ 

linity decreases linearly with increasing temperature up to T s90K. The saturation field amounts to near-

•A 

Fig.41. Móssbauer spectrum at 4.2K for a 

relatively well crystallized ferrihydrite 

sample. The full line is the calculated 

spectrum using two independent 

hyperfine field distributions with 

probability profiles shown in the 

lower part of the picture (after 

reference [104]). 
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iy JSO kCc When fined w:h a MriFD (Ts4CK), the maximunvpronaofcity field extrapo!s:;d '.o zero Kei-

vin is around 500 kOe. which is Crastically higher than the correspond ;ng !ield value for :r;e synthetic 

sample of which the Mosbba'jfr behavior was summarized in the preceding paragraph and which is 

considered as an extremely well crystallized ferrihydrite. 

External-field Móssbauer spectra of synthetic ferrihydrite at 8C and 5K were reported by Mad-

sen e: a." [lO6j. At 8CK :ne zero-fieid spectrum is a doublet (ДЕ_ -С £2 mm/s). Application of a longi-

tudinal external field first leads to extensive broadening 

and further to a gradual development of a six-iines 

structure as H«xt increases (see Fig.42). This shows 

that, despite the presumed speromagnetic order, the 

particles exhibit a fir.it magnetic moment which may be 

frozen in by a Hext- This net moment is due to uncom-

pensated spins present in small-particle anttferromag-

nets [Ю7]. The number of such spins depends on the 

particie size and is cf the order of \'n, n being the total 

number of magnetic ions in the particle. The particle 

diameter of the involved ferrihydrite being 50A; the 

authors calculated an average net moment of 

ssi50ii_. On the other hand, from the Hext-depend-

ence of the observed, average effective field at SOK, 

which follows a Langevin curve, the authors estimated 

a net moment of *340( i_, which is of the same order 

of magnitude, thus corroborating the existence of non-

compensated spins. 

1.5 

3.3 

*Ц**^ 

-12 - 8 - 4 0 i i 
Velocity Cmm/s) 

Fig.42. M&ssbauer spectra at 80K of a 
synthetic ferrihydrite in different 
longitudinal external fields (after 
reference [106]). 

The 5K spectra are reproduced in 

Fig.43. In zero H»xt, the average Hhf is found to 

be 498 kOe, again considerably higr er than for 

Murad's weli cystallized synthetic sample [104], 

but similar to the values for the natural ferrihy-

drites considered by Mured ef a(. [105]. Applica¬ 

tion of the 4C kOe longitudinal field causes a 

significant broadening of the absorption lines, 

especially of the outer ones, but the area ratios 

remain close to the zero-field values of 3:2:1. 

This behavior is typical for speromagnetic orde¬ 

ring: the direction of the spins remains essen¬ 

tially at-random against Hex: so that for some 

spins, H«xi will increase me observed hyperfme 

0.0 Т 

4.0 

' ' - .' .. • ' ' .- 5.0 к 

Л -Л. Л ^ - Л>-

-12 - е -« о « s 
Vel cci".u Cmn/s-

Fig.43. Mdssbauer spectra at 5K of a synthetic 
ferrihydrite in zero external field and in a 
tongituding! external field of 40 kOe 
(after refer»-ce 1106}}. 
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field, while for others it will decrease this field, thus widening the range of effective fields. Finally, it is 

worth tc mention that lines 2 and 5 do have a slightly decreased intensity in the field, which is ascribed 

by the authors lo an alignment of a 1.6% of the iron spins. From this, an average net moment o» 

& I20IJLB
 w a s estimated, in good agreement with the above-mentioned values. 

According to Chadwick ef a/.[108,109), the presence of substitutional Al increases the stability 

of the ferrihydrite structure. As a consequence, aluminous ferrihydrites can be prepared at higher tem¬ 

peratures (up to 500 °C, although at these high temperatures a hematite fraction is produced in addition 

to the ferrihydrite). Several high-temperature, Al-substituted ferrihydrites, with Al-contents ranging from 

0 to 92 at% were prepared. The XRD pattern varies from a typical two-lines structure to a stuctureiess 

background as the Al content increases. Products in this latter range are termed by the authors as 

amorphous Al-substituted hydrated Iron oxides. Despite the decreased crystailinity, the particle size as 

seen in ТЕМ increases from & 1000A to a several thousands of A. The doublet to sextet transition is very 

bread, 240-110 for the pure samples, and drastically shifts to lower temperatures as the Al content in¬ 

creases (below 77K for a 33% substitution). The spectra in the transition region are qualitatively ex¬ 

plained by a combination of ionic spin relaxation, MHFD resulting from structural fluctuations and 

strongly interacting clusters which eventually become superparamagnetic. At 4.2K the low-AI spectra 

were fitted with a broadened sextet. From 66% on, an additional doublet was included. The obtained 

average Нм was found to decrease from 490 kOe for pure femhydrite to 450K for the 75% substituted 

sample. 
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ABSTRACT 
The wide spatia extend of the 5f electrons leads a broad spectrum of 

chemical and phy ical properties, in particular magnetic, in compounds of 
light actinides. One parameter which stronghly influences the magnetic 
character is the ictinide-actinide distance. Móssbauer s,pectroscopy of the 
59.5 keV resonance in 2 3 7Np allows a detailed study of local magnetic 
properties of tfo* Np ion. Some results are presented on compounds of 
different crystal'-»graphic structure, showing the large variety of magnetic 
properties. 

1.INTRODUCTION 

It is we.: recognized from both theoritical and experimental 
investigations that the actinides form a unique series of the periodic 
table of the elements. The progressive filling of the 5f shell give 
specific physical and chemical properties. The reason for this, is that the 
5f electrons alternately exhibit more 4f or 3d character. The light 
actinides behaviour is similar to that transition elements, whereas beyond 
Pu the 4f-like character begins to dominate.Theoritical investigations [1] 
of actinide electron structure demonstrate that this dual (f-d) nature is a 
consequence of the wider radial extend of the 5f electrons. On the other 
hand, the 5f electrons are comparable in energy with the 6d and 7s 
electrons, and hence can be easily ionized. This simple fact causes many 
effects, in salts,the actinide ions can be formed in s< /era! charges {for 
neptunium from Np1* to Np7* ). In metals, these electrons ire expected to 
contribute to the conduction processes along with 6d and 7s electrons. 
and the overlap of adjacent 5f orbitals causes a delocalization of these 
electrons dependent on the actinide-actinide spacing dt.t. This simple 
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concept has been used by Hill [2] to classify the magnetic properties of 
metallic systems. Below a critical value of dt_#(about 3.25 A for Np), the 
overlap between 5f neighbouring wavefunctions becomes large, the 5f states 
delocalize into bands and the actinide localized moments vanish. It is the 
case for the simple metals up to americium which are non-magnetic 
[3].Hóssbauer spectroscopy has played an important role in investigating 
the electronic structure and related properties of actinides. It is a major 
tool for the investigation of the hyperfine interactions. 

2.HOSSBAUER TRANSITIONS IH THE ACTINIDES 
In the table 1 we present the parameters of the most important 

resonances in the light actinides. These various resonances are quite 
different resolving powers for the investigation of hyperfine interactions. 
Most favorable is 2 3 7Np resonance of 59.5 keV and we shall discuss in the 
following mainly such data. 

TABLE 1 
Parameters of some actinide Hóssbauer resonances. 

It - If : excited state and ground state nuclear spins; те : excited 
nuclear state mean life; W : full natural width for resonant lines 

Resonant isotope 

Source isotope 

Life time decay 

Resonant energy (keV) 

I. - I, 

т. (ns) 

W (mm/s) 

2J1p, 

«•P. 

25 h 

84.2 

5/2 - 3/2 

59 

0.08 

гзвц1 

2«2pu 

4.105 у 

44.7 

2 - 0 

0.33 

27.1 

" 7 N p 

460 у 

59.5 

5/2 - 5/2 

98.4 

0.067 

2*oPu 

"•Cm 

18 у 

42.8 

2 - 0 

0.23 

39.4 

г43Аш 
г«г Р и 

5 h 

83.9 

5/2 - 5/2 

3.38 

1.4 

3.METHODOLOGY OF г J 7Np HOSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY 
Chemical and physical procedures of neptunium materials can only be 

carried out in gloves boxes and thus need a laboratory well equiped for the 
handling of strongly radioactive materials. However, the Np samples can 
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easily be sealed and shipped.The common source is the a parent "'Am 
metallic (hexagonal structure). The resonant fraction for the 59.5 keV 
transition of 237Np, calculated in terms of the Oebye model for the phonon 
spectrum shows that to obtain a high resonant fraction in source and 
absorber, both should be kept at cryogenic temperatures[4]. 

3.1 Hyperfine parameters 

3.1.1 Isomer shift In the neptunium case, relastivistic effects increase 
electronic charge density Pe(0) at the nucleus. Customarily one sets: 
P , ( 0 ) - I * 0 I 2 . S ' ( Z ) , where the relastivistic factor S'(Z)- 13.58 [5]. 
Consequently, the various charge states of Np ion are well separated. 
Typical isomer shifts show a range of over 100 mm/s. The commonly used 

reference compound is NpAl2 at 77 K. 

3.1.2 Hyperfine magnetic field Under the influence of a magnetic field 
the I*- 5/2 excited (59.5 keV) and the I - 5/2 ground state of the Np 
nucleus split into б hyperfine levels each. The 59.5 keV gamma transition 
is of pure El multipolarity. This allows 16 transitions ( figure 1 ) . An 
example is given in figure 2 where the spectrum shows a pure magnetic 
splitting in ferromagnetic NpAl2. In the case of magnetically ordered .P 
material, the hyperfine field B„f will be proportional to <JZ> where J is 
the total angular momentum. In actinides Jz is not necessarily a good 
quantum number and the spin-orbit coupling has the same magnitude than the 
crystalline field interaction. In the intermetallic compounds in view of 
the uncertain nature of 5f electrons, it is necessary to give consideration 
to the relationship- between 3 M and the magnetic moment ц. on the actinide 
ion,obtained by neutron diffraction data. The remarkly good linear 
correlation between B Mand ц can be expressed by [4]: 

The presence of an exchange field is not a necessary condition to observe 
a magnetic hyperfine splitting. It may also be seen in a paramagnet, if the 
spin flipping motion is sufficiently slow (paramagnetic relaxation 
spectra). In a such case the spectral shape may be more complex. 
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3.1.3 Electric field gradient. The electric field gradient (efg) si the Np 
ion in the paramagnetic state can be expressed as the sum of three 
contributions:lattice,conduction electrons with non-s character,and 5f 
electronic cloud.In some cases we must take into account the distcrsion of 
the 5f charge cloud in presence of a molecular field. Clearly the total efg 
eq£ must net be collinear witn the direction of Bhł. In the figure 3 we see 
a combined magnetic plus collinear quadrupole interaction. However often 
this last interaction is much smaller than magnetic interaction and one 
can use the approximation of collinear interactions with good accuracy. 

,/777 /л я т—г 
4 

«««TIC sum me MAS* ET 1С + OMM. 
SfLITTim 

F1Q.1 • Hyperfine level scheme for the ground and 59.5 keV excited 
state of 2 J 7Np in the presence of a pure magnetic and a combined 
magnetic plus collinear quadrupole interaction. 

'..NEPTU'llUH IHTERHETALLIC COMPOUNDS 
In the following we review some of the results that have been 

obtained concerning magnetic ordering and charge state assignment. 

4.1 Laves phases compounds 
Laves-phase actinide compounds of the MgCu2 structure are the most 

studied intermetallics. The NpX2 compounds (with X is a metal : Al, Hn, Ru, 
Os, Ir) have interatomic spacings which bring them across the Hill limit. 
They are ideally suited to study the transition from itinerant to localized 
magnetism. In the case where the X element is not magnetic, the Np magnetic 
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hyperfine field and the magnetic ordering temperature ire both decreasing 
with lattice spacing while the electron charge at the Np nucleus increases. 
NpAl2 having the largest lattice constant exhibits the most localized 
behaviour (figure 2). NpRu2 with the smallest lattice constant shows no 
magnetic ordering. The role of Np-Np spacing as a sensitive parameter for 
5f delocalization has been most directly tested by measurements under 
pressure [6], on the two extreme magnetic members of the Laves-phase series 
NpAl2 and NpOs2, which showed a linear correlation between Shf and electron 
charge density p(0) at the 2 3 7Np nucleus as derived from high pressure data 
on these two compounds. 

1.000-

I 

0.995 

-120 -60 0 60 120 
VELOCITY (mm/s) 

Fig.2 Mfissbauer spectrum of NpAl2 at 4.2 K. 

4.2 Compounds with NaCl structure 
The magnetic and electronic properties of the Np monopnictides have 

been studied in detail using different methods : neutron diffraction, 
-nagnetization, electric resistivity, X rays and Mossbauer measurements [7]. 
These compounds lie well above the Hill limit and on the whole show 
rare-earth like behaviour. Isomer shift measurements clearly indicate a 
.4pJ*(5f4 electronic configuration). Except NpH which is ferromagnetic, they 
exhibit an antiferromagnetic behaviour, often complex (e.g. HpAs [8]). 
More recently, NpSe measurements have been carried out [9]. NpSe presents 
an antiferromagnetic ordering at TM - 38K. The spectrum at 4.2K and the 
behaviour versu: temperature (figure 3), with complex spectra, suggest a 
certain distribution of hyperfine field, with an incommensurate spin 



modulation. To know this structure it will be necessary to perform neutwn 
diffraction measurements. 
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Fig.3 - Hóssbauer spectra of NpSe versus temperature. 

It is interesting to compare hyperfine d?.ta of the mono-pnictides and 
-chaicogenides. As the figure 4 shows, the chalcogenides have in general 
the smaller hyperfine fields than the pMctides. Increasing isomer shift 
(i.e. increasing ionicity) produces larger hyperfine fields and in the 
pnictides the free ion value is reached. This behaviour is in a good 
agreement with 5f localization. 
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Fiq.4 - Correlation of isomer shift S of 237Np of mono-pnictides 
and -chalcogenides with magnetic hyperfine field 8 h f. 7--.e free ion 
Bhf value is indicated by dash line. 

Other pnictides and chalcogenides 
Best studied is NpAs2 for which Móssbauer [10 j, neutron d i Г -Г.- a -11 с 

[11,12] and single crystal magnetization [13] data are avaiUs'.e. This 
material of a tetragonal lattice structure forms at 52K an incorr.er.surate 
antiferromagnetic state followed by a first crcter transition «t !;.< to в 
commensurate antiferromagnetic state. Below 18K, the Mossfcauer pattern is 
simple (figure 5), producing a magnetic moment (1-5^) in agreement with 
that obtained by neutron diffraction. The spectrum at 25K shows a 
distribution of hyperfine fields for a sinusoidal modulation. 
Another interesting neptunium compound is Kp3Ast. This material with a 
cubic unit cell of Th3 P4 type structure, is ferromagnetic below SiK. The 
Mossbauer experiments have performed between 4.2K and 1S0K [ H ] . At 4.2K 
{fig.6) we observe a pure magnetic splitting, (Bhf * 377 T ; p. » 1.75 | O . 
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fig.5 - Hóssbauer spectra of NpAs2 
at different temperatures. 

Fig.6 - Mossbauer spectra of Np3Ast 

at different temperatures. 
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The isomer shift value suggest a Np 4* ion. corresponding to a ground 
multiplet * I 9 / J following Hund's rule . The low v#alue of n with respect to 
the free ion value( 3.2 ц,) as well as the absence of a significant 
quadrupole component has been explained in terms of crystal field effects. 

4_._4 Other intermetallic compounds 
The compounds R T 2 S i 2 where R is a rare earth or actinide element 

and T a transition metal.have a tetragonal ThCr 2Si 2 type structure. All 
these material are found to be antiferromagnetic except for N p M n 2 S i 2 which 
is ferromagnetic. A very interesting study has been carried out on N p R u 2 S i 2 
[ 1 5 ] . This compound is ordered at Т„ • 27 К with a large negative 
quadrupolar interaction (e2qQ=-64mm/s). The figure 7 shows the spectra from 
1.6 К and 33 K. At 1.6 K, three hyperfine magnetic values have seen used to 
fit the spectrum suggesting a sinusoidal modulation of spins along с axis. 
This is in a good agreement with neutron diffraction data. Above TM a large 
quadrupolar effect is observed, indicating a very important electric field 
gradient on neptunium site. This is can be explained by the position of Np 
atoms, situated between silicium and ruthenium atoms. 
The NpRh2Si2 coumpound exhibits a antiferromagnetic ordering at 73 К [16]. 
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Fiq.7 - Mossbauer spectra of NpRu2Si2at 1.6 К and 33 K. 

5.CONCLUSIONS 
We have shown some different aspects of electronic and magnetic 

properties of light actinides in particular of the intermetallic compounds 
of neptunium. In terms of the picture developped fcy Hill, the closest 
resemblance with lanthanides would be to Ce, a particular rare earth 
element. However, as has been shown, this simple concept is not sufficient. 
Crystal field and bonding effects play a decisive role. Mossbauer 
spectroscopy, a good tool for magnetic studies of actinides, should not be 
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isolated and must necessarily correlated with other information, e.g., 
structural, bulk magnetization, neutron diffraction, electric resistivity. 
Serious drawbacks are the limitation to fairly low temperatures and the 
fact that good data only be obtained for neptunium. Nevertheless, rtossbauer 
spectroscopy has forcibly advanced our knowledge en magnetic properties of 
actinide compounds to the element beyond uranium. 
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NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE IN MAGNETIC OXIDES 

B. Sedlsk 
Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University, 
V Holescvickach 2, 100 00 Prague 8, Czechoslovakia 

Bssic proper-ties о* !1М?ч in magnetic nonnctals are 
oriefly sur..T.srizc3 and some examples of application 
el CMP. to manganese ferrites, substituted yttrium 
iron garnets and hexagcnal ferrites are siven in 
\t*i iectjre. 

1. Introduction 
The study of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) in magnetica¬ 

lly ordered materials represents an autonomous branch of NMR 
spectroscopy with a number of features, substantially different 
in comparison with the conventional NMR. Usually, no external 
magnetic field is needed in these experiments; the observed Zee-
man splitting of the nuclear sublevels is caused by internal 
effective field (B -) acting at the given nuclear sites. The 
measured distribution (and other properties) of В - give on the 
contrary rather important structural information characterizing 
the investigated system. Moreover, in materials with macroscopic 
spontaneous magnetization (e.g. in ferromagnets, ferrimagnets and 
weak ferromagnets) the NMR signal is enhanced by electronic magne¬ 
tization processes. 

Starting with the first paper devoted to NMR in cubic cobalt 
nistal, which was published by Portia and Gossard in 1959 /1/, ths 
NMR technique has been widely applied to many problems of magne¬ 
tism such as magnetic structure, distribution of valencies in 
nonmetals, domain and domain wall dynamics, relaxation phenomena 
etc. In this lecture we shall start with a brief summary.of basic 
properties of NMR in magnetic insulators and then we shall try to 
give few recent examples cf application of NMR to yttrium iron 
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garnets (YIG) and to hexagonal ferrites. 

2. Hyperfine field in magnetic oxides 
Neglecting the macroscopic components of the total effective 

field 8 - acting at the nuclear sites (e.g. external field 8 , el ~ в x 
demagnetizing and Locentz fields) we may express its microscopic 
part as a vector sum of three components 

BHF = 80 + QC + 8dip ( 1 ) 

The substantional one 8^ describes the magnetic hyperfine inter¬ 
action in free ion of the given valency. For example in the case 
of Fe +, 8Q is isotropic and proportional to the electronic mag¬ 
netic moment localized at the ion. For T — ^ O K BQ has the value 
cf the order 102 MHz /2/. 

The component 8~ describes corrections of 80 caused both by 
covalency in chemicai bond and by crystal field. If the influence 
of covalency is dominant, 3C is antiparallel to Bn and in oxides 
;t has the magnitude from 10 to 30 MHz /3/. 

Finally, 8^. describes the magnetic dipolar interaction of 
the given nuclear moment with electronic moments of the neighbou¬ 
ring ions. Its value is of the order 1 MHz. 

When NMR is measured in the external magnetic field B= . the 
e x 

resonance frequency OJ is (in the above mentioned approximation) 
determined by the relation 

where 1 is the gyromagnetic ratio of the investigated nucleus. 

3. Signal intensity and radiofrequency enhancement 
In magnetically ordered materials the electronic and nuclear 

spin systems are mutually coupled by the strong hyperfine inter¬ 
action. As a consequence of this situation, every change of elec¬ 
tronic magnetization causes corresponding change in nuclear magne 
tization and vice versa.Contrary to the non-magnetic materials, 
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the detected NMR signal in magnetic material is not given direct¬ 

ly by the nuclear magnetization of the sample. In fact, wi detect 

the modulation of electronic magnetization caused by the resonant 

motion of nuclear spins. The observed NMR signal is then sub¬ 

stantially enhanced relatively to the nonmagnetical systems 111. 

On the other hand the nuclear spin system is not excited directly 

by applied rf field B,, but by transversal rf component of hyper-

fine field. This component B7 is produced by the rf component of 

electronic magnetization. Radiofrequency field acting at nuclear 

sites is therefore enhanced by a factor 

B2 
w Di 

The value of the enhancement factor s>] depends on the mecha¬ 

nism of magnetization processes. Generally, in ferromagnet we 

must distinguish enhacement factors for nuclei inside domain walls 

and inside domains. Their values and consequently the properties 

of NMR signal may be substantially different. In principle, they 

also bring different information on the investigated system. 

4. Experimental technique 

NMR spectra in magnetically ordered materials are usually in-

honogenously broadened and, in many cases, they are also rather 

broai. In. such a situation the pulse spin echo technique is the 

most suitable and most frequently employed. Usually, the measure¬ 

ments are carried out at zero (or at constant) external magnetic 

field. The frequency of exciting rf pulses is changed step by 

step and the spin scho amplitude is registered as a function of 

exciting frequency. 

The choice of excitation conditions enables to distinguish 

the excitation of nuclei inside of domains or inside of domain 

walls, if the corresponding enhancement factors are different 

enough. In this way, using the spin echo technique, we may adjust 

the excitation" conditions to the purpose of the given experiment. 

The next requirements are: first, to ensure as exact as 
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as possible proportionality between the spin echo amplituoe and 
distribution of nuclei with given resonance frequency and second, 
to reach a maximum resolution ability. For these reasons it is 
necessary to uss either a receiver band width as narrow as pos¬ 
sible or Fourier transform spectrometer. The latter alternative 
represents ths best and most modern system which saves full in¬ 
formation contained in the spin echo signal /4/. In case of broad 
NMR spectra the detected spin echo amplitudes must be additional¬ 
ly corrected for the frequency dependence of the spin echo method 
sensitivity /5/. 

When the above mentioned conditions are fulfilled the re¬ 
latively narrow spectra with good resolution may be obtained, 
especially for nuclei without electric quadrupolar moment, which 
are located in domains and which belong to ions in S-state. In 
the next paragraphs we shall demonstrate this situation by Fe 
NMR spectra in YIG and in hexagonal ferrites. On the other hand 
for nuclei with quadrupolar moment, especially in case they belong 
to ions with low electronic shell symmetry, the situation is more 
complicated. As a rule, NMR spectra are rather broad due to the 
quadrupolar interaction and hyperfine field anisotropy. Quadru¬ 
polar splitting usually is not completely resolved and consequent¬ 
ly, it is rather difficult to distinguish the electric and magne¬ 
tic part of hyperfine interaction. 

Mn NMR spectra in manganese ferrite Mn Fe, 0, may serve 
as a good example of broad spectra. While the spectrum belonging 
to Mn is isotropic and rather narrow (its linewidth is ~ 20 MHz 
with central NMR frequency 586 MHz for T —*• 0 К /6,7/) spectrum 
belonging to Mn ions is much broader /7/ and its position is 
strongly dependent on the electronic magnetization orientation 
with respect to the crystal symmetry axes. Regardless the above 
mentioned difficulties it was possible to identify spectra per¬ 
taining to different crystalline sites and NMR has helped to solve 
the problem of manganese valency distribution in manganese 
ferrites /7 - 11/. 
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5. Fe NMR study of doped yttrium iron garnet system 
It is well known that yttrium iron garnet (YIG) is a ferri-

magnet in which Fe + ions occupy two kinds of positions with a 
different local symmetry so that the chemical formula of the pure 
YIG may be written in the form {Y3}[Fe,] a(Fe 3) dO 1 2. The octa¬ 
hedral a-sites are distorted trigonally with the [ill] type of the 
symmetry axis. Tetrahedral d-sites have the symmetry S4 with the 
fourfold axis of inversion parallel to one of the cube edges. 
With the magnetization parallel to the [ill] direction, which is 
the magnetic easy axis of YIG, all d-sites are magnetically equi¬ 
valent. On tne otner hand there are two inequivalent a-sites 
occupied in the ratio 1:3, which are usually denoted as a, and a2. 

1.0 - X'O 

A • 

1.0 • X-.S 

л • 

л • 

0 1— 
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-

Л '-

40 » «0 »S 70 » К 
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Sasicly, Fe NMR spectrum in pure YIG should consist of two 
lines belonging to Fe ions located in a-sites and in d-sites. 
Fig. la shows the spsctrurn measured in pure YIG at I = 77 К and 
published in an early paper /12/. The lines in the vicinity of 
65 !-'Hz and 75 MHz belong to the ions in the d-sites and a-sites, 
respectively. 3ut when the spectrum is measured with higher reso¬ 
lution power the splitting of a-line into two a^ and a? lines can 
be observed. .-ig. 2a shows an example of the spectra measured or. 
pure polycrystalline sample at T = 10 К /13/. The positions of a. 
and а„ lines are 75.05 and 76.05 MHz, respectively. 

1.5 U. ' 
I 

X 
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I 

I 
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The difference ~ 7 T between the a- and d-site hyperfins 
fields is mainly caused by the different covalency of a- and 
d-site ions /14/. The difference between a, and a^ lines is due 
to the dipolar contribution В .. and duo to the anisotropic part 
of the hyperfine field /13.15/. When the ferric iens are replaced 
by smaller (e.g. Ga ") ions, these diamagnetic ions enter predo¬ 
minantly tetrahedral sites in the region of low concentration. 
Fig. lc.c and Fig. 2b,c,d show example of NMR spectra obtained on 
such a doped systems. We can see from the Fig. 2 that when the 
experimental conditions are well adjusted, a number of satellites 



connected with the variation of hyperfine field in the vicinity 
of Ga ion can be resolved. Detailed analysis of Fe NMR spectra 
measured with relatively high resolution in Ga-, Л1- and In-sub¬ 
stituted YIG has shown that the dipolar field and the isotropic 
variation of the hyperfine field only cannot account for the ob¬ 
served results. An anisotropic part of the intrinsic hyperfine 
field based on the phenomenological independent bond model has 
been introduced for this reason /13/. 

Another example of application of Fe NMR spectra, measured 
with rather high resolution, is given in the paper /16/. In this 
paper the temperature dependence of Fe NMR spectra in 

has been studied with the 
goal of understanding in more detail the increase of Curie tempe¬ 
rature caused by Bi substitution /17/. Fig. 3 shows that in both 

Bi0.3Y2.7Fe5°12 and in LaO.3Y2.7Fe5°12 

T.4.2K d sites 

MMHi! 

(Ы 
VIC: 8i 

ł !MH*I 

Fig 3: NMR sptctr i ol 5 7Ft in * 2 . 7 B l 0 3Fe5°12 * n d 

Y 2 . 7 L * 0 . J F V l 2 S»rnet$ at * . г ' к [17] . 
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::•' a"J d-site spectra, satellite lines appear, corresponding 

•.••:? r'e'' i.ons with Bi + respective La + ions in their vicinity. 

: ..33 fcund th3t the resonance frequency of the satellites 

•.•.Teased -ore slowly with increasing temperature than the reso-

:-:.' frccuoncy of the main lines. The observed differencies in 

icTsrature dependence reflect the enhancement of the superex-

:n-z~$Q interaction Fe - Fe * in the vicinity of the diamagnetic 

r.jr-iiitution and on the basis of molecular field analysis the* 

r::responding changes of the exchange integrals could be calcu¬ 

lated. 

The variation of the dipolar and supertransferred Fe hyper-

iir.e fields in the vicinity of substituted ions can also be utili¬ 

zed for magnetic structure study. The application of this method 

to the "umbrella structure" of Ho-substituted YIG /18/ shows that 

in a number of situations the NMR technique is an alternative way 

to the neutron scattering. 

6. Fe NHR in hexagonal ferrites with magnetoplurabite type 

structure 

It is well known that the elementary cell of hexagonal fe¬ 

rrites with the magnetoplunbite type structure MFe12^19 ^ = "a' 

Pb, Sr) contains Fe ions in five different crystallographic 

lattice sites, forming five magnetic sublattices (a, b, c, d and 

e) of the collinear magnetic structure with the magnetic easy 

axis parallel to the hexagonal c-axis. Therefore the Fe NMR 

spectrum should consist of five lines corresponding to the indi¬ 

vidual sublattices. The first measurements in barium ferrite have 

been reported by R.L.Steever /19/. His results, which are given 

in the Fig. 4, may be compared with more recent measurements in 

both single crystal and polycrystal /20/, the results of which 

are plotted in the Fig. 5. In the latter case only nuclei inside 

domains have been excited and spin echo signal has been detected 

by the receiver with ~ 30 kHz bandwidth. Difference between the 

domain and domain wall spectra is demonstrated by the Fig. 6, in 

which the domain wall spectra detected on the same polycrystal-

line sample with the same receiver bandwidth are given /21/. As 
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it is shown in this paper, the observed domain wall spectrum can 
be described by the anisotropy of B - inside the 180° Bloch wall. 
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Fig ( : Ooniin m i l 5 7Ft NHR sptctta i n the po ly -
erysta l l int saapli BaFc.O., at T < t .2 К [? i ] 

Similarly to the YIG system, the well resolved Fe spectra 
in hexagonal ferrites give also good possibilities for applica¬ 
tions. For example, comparing the Ba-hexaferrite spectra with the 
Sr- and Pb-hexaferrite ones (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 7 /20/) we can 
find the d-sublattice resonance frequency in Pb-hexaferrite by 
0.45 - 0.55 MHz lower in comparison to the Ba- and Sr-ferrites. 
Considering that the Pb2+ ionic radius lies between the Ba * and 
Sr2+ ones, we may conclude, that the corresponding changes in the 
crystal structure only cannot explain the observed difference /22Л 
Evidently the electron structure of Pb ion, in particular the 
covalency of the M 2 + - 02" bondings, plays an important role. The 
observed hyperfine field change can then be explained by the 
different electron transfers in the Fe 3 + - 02" - M2+ triads. This 
situation is closely related to the one of Bi3+ substitution in 
YIG /16, 23/; Bi3+ and Pb2+ have the isoelectronic structure anc 
their influence on the Fe'+ hyperfine field must be similar. 
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DYNAMICS OF BI OMOL.ECULARS STUDIED BY RAY LEIGH SCATTERING Or 

MOSSBAUER RADIATION AND MOSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY. 

I. P. Suzdalev, V.I.Goldanski.i, Yu.F.Krupjanskii 

1. Itroduction. 

Dynamics of biomoleculars. proteins and DNA plays very 

important role in the supply and the regulation their functional 

activity, for example, like transducers of oxigen, like enzines, in 

photosynthesis a.r.u so on. The Hossbauer spectr oscopy CM2£ and 

especially Rayleigh Scattering of Mossbauer Radiation CRSMR3 permit 

to obtain the quantitative data on dimensions and times of complex 

hierarchy of motion in biopolymers and to create correspondent 

functional models С1-33. 
The scheme of RSMR includes Mossbauer source S7Co, the scatterer 

- biopolymer, the detector and Mossbauer analyser С"Black absorber" -
or one-line absorber?> that situated before and after the scatterer on 
definite angle-as Cfig.1Э. 

Fig. 1. Coherent and uncoherent version of RSMR. 

S7 
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It is analysed the elastic - f and ineias'.ic fraction of sca¬ 
ttering or RSMR spectra in definite region of velocities of source -
vCJCv} or 

JotCOD - JoCO> 

where Jo,Joe are i n t e n s i t i e s of sca t te r ing in resonance at v=0 and 

far from resonance at v=oc, JC2^3,JCO3 i n t e n s i t i e s of sca t t e r ing 

at S& angle and incident beam before s c a t t e r e r . 

For n atoms: 

-к <x > с г э 

where к =4JTSXnC£3/\ is transferred momentum of radiation with wave 

length \ , hCW - the Atomic form factor, SCib - the so-called 

scattering law, determined only by the structure of a scatterer, 

-KZ< xZ> 
e - Debye-Waller f a c t o r . 

The RSMR experiment can be c a r r i e d out i n coherent and 

incoherent variations Cfig. l}. Coherent versions involved angular 

resolution better than 30* and characterised very small counting 

ra te CO. 5 pulse/min.} for such complex sistems as proteins. Incohe¬ 

rent versions permites in principle to increase the counting ra te 

and s t a t i s t i c a l experimental accuracy by means of enlarging of de¬ 

tector aperture to several grades. In our experiments we designed 

the annular shape detector to col lect all radiation scattered over 

azimuth at average angle 2& = 12°± 1.5° with respect to the symmetry 

axis Г43. The acceptance angle used 5°. In the case of polycrys-

t a l l i ne sample not less than 100 Eragg maxima are within the accep¬ 

tance angle. And i t was proposed, that SCfo = 1 and icoherent ver¬ 

sion can be treated with rather good accuracy. The same condition 

keeps under consideration two or several component systems, for 

example , in the case protein - water or glyserine. Then common 

scat ter ing in tens i ty in the system is-: 

J 2 = J p + J s СЗЭ 



where Jp, - scattering intensity on protein, J_ - scattering 
intensity on solution. For incoherent version: 

f + f 
• l с 

where f - elastic fraction of RSMR, 
f - Compton fraction of scattering. 

Taking into consideration С23.СЗЭ and С4Э, and the values of atomic 
form factors for the protein and water 5.6: 

f 
1 + l.£2h 

where h - hydrotation of the protein in С g H O / g protein 3. From 
С52 i t can be possible to drow out values: 

fp = r e ; fv = Ге 

and deterwine? values <xz> , <x > 
P V 

R3MK technique has some peculiarities in comparison with simi-
iar methods: X-ray Dynamics Analysis CXRDA3, Neutron scattering C'rtSZ 
and MS. There is fixed all type of <x > - dynamic s ta t ic and ener¬ 
getic resolution at 1 eV does not permit to share elastic and 
inelastic fractions in XRDA. At the RSMR technique i t i s keeped best 
energetic resolution of MS a* lO~*eV С for NS s» lCf"*eV Э and elastic 
fraction is determed with high accuracy. The small angle RSMR per-
xi и t.o study scaie motions with <x > at lS, that impossible in MS. 
F.SMR posseses one advantage in comparison with MS because i t does 
no-, nesa Mossbauer nuclei at a l l . Time characteristics are very 
ijrrcrtar.t too. In the case of 57Fe nuclea time т =10~7s, that per-
irnvis to study by means of RSMFJ rather slow motions with correlation 
times T =10~7s. For XRDA character time is Ю"1 s, so all motions 

с 

are slow in comparison with that time and only spatial averaging 
takes place. It is known that biopolymers have complex hierarchial 
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organization with primary, secondary, tertiary, quarternaly, domain 
and subdomain structure. Therefore there are observed different 

types of motion with scales from 0.01 %г to 1 Я2 and times from 
10~7 - lO~**s to several minutes and hours in biopolymers and pro¬ 
teins. 

Experiments with RSMR and MS give the values of f Cf 3 and 
RSMR spectra, and permit to f ix quantitative data in the region of 
correlation 1O~7 - 1O"1S s directly. Besides there i s indirect 
possibility to study slower motion by means of the studing finish 
step of different chemical or structural transformation. 

3. Hydration effects. 

Mostly biomolecules operate in water medium so hydration 
effects their dynamic structure directly. There were studied some 
proteins and biopolymers with different hydration degree - h Cfig.23 
and analysed e last ic fraction of RSMR - f for biomoleculers with 
different molecular weights: inhibitor of trypsin С1ТгЭ - M =* 7. 10a, 
lysozyme CLys) - M st 1,4.10 , rayoglobin СМЬЭ - M s* 1.6.10*. trypsin 
СТгЭ - M * 3. 4.1O4, human serum albuminę CHSA5 - M =» 6.6.10*. DNA -
M at 10е at h ж 0-1. There was observed the dicreasing of f with 
the growth of h and consequently the increasing of intramolecular 
mobility Th» values of <x*> reach sc 1 %. It i s interesting to 
compare _f * *C!v> ir.d act-ivites of proteins. More character corre -
Nations ve» e obtained f c Tr and Lys. The enzime act ivity begin 
to increa.-э in vicinity h = 0.1-0.15 CTrD, h = 0.2-0.3 CLys3 and 
the intramolecular mobility appears at exactly these values of h,. 
forTr and Lys. It should be noticed the different type of hydratin-, 
curves f = fChO for some biopolymers. Whereas for Lys i t i s 
observed the limiting of mobility at h =0.3-0.4, for KSA and DNA 
the mobility increased up to h = 1.0. It should be mentioned that 
such behavior of f • for Lys can be explaned only on the ground 
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of intramolecular mobility, but not for the reason of molecular mo¬ 

tion like whole. The comparisone f = fCh3 for HSA and DNA gives 

larger intramolecular mobility for DNA. The reason i s in different 

dynamic between single helix structure like in proteins and double, 

helix structure like in DNA. Conformation analysis reveals big ani-

sotropy of motion along axial axis of double helix in comparison 

with planar direction. These properties correspond with the absence 

of hydrogen bonds along the axis of double helix, meanwhile such 

type of bonds plays very important role for single helix of protein. 

Such type of increasing of th» mobility along double helix DNA gives 

the growth average <x2> for DNA in comparison with HSA. These con¬ 

clusions are supported by the data for agarose [73 in coherent ver¬ 

sion of RSMR. It was observed hydration dependences f = fCM for 

scattering angles Z& = 10.14 and £0°. The calculations of <x2> give 

the big anisotropy of the mobility in the direction of double helix 

of agarose Cfig.33 like in DNA. 

Fig. 2. Hydration dependences of f for different biopoly-

m*rs: 

15. Lysozim - Lys. , Inhibitor of trypsin - IT; 

2Э. Myoglobin - Mb; 
ЗЭ. Trypsin - Tr; 
43. DNA and human serum albumin - HSA. 

Dotted l in* - calculated dependence of f . 
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о, а 

Fig. 3. The meanings of <x > for agarose at different h 
and К [X~*j;l-1.34,2-1.78,3-2.66 C2& - 10o,14°.a0o5. 
The calculation <x > mad* in two proposions: 

1?. One part of water molecular are bound with aga-
rose strictly and their dynamics does not dif¬ 
fer from agarose. the another part has f «0; 

23. Dynamics of water and agarose is the same. 
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Angular dependence of the intensity of RSMR for KSA in cohe¬ 
rent version [8] at h=O.13 and h=0. 4 Cfig. 4Э demonstrates the en -
fiuence of hydration on appearance interhel ix motions at K=1.5 %''. 
CK=1.5 X"1 corresponds inter plane distance a: S. 4 %. for protein he-
liłO. At h=0. 4 the inelastic fraction RSMR increases for interhelix 
motion CK=1.5 £~Ъ. Analysis of <xz> for 1 < К < г Я"1 gave 2. S time 
growth for small scattering angles. These data can be corresponded 
larger scale of motion on the level of secondary structure in com¬ 
parison with primary. 

One another effect we should pay attention - the additivity 
of the dynamic of the protein and the water. One can take formula 
С5Э with f ^ 0, for three water at T = 300 K, f for dry protein and w r 
to draw the dependence f = fChO for proteins Cor DNA3. The discra-
pancy between calculated and experimental curves is obvious. This 
result can be explain by mutial strong interaction the protein mole-
culars and the water moleculars and by strong influence this 
interaction on dynamics of water '- protein system. 

Fig. 4. Angle dependence of elastic fraction Csolid line and 
inelastic fraction Cdotted lineD RSMR for HSA СТ=300Ю. 
at h * 0.13 С1Э and h * 0. 4 С2Э. 

V ' 
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Fig.5. Temperature dependences of f : 
1Э. Mb at h = 0.05, 0.50, crystal!, water solution 

22. 554; 
2Э. Tr at h « O.05, O.20. 0.70; 
33. HSA - water solution Э7У.,solution with 7.5 glu-

tar dialdegide, solution with 66K of g l i cer ine , 
4Э. DNA at h = O. 05. O. Bl, 1.30. 
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3. Temperature effects, influence of viscosity 
and hydration. 

Temperature dependence f = fCT> for biopolymers at different h 
and viscosity posseses also several pecularities Cfig.53. Lyophi-
lized, dry protein CMb, Lys, Tr, HSA and DNA5 demonstrates f = fCT> 
like for solid state with high Debye temperature. 

However hydrated proteins and DNA demonstrate sharp diminishing 
fR above 200 K. This effect can be explain by the appearance intra¬ 
molecular mobility. More sharply reduction was observed in concen¬ 
trated solution Mb and HSA. There was found also the influenc* 
of polycrystal state CMb? and polymerisation by glutar dialdegide 
CHSA5 on the dynamic intramolecular motion above SOO K. 

The similar behavior for proteins with different M 2* 103- 10' , 
with different state and DNA with M ae 1O* for elastic fraction 
of RSMR above T * 200 К supportes the idea about small influence mo¬ 
lecular motion as whole. Temperature dependences for DNA are more 
sharp than for proteins and can be explain l ike in previous dis -
cussion by strong anisotropy of intramolecular motion of DNA. 

First of all the dependence f =fCT3 one can t ry to explain by 
the melting of hydration water. By mean of experimental data f =fC7D 
and f » fCT3 for the water and dry protein C55 i t was calculated 
temperatur* dependence f = fCT> for HSA at h = 0 . 6 5 С f i g . 6 3. 
The comparison between calculated and experimental dependences d>&-
mostrates the d i screpancy above T = £00 K. Tn i s r e s u l t once mere 

arque i n the proof on nonaddi t i vi t y of dynamic of p r o t e i n and w.-»ter 

at d i f f e r e n t temperature. So it, i s i m p o s s i b l e t o u n c e r s t a n d a l l 

effects f в fCT3 by means of water melting without the арредголсе 
intramolecular mobility. 

It i s known that the properties of hydr ati on water are o i ;':"*-
rent from free water and i t s melting ta.ke place ir.'.o the- virie r:< ice 
of temperatures С9.10Э. We proposed t h a t f = fCT} car. be- •-<-=;г: i.̂ ed, 
some function» for example: 
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f СТЭ = — С в? 
т - т 

1 + «хр —i i o -
ДТ 

where f - experimental value at law tempei ature, T - effective 
temperature of melting. AT - region of melting. The calculated data 
with T = 271.5 ± O.7 К and ДТ = 3 ± 1 К described experimental curve 
f = fCTO very well ane the variation T and ДТ between 1-2 К can be 

R О 

rather good distinguishable Cfig. 6fcO. 
Besides hydratation the viscosity influences on functional ac¬ 

t iv i ty of proteins Cll-143. I t ' s proposed that macroviscosity of 
a solution effects on microviscosity and intramolecular dynamic 
of proteins. In our case we observed direct effect viscosity of the 
system on dynamic of HSA. On fig.S there are results f = fCT3 for 
37Я water solution of HSA, 37Я water solution of HSA with glutar di-
aldegyde CGD3 and water - glycerine solution with 2254 of water, 3454 
of protein and 44% of glycerin. Polymerisation of KSA by GD and i t s 
denaturation gave the system with large viscosity and no fluidity. 
Water - glycerine solution of HSA kept the fluidity and had smaller 
viscosity nevertheless the values f for this system were the 
biggest. So for HSA at T = 300 К <хг> = 1 . 1 ± 0.3 %* for water 
solution of HSA, <x?> = 0.5 ± 0.1 X2 for GD and denaturativ HSA 
solution and <xZ> = 0.06 ± 0.03 &г for water - glycerine solution. 
Thus the microviscosity С the viscosity of the nearest surrounding} 
govers the dynamic of protein [153. The reasons of possible reduc¬ 
ing of <x2> after changing water to glycerine are in model of pre¬ 
ferable hydration tl63. In accordance of this model, the layering of 
system with only water moleculars near the surface of globule i s 
more thermodynamically fabourably. In consequance the area of th* 
surface of globule diminishes» the globule are stressed and the <x'> 
reduce. 
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Fig. 6. Temperatur'/ dependences f for HSA at h = 0.65: 
аЭ. Experiment data С solid line - calculated 

data in the proporsion simple additivity 
of protein and water. 

ЬО. Calculated meanings of f for different 
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Separatly it is interesting to compart fCT) for Mb from 
2. 57 RSMR. XRDA, MS experiments: <x > Fe - for iron atom Cfia.73 in 

of Mb, <хг> - average value for Mb globule from MS and active center 
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RSMR and <x > . <хг> - average value from XRDA. <x*> values are 
larger th&r. <x"> that correspond the increasing of the notion 
scale from the centre of globule to periphery. These data, a l i t t l e 
bit differ from XRDA data for <хг>г̂ Г 17,183. In the case of <xz> 

and <x > the difference i s more distinguishable because of the 
input of diffusive phone into <x > __ • Mostly difference exists in 
temperature dependence <xz> from MS, RSMR and from XRDA data. ?rc-
ЬаЫу these results connect with difference of characteristic tine 
for RSMR CMS3 and XRDA. By means ' of RSMR technique registrate 
the motions only with time smaller than lO"?s, while in XRDA all 
motions with times from 10" -10" to 10 takes part and increases 
>':-: > a t l o w •temperature . 

XRDA ^ 

Fig.7. Temperature dependences <хг> on RSMR С1Э. 
• XRDA С2.3Э and MS С4Э data, 3 - average 

values on wholeglobule, 3 - values for 
Fe-atom. Dotted l ine - calculation in 
Debve - Wai1er model. 

»oo Т.К. 
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F i g . 8 . RSMR spec tra : 
. 13. Mb a t h » 0 . 0 2 , 0 . 3 8 , O. 59 and T * 3OO K; 

33. HSA at h - O. 7, T » 1OO, 28О JC; 
33 . Temperature dependence of t h e .*rea of RSMR 

s p e c t r a for narrow - S and wide component 
Sz for HSA at h = 0 . 7 ; 

43. The same for Mb. 
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4. RSMR Spectra. 

Now we reach the necessity to take into consideration f r e ¬ 
quency or time characteristic of motion in proteins. These data can 
be obtain by means of form analysis of RSMR Spectra and temperature 
dependences of the area of separated components of spectra. Mostly 
distinguishable features of RMSR Spectra for biopolyjners are the 
coexistence in some cases so called wide and narrow components and 
small broadening narrow component with increasing of hydration and 
temperature. Experimental linewidth of wide • component СГ } becomes 
several IM/S Cfig.83 that corresponds т г* 10~e-10~Ps. Analysis of 
temperature dependence of spectra area permit to share two typos of 
intramolecular motion in biopolymer with т se 10"lo-10~11s С the re¬ 
ducing of area of narrow component RSMR spectra} and т as 1O~*-1O~°S 
Cthe appearance and variation of wide component RSMR spectral. Be¬ 
sides small broadening of narrow component ДГ gives more slower 
motions with т ас 10 s. 

e 

5. Fourier a n a l y s i s of RSMR spectra . 

The time c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of prote in motion can be repres<?ts4 
more obviously by means of the method of c o r r e l a t i o n coordinate fun¬ 
c t i o n s . Fourier a n a l y s i s of RSMR spectra permit t o construct» 
the corre lator of the motion < |ДхСО |*> = fCO in the region t=10"V-
10~ l os for d i f f e r e n t h and T. There was obtained the c o r r e l a t o r s for 
HSA at h = 0 . 7 and T = 370, 280. 300 К Cf ig .93 . The c o r r e l a t i o n 
function can be shared by three parts: 

<|ДхСО|2> = <xZ>,CO + ,x2>, CO + <хг>, CO С7Э 

where <xz> , <x2> , <x2>, - corre la tors for high and low fr iequen-
cv C1.25 motion. There i s component <x >. for ruotions with Г <1O~ s 

n с 
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and Amplitudes 0.1-0.7 Я8 in all correlators. Then there i s compo¬ 
nent <xz> for motions with т :* io"*s Cbwfore the kink on the curve 
<|ДхСО|г> = fCt3 Э. After the kink at 310 К slower motions appear 
that corresponds <x2>. • These motions can be connected with diffu¬ 
sion of globule as whole, С <хг> = SDt Э or with more slow intramo¬ 
lecular motion with т г* 1O s. 

с 

F i g . 9 . C o r r e l a t i v e c o o r d i n a t e f u n c t i o n s f o r HSA h =0.7. 

T = гго. гво, 3iо к. 

ł .M 

0.71 

«,* 
- 27QK 

а» азе оя а» i.» 1.» i.so г<о г« гл я» 

6. Models of motion. 

Intramolecular mobility can be understood in biopoiymers on 
term of the appearence of conformation substates. It was mentioned 
that 1yophi1 i zed dry protein has 
than 0.1 

similar solid state Cnot more 
while hydrated ptrcteins posesses <x2> =* 1 &2 CT=3OO 
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Displacements on these distances has to occure like in other 
condensed matter Cliquid.or solid states!) by mean of fluctuational 
creation of cavities with the penetration into i t the atomic group 
or эу mean of diffusion С jumped or unrestricted}. In the case of un¬ 
restricted diffusion one should expect the disappearance of RSMR 
spectra because sharp broadening of the Mossbauer line. However i t 
does not take place. Therefore these type of displacement С л 1 A) 
occure by means of restricted diffusion in profile of some confor¬ 
mation potential which restricted diffusion of atomic groupes. 
The values <x > and <x > are determined by transition between 
degenerate or quasi degenerate energy levels -= local minima of this 
potential. Primaraly these minima were observed by means of. the 
study of the kinetics of Iygand binding CO and О in Mb £213 and 

XRDA study. The conformation potential for protein atomic group mo¬ 

tion includes the multitude of local minima. In the case of unres¬ 

tricted diffusion the local minima don't have fixed position in 

space and are created by thermal fluctuation. In the case of jumped 

diffusion local minima are fixed in space. The version of the type 
conformational potential has been represented on fig.lO. The dis¬ 

tance between the walls of conformational potential i s drawn from 
<xz> 2s X %г and corresponds the scale of nonordering in the protein 
globule. 

Mossbauer spectra can be represent IBO1: 

<x 
I C O = - i — Г exp-f-crvaDt - - i — < |ДхСО iz>|eosCCto - <»xOt3 d t С8Э 

77 I 2\* > 
о 

For RSMR spec t r a 1/X. i s changed t o к = An s i n * / K. < |AxCO J*> -
correlative function of nuclei motion. Because structure unhomoge-
nity of globule there are vide spectra of time correlation - т for 
the motion of different fragments in protein. In this case 
<!ДхСО|г> m CSi car. be write by: 

ОС 

| г> = / GCTO < Х 2 < |ДхСО| г > = / GCTO <Х2>СТЭ Cl - expC-t/тЭЭ dr СЭЭ 
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where GCTO - time correlation spectra of conformation motions, 
<х2>СтЭ - mean square displacement with correlation times т. То cal¬ 
culate GCiO one has to take some model. One of the most simple model 
i s harmonic over clamped Brownian osc i l lator С 23,24 J. In th i s case 
(ЗСтЭ = <5Ст-тсЭ and 

3k T 
<|ДхСО|2> = <х*>СтеЭ Cl-expC-t/т^ЭЭ = =-^ Cl -expC-t/т^Э С1ОЭ 

IDU 

where ы - the friequence of osc i l la tor . In th is case the confor-
mational mobility i s modelled by unrestricted diffusion of some ato¬ 
mic group Cfragments^ in the conformational potential of harmonic 
type. This simple model demonstrates that dynamic properties of 
proteins at small times t << т are similar to the liquid: 

<|ДхСО|*> S 2Dt , D = — ! CUD T mo> с оас 

and at iarge time t >> т are similar to the solid state. Therefore 
he protein fragment feels returning force at t >> т from the side 

of protein groups binded with this fragment. This solid state res¬ 
trictions correspond big scale С the distances more than 1 X D or¬ 
dering of protein globule Clike crystall5 and the keeping of native 
protein structure. Mossbauer spectra in this case look like: 

S f 2 ' )f 
X2 J ^ - X2n! СГ/2+псО 

n=o 

where a = l / т . For RSMR ICtoi i s transformed by c h a r g i n g l s \ t-o x. 
The e x p r e s s i o n C123 r e p r e s e n t t h e sum of unbroadened ccmpoiient and 
i n f i n i t e number of broaden components Cnarrow and wide components!;. 
Inf inite number of components are defined by the migration of the 
local minima along the conformation space. With i creasing of 
temperature the correlation time т i s redused and broaden 

component go away from spectra window for observation and the values 
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f Cf ; car. be cii mi ru slung snisii. In XRDA resuches of proteins 
rather- big extensi or. cceffisi ents were observed J133 therefore one 
should *-ake into consideration on the effects of anhbrmonisi ty. This 
means that <x >C") does not change with temperature i ike a harmonic 
osc i l la tor , but more complex manner. After that the modeis appeared 
[25.SS3 with motion of protein fragment in anharmonic potential. 
The res t r ic ted diffusion of the fragment in such potential i s des¬ 
cribed by Fokker - Plank equation. By means of th i s from tempera¬ 
ture deoendence f Cf 3 or <x> C<x> 5 i s drown out the share o: 

R A R F* 
potential and from the broadening of line - diffusion coefficient 
cas:.. 

Fig. iO. ihe version of coiiformational potential. 

s 
и 

С о ordi ant e, ( re i . un) 

At last sharply i creasing of <x > С < x2> Э above T = 2OO К in 
biopolymers and proteins can be understood in the model of phase 
transition Г 27] when the increasing of free volume takes place above 
T . Above T the sizes of regions with•restricted diffusion grow and 
the number of accesible local minima and microscale unhomogenity in-
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crease. However below T the fre& volume don't relaxe perfectly. 
therefore the enouth sizes of cavities are keep and give the possi¬ 
bili t ies for penetration atomic groups like CK, CH . Tne existence 
of such cavities provides the creation of static local minima or two 
level systems. In this case the tunneling transitions will occure 
between energy levels for the times larger than т 2s 10~ s and will 
input in linear member of heat capacity like in glasses £28,293. 

Consequently microscale unhomogenity has to appeare in liquid like 

properties of proteins at T > T and at small temperature 7 < T 

microscale unhomogenity gives "glass like" properties of biopolymers 

and proteins С28]. 

7. Heat capacity on RSMR data. 

Models of Brownian oscilator with restricted diffusion and 
phase transition permit to draw out the heat capacity from RSMR 
data. Temperature differentation of f gives the expression for ad¬ 
ditional heat capacity of protein and water. For example in model of 
phase transition СЭО] it will be: 

ДС С13Э 

f =a f +a f , f =a U+expC-AG /ТЭЭ^+а Cl+expC-AG / T ] " 1 С14Э 

where AG - the variation of free Gibb's energy for protein and 
water; А, В , В - coef f i eci ents; AC = AHCdP/dT), ДН - variation c: 
entalpy; P - the possebility of phase transition from solid sta.e 
S-phase to the conformational C-phase for N - the number of protein 
cluster that takes place in phase transition. 
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N 
< 1+exp t- = 1-P С15Э 

where ф - f r e e G i b b ' s e n e r g y for one c l u s t e r and • AG=AH-TAS=gC# -ф "i 
с *• 

where g - the number of structure units. In results: 

ДС /CN +N 3 = /?ДСС1 + С1-/ЭЭДСС 
N /q N /q 

= 

where N - the number of protein globul, n- the number of clusters 
for cooperativity in molecular of protein. 

Thus: 

ДСрСтахЭ 
CIS") 

С 1 ДС СтахЭ = к N /q ДСС1СтахЭ w в w ^ v 

q - the number of moleculars of water in phase t rans i t ion. 

Fin. 11. 
Calculated temperature depen¬ 
dence of heat capacity fro» 
RSMR data for consentrated so¬ 
lution of Mb С 2.5 g H О to 
1 g Mb Э. Dotted line - ДС for 
protein at different n. 

ле «о MO 
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There are calculated ЛС curve fcr "„ne Mb consentrated soluti;:. 

•C solid lineO and protein Cdotted l ine; at different n. en t?--r 

fig. 11. In the сазе n=l the glcbui<? of the p.-ctem will be single 

cluster cf cocperaiivily and the input?- of additional capacity cf 

the protein will be sniall. With increasing n the contribution of tb* 

protein increases noticeably. Because ^vervatcir. of protein givt;, 

the contribution to RSMR. the number c:' cocperativi ty Cr.3 can fc«s 

rather large. For concentrated solution of Mb <2. 5g H О to Ig pro-

tein Э at n=10. ДС =0.28 J/gK. 

8. Slow motion with т < lO~'s. 
с 

So RSMR and MS g i v e d i rec t quant i tat. i v daqta en dynamics cf 

polymers with c h a r a c t e r i s t i c time smaller than J O ' s . However УЗ 

permits t o observe ind irec t data about conf-ornational mobi l i ty cf_ 

c lobule for slower t imes. I t can be done by means of the study of MS 

. f i n i s h s teps of prote in i n t e r a c t i o n with .•nedia cr by irieans c:' 

r ip id mixing, rapid f r e e s i n c the products cf react ion . 

A. Influence of pH. 

For some hemeprotein, Hb, Mb, cytcchroms c, c ' . C-SS4 '.'r.ę- : 

were observed the var ia t ion of electron, s t a t e of ~ * withctit • : -

changing of the lygands tut by meanr of enly variat:cr. cH of ^tr . . 

[31-333. Horse Metłto with Fe posseses h. =h spin ^-5 : a*. z'A-0 *..: 

S=5/2 transforms t o low spin S=1^2 of рЬ'-? Г 31 3. Th-i о -. r ar.-rf-r:.. 

l i o n depends on the rate of freez ing ar.ć *.r.«? part c:' _-"••; Э :r.crca: 

fcr slow rate . Similar r e s u l t s were ctr-v-ved fcr .:• . - . : :rrct. c--. . 

-here 755i Fe*3 atoms have S=?./2 CpH=lC>. IOCS-. - S-'^y'z : =-.4=10 : . ; _ . 

In the case of c' C33J there wereebserVE--; rather e:-:c. : s t a t e s cf ~ 

with S=3^2 at pK=7.8. meanwhile Fe has S-5.-2 a* pn=l -.: -i 1O C i ę ; _ 

Usually these s t a t e s are s t a b i l i z e d by sz*ci*i i i saner, fcr ехал;.. 
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4 IT solutions. ' n the case of c' inter initiate state CS=3/2 i s 
reached by means of ihe interaction of the me>iia with prctein glo¬ 
bule}. The reason of similar transformation with pH media i s the 
conformational rearrangement of protein globule so the intramolecu¬ 
lar fragment motion changes distances and angles of bondes with ly-
gands and spin state of Fe*a. In as much as i t was observed the fi¬ 
nish results of conformational rearrangement of globule the time of 
intramolecular motions can be larger than iO~7s and to be. for 
example, several seconds, if the spin state depends on the rate of 
freezing. 

B. The influence of external lygands and the media. 

The variations of Fe spin state were observed in proteins un¬ 
der the influence of external lygands, substrate and media for cyto-
chro» P-450, some peroxidases and Fe-protein of nitrogenase С 34-363. 
Fe* in chloroperoxiciase has the transition CcrossoverD low spin -
high spin with increasing of temperature above 180 К Cfig.i33. Tnis 
transition can be shifted or excluded perfectly by means of the 
intoduction in the media external lygands - halogens. Halogens are 
not bir.ded with Fe but nevertheless i f the media containes ions Cl. 
Fe has the spin S=l/£ at all temperature, if I or F - S=5/2. For 

P-45O С 333 initial low spin state Fe changes to high spin ?.fter ad¬ 
ditional substrat - camphor. Molecular of camphor does not interact, 
with Fe*3 too but i t oindes with the protein in the ratio 1:1. These 
results argue about the rearrangements of protein globule under 
imerac-.ion with external lygands and substrat. For Fe—protein of 
Av-2 £323 for nitrogenase system i t was observed the rearrangement 

of globule under the interaction of media similar with hemoproteins 

Fe-proieir.s Av-г includes in active center C4Fe-4S3 'cluster with so 
called ~uba.r)& structure. The changing of media - etylenglicole to 
urea gives the transition average cluster spin from S=l/^ to S=3/̂ 2. 
without variation of lygands composition but only for accounts of 
the changing of globule conformation and the distances in [4Fe-4S3 -
cluster Cfig.l-O. 
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F i g . i S . Mossfcauer s p e c t r a of eytochrom с i t 4 . 2 К i n rUx=£mT 
perpend. :и1ьг to direction of -̂quantum at different 
pH of .T.edia:lO. 5. 7.8. 1 1333. 

!^fe: • •• 

H II I 

Fig.13. 

£. 

i ' i^ 

t i I ! I 

V, 
S -•/ 

M&ssbauer spectra of 

chlor oper oxidase at 

defferent temperature 

л ^ 1 Q A S^ ^1 Ci r»̂  PA*4łf 
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Fig.14. M5ssbauer spectra of reduced Fe-protein Av-г at 42 K. 
H»x=6T parallel to direction of у-quantum: 

аЭ. Av-2 in 50J4 solution etylenglicol; 
bj. Av-2 in О.4М solution of urva. 

Solid line - the results of calculation for S=1^2 СаЭ 
Cb). 

7.0 

0,5 

О 
o.ś 

о 
О 2 K«*/S 

Fig.15. Mossbauer spectra 
cf aconitase with substrat at 
4.3 К: 
аЗ. Oxided auonita.se. no substrat 
Ь.сЗ. Oxided aconitase with cis-
acor.itase at time reaction 5 ms 
and 35 ms, 
dj. Oxided aconitase with sitra-
te CS and S - two form of Fe3 i г 
еЭ. Oxided aconitase Creaction 
at -60°0, 
f3. Reduced aconitase С373. 
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С. Rapid mixing, rapid freezing results, crycbi©chemistry. 

All previous results fix the finish result of rearrangement of 
protein globule. For aconitase i t one Souid succeeded in the deter¬ 
mination of the times of transformations to intermedia?, states at* -
ter interactions with substrates: cis-aconitate. cytrate ar ' lsccy-
trate by means of rapid mixing, rapid freezing technique C3.J. Aco-
«itase includes C4Fe-4S] cluster in active centre, which MS changes 
after interaction with substrate Cfig.15Э. The reactions were car¬ 
ried out at O°C with freezing into isopenthane at -140°C. After 5ms 
of the begining of reaction the spectra component S and S appear 
and the intensity of these components changes after 35 ms. The ratio 
of components, the grade of cluster transformation invc new state 
and the rate of transformation depends on the type of substrate. 
These circumstances pernite to propose the existance of intramole¬ 
cular motions with the time s* 10" s corresponded the times of chang¬ 
ing of MS. It should be mentioned that the increasing of temperature 
provides the acceleration of reaction and accompanies the existance 
of one finish state for all substrate for more short time. The de¬ 
creasing of temperature of reaction in cryogen media - water - me-
•Łhanol - etylenglycol to -60 С with rapid freezing at iiquied nitro¬ 
gen temperature gives the new state - S for the times 5-20 min. 
Thus these results permite to take into consideration intramolecular 
motion with time 102- 103s. 

9. Conclusion. Hierarchy cf motions in biopol yrner s. 

RSMR and MS data give a prove on the hierarchy of intramoiacu-
lar motions connected with definit amplitudes Cscaiesi of aiciior-s 
and with the correlation times. 

1. Solid state motion with <хг> a= O.OO1-O. 05 &2 and times iC~lz 
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2. Highfrequence motions with <x > ас 0. 01-1. OO Я* and times 

3. Bigscaie motions <x2> at 0.1 -1. O %z and times 10*"- 10~^s. 
4. Lowf requence motions with scale at 0.1-1.0 X2 and the times 

> 10"7s. 
5. Slow motions with time 10" - 10 s. 

All these motions probably correspond to special hierarchial, 
structural organisation of protein and biomolecul. for example, on 
the primary, secondary, tertiary, quarternary, domain structure and 
so on levels. 
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SHORT INTRODUCTION TO POSSIBLE GOLD FUSION 

M.J.A. de Voigt 

University of Technology. P.O. Box 513. 5600 MB EINDHOVEN. The Netherlands 

1 2 
The recent developments ' in cold fusion raise more questions than are 

answered. In any case the announcements of achieving cold fusion have 

triggered enormous activities in science. Interesting features are involved 

from many fields of physics and chemistry. At this conference it seems 

appropriate to assemble a few relevant numbers and notions and point out 

some difficulties which have to be faced when performing the experimentst 

Coulomb barrier £ ж 1.44 r^== 77= MeV = 275 keV. 
c 1.16{A1l/3+ A 2

1 / 3
+ 2) 

With 1 keV se 1.2 10 °K, this would correspond to a temperature of 3.2 10 
°K. In the interior of the sun a tenperature is estimated as £ 2 10 °K. 

Thus even in the sun D-D fusion cannot proceed without high pressure and 

density and quantum mechanical tunneling. 

The possible processes for D-D fusion are: 

D + D 22-» ̂ И» (0.82 MeV) + n (2.45 MeV) (1) 

D + D §SL» у (i.oi MeV) + p (3.02 MeV) (2) 

The reaction D + D » ̂ He+r + 23.8 MeV (3) 
is very unlikely, because of the non conservation of momentum. It would 
release, however, a factor of 10 more energy than the first two reactions. 

The D - D Coulomb potential decreases with increasing distance r Q D between 
the two nuclei as given in fig. 1 (left-hand scale). Also given is the 
estimation of the fusion rate (S.) per atom per second on the right-hand 
scale. 
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The D~ molecule has r « 0.74 % 
and R. « Uf71*"1 at "l. 
muonic D„ Molecule 

л" 

The 
has a 

much smaller D - D distance 
because tlie mass of the muon is 
207 times larger than that of 
the electron. The DpD molecule 
has Гдо » 0.036 X and 
R. » 10" a" at . 
A discussion of muon catallzed 
fusion and its application as a —17 jO possible energy source Is given 
in ref. 3. There it has been 
pointed out that within the mean 
lifetime of a muon of т * 2.2 ц» 
about 150 fusions could be indu¬ 
ced by the same muon. Those 150 
fusions per muon represent the 
lower limit for cold fusion. 

The fusion rate in. the sun Is of the order of 10~ s at ~ and thermo 
nuclear fusion should have even higher rates (fig. 1). An important feature 
illustrated In fig. 1 is the sharp rise of the fusion rate with decreasing 
distance rQn. It is thus of extreme Importance to find experimental condi¬ 
tions which induce smaller distances between the D nuclei. One possibility 
is the adsorption of D atoms in the crystal lattice of Pd or Ti. It has 
already been observed in 1857 by the British Royal coin master Thomas 
Graham that large amounts of hydrogen were absorbed by Pd. The system of H, 
D and T in metallic Pd is well studied and reviewed with respect to cold 
fusion in ref. 4. The H atoms occupy the interstitial sites of the fee 
palladium crystal lattice, as illustrated in fig. 2. It is very easy to 

obtain a ratio [H]/[Pd] of 0.7 at room 
temperaturę. For higher concentrations 
of H one has to compress the hydrogen 
gas surrounding the palladium) and to 
cool the system. Isotherms for the 
Pd-H system are given in a diagram of 
pressure (in Pascal) versus [H]/[Pd] 
ratio in fig. 3 (ref. 4). It is seen 
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that ас room temperature a pressure of 
x 10 Pa X 10° at») is necessary to 
obtain a ratio 1. 

The Pd crystal expands from a lattice 
constant of 3.89 X to 4.05 8 by 
absorption of H. The expansion of 
about 19% could hypothetically also be 
achieved by a negative pressure of 
3.6 1010 Pa. This is close to the 
pressure of 8 10 Pa of molecular 
hydrogen when it has the same volume 
as molecular hydrogen in Pd (ref. 4). 
Anyway those high pressures of H in Pd 
are still far off the estimated 
pressure of 10 Pa, necessary for 
fusion. 

According to the result of refs. 1 and 2. electrolysis seems to provide 
a new possibility to load H and thus also D in Pd (or Ti) en thereby possi¬ 
bly induces cold fusion. The relevant equations of processes at the cathode 
are: 

(4) 

(5) 

"ads lattice (6) 

uads "ads (7) 

Note that the heat of formation (adsorption, represented by eq. 6} is about 
10 kj/mol H Z 0.1 eV/at. This is thus a very exotherm reaction, which can 
cause heated cathodes. Another effect is due to escaping D„ gas which can 

react with oxygen in the air and cause small explosions. When after a long 
time of running the electrolysis is turned off the adsorped deuterium may 
partly be released suddenly and can cause a big explosion. All these 
effects are of chemical nature and have nothing to do with fusion! 
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What are the results so far? In ref. 1 one observes a beat release, 
sometimes exceeding 10 W per cm of Pd (during 120 hrs). The neutron and 
triton production of Ą 10 s~ cm is incompatible with the large heat 

12 —1 —3 production and should rather have been 2 10 s cm (according to eq. 
1). Of the -r-spectrum only a bump at 2.2 MeV is published without scale and 
the rest of the spectrum. The beta spectrum shows a peak at 13 keV falling 
off to 11 keV at the low-energy side and to 15 keV at the high-energy side. 
This p-spectrum is strange for a continuous spectrum of tritium (Eg—j. - 18 
keV). 
That work is severely criticized on the moment by the scientific community. 
In a more elaborated experiment of ref. 2 neutron spectra were recorded 
with a calibrated scintillator. Neutrons of the required energy of Я2.5 MeV 
were observed with a rate of 1 s cm and no heat was observed. Only fully 
thermalized neutrons were recorded by utilising a trigger signal produced 
by the thermal neutron capture reaction 

6Li + n • T + \t + 4.8 HeV (8) 

The lithium was contained in Li-glass plates in the liquid scintillator. 

From the above discussion a few conditions can be formulated for future 
confirmation experiments: 

- Neutron spectra with energy-calibrated spectrometers should be 
measured. 

- Besides the detection of T also ne should be detected. 
- Gamma spectra should show a peak at 2.2 MeV. due to n + p -» d + -r. 
- All positive results with D„O as electrolyte should be accompanied by 
negative results with 

- Attempts should be made to measure other particles like the protons. 
He and particle induced X-rays from Pd or Ti. 
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РАС Measurements of lllCd in CoO 

Z. Inglot 0. Wejner and K.P. Lieb 

II. Physikalitche» Inetitut, Universitat Gottin&an 
and Sonderforschungsbereich 126, Gottingen/Cluethal 
D-3400 Gottingen, Federal Republic of Germany. 

In this contribution a brief review of our РАС measurements 
of lliCd in CoO is given. The Perturbed Angular Correlation 
technique is very sensitive to the microsurrounding of the 
probe atom and delivers informations about electric field 
gradients (efg) and magnetic fields present at nuclear probe 
site. We choose this method in order to study two problems: the 
temperature dependence of the supertransferred hyperfine 
magnetic field in cobalt monoxide below their Neei temperature 
( T = 291 К ) and early stages of the CoO oxidation. 

Experimental , 

The polycrystalline samples of CoO were prepared by heating 
pure cobalt foils for 1 hour at T = 1250 К and at oxygen 
pressure p(0 ) = 99 kPa. Because Co30 • is thermodynamicallv 
preferable at lower temperatures even under low oxygen 
pressure, the samples of CoO were vacuum quenched to roosn 
temperature in order to avoid additional incorporation of 
oxygen and Co 0 precipitates. The stoichiometry and thickness 
of the samples were checked by Rutherford backscattering with 
900 keV a-particles. The RBS analysis confirmed nearly 
stoichiometric layer of Co 0 ( x < 0.01 ) exceeding a 
thickness of 500 nm. We used the nuclear probe lłiCd created 
via electron capture decay of Iri. A total dose of about 10-1 " 

In ions were implanted with an energy of 400 keV into each 
sample by means of the Gottingen ion implanter IONAS.1 

РАС measurements in antiferromagnetic CoO 

The РАС experiments were performed at various temperatures 
ranging between 20 К and 293 K. Examples of the spectra are 
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Fig.l: R(t) functions taken at 
various temperatures below T . 

fl 

Fig-2: Temperature dependence 
of the Larmor frequency o> . 

L 
It was possible to fit all experimental R(t) spectra using one 
contribution i.e. theoretical perturbation function typical for 
interaction between local magnetic field В and nuclear magnetic 
moment of the lllCd 5/2* state. From this fact we conclude that 
nearly 100% of implanted indium ions enter substitutionally for 
magnetic ions. The temperature dependence of the Larmor 
frequency a^ - p^gB/h (JJ^ nuclear magneton, g nuclear g-factor) 
is shown in Fig. 2. The value «L (T^* 20K) = 248(2) MHz is in 
very good agreement with value w (T * 4K) • 250.3(4.4) MHz 
raported earlier by Rinneberg and Shirley. We found that for 
reduced temperature t < 0.4 (t я i-T^T,,) the Larmor frequency 
follows the modified Curie-Weiss law a, (t) = <a tff where о * 
307(2) MHz, T^a 291.2(3) К and critical exponent /3 » 0.393(5). 
Detailed discussion of these results and their comparison with 
those in related system N'iO is available in Ref.4. 

CoO/Co304 phase transition 

We have investigated the early stages of the CoO oxidation 
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after isochronal annealings at low oxygen activity ( p(O ) * 
0.16 mPa ). The perturbation functions R(.t) were measured after 
each annealing step ( T 300 К - 723 К ) at room temperature 
All fractions f. and their hyperfińe parameters derived from 

the experimental perturbation functions are listed in Table 1. 

complex 

f o 

tl 

f2 

f 3 o 

vQ [MHz] 

0 

82(2) 
161(2) 

0 

90-110 

— 

< 0 
< 0 

-

0 

V 

.05 

.07 

.66 ('») 

6 [MHs) 

27(1) 
18(1) 
28(2) 
12(1) 
50(4) 

interpretation 

substit.( In )̂ 
In ."VCo 
V„ - I n -V^ 

Co * Co IntV4 

Tab.l РАС parameters of indium - vacancy complexes in CoO 

Because the cation vacancies are majority defects in CoO, 
we attributed observed electric field gradients to the 
successive trapping of vacancies at the nuclear probe and their 
further agglomeration up to the well known 4:1 cluster. We 
propose the following interpretation for particular quadrupole 
frequencies. After implantation two fractions were sufficient 
to describe the R(t) function ( f and f ). The f represents 

In ions on substitutional positions where the efg vanishes 
due to the ideal lattice structure however ft corresponds to 
the indium ions having one vacancy as a nearest neighbour in 
the metal sublattice. The growth of f was observed up to the 
annealing at 400 К where third fraction f raises and f starts 
to decrease. From the symetry of the new complex and value of 
the v ( v ж 2yQi ' f < 0 > 0 7 ) w e conclude that a linear 
molecule V -In -V_ is formed. Further agglomeration of 
vacancies leads to an unstable 111InV3 complex ( invisible in 
our annealing course ). Finally, the lllInV cluster is created 
where the probe atom can occupy the interstitial 
tetrahedral site ( raise of f, ) or substitutional site in 
the neighbourhood of the vacancy cluster ( f ) . Some more 
arguments confirming this model of structural transformations 
were reported in our previous paper ( data from RBS 
measurements, X-ray diffraction and quantitative analysis of 
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the oxidation kinetics in terms of first order rate equetion )7. 
Instead of it we report on results of the similar РАС 
measurements after annealings at high oxygen activity ( p(O ) * 
20 kPa ) The> same annealing behaviour was observed up to T * 

о 
673 К. After annealing at 773 К well defined frequency 146(1) 
MHz was visible in the R<t) function. 

0.00 

100 200 300 100 
t[mj 

200 300 

Fig-3: Perturbation functions for an isochronal annealing cycle 
of indium implanted into CoO and* In in Co 0 ( last one *). 

The same frequency has been identified earlier by us after 
implantation of In into Co.O,. We attributed corresponding 
efg to the indium ions in the spinel В sites in Co О , 
octahedrally coordinated by oxygen ions. 
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РАС Studies of Ni(ll 1) Surfaces and Ni/in interfaces 

Я Platzer, U. Wohmann, ft Fink, C. Krausch, J. Voigt, Я Wesche and C. Schatz 
FakultdifiirPhysik, Universitat Konstanz, 7750 Kanstanz, Federal Republic of Germany 

Quite recently ĥe РАС method has been applied very extensively to Cu and Ag 
surfaces. So far the experimental quantity accessible through РАС was the surface electric field 
gradient. In the present experiments the surface РАС work has been extended to the magnetic 
surface Ni(lll). As probe atom Ш1п was used, which is sensitive as well to magnetic hyperfine 
fields as to electric field gradients. Further investigations were done by observing segregation 
and desorption behaviour of Ш1п probes on a Ni(lll) surface covered by 1.6 monolayers of 
Cu. In the last part of this contribution results of our present interface work are shown. The 
perturbed it angular correlation (РАС) technique proved to be a powerful tool in observing 
compound formation in thin films with a sensitivity on the scale of atomic distances. 

1. Ni(lll) Surfaces 

The N4 surface was produced by cutting a slice from a Ni(lll) single crystal rod. After 
mechanical and electrochemical polishing tne crystal was put into the UHV chamber. Further 
preparation was done by cyclic annealing up to 1050 К and Ar-sputtering. The following cha¬ 
racterization of the Ni(lll) surface was ensured by LEED and AES. After the preparation of 
the clean and well oriented (lll)-surface Ш1л probe atoms were evaporated with a concentra¬ 
tion of about 10"4 monolayers at 77 K. This procedure also caused a small Cl contamination. 
Subsequent РАС measurements showed a disturbed signal due to not clearly defined probe 
positions. Only at temperatures above 350 К a well defined РАС signal was obtained, which 
then was stable over the whole measured temperature range. 

In Fig. 1 (a+b) РАС spectra and corresponding Fourier transforms below and abov? 
the Curie temperature are shown. In the first case the probe atoms were exposed to strong 
combined electric and magnetic hyperfine fields. It should be mentioned that if there is a 
magnetic field in addition to the electric field gradient at the probe atom position, up to 15 
different transition frequencies can be observed instead of three for an intermediate state of 
1=5/2. The amplitudes thereby depend on the probe-detector-geometry and the orientation of 
the magnetic field with respect to the principal axis system of the field gradient. In the second 
case the magnetic field is switched off and the probe atoms perceive only an electric field 
gradient. Fig. 1 (c) describes the situation at the Ш1п atoms, when the surface is covered by 4 
monolayers of Ni. The probes experience the Ni bulk magnetic hyperfine field. 

The data analysis was performed by a special routine, where all eight counting г :г 
ratios, gained by a single 5-detcctor РАС apparatus, are fitted to the same set of parameters ' 
simultaneously. This procedure yields both strength and orientation of the magnetic field and 
the electric field gradient. The orientation of the magnetic hyperfine field of tn-. first 
monolayer of the Ni(lll) surface lies without external field in the surface-piane pointing along 
the six equivalent (110) directions. The electric field gradient is axialsymmetric with the z-axis 
pointing perpendicular to the (lll)-surface. The same result was obtained on Cu and Ag 
surfaces. Also the strength of the field gradient is slightly enhanced compared to the Cu(lll) 
!>u::ace, which соиЧ be expected because of the smaller lattice constant of Ni. 



4(1) ML NI TM = 100 К -0.1 

100 200 
time tnsi 

0 400 000 
ŁJ [Hrud/sl 

Fig. 1: PAC spectra and corresponding Fourier transforms for lnIn probes on Ni(lll) at dif¬ 
ferent measurement temperatures below (a) and above (b) the bulk Curie temperature of 
631К and after a coverage of 4 monolayers Ni (c). 

.... H . 
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200 400 600 BOO 1000 
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Fig. 2: Temperature dependence of the electric field gradient and the magnetic hyperfine field at 
111/n in the topmost layer of Ni(lll) surfaces (closed circles) and in bulk Ni (open 
circles). 



Strength, symmetry and orientation of the electric field gradient establish the 
assumption, that the ш ! п probe atoms occupy eubstiiuirmai terrace sites. 

In Fig. 2 the results for the temperature depei; .гпсе of the strength of both electric 
and magnetic quantities are represented. The values ipr the magnetic field seems to be slightly 
lower compared to the values for Ni bulk and there is also a slight diuerence in the Curie 
temperature, which may be due to a deviation of the surface temperature. 

2. Ni(lll) Surface Covered by 1.6 ML Cu 

The РАС method can also be applied to the investigation of monolayers on single 
crystals. Therefore a Ni(111) crystal was prepared as described before. After the РАС signal of 
the N4(111) surface was obtained (Fig. 3.a) the crystal was covered by 1.6 monolayers of Cu. 

The resulting interface signal is shown in Fig. 3.b. Annealing of the sample above 
TA=550 К leads to segregation of the m I n probes to the surface, where they experience the 
electric field gradient of the Cu surface (Fig 3.c). Further annealing above a temperature oi 
TA=675 К leads to desorption of the probes from the crystal into the vacuum. 

For the In diffusion from the Ni/Cu interface to the Cu surface and from the Cu 
surface to the vacuum we can do a simple estimation. If we assume an Arrhenius law for the 
diffusion behaviour and set the frequency factor to a typical phonon frequency of 1012 Hz we 
obtain the following results for the activation energies: 

Ni/In-interface 
Cu-surfacs 

surface 
desorption 

EA = 1. 
EA = 2.07 

5 5 0 K ) 
675 К) 

R(t) 
-0.1 

-0.1 

FIM N1(111) Surface 

Interlace Signal oM.6 ML Cu on NI 

Cu Surface Signal of 1.6 ML Cu on Ni J 

100 200 
time insi 

0 100 000 
U SMrad/s! 

Fig. 3: РАС spectra and corresponding Fourier transforms for mIn probes on a Ni(lll) surface 
(a), after Cu coverage at the Ni/Си interface (b) and after diffusion to the Cu surface (c). 
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3. Ni/In Interfaces 

Interdiffusion and formation of intermetallic compounds, beginning at the interface of 
two metals, can be observed by means of РАС. This was already shown for the systems Cu-Ag-
Au/ln V and Sb/ln 2\ The investigations have now been extended to the system Ni/In, where 
one finds several interface compounds. 

A thin In film, homogeneously doped with the РАС probe m I n , was evaporated on a 
small sapphire plate in UHV at a temperature of 100 K. At 77 К it was covered with a Ni film. 
The total thickness of the polycrystalline layers was 3000 Д with an atomic ratio Ni:In of 2:1. 
Then the sample was subjected to an isochronal annealing program (tA»=10min) within a 
temperature range from 230 К to 900 K. 

The interface compounds were identified by preparation of macroscopic РАС samples 
with well defined Ni/In stoichiometry. After РАС measurements the samples were pulverized 
and their structure determined by x-ray analysis. 

The start temperature for interdiffusion was measured by observing the increase of 
indium in the topmost Ni monoiayer. Since the indium was humogenousley doped, so that 
there were considerably more probes in the bulk than at the surface, this could not be done by 
РАС, but had to be effectuated by Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES). The imerdiffusion 
starts at T A - 2 5 0 K . 

0 400 500 600 700 800 900 
TA(K1 

Fig. 4: Course of the measured fractions as a function of the annealing temperature TA 

Fig. 4 illustrates the results of the interface experiment. First the fractions f,* and fx
b 

are observed. Above a temperature of TA=430 К two new fractions f2" and f2" appear. 
Further annealing to 470 К yields the fractions f3* and f3

b, and near the end of the measured 
temperature range, at TA=850 K, another fraction f4 is detected. By comparison to the РАС 
spectra of the macroscopic samples they can be associated with Ni10In27, Ni2ln3, Niln, and 
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Nî In. respectively (Tab. 11. In all alloys that have been formed (except Ni-lnj there are two 
different lattice sites for In J!in accordance with the cccurrencs oi :wo electric field gradients at 
the l l lIn probes. The association of f-,a'b wj-n Ni;lnv :^-- wuh Niln and ii with Ni3ln was 
confirmed by experiments of Lis et al. 4? 

Tab. 1: Fractions and corresponding frequencies in association with different Nilln-aUcys. 

Fraction Frequency [Mrad's] 

fx* 50.9(5) 

f^ 299.9(5) 

f2* 149.0(5) 

f2
b 248.8(5) 

f3* 239.0(5) 

f3b 318.6(5) 

TM[Kj 

77 

77 

77 

77 

300 

300 

Alloy 

Ni10In27 

"ft 

Niln 

f4 v 14.1(5) 300 Ni3lB 

Comparison of these results with the phase diagram for Ni/In gives rise ;o an 
interesting conclusion. The phase diagram has been run through from the indium-rich end to 
the nickel-rich end with increasing annealing temperature. The fact that no U1ln probes were 
observed in Ni justifies the conclusion, that the formation of the interface compounds is caused 
by diffusion from Ni in Inln. This is consistent with the observation of nearly the same start 
temperature for interdiffusion (TA=250K) in spite of the higher melting point of Ni, with 
respect to the metals investigated before(Cu/In: Тд=220 К). 
The aim of further experiments will be the determination of activation energies for the for¬ 
mation of interface compounds and the examination of the growth kinetics in isothermal 
annealing programs. 
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STUDY OF OXID1C SPINEL FERBITES DOPED WITH VARIOUS CATIONS; 
°'Fe,119Sn and 121Sb NOSSBAUER EFFECT EXPERIMENTS. 

J.Suwalski1, M.Łukasiak1, Z.Kucharski1, K.Melzer2, C.Michalk2 
1.Institute of Atomie Energy Pl-05-400 Otwock, Świerk 
2 Physics Dept KM-University DDR-7010 Leipzig, Linnestrasse 5 

ABSTHACT. The influence of Li+,Mn2+,Co2+.Ni3+,Zn2'ł".Ti3+, 
Al3+,Ga3+,Ge4+,SnJ|i1'and Sb5+ content on the j7Fe, ii9Sn anri 

Sb hyperfine parameters of the ferromagnetic spinels was 
investigated. The ME measurements of ferrites in the 
temperature range from Neel point down to liquid helium and in 
strong external magnetic fields enable the determination of the 
following parameters: cation distributions, spin canting 
angles, the signs and values of the supertransferred hyperfine 
fields. exchange integrals, spin charge transfer, the content 
of iron in divalent state and many others. 

INTRODUCTION. Spinel ferrites are materials of technical 
importance. By varying the type, amount and ionic state of the 
metal cations one can alter the bulk magnetic and electrical 
spinel properties, which in turn affect the nuclear hyperfine 
behaviour. Investigations by microscopic methods, like 
Mossb&uer spectroscopy, which probe the crystal and chemical 
structure on the local basis, result in a deeper understanding 
of ferrites properties. Hence this method is attractive for 
industry. A valuable cooperation with "POLFER" (Poland) and 
"HERMSDORF" (DDR) has to be mentioned. 

57Fe MOSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY. The determination of the 
cation distribution through the studies carried in an external 
magnetic field (Hextll*) i s v e r v useful and demonstrative. 



If the samples are saturated by the external magnetic field 
<M|JHext, м=мв~мл) the second and fifth line (toi^O) of D ?Fe 
sextet vanish. The hyperfine field H, at the A site ion nuclei 
increases with H and the H_ decreases. It can be express as: 

HA< H«t> HA<°> + Hext HB ( 

the Mossbauer pattern 
- HB<°> " Hext 

The separation of the Mossbauer pattern of iron in A and В 
sites is possible with a high accuracy. For example for MnFe2O. 
spinel samples [1] prepared by ceramic or wet method followed 
by annealing it has been obtained: 
ceramic MnFe_O. sintered 1250 С and tempered 
wet met.MnFe2O, sintered 1250°C and tempered 

" " annealed at 500°C in air 

Fe(A) 
0.32 
0.73 
0.22 

Fe(B) 
1.68 
1.27 
1.78 

It means that the cation distribution strongly depends 
the differences in the technological treatment. 

on 

110 
Sn MOSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY. 

The multicomponent ferrites are 
often prepared by sintering a 
mixture of the oxidic substrates. 
ME spectroscopy is a good method 
to control the homogeneity of the 
final samples (Fig.l)The obtained 
spectra, except the one at 950°C 
are characterized by the presen- Г̂ Г' 
се of a central non-split doub- 2 
let caused by SnO2 [2]. Therefore Ш 
we conclude that the single-phase *т* 
spinel system with tin is formed ~~ 
only in a small temperature range. 

11 Я 
Fig.1.Room temperature Sn 
spectra of GaQ ̂ S n ^ ̂ е . , ^ 
sintered at diff. temperature. 

900eC 

950'С 
1 \ V 

^ł%^'frł>» 
1000 °C 

1100°C 

-10 О МО V(mm/s) 



121 Sb 
121, 

MOSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY. 
The ***Sb ME spectra of magnetic 
ferrites show hyperfine split¬ 
ting, indicating the existence 
of magnetic field H at the 
nominally diamagnetic Sb ions. 
•Тле magnitudes of H are re¬ 
lated to the nature and dis¬ 
tribution of various metal 
ions on A-sites. Each octa-
hedraly substituted Sb ion 
is surrounded by 6 nearest 
neighbour A-sites cations and 
the various contributions to 
HSbcaused by Fe3+,Ni2+and Co 2 + 

ions could be determined as: 
Sb, 

-10 0 +10 
V(mm/s) 

121t 
H (Fe) = -4 .8 T 

-1.75 T HSb(Ni) 
,Sb H (Co) s -0.85 T 

Fig.2.Room temperature " " S b 
Mossbauer spectrum of 
N i 1.2 S b 0.1 F e 1.7°4 

57 Utilizing the cation distribution determined by 
spectroscopyi one can calculate the magnitudes of H 
spinel [3]. A qualitative discussion of the 

Fe Mossbauer 
Sb in optional 

different 
3d-5s 

transfer between A-O-B configurations: 
configuration G-(round) Me 
configuration E-(xcited) 

TABLE 2. Calculated energy differences and exchange integrals 
for [A]-sites occupied with various ions [3]. 

contributions to H_ is possible by connecting the 
0-B configurations: 

[A] 0 2 Sb5+(B) 
M e ( n + 1 ) + [ A ] — O 2 — S AJ" 

configurat5 on G 
Fe"' [A] -O'-Sb"*' (B) 
>;12+[АЗ-О2-ЗЬЭ+(В) 
Co2+[A]-02-Sb5+(B) 

configuration 
Ре^-*-[А]_о'2-ЗЬ4+ 
Ni3+[A]-O2-Sb*+ 

Co3+[A)-02-Sb4+ 

E 
(B) 
(B) 
(B) 

Er 
-0. 

-25. 
-25. 

-EE 
OleV 
1 eV 
5 eV 

-18. 
-25. 
-12. 

5K 
4K 
6K 
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The value of the charge transferred into the 5s-orbital of the 
Sb ion can be represented by the square of: 

<G|X|E> - <6|EXG|X|G> м AB . 

VEE V E
E 

Using this rough approximation» the magnitudes of the transfer 
parameter а„. are found to decrease in the order: 

aSb ( F e ) > aSb<Ni> > aSb(Co> 
The above tendency is in agreement with the observed H 
changes. 

•57 1 1 О 1 9 1 

CONCLUSIONS. a /Fe, Sn and * xSb ME spectroscopies have 
proved to be very powerful methods for the studies of various 
types of oxidic spinel ferrites. As it was mentioned 
previously, minor changes in the technological procedure may 
significantly alter the physical properties of the obtained 
ferrite. Therefor deep insight into the local structure 
provided by ME spectroscopy is of extreme technological 
importance. 

BEFEKENCES: 
[1] C.Michalk, J.f/awalski, Acta Physica Polonica A68, 
[2] K.Melzer at al. Crystal Res.Technol. 18,K101(83) 
[3] G.Dehe, J.Suwalski, Hyperfine Interactions 28,659(86) 
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ANGLE AXE' DEPTH SELECTIVE CENS Si'-CTRA 

J.J. BABA AND B.F. BOGACZ 
Institute of Physics, JagelIonian University, 
Reymonta Ь, PL 30-059 Cracow, Poland 

It is shown that the GEMS spectra, recorded with 
a He/CH - flow proportional counter for the dup';*?; Is;»-' 
of haematite and magnetite on a metallic iron ьч;. irate, 
possess angle and depth selectivities which are good 
enough for fast and preliminary surface studies. 

1. INTRODUCTION" 

Iron 5? conversion electron Mossbauer spectrosccpy (C:.?1S) '. 
increasingly being used, as a nondestructive depth integrated c: 
depth sensitive (DCEMS) tool, for the analysis of surface i aver-;. 
These properties of the method are dermined by a very short 
penetration range in solids (" 100 nm) of low energy electrons 
(~ 7 keV) and especially by a successive reduction in their 
kinetic energy along penetration paths from the origin to a see*.-, 
terer surface. Detection of all electrons emerging from the-
scatterer surface, regardless of their kinetic energy, leads to 
the depth integrated CEMS spectra. For storing the depth 
selective CEMS spectra one has to detect electrons of selected 
enegies. In the depth'selective technique the correlation betwee:» 
the electron energy loss and the depth of the electron origin is 
utilized. The percentage contribution of a top layer of a scat¬ 
terer to a total spectrum area can be enhanced by recording 
a CEMS spectrum at glancing angle of an incident gamma ray beam. 

In order to perform DCEMS investigations several electron 
spectrometers have been adopted or new ones have been designed and 
constructed. Due to the small intensities of electron beams 
produced in Mossbauer scatterers, a large luminosity and 
transmission of the electron spectrometer are required to have 
a resonable count rate. These requirements are not in accordance 
with high energy resolution of the spectrometer. Some sort of 
compromise among these instrumental parameters, important in DCEMS 
investigations, are usually accepted. Even then accumulation of 
a high quality DCEMS spectrum requires a long period of time. 

The purpose of this work was to study the performance of 
a helium-methane flow proportional counter in preliminary DCEMS 
investigations. Although the counter has not good enough energy 
resolution for sophisticated BCEKS studies, its luminocity is v<-w 
large; it can accept electrons scattered into 2n solid angle. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
5? 
Fe conversion electron Mossbauer spectra were recorded at 

roora temperature for a duplex layer of haematite and magnetite on 
a metallic iron substrate. All-three layers were 90.6 % enriched 
in s?Fe. Haematite was the top layer, magnetite was the second 
'. ivcr and metallic iron was the third layer. *A constant acceler¬ 
ation Mossbauer spectrometer of the Polon type was equipped with 
a 50 mCi 5"Co(Cr) source and was used in the experiments. The 
-amma ray beam was always very well collimated by Soller's slits. 
Electrons emerging from the scatterer surface were detected with 
a thin He/CH - flow proportional counter. Its energy resolution 
for 6.3 keV electrons was 17.7 %. In some experiments the K-sheli 
conversion electrons (7.3 keV) were selected from an electron beam 
'•>• the X-ray - e- coincidence technique /1/. Electrons, with 
-roper energies for DCEMS investigations, were selected by dis¬ 
crimination of electric pulse amplitudes with the single channel 
analyzers. Up to eight DCEMS spectra were simultaneously stored 
:.i some experiments; four coincidence and four non-coincidence 
ones. Some angle dependent CEMS spectra were numerically' 
simulated and experimentally verified. The Mossbauer scattering 
-pectra were decomposed into Lorentzian lines by the least squares 
computer procedure. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The depth sensitivity of the method can be seen even in the 
shape of the on-resonance electron pulse-hight spectrum recorded 
with the He/CH counter for a 97.7 % 57Fe enriched stainless steel 
scatterer. Two such spectra are shown in Fig. 1- Spectrum В 

reflects all electrons emerging 
from the scatterer surface: the 
K-shell (7.3 keV) and L-shell 
(13.6 keV) conversion electrons 
as well as the K-LL (5.5 keV) and 
L-MM (0.53 keV) Auger electrons. 
Spectrum A represents only the 
K-shell conversion electrons 
which were separated from an 
electron beam by application of 
the X-ray - e coincidence 
technique. 

106 200 JO» ". iOO 
CHANNEL NUMBCR 

Fig. 1. The on-resonance electron pulse-height spectra 
recorded for a stainless steel scatterer with (A) and 
without (B) application of the X-ray - e- coincidence 
technique. 



* г О , 1 2 _ 3 4 
Fe30< А.1 а »,*» А?а, 
Fe 

6 

It is worth noticing that the intensity of the K-shell electron 
beam (A) monotonously increases with increase in electron energy 
(decrease in depth). This reflects depth sensitivity of the 
spectrum on its intensity scale. 

The angle and depth selective CEMS spectra, recorded for the 
duplex layer of haematite and magnetite on the metallic iron 
substrate using the He/CH^ counter, are shown in Fig. 2. The 
S2lected electron energy intervals, the angles of incident gamma 
rays relative to the normal to the scatterer surface and the 
percentages of the total spectrum area contributed by each phase 
are indicated in Fig. 2. The depth and angle sensitivities of 

„the spectra are clearly 
vizualized. Contrary to the 
deepest iron phase the top 
haematite phase is most 
pronounced in spectrum C, which 
was recorded at largest incident 
angle for electrons of highest 
energy. Application of the 
X-ray - e- coincidence 
technique /1,2/ for selection of 
the K-shell conversion electrons 
improves the depth sensitivity 
of CEMS spectra. The depth 
integrated CEMS spectra 
(Fig. 3) recorded for our 
sandwich type scatterer are also 
angle selective. They are 
consistently described by the 
theoretical lines which were 
calculated under the assumption 
of exponential attenuation of 
re-emited conversion electrons 
(7.3 keV and 13.6 keV) and Auger 
electrons (5.5 keV). 

-5 0 5 
VELOCITY (mm/s) 

Fig. 2. The dopth (A to C) and angle (C to F) selective CEMS 
spectra. 



2 3 5 6 
Fe 3 CV А- В А. .В А. .В А . , В А..В В..Д 

VELOCITY (mm/s ) 
Fig. 3.Some of the depth integrated ĆEMS spectra with 
their conversion and Auger electron contributions. 

57 
In conclusion, the Fe CEMS spectra recorded with the He/CK^ 

flow proportional counter are angle and depth selective. These 
properties should be taken into account in depth integrated 
investigations or may be utilized in preliminary depth selective 
surface studies. The use of the He/CH flow proportional 
counter and the X-ray - e- coincidence technique in the depth 
selective CEMS studies offers some sort of compromise between 
depth resolution and spectra storage time. 
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"Hyperfine Fields in Nd^Co^B in the Low Temperature Spin 
Beorientation Region." 

P.Paniesod 
IPCMS GEMffi ttiiversit* L. Pasteur, 67070 STRASBOURG, FRANCE. 
B. Jedryka, И. Wojoik 
Institute of Physics, Polish Acad. Sci. 02668 WARSAW, POLAND. 
J. I. Budnick 
University of Connecticut, STORRS CT 06268, D.S.A. 

The discovery in 1983 of NdgFe^B as an outstanding material for 
permanent magnets has initiated an enormous research interest in the 
whole family of I^TM^B. Their complex magnetic structure belong3 to 
the space group P42/mnm (D^) [1] and transition metal (TM) atoms 
occupy 6 nonequivalent sites denoted as 16^, 16k2> dj., 81„» 4c, 4e, 
where the first index is the site population. Rare earth atoms (R) 
occupy 4f and 4g positions and boron is on 4g sites. The magnetic 
properties of F^TH-.B are determined by the exchange and crystal 
field interactions, the relative importance of which varies with 
temperature leading to a variety of spin arrangements. In particular, 
in NdoCo- J3 a tilting of the easy magnetization direction from the 
tetragonal c-axis up to 12 towards the <110> dilution has been 
reported from the bulk magnetization study of a single crystal[2]. 
Одг aim was to perform a microscopic study of this spin rotation in 
lcUCOj^B by recording Co NHR spectra from 1.6K to 77K. 

Zero field NMR experiments have been performed using a broad 
band coherent pulsed spectrometer. At 4.2K the spectrum consists of a 
complex, well resolved structure between 127 fflz and 204 MHz and a 
low frequency line centered at 55 MHz with very clear quadrupole 
structure (see Fig.l). The spectra recorded at various temperatures 
between the canted and the uniaxial state are presented in Fig.l. For 
the sake of resolution the data were taken separately for the 55 MHz 
structure and the high frequency part of the spectrum. The dotted 
line represents the signal from fee Co precipitations, which can 
serve as a reference for the signal intensity. With increasing 
temperature the intensity of the lines belonging to NdLCo.i4B drops 
drastically with respect to fee Co, particularly above 30K. in the 
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59 Fig.l. " Co NMR spectra in NdUOo,.B in the temperature range of spin 
reorier.tation. The frequency scale ie the same for both parts of the 
spectrua» . Intensities were scaled so as to provide roost details of 
spectrum structure for the two respective parts. 
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uniaxial еглге the signal drops below the detectable level and could 
be recovered at 77K only thro>^h very long accumulation (500 ecane). 
The same rapid drop of signal intensity is observed above 30K for the 
55 MKz line. 

While the rotation of the lines doee not change significantly 
between 32 and 77K the effect of canting below 32K is very pronounced 
on the evolution of spectrum shape. Indeed as the magnetization 
rotates away from the c-axis its in-plane component introduces two 
n»agnetically nonequivalent sites for each crystallographic position. 
This is reflected in the development of a doublet-like structure in 
some of the lines. Hyperfine field values corresponding to 
singularities in the spectrum (maxima and shoulders) are presented in 
Fig.2a as a function of temperature. Obviously the lines are not 
equally affected by the in-plane component of the magnetization: the 
largest splitting is observed for the lines at 198, 168 and 131 MHz 
whereas the lines at 55 MHz, 127 and 184 MHz do not reveal 
significant changes. Since the splitting is a measure of the in-plane 
anisotropy on each Co site it is clear that the anisotropic 
properties differ strongly from site to site. Fig.2b shows the 
thermal variation of the doublet separation for the two most split 
lines normalized to its 1.6R value. It reflects the thermal variation 
of the in-plane component of magnetization responsible for the 
splitting and hence that of the tilt angle (for small angles). The 
continuous character of changes suggests a second order phase 
transition and the extrapolated temperature' for the collapse of the 
doublets is 32K in agreement with the bulk magnetization studies. 

The analysis of spectrum shape and its evolution with 
temperature shows that the spectrum consists of six lines (some with 
a doublet structure), which agrees with the number of 
crystallographic Co sites. The integral intensities of all the lines 
(singlets or doublets) calculated for the respectivetemperatures can 
be grouped into three couples of characteristic values. Their 
relative contribution to the overall spectrum intensity is 28.6% , 
14.3% and 7.1% which represents the correct population ratio of 
16:16:8:8:4:4 atoms per unit cell. Based on this and additional 
criteria such as preferential substitution [3] and local atomic 
arrangement, Co hyperfine fields (HF) have been determined for all 
six crystallographic positions. Their values along the c-axis and 
splittings in the canted state are given in Table 1. In case of the 
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Fig. 2. a) Hyperfine fields corresponding to the characteristic points 
in tWB spectra (solid line - maxima, dotted line - shoulders) as a 
function of temperature. For the quadrupole structure around 55 MHz 
hyperfine field ie determined by its central component, 
b) Temperature dependence of hyperfine field splitting 
normalized to its value at 1.6 К : squares correspond to 16k2 line 
(168 MHz), circles- 4c line (198 MHz). 
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е-2:ло we give KF in tooth c-dj ration and in the baeal plane, 
extr-r'^ted frrai • J'JC temperature dependence of resonance frequency. 
For comparison, w* giv« the value? of magnetic oonent obtained from 
neutron diffraction [43 and use them to calculate the hypirfine 
Interaction constant in all ths eites. Generally, the hyperfine 
interaction constant is close to that observed for Co in crystalline 
and amorphous borides С CogB, CogB, С°юо-х^х'' around 111-115 kOe/A^ 
A distinctly lower value ie obtained only for the e and J2 cite. 
These differences can be attributed to the orbital contribution to 
magnetic moment. 

TABLE.1. 
5Я Co hyrerfine fields, hyperfine field splittings .magnetic 

moments and hyperfine interaction constant in NdgCoj^B at 4.2 K. 

SITE 

HYPEPFINE 186.0 182.1 166.3 129.5 125.7 54.8 (91) 
FIELI» CkOs] 

HYPERFINE 
FIELD 
SPLITTING CkQs] 
MAGNETIC 
MOMENT O B ? 

HYPESFINE 
INTERACTION 
CONSTANT [kOe/p_ 

13.1 

1.8 

109 

0.0 

1.5 

121 

10.9 

1.7 

98 

2.4 

1.2 

108 

0.0 

1.5 

84 

0.0 

0.9 

61 (101) 
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CHARGE STATE OF HE IONS AT PLA.NAK CHANNELING 

M.MoneŁa, J.Czerbniak and B.Pawiowski 
Institute of Physics, University of Lodz 
90-230, N.Nowotki 149X153, Lódś, Poland 

In this paper the charge distribution in an ion bean is 
considered in the case of an lnhomogeneous distribution of 
scatterlnc centers. The propagation equations can be rewritten 
in an one electron exchange ГОРЯ Cli: 

a»P v JC |R-f p * S ^ ł C2> 
where: dl is the path traversed by the beam, N. <R) Is the i-th 

ion beam distribution, nCr> Is the scattering center 

Г 

distribution in th* unit volume d2f»dl, P. Cp> is the impact 
parameter p dependent electron transfer probability, n is the 
«ve?aced density of scattering centers. 

Th* two-state, two-center expansion method of Bates [2-41 
with a rectilinear ion trajectory durinc the binary ion-atom 
collision was used. Both capture and loss processes were treated 
to be independent of the influence of other target atom and 
Ion electrons, respectively. 

The time dependent Schrodinger equation descibinc the 
collision is <in atomic units?: 

"*•&• • • С i A + St + la Э Ф <35 

«here: Zt,rt CZ3,r3> are the effective charge and the active 
electron position from target atom and ion, respectively. For¬ 
th* electron capture process from different shells of the atom 
to the outermost shell of the ion the final capture amplitude 
In the limit of large impact parameter collisions is [2,31: 

•cc 2 
h. - s. »h -i*Cci. ±~ 
£ 2 £ * 2 2 * b e 2 dt С1Э J h. - s. »t 

-Ł2 £* 
i - ts. 

where: h and s are the nuclear attraction and overlap integrals, 
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respectively. The same form for the loss amplitude can be 
obtained by full replacement of ion and atom parameters in C3>. 

Each of the Integrals h, , s. and к can be calculated 
analytically using the expansion of self consistent Hartree-Fock 
<HF> atomic orbltals on Slater's basis given by Clementl and 
Roetti C5J, and two center integrals of the same basis by 
Roothaan [<5J. The final integration over time in <4> must be 
carried out numerically. 

Using the staight-llne trajectory approximation the impact 
parameter dependent ionization probability is given by C7,8J: 

00 
( d r i J 2 - 2 2 / E 2 f dE r | < / | X n C q p > e i < l z | ь > | 2 <"5> 

to o. i j t и 

о 
where: ажаг./и. р2=Сх-рЭ2+у2, *_<•> i s the modified Bessel 

1 О О 

function of the third kind. 
The present model was applied for calculation of different 

energy helium ions distribution in the planar channel and 
amorphous sample composed from carbon atoms, uniformly 
distributed in the considered plane or sample. The results of 
calculations are drawn in Figures 1 and 2. 

The work received financial support from CPBP 01.09. 
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- CLOSING REMARKS BY GILBERT MAREST -

In the first place, I would like thank Professor Andrzej Hrynkiewicz for having a 

firm faith in the glow of this school and for helping in the organization. Of course we 

say again thousand thanks to Dr. Jan Stanek, the chairman of the second part of this 

conference (is it really a school ?). His innumerable efforts to resolve all problems that 

physicists have the genius to create are not always obvious but, without his efficacy, the 

life during the meeting would not look so easy. Such a school could not take place 

without a careful material organization. We would like thank the whole organizing staff 

in the person of Or. Maria Rybicka. 

» 
This 24th Zakopane School on Physics has allowed to meet about one hundred of 

physicists coming from eleven countries (see list). The fiags of these countries all 

gathered give a wonderful bunch of flowers. However, we can regret that some eastern 

and western countries are not represented in this bouquet. We suggest that the new 

R mbers of the Zakopane community go and promote around the world this meeting with 

the help of their bell. 

The scientific program was very interesting with some exotic subjects (see list). 

Even a presentation of the cold fusion phenomenon has given rise to very speculative 

discussions and as a dream was floating in this conference room. Numerous techniques 

(nuclear or solid state techniques) have been described, explained, used. Professor 

de Voigt, a newcomer in our community, has succeeded in introducing a new symbol : 

CERDA I (Coincidence Electron Recoil Detector Analysis). 

The Zakopane school derives benefit from its local surrounding. It was possible to 

see some researchers seizing the opportunity to ski down or to profit of the cable 

excursion (see figure). Since you had the generous idea to attribute me the terrific 

honour to prepare this closing talk, I'd suggest you invite me next year, but oniy to take 

advantage of these pleasures 1 
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Sometimes, this conference room was empty, but it was not very difficult to find 

the participants. They were not far. Just behind you, seated round a long table, drinking 

(only tonic of course, singing under the driving of a special man (see figure). 

Without Jurek this school couldn't have the same ambiance. You know his talent as 

a singer, as a dancer but I have to say that Jurek is an actual artist. He is an expert in 

l i terature, in paintings and, above al l , he is a connoisseur in french wine '.'. 

Some physicists have tried to practise polish dances (see figure), to be an actor 

(poor dragon 0 or to discover new hyperfine techniques (hyperfine music for example). 

This school was characterized by the presence of very nice girls (EUTERPE, 

ISOLDE, GRYSELDA, GODIVA) but I'd like blame, the organizing committee. Yes, Janek, 

you are a little'bit "macho" '. No girl as a lecturer ! I'd propose that next year you think 

of misses Nathalie, Patsy, Ute and Waleria as invited lecturers. 

Now let we go to some final remarks ... 
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SOME NOT FINAL REMARKS 

* You can be sure that there is no more wine in Zakopane. 

* On Friday morning, two important events took place : 

- a soin echo resonance experiment between the Zakopane school and its 

local environment has been performed 

- a very speculative discussion on cold fusion (warm fusion has been realized 

with success during evening sessions). 

SUGGESTION 

For immediate research in Poland. 

- replace Pd by Coal 

S by H 

- two effects can be predicted 
(i) change in the Zakopane "perfume" 
(ii) if a paper is rapidly written (not too precisely), then 

Immediate increase in the price of coal " 
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FINAL REMARKS 
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POST DEAD-LINE PAPER 

Magnetic Interaction of Fe in УВа2(Си^.хМх)3О7ту (Af=57Fe, 57Co) at 
4.2 к by absorption and emission Mossbauer spectroscopy 

L.Bottyan, R.A. Brand+, Jt Dengler», B. Molnar, D.Ł. Nagy, 
G. Rlt ter* , and J . Schober* 

Central Research I n s t i t u t e for Physics 
P.O.Box 49, H-1525 Budapest, Hungary, 

*Phyeika Heches I n s t i t u t der Universi tat Erlangen-Niirnberg, 
Gluckstrajte 10, D-8520 Erlangen, FRG 

and 
+ I n s t i t u t fur Festkdrperforschung, Kernforschungsanlage Ji i l ich, 

P.O.Box 1913, D-5170 Ju l i ch , FRG 

57Ft absorption and i7Co emission Mttssbauer spectroscopy 
was applied to iron- and cobalt-doped УВа2(Си1_1Ях)3О7 _ high tem¬ 
perature superconductors (W-57Fe, 57Co; 3.5-10"5Sx50.1, y~Q and 
/•0.8) at 4.2 К with and without external magnetic field. Four 
iron species are observed with different dominance at different 
x and y. Spontaneous antiferromagnetic order is shown in spec¬ 
tra of samples with x20.03 for y»0 and in spectra of samples 
with X20.0015 for 7*0.8. External magnetic field dependence of 
the magnetic splittings is indicative of antiferromagnetic or¬ 
der of small, clusters for xiO.03 while at lower iron concentra¬ 
tions the structure of the antiferromagnetic order in the Cu 
sublattices determines the hyperfine magnetic field at Fe. 

IMTRODUCTION 

In s p i t e of the great deal of endeavor of many groups 
world-wide, the o r i g i n of Cooper pa ir ing in the h i g h - r c oxide su¬ 
perconductors s t i l l remains to be e l u c i d a t e d . YBa2Cu307 (of ten 
referred t o as the 1:2:3 compound) has a t h r e e - f o l d stacked o r -
thorhombic perovsk i te s tructure where the c e n t r a l u n i t conta ins 



У while the others contain ва'а>2<3'. There exist two different Cu 
sites, Cu(l) located between two Ba~O(4) planes, and Cu(2) be¬ 
tween the Y and Ba-0(4) planes. The coordination of Cu(l) de¬ 
pends on the oxygen stoichiometry. For y»0 in the pure 1:2:3 
compound, which is a 90 К superconductor, Cu(l)-0(l) chains are 
formed leaving the (0,1/2,0) sites (0(5)) practically unoccu¬ 
pied'3', so Cu(l) has a four-fold coordinated square-planar envi¬ 
ronment. On reducing the sample, oxygen is removed from the 
basal (0{l)-Cu(l)-0(5)) plane'3' (i.e. from the chains). Super¬ 
conductivity disappears just before onset of tetragonality 
around y»0.5 /3'. 

Systematic atomic substitution studies in the 1:2:3 com¬ 
pound have provided additional understanding of these materials. 
3d elements substituting on the Cu site substantially diminish 

Samples with dopant concentrations of up to xFe«0.27 and 
xCo»0.33 were found to be of single phase'4'. By increasing the 
Fe or Co concentration the structure becomes tetragonal'4'5' with 
a threshold value for both Fe and Co of about je»0.025/A"7'. 
Diffraction studies of Fe and Co doped tetragonal 1:2:3 com¬ 
pounds (^dopant"0*05' °'07 <»n<i 0.08) revealed that Fe and Co 
preferentially substitute at Cu(l) sites' and that excess oxygen 
is brought into the lattice in an amount increasing with in¬ 
creasing Fe and Co concentration'8'10'. Diffraction data on 
YBa2'Cu0t92Fe0i08)3O7 _ were interpreted by chain-like Fe(l) clus¬ 
ters along the {110} direction'10'. 

Several authors reported on S7Fe MOssbauer spectroscopy re¬ 
sults on YBa2(Cu1_rFex)3O7 _. Spectra of samples published so far 
comprise at least four different doublets, vis. Л, В, С, and D, 
at room temperature with quadrupole splittings of 1.93-2.0 mra/s, 
1.07-1.3 ram/s, 0.26-0.7 mm/» and 1.6 mm/в and isomer shifts of 
0.03-0.09 mra/s, -0.02-0.08 mm/s, 0.2-0.35 mu/s and -0.19 mm/a, 
respectively'11"21'. Doublet Л is dominant in the reduced 
(semiconducting) state and В in the oxidized (superconducting) 
state. The intensity fraction of doublet С remains low. Species 
D appears for low x and low у only. 
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We have recently reported on Mossbauer emission and absorp¬ 
tion studies of doped ГВаг(Сщ_хМх)2О7_у (#=57Co and 5 7Fe) / 2 0 /. 
Here we present preliminary interpretation of further data mea¬ 
sured at different values of x and у at 4.2 К with and without 
an applied external magnetic field. It turns out that the mecha¬ 
nism of the magnetic interactions of Fe is very sensitive both 
to x and y. Therefore, at different concentrations of iron and 
oxygen different models suggested earlier partly by others and 
partly by us seem to be appropriate. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The preparation of the samples as well as their crystallo-
graphic and electric properties have already been published in a 
previous paper^20/ which also includes the experimental details 
of the M5ssbauer measurements. Isomer shifts are reported rela¬ 
tive to that of a-Pe at room temperature. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Room temperature spectra of Fe and Co dopad YBa2Cu3n7 have 
been shown in Fig. 1 of Ref. 20 and have been discussed there. 
No aftereffect in emission spectra was found, so the spectra can 
be considered to stem from 57Fe nuclei at rest. 

Fig. 1 shows spectra of YBa2(-Cu1_jetfJC)3O7 (M=57Fe, S7Co) at 
different values of x (a) in zero magnetic fiald and (b) in a 
longitudinal magnetic field Se„t=5 T at Г-4.2 K. For easy compar¬ 
ison, the velocity scale of 57Co emission spectra has c-:-an in¬ 
verted. While no spontaneous magnetic splitting of rhe spectra 
can be observed for x<0.01 all spectra are magnetically split in 
an applied magnetic field revealing a magnetic moment of iron 
for any value of x. 

In Fig. 2, analogous spectra of YBa2(Cui_yftf;t:)3Os 2 '.v=57Fe, 
57Co) are shown. Spectra measured in external magnetic field do 
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not differ much from those of the y=0 samples. In contrast to 
this, a we.11-da.veloped spontaneous magnetic splitting can be ob¬ 
served at x=0.01 and even the spectrum of the jr=0.Q015 sample 
sh.ows a magnetic broadening in the absence of an external mag¬ 
netic field. 

For the emission spectra, the linear combination method as 
described in Ref. 20 and elsewhere'22' was applied to extract the 
magnetically split net contributions from A and D. The spectrum 
of the ̂ reduced sample was taken аь pattern A, because the low 
intensity fiat contribution of С is smeared out. The net mag¬ 
netic fields (Be£f) at the 57Fe nucleus are about 19 T and 16 T 
for subspectra A and D, respectively. 

Thę^ spectra of samples with spontaneous magnetic splitting 
(i.e. x£0.Q015 for jp=0.8 and x>0.03 for y=*0) measured in exter¬ 
nal magnetic field reveal the nature of the magnetic order. If 
the order is ferromagnetic, a decrease of the overall splitting 
xs expected. On the other hand, if it is antiferromagnetic, an 
increase of the line width and a small inside shift due to spin 
canting'23' is anticipated. All spectra of samples having sponta¬ 
neous magnetic splitting without external magnetic field show a 
line broadening with a small inside shift of the outer lines 
when an external magnstic field is applied. We, therefore, sug¬ 
gest this magnetic coupling to be of antiferromagnetic type. 

Since the spontaneous antiferromagnetic order of Fe ions 
for x>0.03 can be observed both in the normal 
(antiferromagr.etic) and in the superconducting (non-magnetic) 
phase this may only originate from small antiferromagnetically 
ordered clusters. The existence of such small clusters of Fe or 
Co in YBa2(Cu1_,Jex)3O7_ or Y3a2(Cu1_JCCoJC)307__ is also in agree¬ 
ment with direct electron diffraction results«on Fe doped sam¬ 
ples'10/. 

Cu(l) sites are mostly affected on reduction of YBa2Cu307 . 
One should, therefore, conclude that iron preferentially substi¬ 
tutes Cu(l). Consequently, at least A and В sites, the most con¬ 
tributing to the Mossbauer spectra have to be assigned as Cu(l) 
sites. Furthermore, for x>0.03 these Fe(l) sites are mostly 
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neighboring sites allowing some kind of exchange interaction be¬ 
tween iron atoms in small clusters. 

At lower iron concentration (x£0.01), where no magnetic 
splitting of the Mossbauer spectra can be observed in the oxi¬ 
dized (superconducting) phase, clustering seems to play a minor 
role. Consequently, magnetic splitting or broadening observed in 
the reduced (semiconducting) phase should be related to the mag¬ 
netic structure of this phase. 

It is well established'24"26' that magnetic moments of Cu(2) 
in YBa2Cu307 (0.5<yśl, reduced state) order antiferromagneti-
cally below TN. In this phase Cu(l) atoms have no magnetic mo¬ 
ment. Neighboring and next-neighboring Cu(2) atoms are coupled 
antiferromagnetically their magnetic moments being perpendicular 
to the c-axis. Any magnetic moment (also impurity moments Fe 
etc.) on the Cu(l) site in this structure will be frustrated due 
to the two surrounding Cu moments on the Cu(2) planes which are 
ordered antiparallel (Cu(2) stacking sequence: + - + - . . . ) . It 
has also been shown'27' that a second magnetic phase transition 
may occur well below 2*N. In the low-temperature phase the Cu(l) 
site becomes non-frustrated since magnetic moments of next-
neighboring Cu{2) atoms are oriented parallel to each other or, 
at least, have parallel components (stacking sequence of Cu(2) 
moments: + + - - . . . ) . 

NQR data of Liitgemmeier and Rupp'28' suggest that this phase 
transition can be induced by iron doping in the reduced state. 
Magnetic atoms entering Cu(l) sites cannot remain frustrated 
when being present in high concentration and break up the weak 
antiferromagnetic coupling between next-neighboring Cu(2) atoms. 
We suggest that Mossbauer spe^.ra of YBa2(Cu1_xFeJC)3O7_ (0.5<yśl) 
can also be described in terms of this model. When iron -spins 
are frustrated (at very low x, see the emission spectra) there 
is no relationship between the antiferromagnetic sublattice of 
Cu(2) atoms and the direction of the iron moments. Consequently, 
iron spins should be aligned parallel to the external magnetic 
field. At higher values of x (say JP*0.01), iron spins are non-
frustrated and aligned parallel to the spins of the neighboring 
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Cu{2) atoms or, more exLCtly, to the parallel component of the 
spins cf the neighboring Cu(2) atoms, i.e. perpendicular to the 
c-axis. Consequently, under such conditions, iron spins should 
he aligned perpendicular to the external magnetic field with a 
small possible canting. 

Indeed, the central part of the spectra on Fig. 2b which 
can be assigned to contributions A and В (or D) shows a signifi¬ 
cantly higher magnetic splitting for x^0.0015 than for 
x=3.5*10"5. (The outermost lines, if present at all, belong to 
the high-spin Fe3+ contribution С) The central part can be fit¬ 
ted fairly well with effective magnetic fields Bejct=21 T and 
24 T, respectively. This means that iron spins in the JP*3.5*10"5 

sample are parallel (the external field decreases the internal 
one) while those in the x>0.0015 samples are perpendicular to 
the external magnetic field (the external field has little ef¬ 
fect to the net magnetic splitting). 

In the oxidized (0<y<0.5, superconducting) state no sponta¬ 
neous magnetic order is present at iron concentrations x£0.01. 
The central part of the spectra in rig. lb can reasonably well 
be fitted with the effective magnetic fields Bext=16 T and 19 T 
which again shows that iron spins are aligned parallel to the 
external field. For xŁ0.03r effective fields Bejtt«21 T and 24 T 
can be extracted in good approximation again revealing a perpen¬ 
dicular alignment of the iron spins relative to the external 
magnetic field. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, at least four Fe species are needed for a 
consistent interpretation of y. and у dependence of Messbauer 
spectra of YBa2(Cu1_xFex.)3O7._. in the oxidized and reduced state. 
Spontaneous antj.ferromagnetic order is observed at 4.2 К in sam¬ 
ples with xS0.03 for y*0 and with JteO.0015 for y*0.8, unlike in 
the low concentration ones which are paramagnetic at 4.2 K. 
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At least three different iron concentration recions should 

be distinguished to describe properly the magnetic interactions 

of iron in YBajfCu^^Fe^JjOy at Cu(l) sites. At very low x val¬ 

ues (3.5'10"5 in our case) iron spins ax*e not magnetically cou¬ 

pled either to one another or to the Cu sublattice. Clustering 

of iron can be excluded at these concentrations. The supercon¬ 

ducting state is non-magnetic. In the reduced stata which is an-

tiferromagnetic the preferential site of iron is frustrated'27'. 

Therefore iron spins are aligned parallel to the external field 

both in the oxidized and in the reduced state. 

At intermediate concentrations (0.0015Sx<0.01) clustering 

of iron still does not play an important role. Iron spins in the 

non-magnetic oxidized state are accordingly paramagnetic and are 

disordered in the absence of a magnetic field or are aligned 

parallel to an external magnetic field. However, in the antifer-

romagnetic reduced state a new stacking sequence of Cu spins is 

induced by Fe so that iron is non-frustrated and its spin is 

perpendicular to the c-axis^28/. Therefore, a spontaneous mag-

netic splitting reflecting the Cu(2) sublattice magnetization 

can be observed in the absence of a magnetic field while iron 

spins are aligned roughly perpendicular to an external magnetic 

field. 

At high iron concentrations (x£0.03), a considerable part 

of iron atoms forms antiferromagnetic clusters independent of 

the magnetic structure of YBa2(Cu1_v?eJ(r)2O7_„. Accordingly, anti-

ferromagnetic spectra can be observed both in the oxidized and 

in the reduced state w;.th a basically perpendicular orientation 

of the iron spins relative to the external magnetic field. 
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Population and Relaxation of Atomic Levels after the Electron Capture: 
an Application of Mossbauer Emission Spectroscopy 
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Central Research Institute for Physics 
P.O.Box 49, H-1525 Budapest, Hungary 

and 
Physikal isches I n s t i t u t der Universi tat Erlangen-Niirnberg, 

GluckstraQe 10, D-8520 Erlangen, FRG 

Metastable atomic or ionic levels populated by the preced¬ 
ing nuclear event can be studied by HOssbauer emission spec¬ 
troscope . A short overview and classification of these after 
effects is given. Low energy electronic excitations are well 
suited to get information on radiationless processes leading to 
the ionic ground state and on relaxation processes within the 
ground manifold. As an example, long-lived non-equilibrium pop¬ 
ulation of Fe3* electronic states in LiKb03:S7Co single crystals 
in 1 TSB 18 T at MOO К are discussed. 

хяткииистхон 

"he recoillese emission of a gamma in a MSssbauer transi¬ 
tion is usually preceded by some nuclear transformation. This 
leads to non-equilibrium states of the nucleogenic atom and of 
i ts environment (aliovalent charge states, electronic excita¬ 
tions, lattice defects, local heating of the lattice). The un¬ 
usual states result in unusual hyperfine interactions. A M5ss-
bauer source experiment i s , therefore, able to detect those 
anomalous states (so-called after effects) provided that their 
lifetime is longer than or comparable to the lifetime TD of the 
nuclear excited state. 

M&ssbauer emission opectroscopy (MES) is a useful tool in 
studying after effects. Reviews in this field have been given by 
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Wicknan and Wertheim/2/, by Adloff and Fried:/2/, by Friedt and 
Danon''3i( and by Goldanskii and Stufcan'*'. 

The first unambiguous observation cf r.on-thermally popu¬ 
lated low-lying electronic levels after a nuclear event has been 
reported on by Imbert et ai.1'5"10' who observed for the first 
time such an effect following the EC of 57Co. These authors found 
a marked contribution from slowly relaxing excited spin triplet 
states of Fe2+ ions in low temperature source experiments in 
ZnS:57Co. The Budapest-Erlangen-Mainz collaboration reported on 
non-eguilibrium population of the Zeeman sublevels of the 6S 
ground state of Fe3+ ions produced by the EC of 57Co in frozen 
aqueous solution of 57CoCl2

 / u /, in Fe(BFJ2-6H2O:57Co /12/, in 
LiNb03:S7Co /13/ and in LiTa03:57Co /13/. 

In the present paper the principles governing low energy 
excitations with special emphasis on the role of the population 
and relaxation of atomic levels as studied by KES will be dis¬ 
cussed. A part of this paper in a somewhat different forra has 
already been presented at the Second Seeheiir. workshop on Moss-
bauer Spectroscopy'l*' and at the Latin American Conference on 
the Applications of the M6ssbauer Effect'15''. 

TIKE SEQUENCE OP SVSHTS AFTER THE SC OF 57Co 

As the Most important example, we discuss the events fol¬ 
lowing the electron capture (EC) of 57Co. 

The EC is feeding the 136.5 keV excited state of 57Pe whii* 
an 0.7 HeV neutrino is emitted. The recoil energy (4.6 eV) is 
unable to break the chemical bond and is transferred to the lat¬ 
tice. The daughter ion is Fe2+ with a hole in tne к (or L) sheil. 
Both the lattice with the recoiled nucleus and the electrons are 
far from the thermal equilibrium. 

The EC is followed by the recombination ci the v^cancr, in 
the К or L shell. This may happen by the emission, oi г pnoton 
(x-ray) or by that of an electron (Auger process), in z.v? .avter 
case further vacancies are created in the electron shell leadinq 



to highly ionized Fe-ions. The maximum charge of 57Fe resulting 
from 57Co2+ is Fe7+ /16/. The strong Coulomb repulsion within the 
highly ionized molecule may lead to its explosion'17' but thie 
process seems to play a minor role in solids after the EC of 
57Co. 

The question whether primary aliovalent charge states may 
survive until 10~7 s in semiconductors and insulators is still 
open. There are indications that in simple ligand solids such as 
CoF2 1гг1 the aliovalent Fe3+ state is a direct consequence of the 
Auger process without any modification of the environment. 
Charge states of Fe lees positive than that of the parent Co '19' 
cannot, however, be created in a neutralization process follow¬ 
ing the Auger ionization. The existence of long-lived aliovalent 
ions has been explained by Friedt and Danon'20' who showed that 
low energy Auger electrons and x-rays nay radiolyze the ligands 
or create lattice defects within 10"15 s. In the new chemical en¬ 
vironment new valence states of iron will be stable. The life¬ 
time of these aliovalent ions is only determined by the relax¬ 
ation of the environment stabilizing them which can b* extremely 
slow. 

After the «mission of the neutrino, the lattice around the 
recoiled nucleus ("thermal spike") is rapidly relaxing. The cou¬ 
pling of the electrons to the lattice is not strong enough to 
ensure a thermal equilibrium between these two subsystems. The 
relaxation time strongly depends on th» vibrational properties 
of the lattice; it may be, as a maximum, 10* times the reciprocal 
frequency at the top of the normal phonon band (i.e. 
< 10-9 s) '21'22'. 

2*1O~8 s<t<10~6 s is the time window of the MOesbauer mea¬ 
surement the lifetime of the 14.4 keV level which is populated 
1.3-10*8 s after the EC being 1.41*10"7 s. One can still look 
somewhat beyond this limit (up to about 10~5 s) as far as relax¬ 
ation times of transitions leading to states populated by nu¬ 
clear events preceding the M6ssbauer transition are con¬ 
cerned'23'. 
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ELECTRONIC EXCITATIONS 

Once the Auger process and the following redistribution of 
electrons has been completed the state of the electrons of the 
iron is determined by a) the changed or unchanged chemical envi¬ 
ronment and b) the transition probabilities within the preceding 
electronic cascade. 

Relaxation of the Chemical Environment 

If the surroundings of the iron atom has been modified by 
autoradiolysis a relaxation of the environment is possible. The 
most interesting case when the relaxation time of the environ¬ 
ment is comparable to тп has been first observed in 
[Ре{рЛел)3](С1О4)2'2Н2О '24-25' where the excited high-spin 
(5T2f)state of Fe2+ coexists with the low-spin (6Alg) ground state 
in the emission spectra. 

A relaxation of the chemical environment results in a re¬ 
laxation of the crystal electric field (CEF) and, consequently, 
in a "horizontal" relaxation of the system on the Tanabe-Sugano 
diagram'*'. In the case of the high-spin low-spin relaxation this 
was ascribed to an intermolecular electron transfer'4' which can 
explain the observed "tunneling" behavior of the relaxation 
rate'*'. 

Relaxation in a Stable Chemical Environ.-nsnt 

If the environment has not been affected by autoradiolysi.? 
or if the modified environment is stable for a tirce much longc 
than тп the population of the electronic excitations is governed 
by their own relaxation processes. In these processes two kind3 
of parameters, viz. rei a-:ation rates and initial population.-
play n decisive role. Initial population is the population of 
those states which can directly be observed in a Mossbauer ex¬ 
periment as resulting from the preceding electronic cascade. 
This definition implies that the electronic cascade can be di-
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vided into a "fast" relaxation of metastable levels and a "slow" 
relaxation of this non-thermalized state towards the thermal 
equilibrium. "Fast" and "slow" should be referred to the nuclear 
lifetime тд. If th-э cascade cannot be separated like this one 
cannot speak about "initial population". 

It is possible that the initial populations do not relax 
measurably within the MQssbauer time window. In this case a 
M6ssbauer emission experiment directly shows the initial popula¬ 
tions. In the case of a significant relaxation, however, MES 
yields the average population of the ith electronic level <Pj> 
(i*l,2, ..., л): 

0 
exp(-t/xn) P^t) dt (1) 

0 
In the limit of slow relaxation, the line broadenings are 

small and <P±> is just proportional to tha intensity of that sub-
spectrum which belongs to state i. 

In order to evaluate Eq. (1), one has to calculate Pi(t). 
Let the atomic states be numbered so that for energies E^kEj 
holds if i<j. The transition probability from state j to state i 
should be v^ .. Let the initial population of state i at t»=0 (i.e. 
at the and of the fast processes) be denoted by Pj°. According to 
the principle of detailed balance, 

wij " sjiwji f o r 

being the Boltzmann coefficient: 

sj£ - exp[-lErEj)/kbT] . (3) 

The rate equation of the electronic system is : 

P\ - - 2 WjiPji + 2 WtjPj (4) 
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which can be written in the simple form 
л 

if the diagonal elements are defined by 

Introducing the relaxation matrix R in the usual way as 

eq. (5) can be written in vectorial form as 

i» « - R P . (8) 
The general solution of eq. (8). is 

P(t) = exp(-/?t)P° . (9) 
It can be shown^23' that the naive procedure of substituting 

eq. (9) into eq. (1) and performing the formal integration re¬ 
ally yields the correct result for the average populations 

J T 1 * 0 (10) 
/ being the unity matrix. Similar, although somewhat more sophis¬ 
ticated, expression can be obtained for time differential mea¬ 
surements/23' . 

Eq. (10) clearly shows that any change of <P> may originate 
from a change in the relaxation rates (i.e. the relaxation ma¬ 
trix /?) as well as from a change in the initial populations P° of 
the atomic levels. Such phenomena have been looked for by many 
groups for a long time. In the following, we shall briefly sum¬ 
marize these studies arranged according to the characteristic 
energy of the electronic excitations involved. 

Non-equilibrium population of different electron configurations 
(interconfiaurational rearrangements• 

A temperature dependence of the relaxation rate typical for 
an intramolecular electron transfer and to a small nuclear dis-
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placement has been reported on by Goldanskii et al.'4'26' in tve 
case of the 7urnbu.ll blue «> Prussian blue transition. However, 
recent tine differential measurements of the Mainz group could 
not reveal any time dependence of the emission line intensi¬ 
ties'27' in contrast to the original observation of Goldanskii et 
aj/4,26/ a contradiction deserving further clarification. 

Non-equilibrium population of different terms belonging to the 
same electron configuration. 

The "vertical" relaxation in the Tanabe-Sugano diagram of 
Fe2+ for 5T2j!

 = > 1 A I K transitions is strongly forbidden (6S=2) and 
proceeds via radiationless transitions i.e. by the emission of 
phonons. If the decay of the non-equilibrium population of the 
high-spin state in [Fe(phen)3] (C1O4)2#2H2O /24«25' is "vertical" 
on the Tanabe-Sugano diagram a constant relaxation rate is ex¬ 
pected at low temperatures because of the temperature indepen¬ 
dence of the direct processes. This low temperature plateau has 
been observed in fact'25', being, however, subject to the choice 
of the initial population of the excited level'14'. 

Non-equilibrium population of different states belonging to the 
same term. 

Shenoy et a!.'28' reported that the temperature dependent 
central component in the 166Er MSssbauer emission spectra does 
not vanish even at 4.2 К in dilute Au:166Er alloys. This anomaly 
has been explained by Hirst et ai.'29»30' claiming that the JS-de-
cay of 1 6 % o results in a uniform population of the CEF sublevels 
of the ground term of the Er3+ ion. The abnormal population of 
these low energy excitations relaxes within a time comparable to 
xn which is why a non-Boltzmann distribution can be observed at 
low temperatures. However, it has been shown by Garcin et ai.'5' 
that the observed temperature dependence of the spectra was 
probably due to clustering effects in this case. 

Similar effects have been observed by St6hr et ai.'30'31' on 
the Mfóssbauer emission spectra of 170Yb in dilute £u.:170Yb alloys 
following the 0-decay of 170Tm. In this experiment, the I°7 ground 
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doublet of Yb3+ has been spl.'.t by the Zeeraan effect. An external 
magnetic field of 5.5 T resulted in a splitting of about 10 K. 
The spectra measured at 4.2 К could be described in terms of an 
equal population of the Zeeman sublevels rather than in terms of 
a Boltzmann distribution. 

A long-lived low energy electronic excitation after the ВС 
of 57Co has been first observed by the Saclay group'5"10' on the 
ZnS:57Co system. The nucleogenic ion was in this case Fe2+ the Г3 
(=5E_) orbital doublet ground state of which in the cubic tetra-
hedral environment is split by iS-coupling into five equidistant 
levels: Гх (singlet), ГА (triplet), Г3 (doublet), Г5 (triplet) 
and Г2 (singlet) their overall splitting being 60 K. The singlets 
and the doublet contribute a central single line to the spec¬ 
trum. The two triplets Г^ and Г5 yield an unsplit line only if 
their relaxation rates are fast otherwise they result in two 
quadrupole doublets. These doublets which in fact appear in the 
emission spectra at Г<5 К could never be observed directly in 
absorber experiments since either the relaxation rate was too 
fast at higher temperatures or the 1'̂  and Г5 states were ther¬ 
mally depopulated at lower temperatures. 

The appearance of the quadrupole doublets in the Mossbauer 
emission spectrum clearly demonstrates that the initial popula¬ 
tion of the LS-levels is out of thermal equilibrium and that the 
relaxation rates are temperature dependent. In contrast to ths 
case of gold alloys, the initial population has net been assumed 
to be equal in ZnS:57Co. Instead, the authors were able to deter¬ 
mine the initial population from the temperature dependence of 
the spectra. 

A long-lived low energy electronic excitation of Fe3+ ions 
after the EC of 57Co has been first observed by the Erlangen-Bu-
dapest-Mainz collaboration'11' and turned out to be most suitable 
to study radiationless processes leading to the ground manifold. 
This is discussed in more detail in the next chapter. 



Kon-equilibrium population of different hvporfine substatea be¬ 
longing to the same electronic state. 

A non-equilibrium population and relaxation of the nuclear 
hypejffine sublevels stemming from the same atomic state has been 
observed and evaluated by Gonzalez-Jimenez et а!.'32' on Auj170Yb 
at 5P<0.5 K. 

LOW ENERGY EXCITATIONS OF Fes+ IONS 

Non-thermally Populated Fes+ Levels 

At 4.2 K, in magnetic fields Bexta3 T contributions from the 
л =+5/2 and m -+3/2 Zeeman levels have been found in the MCss-
S S 

bauer emission spectra of a frozen aqueous solution of 
57CoCl2 IX1I. Subspectra belonging to Zeeman sublevels with mg>l/2 
are not expected to appear in a MSssbauer absorption spectrum 
under such conditions the thermal population of these levels be¬ 
ing less than 2%. Therefore, the appearance of the anomalous 
lines is obviously due to the fact that the 6S ground state of 
Fe3+ is out of thermal equilibrium during the sensitive time of 
the Mossbauer measurement. A considerable fraction of the spec¬ 
tra belongs to Fe2+ ions. This fraction overlaps in the central 
part of the spectrum with that of Pe3+ ions only. Therefore it is 
possible to evaluate the Fe3+ fraction from its outer part, at 
least putting some constraints for the intensity ratio of the 
different subspectra. Although the presence of a long-lived 
heated lattice mode is very improbable the existence of an aver¬ 
age temperature cannot be excluded on the basis of measurements 
on frozen aqueous solution of 57CoCl2 where an average tempera¬ 
ture of about (29±4) К can reasonably well describe all observed 
line intensities at 4.2 К both in Bext=3 T and in Bext=5 T 'ia>'. 
An average temperature <T>=(34±7) К has been obtained on 57Co in 
Fe(BF4)2'6H20 /12/. 

The evaluation of the Fe3+ contribution has been made more 
difficult in these cases by the facts that a considerable and 
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Fig. 1. MOssbauer emission spectra of a single crystal of 
LiNb03:57Co at 4.2 К of Fe3+ in longitudinal magnetic fields Bext 
perpendicular to the crystallogr^phic с axis. The full line is 
the fit of the Fe3+ fraction. 



poorly resolved Fe2+ contribution could not be avoided and that 
the Fe3+ lines in low external magnetic fields were considerably 
smeared out by a not sufficiently slow relaxation. LiNb03:57Co 
and LiTa03t57Co seemed to be possible candidates for a more de¬ 
tailed study of the abnormal population of the Fe3+ electronic 
states. First results of these investigations have been pub¬ 
lished in a series of papers'13'33"35'. 

Magnetic Field Dependence of the Line Intensities 

Fig. 1 shows three spectra of LiNb03:57Co at 4.2 K. As shown 
by the stick diagram, at least five of the six jn5-levels of Fe3+ 

contribute markedly to the spectra in external magnetic field. 
This Fe3+ fraction can be evaluated in the high field approxima¬ 
tion, i.e. neglecting CEF effects. The line intensities show a 
roughly quadratic dependence on the external magnetic field a< 
shown on Fig. 2. This field dependence does not correspond to 
Boltzmann distribution ruling out, therefore, the existence of • 
long-lived heated localized lattice vibration'13' and also canno<. 
be explained by direct spin-lattice relaxation processes within 
the 6Alg ground manifold'33'. 

temperature Dependencet The Ground State Relaxation 

Fig. 3 shows'33' that the relative fraction of the 
jns-subspectra does not reflect any significant changes up to 
15 К. At higher temperatures the intensities tend towards a 
Boltzmann distribution which is approximately reached at 100 K. 
The resonance lines remain quite narrow up to 50 K. A signifi¬ 
cant line broadening is observed at 100 К only'33'. 

In view of the small concentration of paramagnetic ions in 
the source, spin-spin relaxation within 6Alg can be ruled out. 
Raman and Orbach processes are strongly temperature dependent 
and cannot play, therefore, a significant role within 6Alg at 
4.2 K. Direct first order spin-lattice processes can also be ex¬ 
cluded'33'. Indeed, for these processes the j»g«+l/2 <•> ms«-l/2 
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transitions are forbidden. Therefore, the sum of intensities for 
subspectra ms>0 (and, of course, also for ms<0) must not change 
in such processes, a constraint obviously not fulfilled in 
Fig. 2. It is not so easy to rule out second order direct pro¬ 
cesses. However, no significant relaxation has been observed in 
ESR measurements/36' Consequently, the average populations ob¬ 
served at 4.2 К are just proportional to the initial popula¬ 
tions • 

Fig. 2. Intensities of the 
individual Zeeman levels o£ 
Pe3' in LiNb03:

57Co ;J a 
function of th*: «quared ex¬ 
ternal magnetic fisid Sext. 
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Fig. 3. Relative fractions 
of the ms-subspectra of Fe3+ 

in LiNb03:57Co as a function 
of temperature in a longi¬ 
tudinal magnetic field of 
4 T perpendicular to the 
crystallographic с axis. 
The dotted line corresponds 
to a Boltzmann distribu¬ 
tion. 
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Angle Dependencet Radiationless Transition from Precursor Mani¬ 
folds 

The relative fraction of the jns-subspectra turned out to de¬ 
pend strongly on the angle 9 between the crystallographic c-axis 
and the magnetic field (cf. Fig. 4). This is rather surprizing, 
because the zero-field splitting in 6Alg is only about 5% of the 
Zeeman splitting at 4 T 'збЛ in contrast to this, all non-ground 
terms of the 3d5 high-spin Fe3+ ion are non-S terms having CBF 
splittings larger by 1 or 2 orders of magnitude than the Zeeman 
splitting'37'. When the crystal is rotated the 6AŁ wave functions 
are essentially fixed to the magnetic field while all excited 
term wave functions are essentially fixed to the crystal because 
of the presence of the orbital momentum. Therefore, the transi¬ 
tion matrix elements between any non-ground term and the 6Alg 
term should depend on 6. 

It is reasonable to assume that the EC results in a uniform 
population of all electronic levels of the nucleogenic Fe3+ ion. 
This non-equilibrium population relaxes to thermal equilibrium 
by various processes. The rate determining step is the transi¬ 
tion from the lowest excited Kramers doublet Г6

Т lying at ca. 
11000 cm'1 above the ground state to the 6Alg manifold (cf. 
Fig. 5) since it is spin-forbidden and of much higher transition 
energy than the spin-orbit coupling. The intersystem crossing 
process is due to orbit-lattice interaction and can fairly well 
explain the observed angular dependence'34'. Relevant parameters 
of the model are the Racach parameters В and C, the ligand field 
splittings and the spin-orbit coupling constant. 

The energy (i.e. magnetic field) dependence of the transi¬ 
tion rates due to a direct relaxation between the magnetically 
split substates of many Kramers doublets belonging to the 
higher-lying manifolds has recently turned out'38' to explain the 
magnetic field dependence of the emission line intensities. 
Also, the emission spectra at higher temperatures cannot be de¬ 
scribed in terms of spin-lattice relaxation taking place exclu¬ 
sively within 6Alg '35'. This means that not only the observed 
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Fig. 4. Mossbauer emission 
spectra of LiNbO3:57Co sin¬ 
gle crystals at 4.2 К in a 
longitudinal magnetic field 
of 4 T at various angles e 
between the magnetic field 

. and the crystallographic с 
axis. The full line is the 
fit of the Fe3+ fraction. 

high polarization of the 6AX 
ground state (i.e. the differ¬ 
ence between the intensities of 
the ms- and -jns-subspectra) 
originates from radiationless 
processes between higher-lying 
states but also the temperature 
dependence of this polariza¬ 
tion. In other words, the ap¬ 
proximate Boltzmann distribu¬ 
tion observed in 6AX at 100 К 
does not result from a suffi¬ 
ciently fast relaxation within 
the ground state. Instead, the 
thermalization probably takes 
place within the Гб

т Kramers 
doublet before the last inter-
eystera crossing transition 
leading to the ground state. 
This relaxation process can be 
observed indirectly only sinca 
the lifetime of the Гб

т state 
is too short to contribute di¬ 
rectly to the MSssbauer spec¬ 
trum. 
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Fig. 5. The low-lying electronic levels of Pa3+ in octahedral 
field, with spin-orbit coupling, and with magnetic field 
(£cxt

x4 T). The rate-determining radiationless transitions are 
indicated with wavy lines. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

M6ssbauer emission spectroscopy can successfully be used to 
study ligand field effects on excited electronic states and 
their relaxation processes even if those states cannot directly 
be seen in the M5ssbauer spectrum. This may be a unique possi¬ 
bility to gain information on states which can only be populated 
following a nuclear transformation. 
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Migration of In atoms on a stepped Cu(100) surface, studied vrith LEIS 

D.O. Boerma and M Breeraan 

Laboratorium voor Algemene Natuurkunde and Materials Science Centre, 

University of Groningen, Westersmgel 34, 9718 CM, Gror.ingen, The 

Netherlands. 

1. introduction 

The technique of Jow-energy ion scattering (LEIS) is often ust.i for 

studies of the composition and structure of surface: This technique has 

been very seldom used for the observation of surface migration, possibly 

because very low coverages in the order of 10"2 monolayers (ML) or less 

are needed in such experiments. The surface site determination with LEIS 

of a;oms present with such small coverages is at the limit of 

feasibility. 

in this paper a new method is described which allows atom site 

locations at coverages as low as 10"2 ML. The method was applied to 

determine the surface sites of indium atoms evaporated on a stepped 

Cu(IOO) surface. LEB measurements were performed after evaporation and 

after certain annealing steps. From the development of the population of 

sites on terraces, at steps, in steps and in terraces, as a function of 

anneal temperature, the different migration energies playing a role can 

be determined. Some preliminary results will be given in this 

contribution. 

The system indium on Cu was chosen because it has been studied 

extensively by the Konstanz group of G. Schatz and co-workers [) - 4J. 
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in :^e we: its of this group radioactive ;iilr. prow а:сгя$ were с --.si'.-d 
a; to* temperatures on г clean Cp surface зпл srse P A C зггяз: *-з» 
measured. The tota! coverage of radioactive plus s::. • .- inaiarn amounted 
to 10'1 ML in these experiments. As 2 function ot anneal temperature a 
number of sites was observed giving clear РАС signals. By interpreting 
the strength and direction of the electric field gradient experienced by 
the m i n probe atoms, the corresponding sites were derived. It is the 
aim of the present work to test the results of both methods (LEIS and 
РАС) against each other.- in the case that it can be proven that indeed 
surface migration on an atomic scale can be followed with LEIS 

techniques, the method can also be applied to systems that cannot be 
studied with radioactive probes. Such studies would be of great 
importance for a fundamental understanding of surface growth and surface 

reaction phenomena. 

2. Low-energy ion scattering 

The observation of scattered or recoiling particles after the 

bombardment of a surface with low-energy ions can yield information on 

the composition and the structure of a surface [5 - 9]. Usually Ne* or 

Ar* ions with energies between 1 and 20 keV are used as projectiles. 

Upon scattering from a surface the major fraction of the ions becomes 

neutralized, so that a time of flight method must be used to measure the 

energy of the scattered or the recoiling particles. For a given sample 

the neutralized fraction depends on the energy and the mass of the 

projectile and on the scattering geometry, and may vary between 75% and 

99%. Some experimenters use alkali ions as projectiles. The ionized 

fraction after scattering of these ions is much larger (> 95%), rmd 

electrostatic analyzers can be used to measure the energy [10]. 



Y.v diffcreRti::' DOS" « V : I M >cr scan ring ts very large, and can 

bs ir» the order r" 0.0J A!/sr. Jr: :he energy ior >*i»city) spectrurr tne 

iv :cles scattered rom the firs: :wo or three a*.-nic Save: C3r De 

recognized as a pjuK. In general, particles ssatterec from deeper layers 

have tost a large fraction of their energy before reaching the detector. 

This is the case, mainly because of multiple atomic scattering 

processes. These particles give rise to a background extending from the 

peak energy to the low-energy side. In a similar way the particles 

recoiling from the top layers of a sample can be recognized as peaks in 

the spectra- observed at forward scattering angles, with energies 

depending on the mass of the recoiling particies. 

From the kinematics of the collision problem it can easily be 

demonstrated that at a giver, angle the energy of the scattered particles 

is an increasing function of the mass of the atom from which the 

particle was scattered. The mass dispersion obtained in this way is the 

largest at backward angles. From the features mentioned it will be clear 

that under suitable circumstances a fraction of a monolayer of impurity 

atoms can be observed on a substrate surface, using LEIS, by measuring 

the scattered or the recoiling particles. In time of flight measurements 

it is advantageous to chose the experimental conditions such that the 

scattered or recoiling particles due to the presence of an impurity have 

the highest velocity, because under these circumstances the background 

will be low. In practice this implies that light impurities (e.g. 

hydrogen or oxygen) on a heavier substrate can be observed as recoiling 

particles at forward angles. Heavier impurities on a lighter substrate 

may be observed by measuring the scattered particles at backward angles. 

At backward angles no signal of light particles (lighter than the 

projectiles) can be observed. 

As is illustrated in fig. 1 a large shadow cone is formed behind each 

atom thai serves as a scattering centre. The angular half width of such 

a ?-.adow cons is typically in the order of 10° at a distance of ~ 2 A 

from the scattering center. The half width of the shadow cone will be an 
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the formation of a shadow cone behind a 
bombarded atom. The trajectories are calculated for scattering of 
6 keV Ne ions from an In atom. 

increasing function of the mass of the atom serving as a scattering 
centre. If an ordered surface is bombarded under a giancing polar angle 
in the direction of a surface string of atoms, no scattering with small 
impact parameters, i.e. over large scattering angles, can be observed, 
if the polar angle is smaller than the half width of the shadow cone. 
Under these conditions the surface acts as a smooth mirror for the 
scattered particles, implying that all particles are reflected in a 
specular direction. If we measure the yicid of scattered panicles at 
large scattering angles aj a function of th? azimuth angie, keeping the 
polar angle a fixed at the small value specified above, minima in the 
yield will occur if the azimuth angle coinci.es with the abaction of a 
close-packed string of surface atoms. It is obvious that the width of 
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the minima wit! be larger if the interatomic distance in a surface 
string is smaller. Tnese features of LEIS ire illustrated in fig. 2, 
that shows an angular scan on a Cu(Oll) surface. The pattern of dips in 

6keV Ne—CufOli) 

I t»! 1211) 1ШЦ223] 

1100] [011] 
Ф 

Ó 6 £f" 

О 2ndLAYER ATOMS 
) SURFACE ATOMS 

b) 

Fig. 2. a) Azimuthal scan of 6 keV Ne ions on Си(ОП). b) Schematic view 
of the mom positions of a Cu(011) surface. Note that the deep dips 
occur a: azimuth angles coinciding with close-packed surface strings. 

tb • scan can be seen to correspond to the structure of the surface. The 
picture sketched above is too simple to explain all features. Due to 
theni:.-! vibrations and possibly due to softie surface disorder the yield 
in the minima is not zero. At azimuth angles where the envelope of the 
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shadow cones coincides with (he position of a next аюга, (Ье- yield wii! 
be enhanced due to a focusing effect in fig. 1 it can be seen that the 
density of trajectories has a maximum in th: shadow-cone mantle. To 
deduce the precise structure of a surface from LEIS scans, the 
experimental data have to be compared with the results of computer 
simulations. However, this is not the subject of the present paper. 

In a similar way use can be made of blocking effects to study the 

structure of a surface, in this case a surface is bombarded under a 

steep angle, so that л\\ surface atoms can be hit. The particles are now 
observed at a glancing angle \"ith respect to the surface. Scattered (or 
recoiling) particles on their way to the detector may be blocked by a 
next atom ir a row, if the glancing angle is smaller than the half width 
of the blocking cone. The width of a blocking cone is even larger than 
that of a shadow cone, because the energy of the scattered particle is 

lower than the projectile energy. In principle the same information on 

surface structure is obtained from azimuthal scans taken in the blocking 
geometry and in the shadowing geometry. Measuring in the blocking 

geometry has as an advantage that, because of the steep entrance angle. 

Fig. 3. Model illustrating four different sites of an In atom on a 
stepped surface. 
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Fig. 4. Time of Flight spectra of 
6 keV Ne on indium covered Cu{17J,i) 
for different detector angles, 
measured с room temperature. 
a) TOF spectrum or an exit angle of 
60". Tnr small peak indicated is due 
to a 0.04 ML coverage of indium. 
b) TOF spectrum at an exit angle of 
12 degrees- The narrow peak is due 
to a 0.0) ML coverage of indium. 
c) TOF spectrum at an exit angle of 
9 degrees. The indium coverage is 
0.01 ML. 
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the beam spot on the sample is nearly circular. In the shadowing 
geometry the beam spot is elongated in one direction oy a factor 
(sina)*1 so that the rims of the sample can easily be hit 

In the present work we exploited some of the features c: LEIS in an 
extreme way, to be able to detect indium atoms with a coverage o( - I0"2 

ML on a stepped Cu(100) surface and to discriminate bciween indium atom 
sites on terraces, at steps, in steps or m terraces (posiiior. a-d in 
fig. 3). The scattering of 6 keV Ne+ ions was observed at a backward 
angle of 155°, ensuring a s ifficient discrimination between the peaks in 
the spectra due to scattering from In and Cu. As can be seen in fig. 4 
the In peak due to coverage with 4% of a ML is hardly visible if the 
sample is bombarded at steep angles. In this case the Cu peak is not 
only due to scattering from the first layer of Cu, but from several 
layers. At more glancing angles of the detector the In peak area grows 
relatively to the Cu peak. Two effects play a role here: at gbneing 
detector angles blocking diminishes the Cu peak more than the In peak. 
In both cases a Cu atom will be the blocking center. Since tne energy of 
the Ne atom is higher after scattering from In than after scattering 
from Cu, the blocking cone for scattering from In will be more narrow. 
The second effect is caused by the possible sites of the In moms on the 
Cu surface. This point is illustrated in fig. 5. A Ne ion scattered from 
an In atom on a tetrace (site a in fig. 3) a few atomic distances from а 
step will not be blocked in any direction, even at very IOW giancing 
angles such as 2°. A Ne ion scattered from an In atom a! a step site 
(position b in fig. 3) will not be blocked in a step-downward direction 
and in a direction parallel to the step; In atom? in the step are 
visible if the detector is placed at a downward position only. Of 
course, Cu atoms at a step will also be visible with the dstecor in a 
step-downward position. Substitutionai In or Cu atoms in terraces and 
not at a step (pos. d in fig. 3) are not visible in any direction with a 
polar detector angle as low as 2°. However, substitutions! In utoms will 
become visible at azimuth angles not coinciding with stmu directions 
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al smaller WM2: ar.j;i«s rmn th? Cv. atonii. Maying us1-1 of Ihis pheno; ;:i;ori 

it is also possible to detect scattering from substitutional in atoms 

without too much interference of the Cu signal for In coverages of ~ 

10~2 ML. The conclusion is that, making use of the geometries mentioned. 

it is possible to detect In atoms on and in 2 surface at trif low 

coverages mentioned, and to discriminate between tie sues o-d a? ."ir.ed 

in fig. 3, by taking azimuthal scans. 

atoms on terrace atoms at sie= 

^ ^ 9 . . . . . . . . . 

etoms n sieo 

Fig. 5. Schematic view of the visibility of the indium atoms in 
different bombarding directions for each of the four possible sites. 
The indications: "step up" and 'step down* refer to the beam direction. 
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detatiis 

i. У Sample preparation 

A single-crystalline rod of Си was cut in a {17,1,!) direction. To do 
this, the crystal was aiigned with X-ray diffraction, before cutting 
with an acid saw. After mechanical and electrochemical polishing the 
sample was introduced into the UHV prepz*-.tion chamber connected to the 
main scattering chamber. Here the sample was baked at 400° С and 
thereafter sputter-cleaned with 2 keV Ar ions at a temperature of 200° 
С After introducing the sample onto the three-axis goniometer in the 
main chamber a LEED pattern was taken. The pattern showed a splitting of 
spots in the (Oil) surface direction. From the distance of the split 
spots with respect to the distance of the consecutive (011) spots it 
could be derived [11] that indeed a (17,1,1) surface was obtained, 
consisting of (100) terraces with a length of 8.5 interatomic distances 
and monoatomic steps. After cooling the sample to 100 К In atoms were 
evaporated onto the surface with a calibrated Knudsen cell to a 
thickness of 2 . 10"* ML. 

3.2 Scattering chamber and Time of Flight measurements 

The lay-out of the scattering chamber with the preparation chamber 
(both at a vacuum of 2 • 10"10 Torr) and the low-energy ion source is 
shown in fig. 6. Samples mounted on a three-axis goniometer can be 
bombarded both with low-energy ions and with high-energy ions delivered 
by a 5 MV Van de Graaff accelerator. The goniometer head can be cooled 
to 100 К by a closed-cycle helium refrigerator, connected with copper 
braids, or heated to a maximum temperature of 500 K, by an internal 
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Fig. 6. Schematic view oj the experimental set-up. 

oven. The temperature was measured in the sampi= holder. An estimated 
correction of +20 К was applied for low temperatures to get the sample 
temperature. The chamber is provided with LEED. an Auger spectrometer 
and a Knudsen cell. The low-energy ion beam is chopped electrostatically 
after being deflected by a 90° magnet. During the experiments, carried 
out with 6 keV Ne* ions, the time structure of the beam was chosen such 
that the beam was present during ~ 150 ns each IS Ms. The scattered or 
recoiling particles could be detected at a scattering angle of 155е with 
a Bendixta) magnetic electron multiplier, or at forward angles around 45° 
with channei plates. The flight time from the chopper plater to the 
detector was measured with a time-to-amplitude-converter (TAC) with the 
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chopper signal and the detector signals serving as start and stop 
pulses, respectively. Angular scans were measured at fixed polar angles 
by rotating the sample around an axis perpendicular to the (100) 
terraces. To obtain the scans. In and Cu peak contents were determined 
after background subtraction. Scans were taken after evaporation and 
after isochronal annealing steps of JO min. After each annealing step 
the sample was cooled again before performing the measurement. The 
measuring temperature was chosen to be 100 K. after the annealing steps 

at 110 K, 120 K, 140 К and 160 K. After the other annealing steps below 
room temperature, the measuring temperature was chosen to be ~ 20 К 
below the annealing temperature. The scan at 300 К was taken at room 
temperature after indium evaporation at room temperature.This was done 
to reduce cooling times; it took ~ 1 h to cool the sample from 200 K. to 
100 K. 

At several points, it was checked whether any change was introduced 
by the irradiation with the analyzing beam, both by repeating scans and 
by inspection of the LEED pattern. Only a very small effect of the 
irradiation was found, which is neglected in the analysis. This 
observation is not surprising: after 1 day of data taking a flux of less 
than 10" ions/cm2 was used. Moreover, the sample was freshly prepared 
each day. 

4. Results and discussion 

Angular scans for scattering from In atoms taken with the detector at 

a glancing angle of 2 6 , ard with the beam entering with a polar angle of 

27° with respect to the. (!00) terraces, are shown in fig. 7. As 

explained in section 2, the yield observed during bombardment of the 

sample step-downwards (and thus with the scattered particles traveling 



T=100K 
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Fig. 7. Azimuihal scans of a Cu(17.1.1) surface, covered with — 1О'г ML 
mdium. measured a: o glancing detector angle of 2°. The yield of Ne 
ion-., scattered froir. in atoms is plotted as a function of the azimuth 
аг.сц. /or different annealing temperaiures. 
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step-upwards) can only be due to in atoms on a terrace at some distance 
from the step (site a). The yield observed in a direction parallel to 
the steps is due to atoms at site a plus isolated atoms at the step 
(site b). The yield observed with the detector in a step-downward 
position is due to In atoms at sites a and b plus atoms in the step 
(site e). Accordingly we derived the fractions of atoms in site a-d by 
taking the sum of counts as indicated in the angular scans. In fig. 8 
these fractions are plotted as a function of annealing temperature. For 
comparison, in fig. 9 the data obtained by the Konstanz group from РАС 
measurements on a stepped Cu(ll l) surface, as presented in ref. 3, are 
plotted on the same scale. In comparing the data it should be noted that 
the РАС data and our data are obtained for different surfaces and for 
different coverages: 
o Ronstanr (111) terraces with terrace length ~ 13.5 atomic distances, 

coverage ~ 10"3 ML. 
о present data: (100) terraces with terrace length 8.5 atomic distances, 

coverage ~ 10"2 ML. 

In both sets of data there is an invisible fraction. In the measurements 
of Konstanz this fraction consists of the In atoms not yielding a clear 
РАС signal. In our measurements this fraction contains at least tht In 
in terraces (site d). 

After evaporation at 100 К we observe a fraction a of 60% of In atoms 
on terraces and a fraction b of 40% of In atoms at steps. The missing 
fraction was defined as zero at this point. From the vay we analyze the 
data it follows that probably also in atoms at one intsi atomic distance 
from the step are included in the fraction b of 40%. If this is the 
case, and a random coverage of the surface would be assumed, then a 
fraction of near-step atoms of 25% would be expected. 

After annealing for 10 min at 110 К a decrease of fractions a and b 
and the appearance of a fraction с of In atoms in the steps was 
observed. This trend continues after annealing at 130 K. At the same 
time the missing fraction is growing. 



With the РАС metsurementt performed in Konstanz. an almost constant 
fraction t> of In atoms at the step is observed sn the temperature 
interval SC К - 120 К... while a fraction of 65% of the radioactive atoms 
does not yield a recognizable signal. This observation may be enrsained 
by assuming that at! the atoms evaporated on the terraces have migrated 
to the steps air»dy at 80 K, implying that the energy £„ for migration 

on terraces is smaller for (111) terraces than for (100) terraces. The 

"missing fraction" then would not be due to In atoms on terraces (site 

a). As an alternative explanation it could be assumed that in the 

interval SO К - 120 К the In atom fractions a and b are in thermal 
equilibrium. If this would be the case, a pan of the 'missing fraction" 
would consist of In atoms in site a. However, thr fact that in this 
interval this equilibrium does not shift would lead to the conclusion 
that the in atoms are only very weakly bound to a step, which is 
unlikely. 

Assuming that the Arrhenius law applies for the migration process of 
In atoms on the surface, the migration energies £m may be estimated as 

EJIU) < 0^5 eV; £m(100) « 0.3 eV. 

With РАС the growth of fraction с of In atoms in the step at the cost 
of fraction b at the step is observed at 140 K. In our case this shift 
was observed at ПО К. This difference may also be attributed to the 
difference in surfaces. A more likely explanation is that clustering of 
strings of In atoms along steps occurs. In a one-dimensional diffusion 
calculation it was shown that such clustering occurs for a 10~2 ML 
coverage of In if reasonable values for the in - In binding energy for 
In atoms at a step in the order of 0.7 eV and for migration of In atoms 
along the step of 0.4 eV or smaller are assumed. The energy for 
migration along a step is thought to be slightly higher than the 
migration energy £m(100). The value of 0.7 eV for In - In binding at 

steps is chosen to be slightly higher than the In - In binding energy on 

a Cu(IOO) surface, as derived from РАС measurements [2]. Both binding 
energies include the energy needed to make a jump to a nearest surface 
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Fig. 8. Fractions of In atoms ai different sites, as a function of 
annealing temperature, as measured with LEIS. 
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Fig. 9. Fractions of In atoms at different sites, as с function of 
annealing temperature, as measured with РАС. 
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n For a ccA-ra?e v,hh 10'5 ML In atoms such clustering is hardly 
prt',ent. as indicated by the calculations. In LEIS in atoms present 
along steps in strings would behave к atoms in a step, even if 
intervals of I interatomic distance were present in the In strings. 

in both LEIS and РАС this fraction с of In atoms in the step (or in a 
string along the step) is almost constant until an annealing temperature 
of between 230 K. and 280 K. (LEIS) and of between 180 К and 250 К (РАС;. 

With РАС it was found that after annealing at 2S0 К the fraction с 
has disappeared totally and all atoms (giving a clear РАС signal) ate in 
a site, interpreted as a substitimonal terrace site d. With LEIS a 
sharp increase of the "invisible* traction is observed if the annealing 
temperature is increased from 230 К to 280 K., which would be compatible 
with this interpretation of the РАС data. The presence of a small 
fraction с of In atoms in the step after annealing at 280 K. and 300 К as 
observed with LEIS may be due to the fact that these data were measured 
at ~ 2S0 К and 300 К respectively, where a thermal equilibrium between 
In atoms in terraces and in steps may exist. 

A remaining point is the probierń of the missing or invisible fraction 

both in LEIS and in РАС. From the data it can be derived that the 
missing fraction in РАС decreases from 65% after annealing at 100 К to 
37% after annealing at 300 K. It is suggested by the Konstanz group that 
at least part of this fraction is associated with impurities. It is not 
likely that this fraction is due to In atoms on terraces (site a). 

The absolute fraction of invisible atoms with LEIS is set at zero at 
100 K. The increase of this fraction after annealing above 100 К might 
be due to clustering. For instance, if indeed the mobility of In atoms 
along steps is large, it is conceivable that in atoms cluster 
preferentially at sites where In atoms are in the step. The rise of the 
missing fraction after annealing at 280 К is probably due to migration 
into substitutional terrace sites d. To test this, an azimuthal scan was 
made with the detector at a glancing angle of 9°. At this angle the 
surface Cu atoms are not fully visible yet at most azimuth angles, so 
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Fig. 10. Ąz.-ru:-:ai scans of a Cu(l?,],l) surface, covered with ~ 10 
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this :*•'? In peat, oaf to subsiituiiona! In at the surface is still 
su:ucicn;iy iarge relatively to the Cu peai ю be analyzed. The scan is 
shown in fig. 10, together with a scan for Cu taken at an somewhat 
iarger giancing detector angle of 15°. From the similarities in the 
scans it can be deduced unambiguously that the In atoms indeed occupy 
substituiional terrace sites. The small differences in the scans can be 
explained b> differences in measuring geometries and in widths of the 
shadow cones. 

4. Conclusions 

Surface migration of In atoms on a stepped Cu surface has been 
observed for the first time with LEIS. At present, a coverage of ~ 10~2 

ML is at the limit of feasibility using this method. Similar results are 
obtained with РАС, and it can be concluded that the results are in 
agreement with each other, in so far they can be compared. The model 
used to explain the P A C data seems to be fully confirmed. There are 
indications that In atoms cluster at step sites if the coverage is ~ 
1СГ2 ML. This is also confirmed by calculations. Both from the РАС data 
and from calculations it follows that such clustering hardly occurs for 
10"3 ML 1л coverage, as is used in the РАС measurements. !t would be 
important to measure In migration both with LEIS and РАС under more 
similar experimental conditions to try to solve some remaining 
questions. 
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ZAKOPANE SONG 

We like to be, we like to be in Zakopane 

We like to be in Zakopane 
because we have a lot of fun 
On Sunday morning we arrived 
and Jurek welcomed us so nice. 
And then we had a walk around the town 
and found that we were not alone: 

from South and West and East 
a great physicist's feast -

we like to be in Zakopane! 

We like to be in Zakopane 
because there is a lot of sun. 
The mountains fascinated us, 
unluckily we missed the bus. 
Despite we climbed aready on the rocks 
and very wet were our socks, 

but this was no surprise 
because of snow and ice -

we like to be in Zakopane! 

We like to be in Zakopane 
although we have a lot to run: 
we have to go to school all day, 
but we enjoy it anyway, 
because the meals are tasting hypefine 
with Polish beer and tea and wine. 

We made a lot of friends, 
now people, let's shake hands -

WE LIKE TO BE IN ZAKOPANE! 


